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PREFACE

The development of Islamic culture in India is as much a regional

formulationof universal Islamiccultureas a response to the tensions

arising out of its tenacious persistence for survival, its fear of

submergence and the compromises it made from time to time in

the overwhelmingly non-Muslim environment of India. It has

therefore been studied in this work in separate sections, in relation

to the Muslim world in general, and in relation to Hindu India.

The first part deals exclusively with the religio-political 'pull'

of Dar al-Islam, felt in various phases of its history by Muslim

India: its attitude to the 'authority' and the 'myth' of the 'Abbasid

caliphate; its feeling of insecurity under the Mongol threat; the

relations of its Mughal empire with the other two contemporary

Muslim empires, the Ottoman and the Safavid, and the role of

smaller Indian Muslim states in that pattern of the Muslim world;

and finally under the British rule the tensions and the division of

its political-emotional will between attachment to the centralizing

ideologies of Dar al-Islam and the exigencies of separate political

development within the sub-continent.

The second part examines the problems of environmental ten-

sions in Muslim culture in India; trends of synthesis and anti-

thesis in various political, cultural and religious fields; mutations

and divisions and antagonisms. Hindu and Muslim religions,

civilizations and ways of life co-existed together for well over a

thousand years, undergoing alternating or simultaneous processes

of mutual attraction and repulsion. Neither the attraction nor the

repulsion constitutes the whole story, which is interwoven in an
infinite pattern of points and counter-points. There can perhaps be
no better principle for analysing this long story of divided co-

existence of Hindus and Muslims in India, leading to divided

existence as India and Pakistan in the twentieth century, than
Professor Butterfield's famous observation: 'The historian seeks to

explain how the past came to be turned into the present, but there

is a very real sense in which the only explanation he can give is to

unfold the whole story and to reveal the complexity by telling it in

detail.'
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PART I

MUSLIM INDIA IN RELATION TO
THE ISLAMIC WORLD 710 to 1947



I

DELHI SULTANATE AND THE
UNIVERSAL CALIPHATE

The Muslims first set foot in India during the period of the rapid

expansion of the caliphate. The expedition of Abu'l 'As Mughlra

was an effort in this direction1
; its lack of success and the advice of

Abu Musa al-Ash'ari against 'Uthman al-Thaqaffs plan of a land

invasion led the second caliph of Islam, 'Umar ibn al-Khattab, to

postpone the venture,2 but the collection of military intelligence

about India continued under his successor the caliph 'Uthman ibn

'Affan3 ; there was an Arab incursion into Sind under the fourth

caliph 'All in 660, 4 and a more organized expedition was sent

in 664-byMu'awiya, the first Umayyad caliph, under 'Abdullah ibn

SawSd which was repulsed by the Hindus. 5 Other expeditions sent

by early Umayyads, under Ahnaf ibn Qays, Rashid ibn 'Umar al-

Jazrl and Mundhir ibn Harud al-Bashari were in the nature of

exploratory forays and did not make much headway. 0 Under al-

Walid ibn 'Abd al-Malik, the famous governor of Iraq, HajjSj ibn

Yusuf, sent a well-organized Arab expedition under Muhammad
ibn Qasim in 711, which brought about the conquest of Sind and

its incorporation in the Umayyad caliphate. It has been suggested

that Hajjaj's plan of conquest was much more ambitious, and that

he was planning a huge pincer movement north and south of the

Central Asian spinal mass intended to meet in China, under two of

the ablest Arab generals, Ibn Qasim and Qutayba; 'For in the self-

same year one was on the Indus, the other on the Jaxartes, in the

same longitude, and at the same distance from the eastern goal.' 7

If so, Hajjaj and his generals seem to have been unaware of the

geographical hazards and the vast distances involved in this plan of

world conquest.

Sind, however, became integrally a province of the Umayyad,
and after its overthrow in 750, of the 'Abbasid caliphate, though

1 a!-Bal3clhuri, Fatuh al-buldtin, Cairo, 1932, 420; Clutch Nama, English tr.

by K. Frcdunberg, 57-58. » ol-Ba]Idhuri, 420; Chach Nama, 58.
a al-BalSdhuri, 420; Chach Nama, 58-59.
* al-Bandhuri, 421. « al-Baladhuri, 4-1; Chach Nama, 61.
Chach Nama, 63-66. ' Elliot, i, 434.
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not without a brief struggle on its soil between the adherents of

the old and the new dynasty. Under the 'Abbasids Sind was

culturally integrated in the Dar al-Islam. In 871 the 'Abbasid

caliph al-Mu'tamid bestowed the government of Sind on the

Saffarid Ya'qub ibn Layth who had become the virtual ruler of the

eastern frontier provinces of the caliphate from the Indus valley

in the south to Tukharistan in the north. When the Saffarid power

collapsed, 'Sind, neglected by the imperial government, came to

be divided among several petty princes who, though they trans-

mitted no revenue and rendered no political allegiance to the

Khalif, were, like other more powerful chiefs, who had assumed

independence, glad to fortify their position by acknowledging his

spiritual supremacy.' 1 Before surrendering to the Qaramite heresy,

Sind passed through a period of partial Hindu dominance, but the

klmtba (Friday sermon) continued to be read in Muslim mosques

in the name of the 'Abbasid caliph. 2

The situation changed when the Qaramites occupied Sind.

The first da'i (missionary) of the Isma'ilis had arrived in Sind in

883 ,
a Ibn Shayban sent by the Fatimid al-'Aziz with a military

escort took Multan in 977. The khulba of the Fatimid caliphs

continued to be read in Multan for several decades and their

sovereignty remained loosely effective in Sind. 4 The ascendancy

of the Qaramites in Upper Sind seems to have outlasted Mahmud
of Ghazna's sack of that city, and they still remained in contact

with the Isma'ilis and other kindred communities in Syria and
Egypt. In 1032 Mukhtana Baha al-din, one of the principal com-
pilers of Druze writings, addressed an epistle to the 'unitarians of

Multan and Hindustan in general.and to Shayk Ibn Sumar Raja Bal
in particular'.5 The effective subjugation of the Qaramites in Sind
took place only after the consolidation of Nasir al-din Qubacha's
power in Sind in the beginning of the thirteenth century.
The Isma'ih" and later the Buwayhid challenges in Iraq seem to

have crystallized the theory of Khilafat as presented by al-

Mawardi in the practice of the SunnI Islam.6 It bound the Sunnl
successor states to the centralized spiritual authority of the

'Elliot, i, 453; .'al-Istakhri in Elliot, i, 28; Ibn Hatvqal in op. cit. i, 35.
» AbO Zafar Nadv,, TSrikh-i Sindh, .Vzimcaih, n.d., 200.
S. M. Stem Iima'-ffi Propaganda and Fatimid Rule in Sind', IC (1949),

"""i,??8-?0': f
1"! 1* Muhammad Ikram, Ab-i Kamlwr, Lahore, i952, 33

.h#Uiot, 400—91 •

« al-Miiwardi .Ahkam al-Sultamya, Cairo, 1881.H. A.R. Gibb, 'Al-Mawardi's
Theory of the Khilafah*, iC (1937), xi, 3, 291-302.
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'Abbasid caliphate, and it gave the ruler of the successor state

delegated legal authority in his own territory and a claim to the

loyalty of his subjects. 'In theory at least', writes Rosenthal sum-

ming up the situation, 'the offices of caliph and emir are united in

one and the same person. In practice the caliph often delegates

his temporal authority to an emir, who exercises effective power

but recognizes the spiritual authority of the caliph. This may be

nothing more than a legal fiction; but it alone guaranteed the unity

of Islam under the overall authority of the shari'a.' 1

The Muslim advent in north-west India almost coincided with

the crystallization of this conception of Khilafat. In the early

eleventh century Mahmud of Ghazna, who ostentatiously sub-

mitted himself in enlightened self-interest 2 to the spiritual sway of

the 'Abbasid caliphate, was also the monarch who invaded and in-

corporated north-west India into his kingdom. In his mind the two

processes, submission to a 'universal' khilafat and the invasion and

occupation of 'infidel' Indian territory were clearly interconnected.

The occasion of his investiture by al-Qadirwas also the occasion of

his vow to extend the impact of Islam in 'pagan' India; and his sack

of Somnat led to a second caliphal investiture with more titles and
honours.3 Mahmud's coins bore the name of the 'Abbasid caliph

beside his own, a practice which was continued by his successors

at Ghazna and Lahore.1 More than that, he bequeathed to the

Ghaznavid sultans at Lahore and the Turkish sultans at Delhi, the

heritage of a Muslim world-view which bound the Muslim sultan,

of his own free will, to the theoretical authority of a 'universal'

khalifa, who did not or could not interfere in the regional sultan's

freedom in his own territory, but who consecrated his legal

authority among his Muslim subjects and ensured their loyalty,

and who was a symbol of association that bound Muslim India to

the Muslim world.

Bayhaqi has left us a detailed account of the reception given in

1030 to Abu Muhammad Hashimi, the envoy of al-Qadir by
1 Erttin I. J. Rosenthal, Political Thought in Medieval Islam, Cambridge,

1958, 23.
" Sibt Ibn a]-Jawzi, Mtr'l al-saman, B M. Or. MS. 4619, fo 204b; GardizT,

Kttiib Zayn a! ahhbar, cd. M. Nazim, Berlin, 1928, 71; al-'Utbi, Tdrihh Yamim,
Eng tr. J. Reynolds (O.T.r.), 299; Muhammad Nazim, The Life and Times of
Sultan Mahmtld 0/ Ghazna, Cambridge, 1931, 164-5.

GardizT, 62-63, S7-88; nl-'UtbT, 299; letter of Mahmud to al-Qadir in Abu
SluijV al-Rudhrawari and Hill] a]-Sabi, Tajarib al-umam, ed. D. S. Morgoliouth
and II. Amcdroz, Cairo, 1914-16, in, 341-3,

* E. Thomas, 'Coins of the Kings of Ghazni', JRAS, ix, 267; xvit, 138.
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Mas'ud, the son and successor of Mahrnud of Ghazna, and of the

sense of security a caliphal investiture brought to a Muslim

sovereign.1

Ghaznawid sultans of succeeding generations continued to be

honoured by the 'Abbasid cahphal investitures. On two such

occasions, the investitures of Sayf al-dawla Mahmud and of

Arsalan Shah (1115-18), the poet Mas'ud Sa'd Salman wrote

glowing panegyrics.2 'Ala al-din, the notorious Ghurid ruler who

sacked Ghazna and earned for himself the unenviable title of

Jahansuz (world-burner) also prided himself, on being the 'lamp

of the house of the 'Abbasids', an egoistical way of describing his

relation as a vassal to the caliphal house. 3 The evidence of the coins

minted by Mu'izz al-din Muhammad ibn Sam Ghuri, the Muslim

conqueror of North India and its first ruler, as well as some archi-

tectural evidence dating back to his rule (1174-1206) affirms his

submission to the 'Abbasid caliph al-NSsir whose name appears

with his own.4

After the establishment of his power in North India and the

extinction of his rivals Taj al-din Yildiz and N5sir al-din Qubacha

(1119), the 'Slave' Sultan Shams al-din Iletmish (1211-36) receiv-

ed the investiture of the 'Abbasid al-Mustansir as a legal sanction

of his monarchy. As the caliphal envoy arrived Iletmish 'observed

the rules of obedience and submission as were binding on him'

and was 'overwhelmed with Happiness' 6
; and the poet Taj al-din

Sangriza composed his famous panegyric celebrating the occasion. 6

Iletmish's silver coins bear the name of al-Mustansir on the

reverse side, and on the obverse his own as the helper of the

Islamic caliph (nasir-i Amir al-Mu'minin), a legend that was
subsequently very frequently used by the sultans of Muslim India;

his copper coins bore the name of the caliph on one side and the
Indianizcd form of his title as Sliri Shalipliah on the other.'

The name of the last caliph of Baghdad, al-Musta'sim, appeared
in India first on the coins of 'Ala al-din Mas'ud, and continued to

1 Abul Fail Muhammad ibn Husain al-Bayhaql, Tarthh-i Mat'Qdl edited by
Chanl and FayySz, Tehran, 1949. 44-45, 48-49, 77-84, 386, 310, 357, 369-72.

Ma.'Od Sa'd Salman, tt*, edited by Rashld Yitaii, Tehran, n.l, 113,
7
» Minhaj al-SirEj al-Juzjanl, TabaqaUi Kasht, Calcutta. 1864, 57.
T. Thomas, 7/ie Chronicles of the Palhan Kingj of Delhi, London. 1871,

11-14. M-34, =9.
* Yahya ibn Ahmad Sifhindi, Tartkh-i Mubarak Shaht, Calcutta, 1931 19.
• Abdul Qadir BadaunJ. Muntakhib al-tavarlkh, Calcutta, 1868-0 ii 66Thomas, op. cit., 46, 52.
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appear even after the murder of that caliph, the apparent end of

the 'Abbasid dynasty and the sack of Baghdad by the Mongols in

1258, on the coins of the pious Nasir al-din Mahmud (1246-65),

his successors Ghiyath al-din Balban (1266-87) and Mui'zz al-din

Kayqubad (1287-8).1 Balban in his inscription on the walls of the

mosque at Garhmukteshwar (1283) still called himself the 'helper'

(nasir) of a caliph who did not exist except in theory.2 At the same

time the political philosophy behind Balban's glorification of the

status of the sultan in India,3 and his introduction of such in-

novations in court ceremonial as prostration, seems to underline

the necessity of the sultan asserting his sovereignty 'in his own
divine right' like a Sassanid monarch, as there was no caliph in

rightful succession of the Prophet to bestow it upon him by

investiture.

Jalal al-din Khaljl (1290-6) whose dynasty succeeded that of the

'Slave' sultans in Delhi continued to inscribe al-Musta'sim's name
on his coins. But now, nearly half a century after the sack of

Baghdad, the theory of the authority of a non-existent Khalifa was

wearing thin. Sunni Islam, more pragmatic than the Shi'ite, was
finding the concept of an 'absent' Imam difficult to swallow. 'Ala

al-din Khalji (1 296-1 316) and most of his successors until Muham-
mad bin Tughluq, reconciled themselves to a concept of universal

Muslim caliphate in the abstract, with a hypothetical caliph.The

title used by these sultans, no doubt on the advice of the 'ulama

and the elite of their court, was the traditional one, nasir-i amir al-

mii'minin or in the case of 'Ala al-din Khalji even that olyamin al-

khilafat (right hand of the caliphate).1 The same titles were used
by 'Ala al-din Khalji in his inscriptions on the Qutb Minar.

About this time the word 'khilafat', underwent a loosening of

meaning in its Persian usage and became synonymous with other

terms used for a state or a kingdom like 'dazolat' and 'saltanat'. This
vulgarization of the term 'lihilafaC was not confined to India; it was
a logical consequence of the sack of Baghdad and the end of the
'Abbasid caliphate.

'Ala al-din's degenerate son and last of the Khaljis Qutb al-din

Mubarak (1316-20) was the first, and in fact the only Muslim
ruler in India who appropriated for himself the caliphal titles amir

' Thomas, op. cit., 123, 127-9, M». * Ibid., 136.
* Ziyn al-dtn BaranI, Tmlkh-i Firuz Shah!, Calcutta, 1862, 103.
* Amir Khusnul, I4

ja=-i KIntsraKt, I.ucLno\v, 1S76, 14; Thomas, 168, 173.
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al muminin and imam al-a'zam, as well as the pseudo-'Abbasid

ruling name al-Wathiq.1 His favourite, murderer and successor

Khusrau Khan, who apostasized from Islam, continued to call

himself by a Muslim name in the empire, and the legend on his

coins became confused: on the one hand he appropriated the title

al-Wathiq used by his predecessor, on the other on some of hb

silver and copper coinage he contented himself by claiming to be

the 'Kali' (servant) of the Prince of the Faithful.2

Under the Tughluqs, who succeeded the KhaljTs, there was a

return to the old pattern of loyalty to the hypothesis of a 'universal'

caliphate and Ghiyath al-din Tughluq (1320-5) re-adopted on his

coins the formula of 'Ala al-din Khalji calling himself the nasir

(helper) of the caliph, without mentioning his name. His son

Muhhammad bin Tughluq (1325-51) was the first ruler in India

who regarded his empire as a part of Dar al-Islam, while not

insisting like his successor Firuz, on the strict promulgation of the

sharVa. Shortly after his accession he sent embassies to the court

of the MamlOk al-Nasir Muhammad in Egypt, and the Il-Khan

Abu Sa'id in Persia, while his relations with the Chaghatay
Tarmashirin Khan in Transoxiana, who had begun by invading

India, matured into that of friendship.3 If one is permitted to apply
a modern term to the medieval religio-political idealism of Muh-
ammad bin Tughluq, he can also be described as the first pan-
Islamist in India, who believed in the world of Islam as a com-
posite totality, at the centre of which was the authority of the
'Abbasid caliph. The kings who had reigned in India without the
caliphal investiture, he regarded as usurpers.4 This usurpation,
according to him, began with Balban, and continued through the
Khaljis and the apostate usurper Khusrau Khan to his own father
Ghiyath al-din Tughluq; he had their names deleted from Friday
sermons. In retrospect, he reproached himself for having appro-
priated titles and privileges which were becoming to the 'Abbasid
caliphs alone. He confesses that as a 'usurper' he had come to lose
intellectual and religious balance and had passed through a stage
of rationalist agnosticism 'which was worse than apostasy'; con-

\V"^! ty?-^>; ,
'Ibid. 186.

ir5 •'

f £
J" Ai'"^"-^l/<"< in Enptm, Siuttgart, i860, iv,

trjnch by C. Drfrmcry and D. R. Sansuinetti, Paris, ,857, lii. 41
... Jr*

8""?! "L
"uh»J»,,a'J t>» Tughluq'. Mtmoits in B.M. Add. MS. 15,7S5. 31(>*-b; Bararil, 491-3.

J
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sequently as a monarch he failed in all his projects, until he arrived

at the right solution, the search for the rightful imam and khalifa of

the umma, who alone could have the authority to bestow on him

the rights and privileges of sovereignty.1 He must have known of

the existence of the 'Abbasid successors of al-Musta'sim living in

exile in Egypt from his own envoy to al-Nasir and from the foreign

elite in his court. He applied for investiture to the Cairene caliph

al-Mustakfi, and pending the caliphal response had his own name

deleted from the coins and postponed Friday and 'Id sermons,

which were resumed only after the return of his envoy Haji

Muhammad Sarsari from Cairo in 1343 with the caliphal edict and

robes of investiture.2 In celebration of the investiture the heavy

customs duties that used to be levied on the frontier were

abolished. 3 The names of the 'Abbasid al-Mustakfi and his succes-

sors al-Wathiq I (1339-42) and al-Haldm (1342-52), from whom
Muhammad bin Tughluq also received missions of investiture,

came to be read in the Friday and 'Id sermons throughout the

Tughluq empire; and perhaps outside Egypt the prestige of the

Cairene caliphs was nowhere as high as in Tughluq India.4

One of the Cairene caliphal envoys to Muhammad bin Tughluq
was no less a person than the 'Shaykh al-Islam' (Shaykh al-

Shuyiikh) of Egypt whose arrival was celebrated by the poet-

laureate of the court Badr-i Chach in ornate panegyrics. 5 In Muh-
ammad bin Tughluq's coinage after his investiture his own name
was left out and substituted by that of al-Mustakfi and later, of al-

Hakim. 6

Caliphal investiture came to Flruz Tughluq (1351-88) un-
solicited from al-Haklm 'entrusting to him the territories of Hind'. 7

Flruz, like his predecessor, held the view that 'it is by his (caliph's)

sanction that the power of the kings is assured, and no king is

secure until he has submitted himself to the khalifa'. The 'greatest

and best of honours that I obtained through God's mercy was, that

by my obedience and piety, and friendliness and submission to the

Khalifa, the representative of the holy Prophet, my authority was
1 Muhammad bin Tughluq, fos. 3l7a-b.
» Barani, 494. ' Ibn BatttQah, ill, 117.
4

cf. D. Ayalon, 'Studies in the transfer of 'Abbasid Caliphate from Baghdad
to Cairo', in Arabica, Lcjdcn, toGo, 41-59.

* Badr-i Chach, QoiojV, Cawnpore, n U
, 13-17.

• Thomas. 207-16, 249-53, 250-60
T Shims Sirflj 'Afif, Tar'tKh-i Firiiz SItalu, Calcutta, 1890, 274-6, Barani, 598,

Sirlundl, 126.
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confirmed'.1 Barani attributes 'the peace and prosperity' of Firuz's

reign to the caliphal blessing.2 Coins of Firuz Tughluq bore the

names of al-Hakim and his successors al-Mu'tadid and al-

Mutawakkil. The latter's name, due to the loss of direct contact

with Egypt during the chaos that descended on the Delhi sultanate

after Firuz, continued to appear on the coins of all his successors

in the Tughluq dynasty.*

The regional Muslim rulers of North India, whenever they

declared themselves independent of the suzerainty of Delhi and

struck their own coins, did so in the name of the 'Abbasid caliph.

The coins of the kings of Bengal bore the name of al-Musta'sim

long after its use had ceased in the Delhi mint. 4 The Sharql

sultans of Jaunpur called themselves the vice-regents of the

Prince of the Faithful, and sometimes inscribed the names of the

'Abbasid caliphs on their coins.5 The successor states of the

Tughluq empire in Malwa, Gujarat and Deccan did not use

caliphal legends on their coins. In the case of the Bahmanid king-

dom of Deccan this omission may have been due to the ShI'ite

influences at the court.

In Delhi, Khizar Khan (1414-21) substituted the names of

Timiir and Shah Rukh instead of those of the Cairene caliphs; but

this innovation was confined to his own reign. His 'Sayyid' succes-

sors, as well as the Lodis, reverted to the formula of describing

themselves on their coins as the viceroys (na'ib) of the caliph of

Muslims, until Babur's advent in 1526.®

In the Suri interregnum (1538-55) one comes across an inter-

esting development. Instead of a reference to the contemporary
'universal' caliph, the coins of Sher Shah bear the name of the four
holy caliphs.

On the basis of the numismatic evidence one may assume that
the name, or in its absence, the authority of the 'Abbasid caliph,
was accepted practically throughout the period of the pre-Mughal
rule in India as the source and sanction of the sultan's legal author-
ity. The use of coinage must have familiarized the common Indian
Muslim with the position and authority of the 'universal' caliph;
and it will therefore be not unreasonable to hazard a conjecture

1 nrOz Tuchluq, Futuhat-i Firits Shahl, Eng. tr. in Elliot iii 1871 Hanml, 598-9. J '

* Thomas, 274-7, 304-5, 308-9, 311, 316.
• Ibid. 104, ,9,7,201. 'Ibid. 321-2.
Ibid. 333, 336, 336-9 and pa,nm.
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that when the name of a particular 'Abbasid caliph appeared on

the coinage, it was also read out in the Friday sermon (kliutba)
;

when the name of a caliph long dead like al-Musta'sim, or no name
but merely the title of the caliph, appeared on the coins, then per-

haps the prescribed passage in the Friday sermons referring to the

universal caliph was read out with the name left blank. This was a

practice which was also followed in some places in Muslim India

after the abolition of Ottoman caliphate in 1924.



II

THE MONGOL THREAT 1

Persuading Princess Khudawand-zadeh to waive the claim of her

son to the throne of Delhi in favour of her cousin Firiiz Tughluq,

the argument was pressed in 1351 by Malik Sayf al-din Khoju in

these words: 'We have arrived in an alien land and a powerful

Mongol army confronts us.'2 This may have been the description

of the actual situation of the Tughluq army by the waters of Indus

in 1351, when on the death of Muhammad bin Tughluq it was

being harassed by the rebels of Sind on one flank and on the other

by the treachery of an auxiliaryMongol force3 : but in a larger sense

it describes the Muslim Indian situation from 1221, when in

pursuit of Jalal al-din Khwarizm the hordes of Chingiz Khan made

their first appearance further north on the same river, until the

actual sack of Delhi by Tlmur Leng in 1398. The psychological

formula 'Mongol pressure in an alien land' sums up the feeling of

insecurity, and consequently that of Islamic solidarity, in the

Muslim elite which clung desperately to its foothold in a country

where the indigenous Hindu resistance was hostile and from out-

side the formidable threat of Mongol invasion meant annihilation.

It shaped the administrative policy, emphasized conservative

trends in religion and culture and separatist trends in politics; it

controlled the ebb and flow of conquest within the sub-continent

and encouraged a nostalgic interest in the affairs and ideas of the
rest of the Muslim world.

Luckily for Muslim India Chingiz Khan's contemporary at

Delhi was the saintly but pragmatic Iletmish, on whom the fatal

error of Muhammad Shah Khwarizm in provoking the Mongol
fury and inviting disaster was not lost. His refusal to give asylum
to Jalal al-din Khwarizm was as much a gesture of benevolent
neutrality to the Mongols, as it was a precaution against the ambi-
tions, military skill and popularity of the Khwarizmian prince/

Tor a concise itiney of Mongol incursions in India see Karl Jahn, 'Zum
Problem der monEoIischert Eroberungen in Indicn (13,-14. Jahihundert)', in
Akltndn\\rrvrirtttn^zl^ntrnuiti<malmOnmtaliuhm-KonzTettet Mfinchen,
'957. "Afif.46, * Barani, 533-6.

* *AU al-tlin al-Juwaynl, TariHt-i Jahcnkuiha, Eng. tr. by Boyle. Manchester.
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Though the Mongol presence on the Hindu Kush and the Indus

served indirectly to consolidate Iletmish's power by weakening his

rival Qubacha; it also menaced the very existence of the infant

Muslim power in north India. Mongol columns under Chaghatay

and Ogddei ravaged southern Punjab and Chaghatay spent a winter

at Kalinjar.1 On the whole the Delhi Sultanate maintained a policy

of watchful defence and cautious neutrality which extended to

dealings with the factions among Mongols themselves. Wary of

Mongol wiles, Iletmish gave a discouraging reception to the em-

bassy of Berke of the Golden Horde, newly converted to Islam.2

Luckily again India escaped the main brunt of a Mongol in-

vasion and the fate of China, Central Asia, Russia, and Persia. Its

experience of the Mongol onslaught was one of raids, forays and

incursions by commanders of secondary rank and skill. These were

almost miraculously ill-timed, for if any had occurred when there

was a %vcak sultan in Delhi or internal chaos and rebellion afoot

the Muslim state in India could easily have been undermined.

Such a situation very nearly developed when on the death of

Iletmish his son Jalal al-din took refuge in the court of Mangu,who
sent Sali Bahadur with a Mongol expeditionary force to install him
on the throne of Delhi; but this Mongol force could not make much
headway beyond Jajjar near Delhi, and Jalal al-din had to be con-

tent with a frontier principality bestowed upon him by the

Mongols.3

After the sack of Baghdad in 1258, faced with the unsubdued
resistance of the Mamluks in Syria and the growing hostility of his

Muslim cousins of the Golden Horde in the Caucausus, Hulagu
Khan's policy was one of caution in India. Though Kishlu Khan,
the governor of western Sind, had transferred his allegiance to the

Mongols and was conspiring with some nobles to overthrow the

Delhi Sultanate, the project was discouraged by Hulagu, whose
instructions to Sali Bahadur were to raze the fortifications of

Multan but not to undertake a full-scale invasion of India.4 An-
other reason for the inactivity of the Mongol hordes on the Indian
front for nearly thirty years was the series of crises in the Mongol
world which followed the death of Mangu in 1259.6

1 'Ala al-din al-Juwayni, Tarikh~iJahanhusha, i, 325-8.
! Juzjiini, 447.
a WbdulRh Vflssnr, Ttqzi}at al-amsarxva lajriyat al-atliar, Bombay, 1S77, 310.
* Ibid. Tig, JfizjSnT, 212-17, 270-1, 314, 322.
1 Uenc Groussct, L'Empirc mongol, Paris, 1941, i, 367.
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In these critical years the policy of the Delhi Sultanate under

the able guidance of Balban was one of realism and consolidation.

At one stage during his rule, probably when the pressure of the

Golden Horde and the Mamluks was strong on the Il-Khanid

Mongols, Balban toyed with the idea of an invasion of Tran-

soxiana and Khurasan, but within India he followed a policy of

caution against any further expansion at the expense of Hindu

rajas while his north-western flank was exposed to the Mongols.1

In fact as a result of this policy the Muslim conquest of South

India was postponed for nearly half a century. The system of

frontier defences organized by Balban had a salutary effect in

checking Mongol infiltration in India-, although in this process he

lost his able son Muhammad Sultan (Khan-i Shahld). Balban's

line of defence was based on the Deopalpur-Bayana axis where

Jalal al-dln Khaljl and later Ghazi Malik, respectively founders of

Khalji and Tughluq dynasties, earned their popularity and pres-

tige as guardians of the marches against the Mongols; the latter

achieving the singular distinction of having defeated twenty-nine

Mongol expeditions.1

The Mongols had sacked and burnt Lahore in 1241; and after

they had left, further havoc was wrought by neighbouring Hindu
tribes,8 which were chased out by Malik Qaraqash. Amir Khusrau
was writing biting satires on the filthiness and uncouth appearance
of the Mongols. 4 The accounts of the victory of the Mamluks at

'Ayn Jalut were narrated by Juzjaru; but by far the most fascinating

of the anti-Mongol repertoire of news was the story of the con-
version of Berke and the Golden Horde to Islam. It was even sug-
gested that BStu Khan had been a crypto-Muslim. In factjust then
Berke was more than interested in the anti-HuIagu alliance pro-
posed to him by Baybars, and in pursuit of this policy he seems to
have forgotten the cold reception given to his first embassy by
Hetmish. His second envoy, a NorthAfricanArab, Imam Shams al-

din Maghribl was hospitably received by the pious Sultan Nasir
al-din Mahmiid5 under whom the Indo-Muslim psychological

resistance to the Il-Khanids had been stiffening and who had
already promulgated that, despite the martyrdom of Must'asim,
the name of that last of the 'Abbasid caliphs of Baghdad was to

l???1, 5°' '. Bmn '< '96. 'bn Battorah, Vafaga, iii. 202.JfcjM, 395. Amir Khmrau, Qirda al.Sa 'dayn, Lucknow, 1885, 72-73.
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continue to be read in the khutbas and inscribed on the coins.

Juzjani ends the Indian section of his history on the optimistic note

of a new hope for the world of Isiam in view of the conversion of

at least one of the great Mongol Khans.1

After Hulagu the initiative of aggression against India had

passed on to the Chaghatays. They were surrounded on all sides by

their more powerful cousins, the metropolitan Mongol empire in

China, the Golden Horde, the Il-Khanids, and finally they had to

submit to the stranglehold of Ogodeian Qaidu in their own
Central Asian homeland. Unlike other Mongols they had remained

nomads, and unresponsive and indifferent to the pull of the urban

Muslim culture of Transoxiana.2 They had only one outlet for the

display of their energy, the Indian frontier areas. They consoli-

dated their position in that mountainous region which now bears

the name of Afghanistan, and thence made organized attempts to

penetrate deep into India.

To this the response of Jalal al-dfn Khalji during his short reign

(1290-6) was a policy of friendly pacification, especially in relation

to those Mongol adventurers who had accepted Islam. A large

number of Mongols settled down in bis kingdom, and a quarter in

Delhi, Mughalpura, still bears their name. 3

This policy had to be completely reversed by his successor 'Ala

al-din Khalji, whose quixotic dream of world conquest inspired

by the accounts of Alexander the Great and Chingiz Khan was
directed on the frank advice of his nobles to two realistic and
clearly denned military objectives; conquest of the rest of the sub-

continent and consolidation of north-western marches against the

Mongols.4 In 1297-8 the Mongol forces sent by the Chaghatay
ruler Duwa Khan, who was re-establishing Chaghatay power and
prestige in Transoxiana and the marches of Afghanistan and who
was soon to overthrow the Ogodeian yoke in his homeland, pene-
trated deep into the Punjab but were defeated by 'Ala al-dm's

general Ulugh Khan. Between 1300 and 1305 a Mongol army
marched under Duwa Khan's son Qutlugh Khwaja to the very
gates of Delhi, and a second force under Targhi besieged Delhi at a
time uhen 'All al-din's armies were occupied in far-off provinces
in extending the frontiers of the Khalji Empire, leaving its centre

1 JOzjSnl, 446.
1 Rene Grousset, L'Ernpire des Strppes, Paris, 1939, 398-0, 413.
BaranT, 218-19. Dharam Pal, Alauddm Khalji's Mongol Policy*, IC, xxi

('947). S6- * BaranT, 267-9.
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and heart exposed to the Mongols.1 'Les contemporains patient

meme croire un moment que l'Inde allait subir, apres un retard de

tiois quarts de siecle, la conquete gengiskhanide.'2 But the Mon-

gols had to abandon the siege of Delhi and retire. Another Mongol

force which had penetrated as far as Amroha in the valley of

Ganges was defeated by the Khalji general Akbar Beg; and this

time 'Ala al-din Khalji decided to teach the Mongols a lesson in

their own style. Twenty thousand of the captured Mongol soldiers

were trampled under elephants' feet.
3 Chaghatay incursions, how-

ever, continued and were summarily dealt with by Malik Kafur

and Ghizi Malik. To deal with the menace of Mongol invasions

from abroad and possible indigenous unrest within the empire,

'Ala al-din completely revolutionized the economy of his empire,

introducing a number of marketing and fiscal reforms,4 and with

the strength which comes of prosperity hewasableto proceed with

the conquest of the remaining Hindu states in the sub-continent,

holding at the same time the Mongols at bay. He had also learnt to

distrust the neo-Muslim Mongols in his lands whom he had ruth-

lessly massacred. 5 His distrust extended to the Il-Khanids. When
Oljaitu in consonancewith his policy of rivalry with the Chaghatays

over the control of the marches of Afghanistan6 sent an embassy
to 'Ala al-din informing him of his own conversion to Islam and
asking for the hand of a Khalji princess in marriage, 'Ala al-din

had the Il-Khanid ambassadors imprisoned. 7

Between Duwa Khan's death in 1306 and Tarmashirin's acces-

sion in 1326 the Chaghatays had no leader of outstanding calibre.

Ghazi Malik who founded the Tughluq dynasty as Sultan Ghiyath
al-din (1320-5) was chosen by the ijma' of Muslim nobles as their

monarch, on the argument that he was a ghazi by virtue of having
disposed of the dual menace to Islam in India, the Mongol in-

cursions as well as the apostate uprising which had resulted in

Hindu dominance.8

The history of the relations of his son and successor Muhammad
bin Tughluq (1325-51) with the Mongol rulers of Persia and
Transoxiana is confused. The confusion is worse confounded by
•Amir Khuirau, KJuxffin aLFulZh, Eng. tr. by M. Habib, Madras, 1931,

23-24; Barm, 253-61 302-4. 1 Orouss.il, op. cit. 412Amir khusrau, 26-28; BaranJ, 320-,. ' Barani, 335^.
4

JGionsgt, 4,3-14. 'V«ss5f, 528.Amrx Khuarau, Tushluq \ama, Aurangabad. 1933, 140-3; Baranl, 423, 441.
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some theories of modern scholars 1 who have rejected the con-

temporary evidence of Baranl for sources of later date of secondary-

value. On the basis of contemporary accounts, however, the follow-

ing picture seems to emerge.

Because of the weakness of Duwa Khan's successors, Muham-
mad bin Tughluq considered his northern flank secure and went

ahead with the hasty project of shifting his capital from Delhi to

Deogir (Dawlatabad) in the Deccan in 1327. This was not alto-

gether an unwise move as it would have consolidated Muslim

power in the Deccan; but the execution of this project took a form

of unnecessary cruelty and wastefulness because of the forced up-

rooting of the population of Delhi. In the meantime Tarmashirin

(Mongol version of the Buddhist name Dharmacari),2 who had

become the ruler of the Chaghatay Mongols in 1325, saw in the

ruin of Delhi his opportunity of invading India, but was defeated

in 1329 by Muhammad bin Tughluq who pursued him to the

frontier.3 Soon after that, Tarmashirin was converted to Islam and

cordial diplomatic relations4 developed between him and Muham-
mad bin Tughluq who had also exchanged embassies with the II-

Khanid Abu Sa'id. 5 But it is possible that he saw chaos descending

upon degenerate ll-Khanid Persia, and in the rivalry between the

Chaghatays and the Il-Khanids, he might have seen the opportun-

ity of extending his own empire, or at least consolidating his mili-

tary position in the marches of north-west. It has been suggested

that his establishment of diplomatic relations with the Egyptian

Mamluk al-Nasir 6 was a part of an anti-Il-Khanid alliance but it

seems more likely that all these diplomatic overtures on the part of

Muhammad bin Tughluq were projections of his foreign policy,

based on the conception of good relations with other rulers within

the Muslim society.'

1 Ishwari Prasad, History of the Qaraunak Turks, Allahabad 1936; Wolsey
Haig, 'Five Questions on the History of the Tuchlaq Dynasty', JRAS (1929);
Gardiner Browne in the Journal of the UJ>. Historical Society, i, part i, 19;
Mahdi Husain, The Rise and Fall ofMohammad bin Tughlaq, London, 1938.

1 Grousset, 414.
a Haji al-Dablr, Zafar al tcalih bi-Mivzaffar ten alih (An Arabic History of

Gujarat), cd. E. Denison Ross, London, 1921, iii, 865.
* Ibn BattGtah, iii, 43. Grousset 414.
* Majma* al Fasihi, Bankipore MSS. to. 209.
•MaqrizT, 836, G. Weil, Gesehischte des Abbasidenchalifats in Fgypten,

Stuttrrtrt, 1S60, iv, 353.
7 Fragment of Muhammad bin Tughluq's Memoirs in B.M. Add. MS. fos.

3i7a-b.
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and heart exposed to the Mongols,1 'Les contemporains parient

meme croire un moment que 1'Inde allait subir, apres un retard de

trois quarts de siecle, la conquete gengiskhanide.'2 But the Mon-

gols had to abandon the siege of Delhi and retire. Another Mongol

force which had penetrated as far as Amroha in the valley of

Ganges was defeated by the Khalji general Akbar Beg; and this

time 'Ala al-din Khalji decided to teach the Mongols a lesson in

their own style. Twenty thousand of the captured Mongol soldiers

were trampled under elephants' feet. 3 Chaghatay incursions, how-

ever, continued and were summarily dealt with by Malik Kafur

and Ghazi Malik. To deal with the menace of Mongol invasions

from abroad and possible indigenous unrest within the empire,

'Ala al-din completely revolutionized the economy of his empire,

introducing a number of marketing and fiscal reforms, 1 and with

the strength which comes of prosperity he was able to proceed with

the conquest of the remaining Hindu states in the sub-continent,

holding at the same time the Mongols at bay. He had also learnt to

distrust the neo-Muslim Mongols in his lands whom he had ruth-

lessly massacred.5 His distrust extended to the Il-Khanids. When.

Oljaitu in consonancewith his policy of rivalry with the Chaghatays

over the control of the marches of Afghanistan 6 sent an embassy

to 'Ala al-din informing him of his own conversion to Islam and
asking for the hand of a Khalji princess in marriage, 'Ala al-din

had the 11-Khanid ambassadors imprisoned.1

Between Duwa Khan's death in 1306 and Tarmashlrin's acces-

sion in 1326 the Chaghatays had no leader of outstanding calibre.

Ghazi Malik who founded theTughluq dynasty as Sultan Ghiyath
al-din (1320-5) was chosen by the ijma' of Muslim nobles as their

monarch, on the argument that he was a ghazi by virtue of having
disposed of the dual menace to Islam in India, the Mongol in-

cursions as well as the apostate uprising which had resulted in

Hindu dominance.8

The history of the relations of his son and successor Muhammad
bin Tughluq (1325-51) with the Mongol rulers of Persia and
Transoxiana is confused. The confusion is worse confounded by

l AmIr Khusrau, KIiaziTin al-Futuh, Eng. tr. by M. Habib, Madras, 193*,
23-24; Barani, 253-61, 302-4. * Grousset, op. cit. 412.

* Amir Khusrau, 26-28; Baranl, 320-1. * Baranl, 335-6.
•Amir Khusrau, 29-30; Baranl, 320-3, 340; Yahya ibn Ahmad Sirhindl,

Tarikh-i Mubarak Shahl, Calcutta, 1931, 72—75.
• Grousset, 413-14- 1 Vassal", 528.
"Amir Khusrau, Tughluq Noma, Aurangabad, 1933, 140-3; Baranl, 423, 441.
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some theories of modern scholars 1 who have rejected the cc

temporary evidence of Barani for sources of later date of second:

value. On the basis of contemporary accounts, however, the folio

ing picture seems to emerge.

Because of the weakness of Duwa Khan's successors, Muhai

mad bin Tughluq considered his northern flank secure and we

ahead with the hasty project of shifting his capital from Delhi

Deogir (Dawlatabad) in the Deccan in 1327. This was not all

gether an unwise move as it would have consolidated Musli

power in the Deccan; but the execution of this project took a foi

of unnecessary cruelty and wastefulness because of the forced u

rooting of the population of Delhi. In the meantime Tarmashu

(Mongol version of the Buddhist name Dharmacari),2 who h;

become the ruler of the Chaghatay Mongols in 1325, saw in t

ruin of Delhi his opportunity of invading India, but was defeat

in 1329 by Muhammad bin Tughluq who pursued him to tl

frontier.3 Soon after that, Tarmashirin was converted to Islam ai

cordial diplomatic relations4 developed between him and Muhar

mad bin Tughluq who had also exchanged embassies with the ]

Khanid Abu Sa'id. 5 But it is possible that he saw chaos descendii

upon degenerate II-Khanid Persia, and in the rivalry between tl

Chaghatays and the Il-Khanids, he might have seen the opportui

ity of extending his own empire, or at least consolidating his mil

tary position in the marches of north-west. It has been suggeste

that his establishment of diplomatic relations with the Egyptia

Mamluk al-Nasir 6 was a part of an anti-ll-Khanid alliance but
seems more likely that all these diplomatic overtures on the part (

Muhammad bin Tughluq were projections of his foreign polic

based on the conception of good relations with other rulers withj

the Muslim society. 7

1 Ishwari Prasad, History of the Qaraunah Turks, Allahabad 1936; Wolsc
Haig, 'Five Questions on the History of the TuRhlaq Dynasty', JRAS (102c
Gardiner Browne in the Journal of lite UJ>. Historical Society, i, part i, V
Mahdi Husain, The Rise and Fall of Mohammad bin Tughlaq, London, 1938.

" Grousset, 414.
1 llaji al-Dabir, Zafar at aalih bi-Muzaffar tta ahh (An Arabic History 1

Gujarat), cd. E. Denison Ross, London, 1921, iii, 865.
* Ibn BattQtah, iii, 43. Grousset 4X4.
6 Majma' al Fasihi, Bankiporc MSS. fo. 209.
•Maqrlzi, 836, G. Weil, Gcsdtischte des Abbasidmchalifats in Eglptei

Stuttgart, i860, IV, 353.
' Fragment of Muhammad bin TubMuq's Memoirs in B M Add. MS. fo:

3t7a-b.
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In 1333 Tarmashirm was assassinated by his Shamanist and

Buddhist nobles,1 and it appears that this event, rather than the

chaos in Persia led Muhammad bin Tughluq in his pan-Islamic

zeal to launch upon a programme of preparation for the conquest

of 'Khurasan'. This was in a way a continuation of the tradition of

similar vague projects by Balban and 'Ala al-din Khalji. 'Khurasan'

as a general term vaguely meant avast undefined area to the north-

west of India.2 BaranI specifically mentions Transoxiana with

Khurasan as the twin-objective of Muhammad bin Tughluq's

plan of invasion.2 The plan seems to have been a pincer movement

of which the much-discussed Qarachal expedition seems to have

been a part. Qarachal (Black Mountain) is obviously another name
for Qaraqprum (Kara Korum), the mountain range which lies just

south of the Chaghatay homeland in Mughlistan. One wing of the

pincer movement against Transoxiana made its way to the Himal-

ayas through the Kangra valley, and occupied Nagarkot in 1337,
4

but its force of nearly 100,000 was defeated and annihilated in the

mountains by hillmcn.8 The route selected for this ill-fated pincer

of the expedition lay presumably through Kangra valley, to the

narrow valley of Chcnab, then through Kashmir and Baltistan or

Ladakh to Central Asia. It was probably then, as until recently, an
established though very difficult caravan route; but it was quixot-

ism to conceive it as 3 practical route for an army of invasion,

and betrays an amazing lack of knowledge of geography. What
Muhammad bin Tughluq failed to achieve was commemorated in

the Hindu legend of Siltander Pal.' The point at which the
Qarachal expedition met disaster on the Indian side of the great

mountain ranges, seems to have been close to the south-western
frontiers of the Mongol empire of China.' It was followed by an
embassy from the court of Tughan Tftniir in r3.fr seeking per-
mission to rebuild the Buddhist temples in the Qarachal region.8

Ibn BattQtah was selected by Muhammad bin Tughluq in 3342 for
the return embassy to China.'

1 Ibn Ilmutah, ill, 4'-43i GroU5iet.4i4.
Ibn IMttouh, i,,. 2:o. ' B,ranl.477.
Corroixmdmc to A.I I. 738. the il«te of [Mr CMch'* chronogram of theopmnr of N.uukot m the hjuitna v»I]ej- {Qai/VU, Luefcnow, n.d., lot);

fcirhmJT. 103-4; Wobey Jfciir, op. nr. 348.
» Itiranl. 475-8; Ibn BatlGtah. iii. 3»s~7
• The IbnUnli of the ch.ef. of Kola quoted in the Mat Smry Rrpart tar

1007-8; Ithtrari Prind, tjo.
1

1 lUrerJ. 477. * Ibn Hattutah, iv, 1. • Ibid, in", 448-0.
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Because of his tolerance and his general preference for foreign

Muslims as the leaders of his administration and army, Muham-
mad bin Tughluq revived the policy of Jalal al-din Khaljl of em-

ploying Mongols. When he died he left his own army's flank ex-

posed to the treachery of a Mongol unit that had come to help him

from Farghana under Altun Bahadur, and it was partly this threat

which led to the selection of his cousin Firuz as his successor.

Strangely enough it was during the reign of Firuz Tughluq

(1351-88), who was chosen to meet this particular challenge of

'Mongol pressure in an alien land' that no Mongol bands crossed

Indus into his kingdom.1 The reason for this inactivity lay in their

decadence and loss of prestige in Central Asia. But for the period

of the re-occupation of Transoxiana by Tughluq Timur (from

1360 to 1363) the power had passed on from Mongols to Barlas

Turks. Actually the Mongol Age was coming to an end in history

everywhere. In the decade 1370-80 'three quarters of the Mongol
dominions vanished from the map'.2

The winding up of the disintegrated remnants of the Chaghatay

principality was accomplished by Timur, a Barlas Turk of Trans-

oxiana. Delhi, which had escaped the Mongol onslaughts, fell

before this new world-conqueror in 1398 and tasted blood and fire

at the hands of his pardy Mongoloid armies. In strict accordance

with the Yasa, TimOr who was only a son-in-law of the imperial

house of Chingiz, never claimed to be the Khaqan of the Turco-

Mongols, but contented himself with the title of Amir and kept a

decorative puppet Khaqan of the purest Chingizid pedigree in his

court as a show-piece3; there is no evidence therefore, to suppose
that he could have cared any more for the obsolescent title of

Khalifa, which carried no prestige in Central Asia at that time. All

the same the 'Sayyid' ruler of India Khizar Khan 'adorned the

khutba' with the name of Timur, though it concluded with a

prayer for himself.1 Tlmur's successor Shah Rukh, who was much
more Persianized had different ideas. He actually supplied the text

of the khutba to be read in his name in India.5

1
'Afif. 264-5; 321.

1 Harold Lamb, Tamerlane, Garden City, N.Y., 1949, 490.
Nizam al-din Shaml, Zafar Nama, Prague, 1937, i, 57-58; cf. Sharf al-din

Yezdi, Zafar Nama, Calcutta, 1887, i, 207-14.
* Abu'l Fazl 'Alttmi; A'tn-i Ahbari, ii (Eng. tr. Jarrct), Calcutta, 1891, 308.
6 Text of the Khutba in Hnidar ibn Abu'l 'Ali Evoplu, Majma' al-Imha,

B.M. Or. MS. 3482, fos. 38b-39a; Bihmad Khinl, Tartkli-i Muliammadi,
B.M. Or. MS. 137, fos. 3ilb-3i2a.



„ THE MONGOL THREAT

The terror of TImur's invasion lingered on for a long time in

the minds of Indians, Hindus as well as Muslims, so that Shah

Rukh, who never invaded India, was regarded by some of India's

rulers as their protector, by others as a menace, and by some

others as a power to be befriended. Hardly a ruler of Central Asia,

before or since, succeeded in dominating the Indian political scene

by threat, pressure or diplomacy to such an extent. His threat of

dire consequences checked Sultan Ibrahim of Jaunpur from

invading Bengal, whose sultan had asked for Shah Rukh's help. 1

This intelligence was not lost on the Hindu raja of Calicut in

southern India, who sent an embassy consisting of some of his

Muslim subjects seeking Shah Rukh's permission to introduce his

name in the Friday sermons in the Muslim mosques of his terri-

tory.2 Shah Rukh's ambassador to Calicut was 'Abd al-Razzaq,

the author of Matla'al-Sddayn, which gives a picturesque account

of the life and manners in the Hindu states of southern India. The
raja of the powerful Hindu kingdom of Vijayanagar, hearing of the

arrival of the Tartar ambassador at Calicut, invited him and gave

him a hospitable reception.

It was the heritage of Timur and Shah Rukh to which Babur
laid claim,3 and it led to the foundation of the 'Mughal' dynasty in

India. These 'Mughals' were really BarlasTurks and not Mongols;
but something of the Mongol way of life and their self-identi-

fication with the Mongols had become a part of their heritage.

The Mongol pressure throughout these centuries gave Muslim
India, through the refugees that came from the heartlands of
Islam, its cultural stimulus and its opportunity for a continual in-

take of values and ideas generated elsewhere in the world of
Islam. At the court of Iletmish in Delhi the first wave of these
refugees escaping from the hordes of Chingiz Khan, brought
'administrators from Iran, painters from China, theologians from
Bukhara, divines and saints from all lands, craftsmen and men and
maidens from every region, doctors adept in Greek medicine,
philosophers, from everywhere'/ In the face of the danger that
threatened to overwhelm their religion and culture they stressed
theconservativcvalues; and r«j/M(imitation)thrived at the expense
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1 Ibid. foa. 2040-205!,.
• B3bur, TjaA fte. tr. by Uyden and Er.kine, London, 10Z1, ii. 95.
' Jwrni, rulu/i el-Sdattn, cd. by A. S. Usha, Madras, 1943, 114-15.
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of ijtihad (speculation).1 The wave of Muslim immigrations to

India reached another peak during the reign of Balban after

Hulagu's sack of Baghdad. With the conversion of Il-Khanids to

Islam and the influence in the Chaghatay horde of such Muslim
ministers and administrators as Qutb al-dih Habash-'Amid (d.

1260), Baha al-din MarghinianI (d. 1250) and Mahmud and
Mas'ud Yalvach the situation must have somewhat eased in

Transoxiana But Muhammad bin Tughluq's intellectual curiosity,

his preference for foreigners and his policy of get-togetherness in

Dar al-Islam brought in a new flood of men and ideas and a new
wave of rationalism 2

1 Muhammad Iqbal, Reconstruction of Religious Thought m Islam, London,
1934, 143-4; P Hardy, 'Islamm Medieval India', m Sources ofIndian Tradition,
compiledbyW T. de Bary etc , New York, 1958

2 Muhammad bin Tughluq, Fragment, fo 317a; Barani, 463-5

3



Ill

MUSLIM INDIA AND DAR AL-ISLAM IN
SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH

CENTURIES

(i) Mughal India and Dar al-Islam

From early sixteenth century to the end of the eighteenth, almost

the entire territory of Dar al-Islam, except the outlying marches,

was absorbed by the three great empires, the Ottoman, the

Safavid, and the Mughal. This gives the history of Islam during

these centuries a recognizable political and cultural pattern. These

empires shared a common Turco-Mongol heritage, noticeable in

their systems of administration, but they were preoccupied essen-

tially with their individual problems; the Ottomans primarily with

Europe,theSafavIdswiththe consolidation of Shi'isminPersia,and

the Mughals with the process of the incorporation of the whole of

the Indian sub-continent in their empire and the evolution of a

modus vivendi with the Hindus. There was therefore no integral

unity of historical behaviour which one may seek in these three

Empires, but a process of interaction, secondary to their individual

problems, and yet giving the Dar al-Islam of this period a unity in

the midst of diversity.

In addition to the three empires, the Uzbeks of Central Asia

played a chequered role during these centuries, rising twice, under
Shaybaru Khan and under 'Abdullah Khan Uzbek to imperial

status, and falling from time to time into periods of anarchy and
civil strife. In relation to the three empires their pattern of beha-
viour was one of almost perpetual hostility to Persia, of continued
friendship with the Ottomans and of watchfulness vis-a-vis the
Mughals. They played a significant role in shaping the balance of
power between these empires, and in the shifts of alliances be-
tween them.

Babur brought with him to India some of the heritage of
Central Asian politics and an ever-recurring dream of the recon-
quest of Transoxiana from the Uzbeks. Shaybani Khan had driven
him away from Samarqand in 1500. To the series of military
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defeats Babur suffered at the hands of the Uzbeks was added the

personal humiliation thatthreeof his sisters had either been carried

away by the Uzbeks or given to them as ransom.3 On the other

hand one of them, Khanzade Begum, was restored with due respect

to Babur by Shah Isma'il Safavl after his victory over ShaybanI

Khan in 1510.2 The kingdom Babur had carved out for himself in

Kabul in the first decade of the sixteenth century seemed insecure

in view of the growing power of ShaybanI Khan who occupied

Harat in 1507, and though Babur occupied Qandahar in the same

year 3 ... the first Mughal occupation of that much-contested city

... he had to abandon it as ShaybanI Khan proceeded to besiege

it. Rather than face the Uzbeks, Babur eventually decided to turn

to India. 1

ShaybanI Khan's disastrous end in 1510 confirmed Shah Isma'il

as the most powerful monarch east of the Ottoman empire. Babur

sent an embassy to the Safavid monarch to congratulate him on his

victory, and to ask for Persian help to recover his lost dominions in

Transoxiana. 5 With the help of Persian auxiliaries he re-

occupied Samarqand (for the third time) in 151 1, but had to

abandon it in 1512 before a vigorous onslaught of the Uzbeks. A
second and much stronger Persian force under Najm-i thani

achieved some initial successes against the Uzbeks even though

most of the Persian amirs were disloyal to him, but the massacre

of Sunnis, against Babur's advice, invoked the retaliatory fury of

the Uzbeks who rallied round Ubayd-Ullah Khan and Jam Beg
and inflicted several defeats on Babur and his Persian allies. Due
to his dependence on Shi'ite Persia, Babur lost popular support in

Central Asia, and he finally returned to Kabul, reconciling himself

to the loss of his ancestral land.6

Shah Isma 'il's support of Babur was in the centuries old tradi-

tion of strong powers in Persia trying to extend their protectorate

1 Babur, Tusuk (ed. N. Ilminski), Kazan, 1856, 24-26; Eng. tr. Leyden and
Erskine, London, 1921, i, 14-15. 157; Mirza Haidar Dughlat, TdrfiJi-t
Hashidi, edited by N. Elias and E. Demson Ross, London, 1895, 239.

3 Babur, 117-18; Leyden and Erskine, i, 157; Eng. tr. Be^endge, London,
1931,1, 149.

"Babur, 259-73; Leyden and Erskine, ii, 41—56; Beieridge, ii, 330-9.
* Babur, 259-73; Leyden and Lrskine, ii, 41-56; Be^eridgc, ii, 330-9,
a Khursh5h ibn Qubad al-Husainj, Tarikh-i Ilchi-yiNizam Sliah, B.M. Add.

MS. 23, 513, fos. 456a-4s8b.
• Dughlat, 260-1; Khurshah ibn Qubad, fos. 458b-459a; Tanish ibn Mir

Muhammad al-Bukhari, 'Abdullah Nama, India Office Pers. MS. No. 3 (Ethg
574), fas. 33b-35».
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over the turbulent marches of Transoxiana through local pro-

teges. Babur had to strike coins in the name of Shah Isma'Il and

order the reading of Friday hliuiba. in his name; he also had to pay

at least tip-service to ShI'ism during the Transoxanian campaign

ofi 5
i8.i

This situation changed with Babur's conquest of India and with

the death of Shah Isma'Il in 1524, who was succeeded by his ten

years' old son TahmSsp. The Safavids suffered setbacks at the

hands of the Uzbeks who, under "Ubayd-Ullah Khan captured

Merv and Sarakhs in ^25 and Tus in 1526. Babur watched with

interest the new balance of power emerging on his north-western

frontier, in which his own empire in India was now the stronger.

His policy, however, remained one of alliance with Persia, and he

noted with approval the achievements of Tahmasp's counter-

offensive against the Uzbeks and his victory at Jam.2 This revived

in Babur's mind the ambition of reconquering Transoxiana and he

commissioned Humayun in 1527 to lead the expedition.3 But this

projectwas now of secondary importance and the policies necessary

for the consolidation of the newly-acquired Mughal empire in

India came first. Qandahar, the bone of contention between the

Mughals and the Safavids for generation after generation, actually

a trading centre left into the vacuum created by the death of

Sultan Husain Bayqara, had already become a danger spot in the

reign of Babur who had led annual expeditions against that city

between 1515 and t5i8 and had finally occupied it in 1522. The
Persians reconciled themselves to the situation.1 With the growth
of his own power in India, Babur laid the foundations of an in-

dependent Mughal foreign policy, which followed on the whole
a course of non-involvement in the fight between the Safavids and
the Uzbeks. In pursuance ofthis neutralist policy Babur developed
diplomatic relations with the Uzbeks in 1528,* and to minimize the
chances of a direct clash with the Uzbeks he created the buffer
principality of Badakhshan under Mira Sulayman.

1 KlnrtnJiMir lIMbcl-njer, Bombay, 1857. Ill, iv, 65-66, 98-09; I«tandar

?.*Vi?"?5"-'-
V
!'?7 iti.T"**'- Tch"n
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,!1-.CtaSlJ. D„M. Add. MS. 2S. 7S7, fo. 77b; DOnhlat, 246, 359:Timh al.Culhan, fo. 34a; Fail ibn Rfabihan I.tahtoi, Sulik ni-AMCfc, B.M.
Or- M.S 353, t„. 30-42, 8a; Qipchi,, Khan, T&M-i QipchSq Khml, BodleianMs. 117, to. 262b.

n:bur, 396; Lerden and Erakjne. ii, 316; Beveridge it 54

• Kh^'iB;h^riS '"• "«0; ^">d^ ••

' BIbur, 453-6; L«ydcn and Entinc, ii, 368-9; Bevmdse, ii, 630-1.
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With the Ottomans Babur had no direct contact, and his refer-

ences to them are indirect. He followed the Ottoman method of

arranging his artillery in his battle against Rana Sanga. 1 Unlike

Babur, the Ottoman sultans \\ ere deeply concerned about the sur-

vival of the SunnI rule of the Uzbeks in Transoxiana, threatened by

the power of the Shi'ite Safavids. This concern reveals itself in

Selim I's letter to 'Ubayd-Ullah Khan Uzbek and in Suleiman the

Magnificent's complimentary epistle to 'Abd al-Latif Khan. 2

Humayun succeeded Babur in 1530. During the period of Suri

revolt and civil war, a clash developed between his brother Kamran
and the Persians over Qandahar. Kamran defeated the Persian

general Sam Mirza in 1535; and though Tahmasp personally led

the expedition against Qandahar and captured that city, Kamran
recovered it in 1538.

3 Pique over Qandahar may have been one of

the contributary causes for Tahmasp's decision to extend hospi-

tality to Humayun4 who came to seek refuge in Persia, expelled

from his empire by the victorious armies of Sher Shah Surf and let

down by the treachery of his own brothers in Kabul. Humayun
was given a cordial reception byTahmasp, but the moral of his fate

as understood by the young Safavid king was that it was divine re-

tribution for the sin of pride,5 an argument he did not fail to im-

press upon Suleiman the Magnificent m a polemical and dis-

courteous letter in which he not only accused Humayun of pride

but also of abrogating the shari'a and spreading Sunn! 'heresy'. 6

Tahmasp finally decided to help Humayun to regain his

1 Babur, 403, Leyden and Erskine, n, 182, Beveridge, 11, 564
2 Ferldun Bey, Munsha'at aUSalatin, Istanbul, 1848-9, 1, 366, 393-4
8 Dughlat, 468-9, Abu'l Fazl 'Allami, Akbar Nama, 1, 125, Nizam al-dln

Ahmad, Tabaqat-l Akbari, Calcutta, 1927, 11, 40, FazII Isfahan!, Afsal al-

Tatianhh, II, 1, BM Or MS. 4678, fos 848-850, 948-95^ 'Abdul Qadrr
BadaunI, Muntahhab al-Taudrikh, Calcutta, 1868-9, 348

1 Humayun's letter and Tahmasp's answer in Evoglu, Majma' al-Insha,
BM Add MS 3482, fos I05a-jo6a, Abu'l Hasan Qazvini, Favfi'id-i

Safaviyya, BM Add MS 16, 698, fos 158-173, Gulbadan Banu Begum,
Humayiin Nama, edited by Annette S Beveridge, London, rgo2, 68-69,
Tahmasp's Farman on the occasion of Humajain's arrival in B M Slome MS
4093, FazII, Isfahan!, fos 1178-1248

6 FazII Isfahan!, fo 116b, BadaunI, 1, 384-5, 446, K M. Ashraf, 'Life and
Conditions of the people of Hindustan', JRASB, Calcutta, 1935, I2g
"Text in E\oglu, fos 7ib-7ga On Humlyun's stay in Persia see Gulbadan

Banu, 69 Jawhar Aftabchi, Tadhhirat al-Waqi'at, B M. Add MS 16, 711,
S Ray, Huniayun tn Persia, Calcutta, 1948, A Rahim, 'Mughal Relations with
Persia', IC, 1934-5, also Riazul Ishm, The Reiatwns between the Mughal Emper-
ors of India and the Safavid Shahs, unpublished Ph D dissertation submitted
to the Unnersity of Cambridge, which is a scholarly stud} of Mughal-Safand
relations
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kingdom; and Humayun, like his father had to pay lip-service to

the extreme tenets of Shi'ism as practised by the Safavids, as the

price of Persian help.1

Sher Shah Suri sent an embassy to Tahmasp requesting the

extradition of Humayun, but the Suri envoy's ears and nose were
cut off by order of the Shah: and as a reprisal several Persians were
mutilated in India.2 The Suri king also planned an alliancewith the
Ottomans against Persia and intended to send a learned divine
Sayyid Ran' al-din as his ambassador to Suleiman the Magnificent
requesting the Khwandkar of Rum to join him in a co-ordinated
invasion of the Safavid realm 'which was sure to be overwhelmed
by the numerous armies of Hind pressing on one front and the
withering fire of the superb Rum! artillery on the other', and the
downfall of Shi'ite Safavids would ensure the free transit of hajj
pilgrims from India and Central Asia.3 Sher Shah Suri died in 1545and the embassy did not materialize.

The only contribution of the Persian auxiliary force which
Tahmasp sent with Humayun, apart from the prestige it might
nave given to his campaign of reconquest, was the recapture of
Qandahar in 1545, which Humayun promptly made over toTahmasp s infant son, but on the child's death wrenched it from
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relations with Shuja' Ahmad Khan, the ruler of Kashghar,1 a new
step in Mughal diplomatic history indicative of their interest in

Kashmir.

Before the defeat of Humayun at the hands of Sher Shah Suri

and his flight to Persia, the expansion of the Mughal empire in

India had come to the notice of Suleiman the Magnificent, when
in 1536 Burhan Lodi took refuge in the Porte,2 and when Bahadur

Shah, the ruler of Gujarat appealed to the Ottoman court for help

against the Portuguese as well as the pressure of Humayun on the

Champanir-Ahmedabad front. A series of naval expeditions were

ordered by Suleiman to proceed to Gujarat to check the growing

power of the Portuguese in the Arabian Sea and on the coasts of

Muslim India; though it has been suggested that Suleiman's ob-

jective might have been to bring Gujarat or possibly the whole of

India under Turkish suzerainty.3 The last of these expeditions was

led by Sidi'AlI Reis 'Katib-i Rumf, who had to abandon whatever

was left of his battered fleet in the ports of Gujarat, and make his

was overland through Mughal dominions, Central Asia and Persia

to Turkey. He received a cordial welcome at the Mughal court.

No less a person than Humayun's most trusted general, Bayram
Khan was sent to escort him to the capital.4 The accomplished

Turkish admiral whom circumstances had made the first un-

official ambassador of the Ottomans at the Mughal court, produced

a very favourable impression on the minds of Humayun and his

courtiers. In the Mughal India the tradition of Turkish poetry

going back to 'All Sher Nawa'i, and imported to India by Babur 5

was still alive in the verses of Bayram Khan 6
; and Humayun,

himself no mean poet in Persian, 7 was deeply sensitive to the

beauty of the Turkish admiral's ghazals, whom he compared with

Nawa'i,8 though he may have considered SidI 'All Reis's open
references to the beauty of individual youths in his court 9 as

1 Munshi Bhag Chand, Jam' aUlnsha, B M. Or MS 1702, fos 26sb-266b
1 Bernard Lewis, 'The Mughals and the Ottomans', Pakistan Quarterly,

Karachi (1058), 6, quoting (pseudo-) Ferdi.
S M. Longi\orth Dames, 'The Portuguese and the Turks in the Indian

Ocean in the Sixteenth Century', JRAS (igzr), 1-2S. SidI 'All Reis, Mira'l
al-Mamahk, Istanbul, 189S. 3l-33. Eng. tr. A. Vambery, 26, 32

* SidI 'All Reis, 43-44; Vambery, 47.
s Babur, Sobrame suckhotioroney Imperatura Babura, ed. A, Samoilovich,

Petrograd, 1917.
8 Bayram Khan, Persian and Turks Ditcans, ed. E D. Ross, Calcutta, 1910
7 Hadi Hasan, 'The Unique Divan of Humayun Badshdh', JC, xxv (1951),

212-76
SidI 'All Reis, 49, Vambery, 50-54 " Sidi 'All Reis, 50-51, 53-54.
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rather unconventional and typical of the Ottoman as distinct from
the Indo-Khurasani tradition where such allusions were veiled and
generalized. Sid! 'AH Reis complimented the Indo-Persian school
of poetry by composing Persian ghazals in the style of Khusrau. 1

It is quite probable that his voyage was the first channel through
which the works of Indo-Persian poets reached the Ottoman
empire, and this may explain the familiarity of Na'ima and others
with the Indian literary scene.2

Indirectly and with exemplary tact, Sidi 'All Reis presented the
claim of the Ottoman sovereign's power and primacy among
Muslim rulers, by quoting traveller's accounts that the emperor
of China had permitted his Muslim subjects to insert the name of
Suleiman in the khutba. He noticed no sign of resentment or
rivalry in Humayun's reaction, who politely observed that the
Ottoman sovereign was the only person worthy to bear the title of
Padishah. Regarding the permission given by Suleiman to the
Khan of Crimea to insert his own name in the khutba, Sidi 'All
made the point that the Ottoman sultan alone had the authority to
grant the right of khutba and coinage. 'This statement seemed to
satisfy everybody and we prayed for the welfare of my sovereign."
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diplomatic correspondence open. This overture is interesting in

view of Akbar's later anti-Ottoman diplomatic manoeuvres, and

his glorification of his own divine right as a monarch.1

There is no record of an acknowledgement and answer of this

letter from the Ottoman sultan. History was already throwing

formidable barriers between the Ottomans and the Mughals, of

which the Shi'ite Safavid empire in Persia, generally friendly to

the Mughals except on the point of Qandahar, was the least. With

the abandonment of the Turkish project to dig a canal across the

Suez isthmus,5 and the defeat of Turkish naval expeditions in the

Persian Gulf and along the coast of India, the Portuguese domin-

ated the high seas. In the north Ivan the Terrible had occupied

Kazan and Astrakhan and had driven a wedge in the Central Asian

route north of the Caspian, so that the travellers in the Kirghiz

steppes warned Sidi 'Alt Reis on his homeward journey 'Whither

go ye? Astrakhan is taken by the Russians . . . the way is blocked;

be warned and go back' 3
, and he had to turn back to continue his

journey through Persia. The Janissaries who had been sent by
Suleiman to reorganize the army of Borak Khan in Central Asia

faced the same problem. 4 This triple barrier also affected the hajj

pilgrims bound for Mecca, from their homes in Central Asia and

India—an oft-repeated reason for plans of wars against the

Persians or the Portuguese, in the Sunni diplomatic correspon-

dence. 5

In 1558, when Akbar was still very young, Tahmasp occupied

Qandahar Akbar offered no resistance, but the relations between

the Mughals and the Safavids remained strained until r563-4 when
Tahmasp assessed the growing stability of Akbar's rule and per-

haps felt the first signs of apprehension on the rise of Uzbek power
under the leadership of 'Abdullah Khan. 6

Tensions had also developed over the difficulties of the hajj

pilgrims Akbar's Shaykh al-Islam Makhdum al-Mulk had issued

a decree that the hajj was no longer binding on Indian Muslims as

1 See F. W Buckler, 'A new Interpretation of Akb3r's Decree of 1579',
JRAS (1924), 590-608, though his line of argument is too far-fetched

- Isma'il H-ikki TJzuncarsih, Osmattli Tanht, Ankara, 19+7-56, III, 1, 32-33
3 Sidi 'All Reis, 7- Vamberj, 81 1 Sidi 'All Ileis, 64; Vambery, 70
8 Letter of the Turkish grand vizier Jarrah Muhammad Pasha to 'Abdullah

Khan Uzbek on the pioblems of /ir/ij pilgrims and Muslim merchants after the
loss of the Khanate of Astrakhan to the Russians, FerTdun Bey, 11, 149-50,
also op cit

, 11, rso-r, 11, I5r-r
" Fazh Isfaharu, fos 209-i-b, 2230-3258, E\oglu, fos Iisa-ii6b, EadaunT,

11, 40-41, 52
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the land route was held by the 'heretical' Safavids and the sea route
by the Christian Portuguese.1 With the death of Tahmasp in 1576
and the accession of his son Isma'il II, who was a Sunni, the
situation temporarily eased.2 About the same time something like

an understanding seems to have been reached between the
Mughals and the Portuguese, for a general permission was given by
Akbar to his subjects to proceed to hajj by land or sea as they
wished, with a promise that the expenses of every pilgrim would be
defrayed from the state treasury.3 Soon links with the Hijaz devel-
oped in a composite pattern: apart from the hajj sailings there
began an exchange of theological scholarship; nobles in disagree-
ment with the emperor like Mirza 'Aziz Koka sought refuge in the
Hijaz, whuc others like, Makhdum al-Mulk or Shaykh 'Abdul
Iv,abi were deported there as a punitive measure; and Akbar con-
tinued to send gifts to the Sharif of Mecca, maintaining with him
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frontier tribesmen of the Roshaniyyah sect, leading to disturbances

on the frontier which led to Akbar's decision to visit Kabul per-

sonally in 1585 and to order the construction of a road for wheeled

traffic through the Khyber pass.1 In his letter to Akbar sent

through his ambassador Mir Quraysh, 'Abdullah Khan's invitation

to Akbar for alliance against Persia, stressed the difficulties of hajj

pilgrims, but Akbar anxious to maintain the status quo, made
through his ambassador HakimHumam the counter-proposal that

both he and 'Abdullah Khan should go to the help of the Safavid

Shah Khudabande who had appealed for help against the Ottoman
aggression; while he disposed of the pious problem of the hajj as a

causiis belli by stating that but for his intention to go to the help of

Persia against the Ottomans he would have sent an expedition to

the 'isles of Europe' to free the sea route for the hajj from Portu-

guese domination.2 Akbar's overtures for a Mughal-Uzbek treaty

of friendship3 were reported by 'Abdullah Khan's son 'Abd al-

MO'min to the Ottoman court. 1 The treaty seems to have resulted

in a rough demarcation of frontiers between the Mughals and the

Uzbeks,5 and seems to have secured Mughal neutrality during

'Abdullah Khan Uzbek's invasion of Persia and conquest of Harat

and greater part of Khurasan in 1588.6 The emergence of 'Abdullah

Khan as a power to be reckoned with in the world of Islam was
acknowledged in the letter of the Turkish grand vizier congratu-

lating him on his victory at Harat, and informing him of Ottoman
victories on the Persian front. 7

From the Mughal side the pressure against Qandahar in-

creased, indirectly aided by Uzbek pressure on other Persian

fronts; and finally Muzaffar Husain Mirza and Rustam Mirza,

Safavid princes and Persian governors of the Qandahar region

succumbed to it, yielding Qandahar to the Mughals and taking up
service under Akbar.8

1 'Allami, Akbar Nama, m, 211-12, 241, 368, R C. Varma, 'Akbar and
'Abdullah Khan', JC, xxi (i947). 379-89. A Rahim, 'Mughal Relations with
Central Asia', IC, xi (1937), Si-94, 188-99
"Allami, Akbar Nama, m, 497-501, BM, Or. MS 1702, fos 202a-b;

Evoglu, fos 28ib-286a, 'Allami, MakUtbat, 23-24, 198.
3 'AIIamT, Maktttbdt, 17-26, Rahim, 88
* Yusuf Balkhi, Tadhhtra-t Muqim KJiani. R A S Morley, 161, fo 55
6 'Allami, Akbar Nama, 111, 705, Evoglu, fos. 278b-28oa
c 'Allami, Akbar Nama, 111, 703, 578, 583-4; Wall Qull Shamlu, Qtsat-i

KliaqanT, B M Add MS 7656, fos 25D-26D, 3ob-32b, B M. Or. MS 1702,
fos 202b-20sa

' FeridQn, 11, 151-3
• 'Allami, Akbar Nama, in, 578-84, idem Mahtfibal, 92-100.
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To the Persian diplomatic overtures Akbar's response was re-

served and cold. In 1587 'Abbas 1 wrested the throne from his

father Khudabande and began a policy of diplomatic rapprochement

with the Mughals as well as the Ottomans. Embassies were ex-

changed between 'Abbas I and Akbar between 1591 and 1595 after

an interval of four decades.1

'Abbas also succeeded in securing peace on his Turkish frontier,2

and 'Abdullah Khan was informed by the Turkish minister,

Sardar Farhad Pasha, of the Turco-Persian peace treaty, although

the Uzbek ruler was given assurance of continued Turkish solidar-

ity.
3 To give himself a breathing space to consolidate his power in

his own country 'Abbas I began negotiations for peace also with

his Uzbek enemies, 'Abdullah Khan U2bek and his son 'Abd al-

Mu'min Khan. 1

Close diplomatic relations were maintained by 'Abdullah Khan
Uzbek as long as he was alive, with Akbar, though to his embarrass-

ment his son 'Abd al-Mu'min Khan occasionally intrigued with

and spread anti-Mughal disaffection among Afghan tribesmen. 6

After the death of 'Abdullah Khan Uzbek which was soon fol-

lowed by that of his son, the Safavid 'Abbas sent MinOchihr Beg as

his ambassador to Akbar asking for his blessing s for the Persian
campaign against the Uzbeks, from whom he recovered Harat in

1598. After fourteen years of stay ne3r his north-west frontier,

anxiously watching the growing power of the Uzbeks, Akbar was
now able to return to his capital Agra, ignoring 'Abbas I's request
to return Qandahar to Persian rule.'

But the balance of power of Akbar's north-western frontier had
once again completely shifted between 1598 and 1603. The
dynasty of Shaybani Khan had come to an abrupt end with the
early death of 'Abd al-Mfi'min Khan. DinMuhammad Khan, the
founder of the new ruling dynasty among the Uzbeks, lost Mesh-
hed and Harat to 'Abbas I and was killed, but his brother Baqi
Muhammad Khan stemmed the Persian tide and turned it back
from the heartland of Transwiana. Akbar's embassy led by
Mir Ma'sum of Bhakkar in 1603 congratulated 'Abbas I on
his victories, but it received 3 cold reception, for 'Abbas, who
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had now emerged as one of the most powerful rulers in the world

of Islam, still nursed the grievance of Qandahar, though he main-

tained active correspondence with Akbar.1

Akbar's diplomatic relations with the rulers of Kashgar 2 reflect

the strategy of security for Kashmir's northern frontier as well as

a possible anti-Uzbek alliance in case of need.

About his own electicism Akbar was apologetic to 'Abdullah

Khan Uzbek, but sensitive when the Ottoman sultans were

mentioned to him as the great upholders of the SunnI law. He
accused his courtier Qutb al-din Khan on his criticism of theDtn-i

Haiti (Divine Faith) of being in the pay of the Khwandkar ofRum. 3

Without any apparent reason Akbar seems to have developed a

policy of antipathy towards the Ottomans. Apart from his letters

to 'Abdullah Khan proclaiming his intention of intervening on
behalf of the Safavids in the Turco-Persian war, he toyed with the

idea of an anti-Turkish alliancewith Philip II of Spain. He went to

the extent of designating Sayyid Muzaffar as his ambassador to

Spain, though the embassy never sailed, and the good Jesuit Father

Rudolph became quite convinced that Akbar's profession of friend-

ship for the Spanish monarch was hypocritical.4 All the same
Akbar chained and deported the envoy of the Turkish governor of

Yemen accusing him and his master of arrogance for having en-

deavoured to persuade Akbar to wage war against the Portuguese, 6

probably to keep the Portuguese assured of his friendship and to

keep the sea routes open for trade and for communications with

the Hijaz. Reports were, however, received in the Ottoman court

in rs88 that Akbar was conspiring with the Portuguese to attack

Yemen, and Turkish reinforcements were sent there and to Suez

and Basrah. 6 It is interesting that all this was going on while Akbar
was assuring 'Abdullah Khan Uzbek that he intended to send a

naval expedition against the Portuguese to clear the sea route for

the hajj.

Sallm, who succeeded his father Akbar in 1605, began his reign

by changing his name to Jahanglr as his own name 'resembled those

of the Caesars of Rum' and he did not wish to be confused with

them.7 His early impression of the Ottoman-Mughal relationship

1 E\ok1u, fos. 2:413-3233. * 'AlIamT, Mafttubat, 33-34.
3 Bidaunl, h, 284.
' The Commentary of Father Monterrate S. J. on his Journey' to the Court of

Ahbar, Eng. tr. Ho>land and Bannerjcc, Cuttack, 1922, 163, 171-2. 184-6, 191.
1 Ibid. 204. • UzunfarjiJj, III, il, 263-4. 7 Jahjngtfr (Rogers), 2.
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or rather the lack of it, was of a historical heritage of Timur's
victory over Bayazid Yildirim.1 In 1607 a Central Asian adventurer
Aqam Haji arrived in Jabangir's court, claiming to be the Ottoman
ambassador, -with a letter in an 'unknown writing' (possibly in
Uighur) and because of his uncouth appearance he was considered
to be a fraud.2Years later Muhammad Husain Chelepi was sent by
Jahangir to purchase jewels and curios in Istanbul; he was directed
to pay his respects on his way through Persia to 'Abbas I, but was
given no credentials to present himself at the Ottoman court. 3 On
the other hand an embassy was sent by the Sharif of Mecca on
Jahangir s accession, carrying relics from the Ka'ba. 1

In the first year of Jahangir's reign an unsuccessful attempt was
made by the Persians to recover Qandahar, either on the personal
initiative of the governor of Farah, or under orders of Shah 'Abbas,
who in his letter to Jahangir disclaimed all responsibility and de-
nounced the action of his governor as improper.*
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In 1617 'Abbas I suffered defeat at the hands of the Turks. In

1622, after preliminary diplomatic pressure, he personally marched

and occupied Qandahar, the symbol of rival prestige.1 This came
as a great shock to Jahangir, who ordered Prince Khurram (later

Emperor Shah Jahan) to lead an expedition against Persia.2

'Abbas I, anxious to avoid war with the Mughals on a large scale

sent friendly letters to Khurram3 and Nur Jahan to create around

Jahangir an atmosphere of opinion favourable to himself. In his

letter to Jahangir he persuasively stated the Persian case, 4 while

Jahanglr's answer combined courtesy with pique. 5 Khurram's
revolt destroyed the Mughal chances of the recovery of Qandahar, 6

while 'Abbas marched from strength to strength after his recap-

ture of Baghdad from the Ottomans.'

Jahanglr's foreign policy collapsed like a house of cards after the

fall of Qandahar. In its place he had to lay the foundations of a new
one, based on the triangular Sunnl solidarity of the Ottomans, the

Mughals and the Uzbeks, though earlier in his reign he had also

cherished ambitions of conquering Central Asia.8 In 1621 both the

Mughals and the Uzbeks cautiously felt their way towards one
another for an anti-Persian affiance.9 Through Mfr Baraka normal
diplomatic channels were re-opened10 and Jahangir wrote to Imam
Qui! Khan on the subject of 'Abbas I's 'heresy' and treachery.11

Imam Qui! Khan proposed to Jahangir a treaty of alliance on the

model of the previous treaty between Akbar and 'Abdullah Khan,
and promised an Uzbek invasion of Khurasan if a Mughal army
marched against Qandahar. 12 He had already written to the

Ottoman Sultan Murad IV for a similar alliance.13 Jahangir also

approached Murad IV for an anti-Persian alliance. It was the first

clear reversal of the traditional Mughal policy. He received

Murad's letter—the first known from an Ottoman sultan to a

Mughal emperor—advising him to help Imam Qui! Khan and
announcing his own intention of marching against Persia.14 But the

1 Iskandar Beg, ii, 970-3. » Jahangir (S. Ahmad), 345-6.
3 B.M. Or. MS. 1702, fos. aiza-zi3b; I.O. Pers. MS. 2067, fos. 74D-75D.
* Evoglu, fos. 238b-239a; I.O. Pers. MS. 379, fos. I3ia-I33b; Jahangir,

348-50.
5 Evoglu, fos. 239a-240a; I.O. Pers. MS. 379, fos. 6ia-63a.
' Jahangir, 153-4; Mu'tamad Khan, 191. 7 Evoglu, fos. 24oa-24ia.
8 Jahangir (Rogers), 65, S9. * Jahangir (S. Ahmad), 325, 330.

10
I O. Pers. MS. fos. 32ia-322b. 11 Tarikh-i BadVa, fos. 1890-1928.

" Kamgar Husainl, Ma'athir-i yahangirt, B. M. Or. MS. 171, fos. 2060-2093.
" Ferldun, ii, 144-5; I-O. Pers. MS. 236S, fos. 400-433.
" Tendon, ii, 142-3.
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alliance remained an idea rather than a fact, and was complicated
by such unpleasant episodes as the incursion of Uzbek general
Pilangpush in the Mughal province of Kabul.1

This was the pattern of foreign relations which Shah Jahan in-

herited from his father when he succeeded him in 1627. 'Abbas I,

powerful in his realm but still anxious to minimize the effects of
his occupation of Qandahar, was the first Muslim monarch to
felicitate him.2 In 1629 'Abbas I died and Shah Jahan sent a formal
embassy of condolence under the veteran diplomat Mir Barka to
Shah Safi.3

The military objectives of Shah Jahan's foreign policy from the
beginning of his reign and throughout it were three; the recapture
of Qandahar, extension of his suzerainty over Central Asia, and
subjugation of the Shi'ite states in the Deccan. On all these ob-
jectives direct or indirect clash with the Safavids was inevitable.
Being an orthodox Sunn! it was easy for Shah Jahan to develop the
policy of Sunn! alliance to which his father had switched towards
the end of his reign. But the weakest link in the Sunn! alliance was
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several subsidiary forts to consolidate the Mughal occupation of

Qandahar.1

In 1636 Safdar Khan, the Mughal ambassador at the Safavid

court, had sent his master useful intelligence of the relative

strength and comparative military problems and tactics of the

Ottomans and the Safavids, and of the revolt of Ahmad Khan
Ardalan against SafI and his appeal to Murad IV for help.2 In 1638

Shah Jahan sent his first embassy undei Mir Zarif to the Ottoman
court, the purpose of which was proclaimed to be purchase of

horses, presumably to allay the suspicions of Shah SafI and of the

Persian nobles in the Mughal court. Mir Zarif who carried Shah

Jahan's letter proposing a co-ordinated invasion of Persia by the

Ottomans, the Mughals and the Uzbeks, 3 passed through Hijaz,

Egypt, and Syria before he presented his credentials to Murad
IV, who received him graciously, and after the conquest of

Baghdad appointed Arslan Agha as the Turkish ambassador to the

Mughal court. 4 Qandahar and Baghdad were lost to the Safavids

about the same time, while their formidable enemies on both

flanks were forging an alliance.

In the letter of Shah Jahan to Murad IV, 5 sent in 1638, Murad
is referred to as the 'Khaqan of Muslim kings', as one chosen by
God, 'for the elevated charge of the Khilafat', as one 'who has

devised the union of the monarchs of Islam' ... 'as the means for

destroying the enemies of the faith'. 6 This lip-service to a Muslim
sovereign so remote from India, can hardly be explained away as

exaggerated diplomatic flattery, and is in consonance -with Shah
Jahan's policy of restoring the prestige of SunnI Islam;—though it

can be argued whether the term 'khilafat' itself was used in its

secondary sense of 'sovereignty' or in its primary sense.

The plan of invasion recommended in Shah Jahan's letter was
that Murad should exert pressure on Iraq and Azarbaijan, where-

as Shah Jahan would march gainst Khurasan, and the Uzbeks
would press upon the Safavids from the north.' Shah Jahan's

detailed advice to Murad IV on military manoeuvres could be
considered tactless. Murad, however considered his relations with

1 R5sikh, fos. 62b-67a; Lahori, ii, 52-63. 1 Ibid, it, 15-19.
3 Na'Imu, in, 357-8, de Hammer, TRAS, 11, 466; Lahori, 11, 184-6
* Na'im'i, loc. cit.; FcridQn, n, 59-65; de Hammer, GOR, 111, 186, 346-7,

UzuneSrstlt, 111, pp. 11, 264
' reridan, 11, 67-69; de Hammer, TRAS, ii, 477-8.
de Hammer, TRAS, ii, 479. 1 Ibid. 11, 479-S0.

4
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Shah Jahan as quite satisfactory and refused to give any help to

Baisunghur, a boorish cousin of Shah Jahan, and pretender to

the Mughal throne, who had taken refuge at the Ottoman court.

The text ofMurad's IV's answer, which offended Shah Jahan so

deeply as to suspend his policy of creating an anti-Safavid Sunnl

alliance, has so far not been traced, and it is remarkable that the

collections of diplomatic correspondence compiled in Turkey,

India, and Persia should have excluded it. One of the indications

of Shah Jahan's displeasure was a court rumour narrated by

Sarkhush in his Kalamat al-Shu'ra,1 that Murad had objected to

Shah Jahan's assumption of the title 'shah-i jahan' (king of the

world) whilehe was, in fact, only the ruler of India. In any case the

short term purpose of the Mughal embassy had already been ful-

filled while Mir Zarlf was still in Turkey. 3 The Mughals had

occupied Qandahar and the Ottomans Baghdad. In the Mughal

answer addressed by Shall Jahan's chief minister to Mustafa

Pasha, the Turkish grand vizier, the discourtesy was diplomatic-

ally attributed to the faulty insha (composition) of the Ottoman

tnumhis. It is significant that though no presents were sent with the

Mughal niinisterial protest, it confirmed the policy of Sunnl

alliance and the Ottoman sultan was referred to as 'the successor of

the four (holy) khalifas' and was complimented on his victories

against the 'infidel Franks and innovating Redheads'.4

Before Arslin Agha's return the news of Murad IV's death and
the accession of Ibrahim (1640-8) reached Shah Jahan from
Gujarat, Sind and Qannuj 5

; this interest in the affairs of the Otto-
man empire among Shah Jahan's governors was an unprecedented
development. Shah Jahan ws also informed of Murad's death by a
letter from Sidql Effendi from Turkey.'
Mustafa Pasha's letter to Shah Jahan's chief minister was apolo-

getic and conciliator}" it admitted the possibility of faulty linfc on
the Ottoman side 7

; it affirmed that no slight was intended in the
late sultan's letter and reproached the Mughal court for not having
sent an embassy of condolence; and it ended with the request to
continue ambassadorial exchanges.
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The responsibility for the fact that the Mughal-Turkish alliance

was still-born, remains with its author, Shah Jahan. His idealism

and modesty in conceding Ottoman primacy, if not actually Otto-

man Khilafat, and his egoism and sensitiveness as the powerful

emperor of India, seem to have created in his mind a tension that

doomed the Ottoman-Mughal axis from the outset. Complacent

after the occupation of Qandahar, certain of the military weakness

of Persia, Shah Jahan soon launched upon his hereditary folie de

grandeur, the plan for the reconquest of Central Asia. In 1639 he

personally moved to Kabul, to the alarm of the Uzbek brothers

Imam Qull Khan and Nazar Muhammad Khan. In 1641 civil war

broke out between the two Uzbek brothers, leading to the abdica-

tion of Imam Quli Khan and his emigration to the Hijaz.1 For a

short while the whole of Turkestan from Tashqand to Balkh came
under the rule of Nazar Muhammad Khan, but he was soon faced

with the rebellion of Uzbek nobles with his own son 'Abdul 'Aziz

Khan as their leader.2 Nazar Muhammad Khan's appeal to Shah

Jahan in 1646 gave him his opportunity for Mughal intervention.0

A Mughal expedition under Prince Murad and 'All Mardan
Khan occupied Kehmerd, Qunduz and Balkh; where the khittba

was read in Shah Jahan's name.4 Suspecting that the real Mughal
intention was to subjugate him, Nazar Muhammad Khan, who had
also been offended by Murad's tactlessness, took refuge in the

court of 'Abbas II in Persia. Shah Jahan's diplomatic pressure on
Persia to secure its neutrality was only partly successful. 5

In fact Shah Jahan was beginning to realize that Persia under
'Abbas II, as under his grandfather 'Abbas I, ws a power to

reckon with. Despite his sponsorship of a Sunru alliance Shah
Jahan had not wanted to see a vacuum in Persia, and had rejected

his son Dara Shikoh's request in 1642 to occupy Sistan and Harat. 0

In his embassy to Persia sent in 1646, Shah Jahan sought Persian

friendship and advised 'Abbas II to let Nazar Muhammad Khan
migrate to the Hijaz7

; but during this Central Asian crisis, 'Abbas
II played his cards well.

•TShir Vahld, Tartth, B M Add. MS. II, 632, fos. =4b-30b, Labor!, i,

PP. '. 4'S. •>. 91-93-
' Ibid u 439-46, TShir Vahld fo 56b, Shimlu, fo. 52b
' Labor!, n, 435-6, B M. Or. MS. 1702, fos. I26b-I28b.
* Chandra BhSn Brahmin, Cliahar Chaman, B M Add. MS. 16, 836, fos.

54a-b.
* Lahort, 11, S25-38 and pasrim, B.M. Or. M S 1702, fos. 1280-1313.
* Whorl, 11, 300-1. > Ibid. S9»; B.M. Or. MS. 1702, I3ia-I3sb
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In Badakhshan the Mughals met with very stiff resistance from

'Abdul 'Aziz Khan and the Uzbek chiefs. Shah Jahan decided to

put an end to the Central Asian adventure. Prince Murad was

replaced in theMughal command by Aurangzeb who concluded an

agreement with Nazar Muhammad Khan. The Mughals evacuated

Balkh in 1647, and Nazar Muhammad Khan returned accom-

panied by a small Persian force with 'Abbas II's instructions to its

commander not to proceed beyond Harat and to avoid armed con-

flict with the Mughals.1 Under Aurangzeb the Mughal expedition-

ary force began its disastrous retreat inwinter over the snow-bound

Hindu Kush, marking the end of the Mughal dream, which had

begun with Babur, of incorporating Khurasan and Central Asia in

a "Muslim empire ruled from Delhi.

With the failure of the Central Asian expedition Shah Jahan's

prestige, which was so high in 1642, sank low. His Sunni alliance

had flagged and the Ottoman Sultan Ibrahim (1640-8), with whom
he had exchanged no direct epistles, remained cold and indifferent.

An earlier treaty of peace between Murad IV and 'Abbas II had

given the Safavids some sense of security.2 According to Persian

sources'Abbas II even receivedIbrahim'sblessingfor a diversion in

the direction of Qandahar.3 In any case, the Persian Shah soon
began to exercise diplomatic pressure for the return of Qandahar,
and finally occupied it by force of arms in J649* Three Mughal
expeditions between 1649 and 1652 failed to recover it from the

Persians.

By 1649 Shah Jahan, who was the first Indian Muslim sovereign
since Muhammad bin Tughluq to think of the Sunni Islam, if not
the whole Dar al-Islam, as a single unity and had initiated a policy
for its solidarity, saw his policy crumble in consequence of his own
errors. It was ironical that the author of this policy found himself
in complete isolation in the world of Islam. His efforts to regain
Uzbek confidence were cold-shouldered by 'Abdul'Aziz Khanwho
reported them in 1656 to 'Abbas II to win Persian support in his
quarrels with Uzbek rivals in Khwarizm.1
The only overtures of friendship possible were with the Otto-

mans, who were still deeply interested in the stability of Uzbek
rule and of Sunni Warn in Central Asia. Sultan Ibrahim had

, XtfF B.M. Add. MS. 18. 879. fo>. ib-!3».
TShit \»hid, Mimifo-el. B.M. Add. MS. 7&», lot. 29b-3t».
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written earlier to Nazar Muhammad Khan deploring the civil

strife among the Uzbeks.1 This was followed by a letter from the

Ottoman court to 'Abdul 'Aziz Khan giving him a friendly warning

to be loyal to his father.2 This was the policy which Muhammad
IV (i 648-87) inherited on his accession. With the growth of 'Abbas

II's power a renewal of Ottoman-Mughal axis was natural. It is

quite possible that the way for it was prepared by the verbal

message sent by Dara Shikoh in his semi-official mission to the

Ottoman grand vizier Mustafa Pasha; 3 though there is another

possibility that this mission led by Mulla Shawql was sent simply

to offer devotions on behalf of the Qadiri Mughal Prince at the

tomb of the founder of his order Shaykh 'Abdul Qadir Jilani. 4

Official cognizance of this missionwas taken byMustafa Pasha, who
also sent a conciliatory letter to the Mughal chief minister.8

In re-opening diplomatic relations, the initiative came from the

Turks who, after the accession of Muhammad IV, sent in 1649 an

embassy under Mutafarrika Sayyid Muhyi al-din to the Mughal
court to support the cause of Nazar Muhammad Khan and to

request Shah Jahan to use his good offices in bringing about a

reconciliation between Nazar Muhammad and his son 'Abdul

'Aziz Khan. 0

Shah Jahan's return embassy in 1652 was led by Sayyid Ahmad,
a man of exceptional learning and charm, who carried lavish

presents, and created a very favourable impression in the Ottoman
court. 7 The letter he brought narrated Shah Jahan's version of the

Mughal intervention in Uzbek affairs to settle their internal

differences.8 The next Turkish ambassador, who visited India in

i°53, was Dhulfiqar Agha, an ignorant Bosniak for whom the

Turkish historian Na'ima shows unmitigated contempt.9 The letter

he brought10 was regarded by Shah Jahan as lacking in courtesy,

a fault which he attributed to Muhammad IV's youth and in-

experience.11 This Mughal reply was sent in 1656 through Qa'im

1 Fcrldun, ii, 281-3. 1 Ibid, ii, 283-3.
3 This letter could not ha\c been in relation to the v.nr of succession among

Shah Jahan's sons which did not begin until 1657 (cf. de Hammer, TRAS, it,

460; Bernard Lewis, 8).
* dc Hammer, TJiAS, ii, 485-6.
' Tcridun, ii, 61-63. Ibid, ii, 370-81.
' Na'Tma, v, 343; de Hammer, GOR, iii, 418; Uzunciirsih, iii, pp. ii, 266.
Arabic Text, B.M. Or. MS. 1702, fos. !3Sb~i43b; its Pcrs. tr. op. cit. fos.

I43b-M8b.
• Na'ima, V, 342 ff. « FcrTdOn, ii, 60-70,
" Ibid. 65-67; Il.M. Or. MS. 1J02, fos. I 52a-I 56b.
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Beg, the Mughal ambassador who accompanied Dhulfiqar Agha on
his return journey.1 The patternwas now set for the Mughal-Otto-
man diplomatic correspondence; there was pique and peevishness
on Shah Jahan's part at the discourtesies of insha in the Ottoman
letters; and there were conciliatory apologies and requests for the
preservation of stability in Central Asia from the Ottoman side.
The next Turkish envoy Ma'nzade Husain, son of the Druze
leader Fakhr al-din Ma'n, was unlike his predecessor an able man,
and the letter he carried from Muhammad IV proposed sincere
reconciliation.* This would have cemented Ottoman-Mughal
friendship, but Ma'nzade Husain arrived too late, when the war of
succession between Shah Jahan's sons had already begun. He
presented his credentials to the wrong pretender, Prince Murad,
and returned to Turkey in 1659, without accomplishing much.
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Aurangzeb's ambassador Tarbiyat Khan who arrived at the

court of 'Abbas II in 1662 was first received hospitably, but later

cold-shouldered, due to 'Abbas's taking offence at Aurangzeb's

anti-Shi'I policies in the Deccan and the Mughal alliance with the

Uzbeks.1 Tarbiyat Khan was sent back to India in 1664 with the

most insulting letter in the diplomatic history of the period, in

which Aurangzeb was reminded of his usurpation, his treatment of

his father and brothers, of his fanaticism and his incapacity in

stamping out rebellions in his empire, and was threatened with

Persian invasion.2 At the same time 'Abbas II incited the Deccan

rulers to rise in revolt against him. 3 To meet the Persian threat

Aurangzeb mobilized his army, 4 but soon came the news of

'Abbas's death, removing the danger of a Persian invasion, leaving

behind a legacy of hostility, sharpened by Aurangzeb's Sunn!

fanaticism which was matched by the Shi'I bigotry of 'Abbas II's

successors Sulayman (1664-94) and Sultan Husain (1694-1722),

with neither of whom the Mughal Emperor exchanged any diplo-

matic missions. Hostile intrigues continued on both sides. The
Persians kept on inciting the tribesmen of north-west frontier

against Aurangzeb,who in his turn sought alliancewith the Uzbeks

to offset Persian machinations.5 Aurangzeb's son Akbar who had

revolted against him in 1686 was given asylum in Persia where he

stayed threateningly close to the Mughal border 6
: whereas Ahmad

Khan the Persian governor of Harat who rebelled against Sulayman
in 1688 was given encouragement and assistance by Aurangzeb.

The relations of Aurangzeb with other Muslim rulers outside

India were correct and friendly. In 1665 there came envoys from
the Sharif of Mecca, the ruler of Hadramawt, the Turkish gover-

nors of Yemen and Basrah, and even from the Christian king of

Ethiopia. 7 Vast sums of money were sent to the Hijaz to be distri-

buted among the poor and the needy, though later Aurangzeb was
disillusioned by the greed and avarice of the Meccan Sharifs.8

Pursuing Akbar's policy of friendship with the rulers of Eastern

Turkestan, whose petty kingdom marched with the Mughal pro-

vince of Kashmir, Aurangzeb exchanged envoys with 'Abdullah

1 Salih, fos. I3a-I4b; Kazim, 844-5, 94°, 9471 VahTd, op. cit. fos. 310-362;
Shamlu, fos. isia-b.

1 Proceedings of the Indian Historical Record Commission, 7920, ii, 8-18.
s Shfimlu, fos. 1402-1418. * Kdztm, 074. » Ibid. 10 49-51, 1063.
• M.'A' 28S. ' Ibid. 32; KSzim, 1025; Bernier, 133.
» Aurangzeb, Ruq'ut, Eng. tr. J. H. Bdimoria, Bombay, 190S, 167.
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KhSn in 1665, and gave him honourable refuge in 1668 when he

was dispossessed and expelled from Kashghar by his son Bulbars

Khan. The deposed ruler of Kashghar lived at the Mughal court

until 1675. On his death Bulbars Khan's envoy was received in

1690, and when he died in 1700 Aurangzeb intervened by sending

Arslan Khan, a nephew of the late king of Kashghar, who had

been serving in the Mughal court, to take possession of that

kingdom. 1

In 1671 Aurangzeb received a second envoy from Ethiopia, a

Muslim envoy from the King of 'Machin' (some kingdom, some-

where in South East Asia), and exchanged diplomatic missions with

Anusha Khan, the ruler of Urganj* In 1661 Husain Pasha, the

Turkish governor of Basrah, had sent Aurangzeb a letter of con-

gratulations on his accession and a gift of horses; later in disgrace

at the Ottoman court he took refuge in India and joined Aurang-

zeb's service, as did also his successor-designate to the governor-

ship of Basrah, Yahya Pasha. 3

No Ottoman embassyhad arrived on the occasion of Aurangzeb's

accession; nor did Aurangzeb's projected embassy to Turkey in

1667 materialize. In 1690, five years after the defeat of Qara

Mustafa at Vienna, when the Ottoman empire was in distress, the

Ottoman Sultan Suleiman II (1687-91) sent Ahmed Aqa as his

ambassador to India to seek Aurangzeb's aid. 4 The Turkish am-
bassador was received coldly and Aurangzeb's answer was not

copied in the Ottoman records {Name Deften) probably because of

its indifferent tone, which might have been occasioned by Ottoman
negligence in not sending an embassy to Aurangzeb until the

thirty-second year of his reign and even then only to solicit Mughal
aid. 5 The Safavids were now too weak and ineffective to stimulate a
renewal of Ottoman-Mughal alliance.

In the early eighteenth century there was little diplomatic
activity. Conditions in the sub-continent were chaotic and the
Ottoman empire was in retreat in Europe when a Mughal embassy
arrived in Istanbul in 1717. 6

1 M'A, 33.43-48, 69, z6i; B.M. Or. MS. 1702, fos. 4zb-45a.

*. "SJVS7- ' Saih
' f°»- 34b-36a; U.'A, 20-2*.

'Trn m BM. Add. MS. 7857 {Liter Epl,tolarum a FoedeArm Turd,,),

ft?;.'
8?"1?

1
:., "'J^S **T». Piaisahi II Sulcyran" in GuAanli

Padijahi I Alemgu- (Emngzibje Mdttubu', Belleten, liv t,g,0) 269-87-
M-'A 203; J. Sarkar, History 0/ Aurangzeb, hi, 13s.

* Bayur, loc. dt.
• B. Lewis 8, quoting Rashid, anno A-H. nsn, iv, 321-2.
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In 1713 Shah Husain, the Safavid ruler sent Mir Murtaza as his

ambassador to Farrukh Siyyar in India.1 The Safavid dynasty soon

came to an end. ButNadir Shah invaded India and sacked Delhi in

1738. In 1744 Muhammad Shah (1719-48) the powerless Mughal

Emperor of Delhi, sent Sayyid 'Ata-UUah Bukhari as his am-
bassador to the Ottoman Sultan Mahmud warning him against the

tactics of Nadir Shah, and proposing a common alliance against

him. The Ottoman reply sent through Selim Effendi agreed with

the Mughal view.2 All the same the Turks suffered a crushing

defeat at the hands of Nadir Shah in 1747. In this period the

Persians looked at the Indian Muslims with some contempt and

their viewpoint is reflected in the memoirs of the poet Shaykh

'All Hazin. 3

Diplomatic exchanges between the ineffective Mughal emperors

and the rulers of Dar al-Islam continued until the end of the

eighteenth century. A Mughal embassy was received in the Otto-

man court in 1750.
4 Ottoman envoys to Delhi between 1750 and

1799 included among others Haji YOsuf Agha, whose son Muham-
mad Amln Pasha became the Turkish grand vizier in 1769.

In the wake of these diplomatic exchanges between the Mughals

and the sovereigns of the Muslim world came other associations

and influences. Persian, Central Asian, and Ottoman nobles, dis-

satisfied with the patronage of their masters at home, took refuge

in the Mughal court, where they were well received and often

appointed to high positions. They included two Ottoman govern-

ors of Basrah, three Persian governors of Qandahar, two of whom
were Saafavid princes,5 and a stream of noblemen from all over

Central Asia and Persia. Under BJbur and during the first phase of

Humayun's reign the court had a Central Asian complexion; after

Humayun's return from Persia the Persian influx began. Bayram
Khan, Turkish in culture but with pronounced Shi'ite proclivities,

represented the synthesis of the tno cultural streams. Under Akbar
there was an influx of rationalist intellectuals escaping from the in-

hibiting orthodoxy of 'Abdullah Khan Uzbek in Transoxiana, and
of Persian poets migrating from Iran where the lack of patronage

1 Itahim, I2g
* 'IzzT, Tarikh, Istanbul 1784, anno 1157, 13-16, GOR. iv, 405, UzuncSrgili,

W, 3°°. Hikmet Bayur, 'Osmanli Dc\Ictinm Nadir §ah Affar'la ban? yap-
masini onlemck amacmi Ruden bit Gurlanh dcncmesi', Bettettn, xhr, gr-90.

» Shajkh 'All Hazln, Turikli-i AhtcaJ ba Tad/iktra-t Hal, cd. I\ C. Balfour,
London. 1831, 257.

* 'IzzT, anno 1163. 8 Jahlngir (Rogers), 262.
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by the Safavids was diverting the course of the main stream of

Persian poetry from its own soil to hospitable India. These foreign

aristocratic, intellectual, religious and cultural elements served as

a counter-balance to Akbar's policy of Indianization of the admin-

istration and culture of his empire. Having freshly arrived, and

conservative of their own cultural values at a high intellectual level,

these elements reinforced the Islamic heritage of Indo-Muslim

culture, giving it a new impulse of resistance to cultural eclecti-

cism. Resistance to Hindu influences was stronger in the Persian

Shi'i elements; though the complete antithesis to Akbar's heretical

eclecticism came in the form of the Naqshbandl movement as

sponsored by Khwaja Baqi-billah, who had emigrated from

Central Asia. Persian painters continued to keep the Mughal school

distinct from the Rajput to which the inherent iconographic

instinct of the local Hindu painters and their Hindu patrons was

giving birth. Turkish architects like Yusuf, disciple of the re-

nowned Sinan, and Persian builders like Mirak Ghiyath1 pro-

vided the antithesis to the movement for the synthesisof Hindu and

Muslim styles of architecture. The poetic style of Fighani brought

from Shiraz by 'Urfi gave to the sabk-i Hindi (Indian school) of

Persian poetry a new intellectual dimension which led not only to

great literary creation in itsown tight during the next twoccnturies,
but also weaned away the general Muslim intelligentsia from
taking interest in Hindu and Hindi literatures to which the im-
perial patronage had been extended by Akbar and his followers.

Emigre statesmen like Fath-Ullah Shlrazi were the antithesis of
Hindu administrators like Raja Todar Ma! 2

; they grafted on
Akbar's educational, fiscal and reform policies an impress of
Khurasani institutions.

In Jahangir's reign Persian influences were all-powerful in the
palace where NOr Jahan, beautiful, talented and intriguing, ruled
the Emperor's heart, and through it the Empire. Her relations,
I'timad al-dawlah and Asaf Khan, were supreme at court. Elder
statesmen like Mirza 'Aziz Koka reproached Jahangir for placing
all power in the hands of the Persians.3 Despite Shah Jahan's
strong Sunni proclivities and his quarrels withPersia, his court was
still dominated by the Persian faction. Three of his amir al umara

jJPerey Brown, Jmlim JbdiiUttore (J,Umc Pmod), Bombay 1958, os-93:

*.WS1S^K^i Wo'aKr rf.uraro-, Calcutta, iS85-t„o), i, IM.
* B.M. Add. M.S. 16, 859, fbs. 193-0.
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(chief nobles), Asaf Khan, 'AH Mardan Khan and Mir Jumla,

were Persians. 'All Mardan Khan, the former Persian governor of

Qandahar, who had deserted to the Mughals, was trusted by Shah

Jahan to such an extent that he was appointed governor of Kashmir

close though itwastothePersian frontier, andgiven command ofthe

expedition against the Uzbeks near the north-western borders of

the Safavid Empire. But generally the Persian nobles were sym-

pathetic to the Safavid interest, and could hardly be relied upon
in the event of military conflict with Persia.1 Some of them con-

tinued to hold vested interests in Persia.2 Therefore on the whole

Shah Jahan preferred Central Asians (Turanis),3 and his reign

marks the turning point in the rivalry between Irani and TGrani

factions at the Mughal court. During the reign of Aurangzeb the

Turani party gained definite ascendancy.

Shah Jahan's court was the centre for an impressive array of

elements; the stream of ambassadors arriving from Turkey, Persia,

and Central Asia; merchants from Iraq, Khurasan, Turkey, China,

South East Asia, and Europe; and scholars and soldiers of fortune

who made their way to Delhi in search of a new career from all

over the Muslim world.4 This was a one-way traffic, leading from

Dar al-Islam to India. No outstanding Indian Muslim migrated to

Persia or anywhere else except to the Hijaz. With the improve-

ment of sea-communications, though they were at the mercy of the

Portuguese, a two-way traffic grew between India and the

Muslim Holy Land. Indian 'ulama like Sayyid 'All Muttaqi and

'Abdul Wahhab Muttaqi settled down in the Hijaz, where they

made valuable contributions to the study of Prophetic Tradition

(hadith) and retained a link with India through their Indian

disciples. 5

(ii) Dar al-Islam and the Kingdoms of Deccan and Gujarat

The Bahmanid Kingdom in the Deccan as well as the regional

Sultanate of Gujarat, successor states of the Delhi sultanate, in the

1 Bcmicr, 153, 311.
1 'Abd al-'AH TabruT, Munsha'at, B.M. Or. MS. C600, fos. 33b-35a, 48b-

49-1.
' Labor!, 1, v, 457; I, «, S, 166, =43; II, 91-93, 99.
* Brahmin, fos. 22b-233.
' ShajUl 'Abdul Haqq Dchtni, Zid al-MMtaqirt, B.M. Op. MS. 217, foi.

H3b-I48b.
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fifteenth and sixteenth centuries bordered the Arabian Sea, and
through merchants, travellers and pilgrims from the Hijaz remained
in touch with the news of the major happenings in the Muslim
world.

Ahmad Shah 'Wali' Bahmani (1422-34) had reversed the policy

of his predecessors by giving preference in his administrative
appointments to foreigners over Indian nobles. He attracted to his
court some distinguished foreigners like Sayyid Husain Badakhshi
and 'Abdullah Kurd, and raised a special corps of 3,000 archers
from Iraq, Central Asia, Turkey and Arabia; in due course two
factions rose in the Bahmanid court, the Afaqi (foreigners) and the
Deccani. 1

The Bahmanids were also the first in the Indian subcontinent to
exchange embassies with the Ottomans. Muhammad III Bahmani
sent an embassy to the Ottoman Muhammad II (1451-81), the
Conqueror of Constantinople. Later an ambassador was sent by
Mahmud Bahmani (1482-1518) through Egypt, where he suffered
some misadventures, to Bayazid II (1481-1512).*

Gujarat's contact with the Muslim world abroad was a reaction
to the Portuguese challenge in the Indian Ocean. It was acommon menace to the commercial and navigational interests of
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Malik Ayaz, originally a Russian renegade, culturally a Turk,

was sold in captivity to Sultan Mahmud Begra, but due to his

ability as a general and his generosity and foresight as a courtier he

rose to be one of the foremost administrators of Gujarat. He was

the first in India to realize the significance of the Ottoman Sultan

Selim I's (1512-20) occupation of Mamluk Egypt and the Hijar,

especially as it introduced the prospect of a new and powerful

alliance against the Portuguese as well as greater control over the

Indian Ocean for trade with Egypt and beyond, and greater

security for pilgrims to Mecca; and wrote to Selim congratulating

him on the conquest of ' 'Arabistan'.1

About the same time diplomatic relations with the Safavids were

established. In 151 1 a Persian embassy from the court of Isma'fl I

was received by Muzaffar II (1511-22) in Gujarat.2 The defeat of

Isma'Il I at the hands of the Ottomans brought home to Muzaffar

II the importance of friendly relations with the Ottoman court and

he wrote to Selim congratulating him on his victories in Iraq and

Persia, though the greater part of his letter was full of the account

of his own victories in Malwa which he had recovered from

Medani Rai and his Hindu confederates.*

In 1525 Suleiman the Magnificent (1520-66) sent his first naval

expedition in the Indian Ocean under Salman Reis, which sailed

along the coasts of Yemen and Aden and took punitive action

against elements hostile to the Ottomans. 4 Soon after, Sultan

Bahadur of Gujarat (1526-37) appealed to Suleiman for help

against Humayun and the Portuguese. 5 So far as Humayun was
concerned, the responsibility of provocation rested entirely on
Bahadur himself, who had given refuge to rebels from his court

including Zaman Mirza, a grandson of Sultan Husain Bayqara and

a pretender to the Mughal throne. In answer to Humayun's
requests for extradition Bahadur had written rude and threatening

letters. 0 Humayun's invasion of Gujarat was initially successful,

but he had to withdraw because of the pressure of Slier Khan
(later Sher Shah) Suri on his north-eastern flank. Suleiman the

Magnificent could have hardly cared about the quarrel between

Bahadur and Humayun, but the growth of Portuguese sea power

1 FcrTdan, i, 397. * M.S. 92-94. 8 FcrtdQn, i, 395-6.
*H5ji Khalifa, Tuhfat al-kubSr ft aifar ol-blhar, n section of Pan I tr. into

Eng. J, Mitchell (History of the Maritime Wars of the Turks), London, 1831,
26-27-

* Ibid. 65. • E\osIu, fos. I45a-I56b; M.S., 180-95, 197-8.
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in the Indian Ocean certainly worried him. In 1535 they occupied

Diu and two years later invited Bahadur to their ships and
murdered him.1 In 1538 the Turkish admiral Khadim Suleiman
Pasha was sent to Gujarat with a force of forty-five galleys, carrying

20,00 men, including 7,000 Janissaries. The Turkish expedition
failed to achieve its objective because of the failure of the Gujaratis
to keep it in supplies, during the siege of Diu.2 Mahmud III (1537-
54) had succeeded Bahadur and civil strife, corruption and de-
moralization had set in in Gujarat.3 During this expedition Suleiman
wrote to Khudadad Khan, the governor of Sural,4 a Turk who had
fortified the port of Surat in the Ottoman fashion, and whose artil-
lery was Turkish in model and was known as Suleimani,5 asking
him to aid the Turkish expedition. In 1551 Suleiman sent another
naval expedition which was trapped and defeated by the Portu-
guese in the Persian Gulf, and its commander Piri Reis was be-
headed by the order of the Ottoman sultan, who sent Murad Bey
from Basrah to rescue the Turkish fleet, but he also failed."

In 1553 *e famous Turkish admiral Sidi 'All Reis, who had
seen sery.ee in the Mediterranean under Khayr al-dln Pasha and
b.nan Pasha, and who like Piri Reis was author of books on the art
of rav.pt.on was sent to rescue the Turkish fleet from Portu-
guese blockadem the Persian Gulf and .0 bring it back to Suez; but
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in the throes of disorganized civil strife, and the Turkish admiral

seeing that he would receive no effective reinforcements there to

continue his struggle against the Portuguese, and finding it im-

possible to risk ajourney back by sea in his battered ships to Suez,

which was now fully under the Portuguese control, started on his

famous journey by land through Mughal India, Central Asia, and

Persia. Most of the Turkish soldiers under him, took service in the

Kingdom of Gujarat and settled down there. 1

The failure of Ottoman naval expeditions against the Portu-

guese in the Indian Ocean contrasted sharply with the successes of

Khayr al-din Barbarossa and his successors in the Mediterranean.

Suleiman considered seriously the project of a canal across the

Suez isthmus, linking the Mediterranean with the Red Sea, and a

farman was issued to the governor of Egypt to that effect. Later,

about 1580 an Ottoman geographer assessing the importance of

naval power in view of Europe's command of the oceans and the

discovery of the Americas, again put forward the proposal of a

canal across the Suez isthmus.2 It is interesting that after the

Russian occupation of Kazan and Astrakhan, a similar plan was
considered by Suleiman, namely, to dig a canal linking the Don
and the Volga to re-establish Ottoman communications with

Central Asia; and similarly it was given up.

Even though the Kingdom of Gujarat in its weaker and decadent

phase could not effectively help the Ottoman expeditions, it

continued to accept and absorb Turkish elements. There were

Tmkish gunners ia the army o£ Muzaffar III (i56o-^73).3 On the

coast of Gujarat Muslims from the Turkish provinces as well as

from Persia, East Indies, and East Africa continued to come and

settle.1 They contributed to the growth of a composite Muslim
Gujarati culture: 'most of the elegant arts and crafts that are now
common in Gujarat were copied from men of skill and genius from
other countries, and Gujarat like an accomplished person became
a collection of merits gathered from other sources.'5

In the Deccan the rulers of three out of five successor states to

the Bahmani Kingdom, Yusuf 'Adil Shah of Bijapur (1490-1510),

Qasim Barld of Bidar (1487-1504) and Qull Qutb Shah of Gol-

conda (1312-43) claimed Turkish ancestry. Of these Qutb Shah
> SMI 'All Rc!s, 27, 37; Iljjl Khalifa. 77.
1 UzuncSrjili, III, i, 32.^33. » M.S., 306.
* The Book ofDiiartc Barbosa, Eng. tr.L. Dames, London, 1018-21, i, 119-20.
• M.S. to-
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was descended from the Qara-QoyDnlu,1 the others probably
belonged to tribes of Azarbaijan; and 'Adil Shah, whose claim to

be a descendant of the Ottoman Sultan Murad II was spurious,
was 'in fact enrolled among the young slaves of Shaykh San' and
his descendants continued their loyalty to the Safavid house.5 Two
of these Deccani dynasties, the 'Adil Shahi and the Qutb Shahi
were Shi'ite, while Durban Nizam Shah of Ahmadnagar was con-
verted to Shi'ism in 1538 by a Persian cmigrd, Shah Tahir.
These three kingdoms looked to Safavid Persia rather than

Ottoman Turkey as their strong link with Dar al-Islam. Only Amir
Band of Bidar was hostile to the Safavids. He imprisoned the am-
bassador of Isma'il I to Vijyanagar, but later released him on the
request of Isma'il 'Adil Shah (1510-34) of Bijapur.' The name of
Ismail I and his successors were read in the Friday hhutbas in
Golconda and Bijapur.' Husain Nizam Shah (1553-65) sent
Khurshah ibn QubSd as his ambassador to Tahmasp, who stayed
in Persia from .545 ,0 ,563 and wrote there his famous universal
history. Close diplomatic ties between the Safavids and the Dcccan
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After 'Abbas I the Deccan states continued to look to the Safavid

Persia for help,1 but SafI was too weak to exert any pressure on

Shah Jahan, who absorbed Ahmadnagar into the Mughal empire

in 1633. In 1636 'Abdullah Qutb Shah acknowledged Mughal
suzerainty, and in the khutba which was now read in the Sunn!

manner, Shah Jahan's name was substituted for that of Safi.2

Shah Jahan informed Safi of these successes in the Deccan in the

letter he sent through Mir Husaint.3 But still the Deccan rulers con-

tinued to regard the Safavids as their spiritual protectors.4 Apart

from the sectarian loyalties, one of the major causes of the attach-

ment of the Deccan states to the Safavids was the presence of

Persian nobles who held influential positions in their courts.

During the Mughal war of succession (1657-8) 'Abbas II incited

the rulers of the Deccan to revolt against the Mughals. 5 The
struggle of Bijapur and Golconda against Aurangzeb was en-

couraged by him and by his successor Sulayman I.
6

The next state in the Deccan which sought friendly ties with

Dar al-Islam was that of Mysore. Its ruler Tipu Sultan sent an

embassy to the Ottoman sultan 'Abd al-Hamld I in 1785 to obtain

from him an investiture of confirmation for himself as the ruler of

Mysore. 7 It has been suggested that Ttpu Sultan turned to the

Ottoman sultan because his attempts to get recognition from the

Mughal court were thwarted by the agents of the Nizam of Hyder-

abad.8 Actually Tipu Sultan's mission was also meant to forge

closer commercial ties and to obtain the services of Turkish techni-

cians; and his chief object was to seek an alliance against the

British East India Company. 9 He received the Ottoman caliphal

investiture, but did not succeed in other matters. In fact Tipu
Sultan's correspondence with the Ottomans was parallel to his

efforts to make an anti-British alliance with Napoleon. Tipu
Sultan also tried to secure an alliance with Zaman Shah, the Amir

1 Sa'IdT, fos. 1323-1341; 2230-2243.
s Ibid. fos. 1463-147^. s E\oclu, fos. 2560-2583.
* Tabriz!, fos. 1410-1443; Abul 'AH Qazvlnl, Fara' id-i Safaviyyah, B.M.

Add. MS. 16. 698, fos. 363-370.
* SItiimlu, fos. 1390-1403; Vahjd, I\Iiim)i(i'at, fos. 7b—lob, 393-430; idem,

Insha, fos. I3b-22b.
' Shamlu, fos. 1403-1413; M.'A., 337.
'Y. Hikrnet BayTir, *Ma>sor SuhSni Tipu i)c Osmfinli Padsahlarindcn I.

Abdul Hamid \e III Schm arasindalj Mektuplasma', Betleten, xlvii (1948),
6io-54;Ahmcd Tender, Vaqa*iDixht.i 'Ali; a, Istanbul, 1855,1, i67-S;Al8hrnud
Hussin in A History of the Freedom Movement, Karachi, 1957, i, 451.

Ishtiaq Husain Qurcshi, Introduction to ibid, i, 38.
* Mahmud Husain, 451-2, 481.
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of Afghanistan, and maintained friendly relations with the Imam
ofMascat^In 1798 the OttornanSeUmin t prcsscdbyhiscnemicsin

Europe and Egypt and keen to maintain British goodwill, sent to

Tipu Sultan a letter through the British governor-general of India,

Lord Wellesley, advising him to direct his hostilities against the

French rather than the British. Tipu Sultan wrote back to say that

since the British were the aggressors in his territory, his jihad

could only be against them.2

Throughout the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth

century elements from the Arabian coast, Arabs from the Hij*3z

and Hadramawt, Somalis and other East Africans (generally known
as Siddis) continued to come and find employment in the irregular

forces of the Nizama of Hyderabad, and the sultan of Hadramawt
was also a titled noble of the court of the Nizam.

1 Mahmud Htmiin, 460-2, 479-80.
1 Jcsdct, i, 265; Ilikmrt Bajur, loc. cit.; Mahmud Hussin, 48S-0.



IV

PAN-ISLAMISM AND MODERNISM

(i) Sayyid Ahmad Khan andJamal al-din Afghani.

The Indian Sepoy Mutiny of 1857, or the 'War of Independence'

as it is now described in India and Pakistan was also, if one may
use a Toynbeean expression, an 'archaic' attempt of the Indian

Muslims to recover their lost power in India. Its failure, due to the

lack of organization spelt the disintegration and collapse of the

feudal structure of Muslim society. This defeat was accepted as

final by the Indian Muslims in the second half of the nineteenth

century, and they felt the need of a new kind of leadership—

a

leadership of adjustment—to find a modus vivendi with the British

rulers and their resurgent Hindu compatriots. From 185S to 1898,

this leadership was provided by Sayyid Ahmad Khan.1 The most

formidable challenge to it came from a non-Indian Muslim, Jamal

al-din al-Afghani. 2

The disagreement between Jamal al-din al-Afghani and Sayyid

Ahmad Khan consists of three cardinal points:

1. Al-Afghani did not agree with the extremist rationalism of

at least some of Sayyid Ahmad Khan's views, and regarded his new
'Jim al-Kalam as a heresy in so far as it seemed to falsify the words

of the Qur'an.

2. He regarded Sayyid Ahmad Khan's religious views and his

educational programme as ancillaries to his political servitude to

British interests in India, whereas al-Afghani himself was bitterly

anti-British.

1 For studies of Sa>yid Ahmad Khnn's Jrfe and his movement see Hah*,
Haydt-i Jdnid, Caivnpore, 1901; Jurjl Zajdan, Huydt Sayyid Ahmad, Urdu tr.

M. Tariq, Ahgarh, 1903, G I\ I Graham, Sytd Ahmed Khan, London, 1885;
J M S. Ba/jon, The Reforms and Religious Ideas of Sir Sayyid Ahmad K/ian,
Leaden, 1949

1 For the studies of the life and worK of al-Affihanl see Murtuza MuddarisI
Chahardihi, Sayyid Jamal al-dtn Afghani, Tehran, 1334 Shamsi, Q3zi 'Abdul
GhafTur, Alhar-i Jamal al-din Afghani, Delhi, 1940, Muhammad al-MaUizuml,
Khiiltral Jamal al.dm, Beirut, 1931: *Abd al-Qadir al-MnehnbT, Jamal al-din,
Cairo, Ahmad Amin, Zn'nw'-al Islah, Cairo, 1948, MahmOd Qjstm. Jamal
al-din al-Afghani, Cairo, n d ; MahmOd Abunyya, Jamtll al-din al-Afshani,
Cairo, 1958, I. Goldziher/J Jomicr, m EI
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3. As a logical consequence of the second point, lie saw Sayyid

Ahmad Khan as his main adversary in India, opposed to Pan-
Islamism, isolating the Indian Muslims from the rest of Dur-al
Islam, especially from the Turks, and hostile to the conception of a
universal Muslim KhilS/at.1

There is at least one point in common between the views of al-
Afghani and of Sayyid Ahmad Kh3n: both believe Islam to be
capable of an evolutionary process within the present and
future h.story of mankind and in accord with it.= The difference
between them is that the Indo-Muslim 'modernist' was always
concerned with the particular, the concrete, the detailed; while
his adversary was concerned with the general, the generalized and^ ^charged abstract. The transition which marks
Sayy d Ahmad Khan's forward journey from apologetics pure and
simple to ah.ghly individualistic exposition of a modernist 'llm
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uprooted generation. 1 The scholastic method which the Mu'tazi-

lites and the earlier mutakallimtin had developed for defence

against and compromise with Greek thought was no longer

valid for creating a modus vivendi with the empiricism of the

modern physical sciences. 'Therefore', he argued, 'in this age . . .

a modern 'Ilm al-Kalam is necessary by which we may either

demonstrate the principles of modern sciences to be erroneous or

else show that the principles of Islam are not opposed to them.' 2

For this objective he used two media, a popular one, his literary

journal Tahdhib a]-Akhlaq s
; and a specialized and much more

controversial one, a neo-Mu'tazilite exegesis of the Qur'an. In

both the entire structure of his argument is based on what he

regarded as two basic Qur'anic principles: one of approach, of

'speaking to people according to their powers of comprehension';

the other a scholastic criterion: 'Islam is Nature, and Nature is

Islam.
1

Starting from these premises he arrived at fifty-two points of

divergence from the traditionally accepted Sunn! Islam. Forty-one

of these, though contrary to the consensus of Hanafi orthodoxy,

are found in the individual writings of earlier Muslim thinkers.

His critical views on the authenticity of hadith were preceded by
those of al-Razi. 5 In his doctrine of Personal Adherence (taqlid-i-

shakhst) he extended the easy-going views of Shah Wall-Ullah to

include, along with the four orthodox Sunni schools, the Ash'arites

and the Mu'tazilites, and even in this he was following the prece-

dent of al-Ghazzall. 6 In emphasizing the existence of the laws of

nature he was following al-Jahiz; in denying miracles he was
following the Mu'tazilite Hisham bin 'Amr al-Fuwatl. His view
that the excellence of the Qur'an is not due merely to its rhetorical

perfection, was based on that of Abu Musa 'Isa ibn Sablh al-

Muzdar, and his 'association of angels and devils with man's good

qualities and evil instincts' had already been suggested by the

Ikhwan al-Safa'. 7 His denial of the vaskh (repeal of verses m the

Qur'an) had a parallel development in the writings of Shaykh
Muhammad 'Abduh, Jamal al-din al-Afghani's collaborator and
associate; on this question Nawnab Siddlq Hasan Kh3n, leader of

' Lectures, ?Si; Hill, i, 226, 230, Baljon, S3. a Lecturer, 1S0.
* Tirst scries, 1870-6, second scries, 1896-S.
•IBB, 11, 256-6,. « Ibid. 11, 244-5.
• ii)-Gha2z3Ii. Al-Ttiqfnqtt btiyn aUJslatn iva't Zandaqa, Beirut, 1961, 1S4
T Baljon, 91-92.
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the Ahl-i Hadith movement in India, also agreed with him.1 The
line of modernism taken by the al-Manur group in Egypt on
questions such as polygamy or slavery is similar to his. To sum up
in Hali's words, 'one would see on reflection that Sir Sayyid lias
done nothing more than proclaim all at once, openly, and for the
scholar and the commoner alike, those views which had been in-
dividually set down in the works of individual Muslim writers and
were hitherto known only to the most learned among the 'ulama\-

In addition. Hall counts eleven innovations of his that arc with-
out precedent in earlier Islam. These belong to the category of
modernist apologetics.3

In a treatise on the principles of Qur'anic exegesis SayyidAhmad Khan affirms the four main theses on which his modern
Urn aUhalam is based; first that God is tnie, and His Word is
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as connoting correlative—and of course antagonistic—historical

phenomena.' 1 Sayyid Ahmad Khan's response to this challenge was

a complete surrender to the impact of modern ideas, although he
participated as much as al-Afghani in the 'Muslim discovery of the

West which was in large part a pained discovery of Western anti-

pathy to Islam.' 2 But unlike al-Afghani he was concerned with

only a fraction of the Muslim world—the Indian Muslims, whose
leadership had been thrust upon him by historical circumstances

within India. Al-Afghani was the strategist of defence; Sayyid

Ahmad Khan was the strategist of defeat, and he considered his

own mission similar to that of Nasir-al-din Tusi or 'Ala al-dln

Juwayni under the Mongols.3

This in itself might not have led to contemporary and later

criticism, had he not carried his programme to extremes, equating

the interest of Indian Muslims with an unquestioning loyalty to all

policies of the expanding British empire, and equating Islam itself

with the values of Victorian England. In this his principal objective

was twofold: weaning his community 'from its policy of opposition

to one of acquiescence and participation, and by weaning the

government from its policy ofsuppression to one of paternalism'.4

In this approach he showed from 1858 to 1898 a consistency which

decade after decade widened the gulf between him and the neo-

revivalist political consciousness of Indian Islam inspired by the

political convulsions of the contemporary world of Islam. By 1870,

partly due to his efforts, but mainly to reorientation by the policy

experts of the British government in India, the official attitude to

Muslims had considerably softened.

Jamal al-dln al-Afghani viewed the British very much with the

shrewd and suspicious eyes of an Afghan of the border. He was a

nomad in politics; not the subject citizen of a powerful universal

state. Al-Afghani's personality was inspiring and magnetic; but

moderation was never one of his cardinal virtues. His attacks on

Sayyid Ahmad Khan on this point were violent. The motive he

attributed to his adversary's Commentary on the Qur'an was that

its purpose was 'to weaken the faith of the Muslims, to serve the

ends of the aliens, and to mould the Muslims in their ways and

' \V. CantwxH Smith, Istam in Modern Kitlary, Princeton, 1957, 49.
B Ibid. 60.
> Tor the analogy between a modus vhendi under the Mongols and under the

Dritish see Shibli Nu'm3nl in MaqdlSl, A 'jamfjarh 1030-4, 168-74.
• W. CanttveU Smith, Modern Islam in Indus, London, 1946, 16.
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beliefs'.1 Sayyid Ahmad Khan's trust in the bona fides of the
British Government in trying to improve the lot of the Indian
Muslims he regarded as supreme folly, and for Sayyid Ahmad
Khan's associates he used even deadlier invective.3

While modern means of communication had brought the
countries of the late nineteenth-century world of Islam closer
together, Hall's Mmaddas had generated a popular interest in
historical Islam which was fed at all levels by popular literature.
The Indo-Muslim 'romantic' interest in extra-Indian Islam came
to be focused at two points of its victorious contact with Europe,
the Iberian peninsula and the Ottoman empire.

In 1870 Sayyid Ahmad Khan had been as pro-Turkish as any
other educated Indian Muslim. It was he who had popularized the
Turkish cap (Fez) ,n Muslim India. In ,87o in a letter he had
complimented Sultan Abdul-'Aziz as one 'who graces and defends
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between loyalty to their British rulers and symapthy for the Dar
al-Islam in retreat. Sayyid Ahmad Khan 'had one love, and only

one—Muslim India. He could not tolerate anything which in his

view was likely to threaten the future of the Indian Muslims'. 1 He
tried to force his choice on his community. The first of his fifty-

two innovations listed by Hall, was his indifference to the consen-

sus.2 In this case the consensus, not so much of the 'ulama, as of

the middle-class intelligentsia, decided to ignore his advice, and
chose not loyalty to the ruling Power and political security, but

loyalty to the Dar al-Islam and political adventure. It accepted not

only Jamal al-din al-Afghani's political ideology of Pan-Islamism,

but also his political expediency of recognizing the Ottoman
sultan as the Khalifa of all Muslims.

In 1880s al-Afghani's writings were quite familiar in India.

Articles from al-'Urwat al-Wuthqa were being translated and
published in Dar al-Saltanat, Calcutta and Mmhir-i Qaisar,

Lucknow.3 The Muslims of Calcutta professed for al-Afghani

'something like worship'.4 Shibli Nu'mam had met Shaykh
Muhammad 'Abduh in Egypt and had come to some extent under
the influence of al-Afghan?. 6 Later his influence on Abu'} KaJam
Azad was profound.5 Iqbal was deeply under al-Afghani's influ-

ence and made him his mouth-piece for his own ideas on the ideal

Muslim State.'

In al-Afghani's articles in the 'Urwat al-Wuthqa, one finds those

basic ideas which were later developed by the leaders of the Indian

Khilafat movement. He regarded it the religious duty of Muslims
to reconquer any territory taken away from them by others, and if

this was not possible, then to migrate from what had become as a

result of alien conquest the Dar al-harb (land of war), to some other

land in the Dar al-Islam. Resistance to non-Muslim aggression and
reconquest was the duty not merely of the Muslims of the parti-

cular region involved, but of all Muslims. The tragedy of the Dar
al-Islam was that it was being conquered by others in detail

without any concerted resistance. Similarly, the cause of the

decline of Islam was that it was no longer politically integrated and
all-embracing; it had become reduced to religious dogmas -n ithout

* Ikram, 129 * H'llI, n, 256 a Al-Vncat al-iailliqa, 3E2-3
* \V. S. Blunt, India Vt der Jttpon, I*ondon, 1909, 112.
s Iknim, Shibli Nana, 210-20.
* Humayun Kabir (ed ), Abu'l Kah'm Azr.J, contribution b\ Sivyid Mnhmud,

39 ' Iqbal, JatcM Numa, Lahore, 1954, 63-93.
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the necessary principle of movement to enliven it. The 'ultima of

various lands had lost mutual contact; the common people of one
Muslim country knew even less about those of another. Al-
Afghani traced this malaise to the political ambition of the 'Abbasids
who had brought about a division between the Khilafat and the
movement of (religious) thought (ijlihad); this division was con-
trary to the practice of the four 'orthodox' caliphs; and more than
anything else led to the rise of various schisms and heresies in
Islam. The solution which al-Afghani proposed was that the
'ulama of Islam should build up their regional centres in various
lands, and guide the commoners by ijlihad based on the Qur'an
and the hadith; these regional centres should be affiliated to a
universal centre based at one of the holy places, where represen-
tatives of the various centres could meet in an effort towards a
unified ijlihad, in order to revitalize the umma and prepare it to
meet external challenges.1

_
His Pan-Islamist views were deeply associated with a revivalist

interest in historical Islam a trend to which the Indian Muslims
had become responsive since the last three decades of the nine-
teenth century Now, if the history of Islam was a single historical
process, it followed that the threat to the independence of one
Muslim country was a threat to all. Al-Afghani therefore deplored
the division of Dar al-Uam into petty states, decadent, ruled by
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During the century that followed this claim was consolidated

due to the continual transfer of Ottoman provinces containing

Muslim population to non-Muslim rulers and to the emergence of

Muslim solidarity in face of the imperial expansion of the West at

the expense of Dar al-Islam 1 The interest m Khilafat was
specially more marked in countries where Muslims were m a

minority like Russia 2 or India Shah Muhammad Ishaq had
migrated to Mecca in 1841, and since then the trend of Wah-
Ullahi 'iilama and later of the Deobandis was to champion the

cause of the Ottoman caliphate 3 The Shl'ite intellectual leaders

of India Amir 'All, Badr al-dln Tayyabji and Chiragh 'All also

considered the universal Ottoman caliphate as the political solu-

tion for the whole of Dar al-Islam 4

Another element which substantiated the Ottoman claim of

Khilafat in Muslim India was the earlier British exploitation of it

for reasons of policy During the mutiny of 1857 the British had
obtained a proclamation of the Ottoman sultan advising the Indian

Muslims to be loyal to the British, and during the Crimean War
the British themselves had magnified Turkey in the Indian eyes 5

In the second half of the nineteenth century, Suitan 'Abdui-

'Aziz's claim 6 to be the universal Khalifa of Islam was generally

accepted by the Indo-Mushm middle-class intelligentsia 7 It can

be safely assumed that he was the first Ottoman sultan in whose
name the khutba was read m Indian mosques 8

The Ottoman caliph was a symbol which in spite of his deep

distrust of 'Abdul Hamid II, Jamal al-din al-Afghanl could not

afford to ignore He had examined the possibilities of cahphal

1 Arnold J Toynbee, Survey of International Affairs 1925, London, 1927, 1,

33-13
* ihc movement in Russia under Isma it Bej Gasprinsk} hid also rccened

its inspiration from al Afghani (S A Zcnkovslry, Pan-Turhsm and Irfam tn

Russia Cambridge, Mass , 1060)
' Ubajd Ullah Sindhi, SliaJi Wall Vllah aur wiki jiian tahrth, Lahore,

1952 no
4 Amir 'Ah, Memoirs', IC, it (i93=). 5°5. Husain B Tyabji Radruddm

Tyabji, Bomba>, 1952, 50-51, 73, Blunt, 45-59 cf E G Browne, The Version
Resolution 1905-1909, 30
•SiniuMahmud Khilafat aur ItUim 80, M II Abbas All about Khilafat,

45-59 \ Chirol India, London, 1926, 217-18, Tufajl Ahmad Musalmanon ha
raushan ntustatibil, Delhi, 1954 273

•V* S Blunt The Future of Islam London 1882 81-S4
1 Garcm de Tais>, l*a Laigue et la httfrature hindoustantes en 1871, Pirn,

1872 12 cf Blunt, India Under JRipon 64, 11:, but Blunt's tvriunfr* on the
caliphate have a stronR anti Ottoman bias

• cf Siv>id Ahmad Khan in Tuhdhlb al-Akldao, 11, 402
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candidates in the Sudan and the Hijaz.1 To the end he toyed with
the idea of trying the Egyptian Khedive 'Abbas Hilml as Khalifa 1

;

but Egypt had already come under non-Muslim political and econ-
omic tutelage. Al-Afhganl had no illusions about 'Abdul-Hanud
II; the sultan was trying to exploit Pan-Islamism and pro-
Khilafat enthusiasm to secure his position at home and abroad, the
Afghan idealist was seeking to make these two movements the
rallying points of the urnma for the collective defence of Dar al-

Islam. It was a precarious alliance which ended with the death of
al-Afghani in suspicious circumstances in Istanbul in 1897.
In India, Sayyid Ahmad Khan found his community faced at

the end of the nineteenth century with the embarrassing question
posed by Sir William Hunter three decades earlier: 'Arc they
bound in conscience to rebel against the Qucenr' Whether his
community agreed with him or not, his answer remained the same:
We are devoted and loyal subjects of the British government, . . .

J\

e are not the subjects of Sultan 'Abdul Hamid II; ... He neither
had, nor can have any spiritual jurisdiction over us as Khalifa. His
title of Khalifa is effective only in his own land and only over the
Muslims under his sway.'3

He deplored the administrative weakness of Turkey and blamed
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Pan-Islamism. Both Hall 1 and Shibli 2 had expressed their

disappointment at the limited achievement of Aligarh. Nadvat
al'iilama was no longer Aligarh's complement; it became its anti-

thesis. Deoband had become a dynamic centre of the Muslim
freedom movement. In Aligarh itself a revolt developed tinder the

leadership of Mawlana Muhammad 'Ali, which forced Viqar al-

Mullc to invest all the funds collected for converting the Muham-
mudan Anglo-Oriental College into a Muslim university (the

cherished dream of Sayyid Ahmad Khan), into Turkish govern-

ment bonds. 3 The birth of the Muslim university was delayed by

political interference; and soon Mawlana Muhammad 'All set up
its second rival, the Jami'a Milliyya-i Islamiya in Aligarh itself.

A supporter of Sayyid Ahmad Khan's religious views,4 and an

apologist for his political attitude 5 Muhammad 'All was very

critical of the loyalist policy followed by the Aligarh movement.

Sentenced to imprisonment for his fiery article 'The Choice of the

Turks', written when the Turks entered the World War I, he

emerged at the end of the war as a dynamic leader of the Kliilafat

Movement, which soon became a powerful mass agitation. The
Kliilafat Committee was formed in 1919; and in the fallowing year

Muhammad 'Ali led a deputation to England to press the British

government to let the Ottoman caliph retain his pre-war frontiers,

especially his custody of the Hijaz and Palestine. 0 The Kliilafat

Movement emphasized the freedom of the universal Khalifa, from
foreign control. This explains the Kliilafat Movement's sympathy

with Mustafa Kamal rather than the puppet Muhammad VI, and

its contempt for Sharif Husain of Mecca. As a protest against the

harsh treatment of Turkey in the Treaty of Sevres, 18,000 Indian

Muslims began a movement of unplanned migration to Afghan-

istan which involved them in untold hardship.'

The abolition of the Kliilafat by Mustafa Kamal in 1924 affected

Indian Muslims politically more than any other Muslim commun-
ity. Muslim India was extremely perturbed at the growing British

influence in the Hijaz under Sharif Husain, whose claim to

Kliilafat was contemptuously repudiated. It gave moral support to

Ibn Sa'ud in his occupation of the Hijaz, though registering

1 Halt, ii 86. _ lkram, Sliibli Kama, 47-7G, 211-34.
' lkram, jUm<3-i Katctliar, 130.
* Muhammad

(

'A1I, Aly Life, A Fragmrnt, ed. Afzal Iqbal, Lahore, 1946, 319.
* Muhammad 'AIT, Prcsid. Add. in Ihc 1923 session of the Ind Nat. Congress.
* Toynbee, op. cit. 49. » |b,d. 554-5.
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shocks at his Wahhabl iconoclasm. The question of the freedom of
the Hijaz from non-Muslim dominance had become so important
that the question of KMlafat itself receded in the background, and
Indian Muslim delegations did not participate in the Cairo
KMlafat Conference in 1926.

(Hi) Abu'l Kalam Azad's theory of Khilajat

For the intellectual definition of the KMlafat movement one has
to turn to Mawlana Abu'l-Kalam Azad, who was educated at
Mecca had come under the influence of Shaykh Muhammad
Abduh was

1

steeped in the political thinking of al-AfghanT, and
had modelled his paper al-Hilal on 'Vrwat al-Wuthqa.
He distinguished between three contemporary reformist move-
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contain perfection within itself; so what is needed is ijtihad to

externalize that perfection; reconstruction, not modernism.1

On the political plane, discussing Pan-Islamism, he distin-

guished between two kinds of opposing forces, the unifying ones

and the dividing ones. The former presuppose a centralized

direction of the Muslim social organism, thejama'a; the lattermake
for secession from it, in disunity and confusion, to a state of chaos

which he called jahiliyya? Powers of centralized direction of the

Muslim jama'a were concentrated in one individual, the Prophet,

and after him in the Khilafat-i Khassa of the 'orthodox' caliphs

(Khilafat-i-Rashida) which is to be distinguished from the mon-
archical Khilafat-i-miiltiki of the Umayyads, the 'Abbasids and the

Ottomans. He repeated al- Afghani's views that the 'Abbasids are

to be blamed for having abandoned the duties of ijtihad. Even so

the institution of a monarchical Khilafat remained the cognizable

political centre of Dar al-Islam. According to him the foundations

of a Pan-Islamic society rest on five pillars : the adherence of the

jama'a to one Khalifa or Imam; its rallying to the call of the

Khalifa; its obedience to the Khalifa; hijrat, or migration to the

DSr al-Islam, which can takemany forms; andjihad which can also

take many forms. For the Indo-Muslim section of thejama'a he
favoured a regional imam or qS'id, a kind of a religious viceroy of

the Ottoman Khalifa, 3 and tried to persuade Mawlana Mahmud
al-Hasan of Deoband to accept that responsibility. 4 This was
again, to some extent, in accord with the views of al-Afghani. He
bitterly attacked Sayyid Ahmad Khan's attitude to the Turkish

caliphate: and like al-Afghani, he argued on the authority of the

Qur'an that jihad was obligatory against those who had occupied

even a part of the Dar al-Islam. Political loyalty was due to the

Ottoman Khalifa, who unlike the Pope, was not a spiritual but a

temporal leader, 'as in Islam spiritual leadership is the due of

God and his Prophet alone'. The obedience to the Khilafat-i

muluki (monarchical caliphate) was therefore binding on all

Muslims, though not in the same degree as submission to God and
his Prophet. The monarchical Khalifa could be disobeyed only if

his orders were contrary to the Qur'an and the Sunnahfi

1 Abu'l Kalam Azad, Khutbol, Lahore, 207-8
Ibid =20-31. • Ibid. 150-00 ' Ibid 165-6

» Ibid 219-20, 240-50, 2S7-8, these Htm arc not sery different from those
of Ziya GQVtlp, Turku!, NattonaUim and Western Cttihzatton, Hnp tr Nivtci
Heroes, tendon, 1959. 226-33.
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In emphasizing Muslim integration into the Indian National

Congress Abul-Kalam Azad made the mistake committed by
Sayyid Ahmad Khan in a different context, of going against the

ijma'\ and the ijma* (now a middle class consensus with mass
following) rejected him.

(iv) Iqbal; Modernism and rteo-Pan-Islamism

The intellectual leadership of Muslim India passed to Muham-
mad Iqbal in the 1920s. His political philosophy was also based on
the tv,o essential elements of Islam, the Unity of God, and the
Prophethood of Muhammad.1 According to Iqbal the Prophet of
Islam stood between two stages of the evolution of human society:
the psychic and the rational.1 Though the source of this revelation
was prophetic, its content and spirit felt its way towards the ration-
alistic future. Islam, therefore, draws upon inner experience
as a source of human knowledge and also on two rational sources,
nature and history. The dynamism which resulted from the latter
sources placed Islam in a position of conflict with what was static
in ,ts Hellemst.c heritage.' The growth of this trend in the works
of al-Khwamm, and al-BirOnl signifies the passage of Muslim
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transfer of the power of ijtihad from individual representatives of

schools to a Muslim legislative assembly which, in view of the

growth of opposing sects, is the only possible form ijma' can takein

modern times, will secure contributions to legal discussion from

laymen who happen to possess a keen insight into affairs. . . .' 1

This conception of ijtihad has been at work for some time in

religious and political thought in Turkey, which alone of all Mus-
lim countries has passed from medievalist idealism to positivist

realism by a process of intellectual self-realization. One can see its

stimulus in Hallm Thabit's new theories of Muslim law. 2 Perhaps

in the near future Turkey is to take even bolder steps in religious

speculation, to balance which the Indian Islam may have to adhere

to a 'healthy conservatism'. For instance, it may not accept the

Turkish theory of the separation of religion from the state. 3

On the other hand, Iqbal endorsed the view of Sa'id Halim
Pasha that Islam 'is a harmony of idealism and positivism; and as

a unity of the eternal verities of freedom, equality and solidarity,

has no fatherland'; and there can be no Turkish, Arab, Persian or

Indian Islam; in fact if certain regional customs have been assim-

ilated in various Muslim lands at popular level they are 'more or

less an impress of heathenism' and as such have to be discarded. 4

Commenting on the ijtihad of the Turkish Grand National

Assembly on the abolition of Khilafat, Iqbal deduced the theory

that Khilafat need not necessarily be vested in a single individual;

it can be vested in a body of persons, an assembly or a parliament. 6

He endorsed the view of Ziya Pasha that, although a real universal

caliphate of all Muslim nations after they gain their independence

would be an ideal thing, until this is achieved each Muslim state

should first try to put its own house in order. c In the existing

world situation political Islam could best survive neither by nar-

row nationalism, nor in the form of a universal state, but in a multi-

national free association, something like a league of nations of

Islam. 7

Thus on the political plane Iqbal accepted al-Afghani's view of

regarding Mecca as the accepted religious centre; he searched for a

political centre of Dar al-Isldm by examining al-Mawardi's

» Iqbal, Reconstruction, 165. s Ibid. 145. 3 Ibid. 146.
' Ibid, 148-9; Jotcid Ntima, 73. * Iqbal, Reconstruction, 145, 154.
• Itjbnl, 'IvhiUfal-i IsWmij-a' in Fikr-i Iqbal, Hyderabad, 1944, 57-SS; idem.

Reconstruction, 149.
' Ibid. 151.

6
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theories in the light of recent developments,1 and in agreement

with Turkish thinkers decided to leave the vexed question of the

Khilafat aside for the time being, and arrived at a multi-national

concept of Pan-Islamism. This made it possible for him to reduce

al-AfghanTs concept of a north-wcst-lndian-and-Central-Asian

Muslim state 2 to the practical limits of Muslim politics in India by

suggesting in 1930 the creation of a separate Muslim state within

the Indian sub-continent.5 Since the concept of such a state

implied secession from predominant^* Hindu India, he retained at

least one element of Sajyid Ahmad Khan's political thought,

Muslim separatism within the sub-continent.

1 FIkr4 IcASl, loc. cit.
1 Ishtiaq Ilusain Qureshi, in Sourcei of Indian Tradition, ed. \V. Th. de Baiy,

etc., New York, 1958, 817.
4 Iqbal, Pres. Add, at the Annual session of the Muslim League at Allahabad

in 1930; text in Struct for Independence 1857-194?, Karachi, 1958, Appendix
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I

INTRODUCTORY: THE MUSLIM
IMPACT

(i) Conflicting Nature of the two Cultures

'For twelve long centuries', comments Murray Titus, 'Islam has

been in contact with Hinduism in India. For twelve centuries each

community has been confronted by the other Their differences

of belief, together with communal aspirations on the one hand

contending with an instinct for communal preservation on the

other, have been the source of much friction which continues to the

present day.' 1

This is on the whole an understatement. The history ofmedieval

and modern India is to a very considerable extent a history of

Hindu-Muslim religio-cultural tensions, interspersed with move-
ments or individual efforts at understanding, harmony and even

composite development. The divisive forces have proved much
more dynamic than the cohesive ones. It might be interesting for a

student of speculative philosophy of universal history to travel part

of the way with Spengler or Toynbee in their classification of

civilizations to see whether the root of the conflict lies in the very

nature of what Spengler calls the 'Magian Culture' and Toynbee
the 'Syrian Civilization' on the one hand, and the 'Indie' or Hindu
civilizations on the other.2 It is not proposed here to pursue that

line of inquiry, or to study the distinguishing features of the two
religions and the two civilizations in detail, but only to outline very

broadly the main contours of their tension in the sub-continent.

As a religio-cultural force, Islam is in most respects the 'very

antithesis of Hinduism'.3 Hinduism is a large aggregate of belief,

developed in the course of many centuries, evolving from the

sacrificial hymns of the Vcdas to the philosophical speculation of
the Upanishads, the discipline of Yoga, the metaphysical subtleties

1 Murray Titus, Indian Islam, 1930, 176.
1 Oswald Spenclcr, Decline of the West, Eng. tr. C. W. Atkinson, London,

1926; Arnold J. Toynbee, A Study 0/ History, London, 1939-Or.
' r. \V. Thomas, Mutual Influence of Muhammedans ami Hindus in India,

Cambridge, 1892, 12.
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of Vedanta and the passionate devotion of Bhakti. Islam, on the
other hand, is bound by an austere central discipline, revolving
round Qur'an, the Vox Dei, and hadith, the Vox Pwphelae; and
whatever speculation it has evolved or borrowed from external
sources has been more or less adjusted to these two primary
sources of religious authority. Psychologically Hinduism tends to
be melancholy, sentimental and philosophical; Islam tends to be
ardent and austere.' Hindu genius flowers in the concrete and the
iconography; the Muslim mind is on the whole atomistic, abstract,
geometrical and iconoclastic.

Islamic civilization in its Arab, Persian and Turkish varieties,
had developed in geographical environments very different from
the sub-tropical forests of India, teeming with life, and fertility
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breaks away from traditional (say, heathen) religion. ... By
introducing the relatively novel concept of chosen people, church

and wnma respectively, the trend of thought engendered by the

prophetic religions postulates one single, unequivocal criterion of

membership of the new community, namely common faith in God
who reveals Himself. Thus they implicitly criticize the vague and

ever varying, ever expansive complex of criteria for unity (and

implicitly for membership) ofthe traditional socio-cultural units.' 1

The exclusiveness of the timtna has been partly religious and

partly instinctive. The instinct of self-preservation has been

channelled in the Muslim wnma through the principle known as

ijma', the consensus of the community, which is not a counting of

votes, but either a 'slowly accumulating pressure of opinion over a

long period of time',2 or in hostile surroundings and moments of

crisis a spontaneous group decision, such as Muslim India has

taken on several occasions in its chequered history.

The non-proselytizing and non-egalitarian resilience of Hindu-

ism, could, on the other hand, 'suck in* and assimilate other faiths

absorbing them into its own ever-growing, ever-changing spiritual

complex, and fitting the former adherents of other faiths into its

caste structure. 'Hinduism', observes Basham, 'can absorb new
ideas, and can even if need be find room for new gods; moreover,

every passage in the Hindu sacred texts is open to figurative inter-

pretation, so that it is possible for different schools of Hinduism to

hold diametrically opposed doctrines without serious antagonism.

Islam on the other hand cannot adapt or compromise.' 3 Hinduism
succeeded in India in re-assimilating the seceding Buddhist

religion, and quickly absorbed into its own ranks the Greeks, the

Sakas, the Kushanas and the Huns who invaded the sub-continent

from time to time. Islam alone, rigidly monotheistic, iconoclastic

and religio-culturally insular, resisted Hinduism's assimilative pull.

The Hindu has been a spiritual anarchist,4 his faith being

intensely personal and individualistic. Inherently the trend of

Brahmanical Hinduism has been to accept all worship and to reject

1 C. A O. von Nieuwenhuyzc, "The Ummah\ SI, X (1959), 9, also E. I. J.
Rosenthal, Political Thought in Medina] Islam, Cambridge, 1058, 35; cf. G. E.
\on Grunebaum (cd ), Vmly and Variety in Muslim Civilization, Chicago, 1955.

1 H. A. U. Gibb, Modem Trends in Islam, Chicago, 1945, 11.

A. L Basham, The Indian Sub-Continent in Historical Perspective, London,

* Tara Chand, The Influence of Islam on Indian Culture, Allahabad, 1936, 234
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none, to bridge the gap between popular fetichism and learned

Vedantism, to ensure that the superstitious cults of the illiterate

masses remain in at least oblique touch with the metaphysical

speculation of the higher intellectual order, and thus to crystallize

an ascending hierarchy of religious faith corresponding to the

socio-economic scale of caste-structure. This spiritually and mater-

ially hierarchical view of religion and society is diametrically

opposed to the religio-social egalitarianism in Islam.

In the long history of Hindu-Muslim co-cxistcncc in India 'the

principle of repulsion has been more obviously at work than the

principle of attraction".1 Even Tara Chand, a passionate advocate

of the theory of composite growth of Hindu-Muslim Culture, has

to concede: 'While the Hindu mind was primarily concerned with

what is true, the Moslem was exercised over what is right. The
Hindu emphasized the private and personal aspect of religious

experience, the Moslem its incorporation in the collective body of

the faithful. The Hindu was inclined to gloss over the short-

comings of his social customs, the Moslem was annoyed with

them. On the other hand, the intolerance of the Moslem and the

memory of the past distressed the Hindu. The Hindu felt no kin-

ship with the Arab past which the Moslem hugged to his bosom.
The Moslem did not feel at home in Vedic India. While con-
sciousness of group developed, and the clement of territoriality

was prominent in both, the content of the two did not quite co-

incide and fuse.' 2 The mutual interaction of the two communities
and the mutual influences in manners, ceremonies, superstition,
mysticism and a common economic life 'touched merely the fringe
and the external element' of their existence; 'neither the Hindus nor
the Muslims imbibed, even to the least degree, the chief character-
istic features of the other's culture which may be regarded as their
greatest contribution to human civilization'; and in the set pattern
of their respective behaviour in India, 'the Hindus combined
catholicity in religious outlook with bigotry in social ethics, while
the Muslims displayed an equal bigotry in religious ideas with
catholicity in social behaviour'.3

cu2^&H£?^X^:°,7£%tltl " °f **• "i,'°ry **
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(ii) The Processes of Muslim Arrival

Muslims arrived in India in three distinct movements; first as

traders and missionaries to India's southern coasts; then in the

expanding wave of the Umayyad conquests which carried them to

the Rhone, the Syr Darya and the Indus; and finally like the

Greeks, the Sakas and the Huns, in a more organized conquest-

cum-immigration movement of the Central Asian Turks and

Afghans.

Muslim Arabs arrived on India's coast in the wake of their pagan

ancestors 1 who had carried on a tradition of maritime trade across

the Arabian sea since nearly the dawn of history. These Arab

traders who settled down on India's coasts between the seventh

and ninth century were treated with tolerance by Hindu rulers,

and the legend of conversion of a Cheraman Perumal raja shows

that they were allowed to propagate Islam. 2 They intermarried

with indigenous women; some of them joined service under Hindu
princes; and at least one of them contributed financially to a Hindu
temple. 3 Several Muslim communities like the Labbes, the

Mapillas (Moplahs) and the Nawait thrived in the south1 and their

descendants still survive.

The conquest of Sind by Muhammad ibn Qasim, and the

incorporation of that province into the Muslim universal caliphate,

brought the Hindus and the Muslims there in a relationship of a

very different nature, that of the ruled and the ruler. This form of

political relationship, which some centuries later extended to the

whole sub-continent, and survived until well into the eighteenth

century inevitably led to the creation of tensions which deter-

mined very largely the psychological course of the history ofmedi-
eval and modern India.

1
J T. Remaud, Relations de z oyagesfaits par les Arabes et de les Persanes dans

I'Inde el a la Chine dans le tx* slide. Pans, 1845, 1, p. xxxix, J Edkins, 'Ancient
Navigation m the Indian Ocean', JRAS, 1866, 1-27, S SuJayman Nadvi,
'Arabon hi lahiizrani, A'zamgarh, 1935, G F. Hourani, Arab Seafaring in the
Indian Ocean, Princeton, 1951.

1 W. Logan, Malabar, Madras, 1S87-91, i, 231-45, Qadir Husain Khan,
contribution in Madras Christian College Magazine 1912-13, 241; J Sturrock,
South Kanara 'Madras District Manuah), Madras, 1S94, 180-1; C A. Innes,
Malabar and Anjcngo (Madras District Gazetteer), Madras, 1908, 436-7, M. J.
Rowhndson, Intro to his ed. of Shaikh Zayn al-dln, Ttthfat al-muiahidin,
London, 1833.

a V. V. Mirashi, 'Chinchani Plates of the Arab Feudatory Supatipi*, J N.
Bannerjee Volume, Calcutta, i960 * Al-Mas'udi (Sprenger), j, 152 ff.
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none, to bridge the gap between popular fetichism and learned

Vedantism, to ensure that the superstitious cults of the illiterate

masses remain in at least oblique touch with the metaphysical

speculation of the higher intellectual order, and thus to crystallize

an ascending hierarchy of religious faith corresponding to the

socio-economic scale of caste-structure. This spiritually and mater-

ially hierarchical view of religion and society is diametrically

opposed to the religio-social egatitarianism in Islam.

In the long history of Hindu-Muslim co-existence in India 'the

principle of repulsion has been more obviously at work than the

principle of attraction'.1 Even Tara Chand, a passionate advocate

of the theory of composite growth of Hindu-Muslim Culture, has

to concede: 'While the Hindu mind was primarily concerned with

what is true, the Moslem was exercised over what is right. The
Hindu emphasized the private and personal aspect of religious

experience, the Moslem its incorporation in the collective body of

the faithful. The Hindu was inclined to gloss over the short-

comings of his social customs, the Moslem was annoyed with

them. On the other hand, the intolerance of the Moslem and the

memory of the past distressed the Hindu. The Hindu felt no kin-

ship with the Arab past which the Moslem hugged to his bosom.
The Moslem did not feel at home in Vedic India. While con-
sciousness of group developed, and the element of territoriality

was prominent in both, the content of the two did not quite co-

incide and fuse.' 2 The mutual interaction of the two communities
and the mutual influences in manners, ceremonies, superstition,
mysticism and a common economic life 'touched merely the fringe
and the external element' of theirexistence; 'neither the Hindus nor
the Muslims imbibed, even to the least degree, the chief character-
istic features of the other's culture which may be regarded as their
greatest contribution to human civilization'; and in the set pattern
of their respective behaviour in India, 'the Hindus combined
catholicity in religious outlook with bigotry in social ethics, while
the Muslims displayed an equal bigotry in religious ideas with
catholicity in social behaviour'.8

5mhS SP?>.r.
I?*"*. Pakistan and the W„t, London, 1058, 88.

li*™ °l™d » H :
K*ir. AhtCl Kulam Asad, Bombay, ig,9 . 238.

r,i „V^?
JT?" S T

{™,Vhi s""°"°>> <CS.) (vol. VS 3 The History end
Culture of the Indian People), Bombay, i960, 616-17.
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(ii) The Processes of Muslim Arrival

Muslims arrived in India in three distinct movements; first as

traders and missionaries to India's southern coasts; then in the

expanding wave of the Umayyad conquests which carried them to

the Rhone, the Syr Darya and the Indus; and finally like the

Greeks, the Sakas and the Huns, in a more organized conquest-

cum-immigration movement of the Central Asian Turks and

Afghans.

Muslim Arabs arrived on India's coast in the wake of their pagan

ancestors 1 who had carried on a tradition of maritime trade across

the Arabian sea since nearly the dawn of history. These Arab

traders who settled down on India's coasts between the seventh

and ninth century were treated with tolerance by Hindu rulers,

and the legend of conversion of a Cheraman Perumal raja shows

that they were allowed to propagate Islam. 2 They intermarried

with indigenous women; some of them joined service under Hindu
princes; and at least one of them contributed financially to a Hindu
temple. 3 Several Muslim communities like the Labbes, the

Mapillas (Moplahs) and the Nawait thrived in the south4 and their

descendants still survive.

The conquest of Sind by Muhammad ibn Qasim, and the

incorporation of that province into the Muslim universal caliphate,

brought the Hindus and the Muslims there in a relationship of a

very different nature, that of the ruled and the ruler. This form of

political relationship, which some centuries later extended to the

whole sub-continent, and survived until well into the eighteenth

century inevitably led to the creation of tensions which deter-

mined very largely the psychological course of the history of medi-
eval and modern India.

1
J. T. Reinaud, Relations de voyages Jaits par les Arabes et de les Persanes dans

I'Inde et a la Chine dans le ix? siecle, Paris, 1845. i, p. xxxix; J. EdUns, 'Ancient
Navigation in the Indian Ocean', JRAS, 1866, 1-27; S. Sulayman Nad*7,
'Arabon ki jahazrani, A'zamgarh, 1935; G. F. Hourani, Arab Seafaring in the
Indian Ocean, Princeton, 1951.

' W. Logan, Malabar, Madras, 1887-91, i, 331-45; Qadir Husain Khan,
contribution in Madras Christian College Magazine 1912-13, 241; J. Sturrock,
Smith Kanara {Madras District Manuals), Madras 1894, 180-1; C. A. Innes,
Malabar and Anjcngo (Madras District Gazetteer), Madras, !9oS, 436-7; M. J.
Rowlandson, Intro, to his ed. of Shajkh Zayn al-din, Ttihfat al-mttjahidin,
London, 1833.

V. V. Mirashi, 'Chinchani Tlates of the Arab Feudatory Supatipa', J. N.
Baimerjee Volume, Calcutta, i960. * AI-Mas'iidi (Sprenger), i, t$z tj.
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The nature of the Turco-Afghan invasions and conquest of

India from the end of the nintii century onwards was different from
Arab expansion into Sind. The Turks and the 'Khurjsjnis' who
conquered India and incorporated the greater part of it into the

Dar al-Islam, were impelled by a number of new forces; ever-
recurring pressures of the Central Asian nomads forcing them to
seek new homelands, absorption of fresh manpower from the in-

exhaustible nomadic 'external proletariat' of Dar al-Islam in

Central Asia, the upsurge of a new cultural growth in 'Khurasan'
with a Turkish military core and a Persian orientation, saturated
in the rcligio-political thinking of an elite which was selecting from
the formulations of the Sunni schools of jurisprudence whatever
suited its mixed motives of adventure and mission.
With the establishment of Muslim rule in India, the ruling elite

conceived its population as a pluralistic society in which the non-
Muslim was distinct from the Muslim and required a different
social contract.

(iii) The Impact of Muslim Institutions

Theoretically the justification for the Turco-Afghan conquest of
India, vajthad, religious war against the infidels. Had India been
under Mushm rufe the justificion, as indeed in the later Muslim
masons, vould have been punishment for the sin of pride or
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Rajendra Prasad has pointed out that 'it is doubtful if any one of

these invasions extending over about eight or nine hundred years

was a purely religious invasion undertaken by religious fanatics or

enthusiasts for spreading Islam. Like all conquests they were

actuated by temporal and material motives rather than by religious

zeal.'1

For several centuries, except for the pagan Turks who were in

any case accepting Islam in increasing numbers, the main adver-

saries of Dar al-Islam on alt fronts were the Christian 'people of

the Book' who were not 'infidels'. Mahmud of Ghanza's invasion

of what was regarded as pagan India was therefore a sensational

novelty at the end of the tenth century. The sack of Somnat and

the destruction of its temple came to be considered a specially

pious exploit because of its analogy in the past with the destruction

of idols of the pagan Arabia by the prophet. This led to invention

of popular legends givingMahmud's invasions a status of sanctity; 2

and it explains the idealization of Mahmud by Nizam al-Mulk

TusI, 3 and the ideal treatment he has received from early Sufi

poets like Sana'I and 'Attar, not to mention such collectors of

anecdotes as 'Awfi.

After the conquest of India by Muhammad ibn Sam Ghurt in

the twelfth century, one finds a fixed formula of cams belli which
holds good until the end of the seventeenth. Muslim invaders or

Muslim rulers in India, if they are engaged in hostilities against

a Muslim kingdom, justify their aggression by asserting either their

right to the contested territory or the treachery or inefficiency of

the invaded Muslim ruler. But if the invasion is against a Hindu
kingdom no such moral self-justification is considered necessary.

'Jihad is considered to be justification enough and is immediately

blessed by courtiers, 'ulama and the intelligentsia, as it brings to

them greater opportunities of career, wealth and advancement.
The lip-service to jihad is occasionally accompanied by a minor
demonstration such as the destruction of a temple, the panegyric

of the court-poet or the compliment of the court-historian; but
once the territory is conquered and incorporated as a Muslim pro-

vince or a protectorate, a tolerant and pragmatic co-existence

develops.

Jisra(poll-taxpayable bynon-Muslims and guaranteeing in turn

1 Rajendra Prasad, India Divided, Bombay, 1946, 69. * 'Isamr, 43.
* Niz3m al-Mulk, Siyaiat Noma (ed. Shcfer), 77-80, 138-56 and passim.
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the protection of their lives, rights and property) 1 was levied for
the first time in India by Muhammad ibn Qasim, and graded into
three categories according to income; Brahmins were exempted
from it and appointed tax-collectors, whose advice to their flock
was either to submit to the Muslim law of administration and pay
the poll-tax or else to migrate elsewhere in Hindu India.2

In the Delhi sultanate the policy regarding the levy of jizya
varied from sultan to sultan. 'Ala al-din Khalji substituted the levy
o! jizya by a policy of taxation on land produce and livestock to
control the economic prosperity of the Hindus as their increasing
wealth 'fostered disaffection and rebellion'.3 Ghiyath al-din
Tughluq on the other hand followed a more balanced policy of
taxation the ohject of which was neither to allow the accumulation
of wealth in the hands of the Hindus nor to reduce them to poverty
and destitution which would cause loss of revenue to the state. The
imposition of jizya in strict accordance with the Muslim canon
law by FMz Tughluq is a distinct departure from the normal
policy of the sultanate; though on the other hand he abolished all
hose taxes which were not specifically sanctioned by the canon
Urn, and levied only four legal taxes: kharaj, zakat, jizya, and
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participation of non-Musiim communities in the Muslim state's

military or civil services. This seems to have been the main reason

for its continued suspension under Jahangir and Shah Jahan, when
Islam had reasserted itself as the state religion. This again seems to

explain the discontent that followed Aurangzeb's re-imposition of

it; for by that time as it would appear from the letter of a Hindu
noble, probably Shivaji, not only the Muslim, but even the Hindu
elite was well aware thatjizya was in any case not payable until the

dhimmis could be fully protected by the Muslim state: 'In strict

justice Hasjizya is not at all lawful. From the point of view of ad-

ministration it can be right only if a beautiful woman wearing gold

ornaments can pass from one part of the country to another with-

out fear or molestation. (But) in these days even the cities are being

plundered, what of the open country.' 1

It is interesting that in some particular cases, the institution of

jizya inspired some Hindu rulers to impose upon Muslims a

similar discriminatory tax, Turushkadand (fine on Muslims) which

was a kind of counter-jiVya. It will also be interesting to trace how
far the Maratha institution of chauth or the extortion of one-fourth

of the gross revenue of a vanquished Muslim (or by analogy non-

Muslim) province or state was an exaggerated reflection of the

aggressive reaction to the former Muslim institution ofjisya. The
pilgrimage tax collected by some Muslim rulers in India from the

Hindus had no sanction in the Muslim canon law.

(iv) Conversion and Apostasy

Unlike Brahmanical Hinduism, and like Christianity, Islam is

a proselytizing religion, although Qur'anic injunctions discourage

forcible conversion. The injunction that proselytization has to be
conducted by persuasion and preaching and not by force is stressed

in several 'Meccan' verses.2 The underlying emphasis behind this

tolerance is the Qur'anic concept of the equal power of God over
good and evil; it is by His will that evil and unbelief exist as the

antithesis of goodness and faith.3 The same position is reiterated

in the 'Medina* suras after Islam had acquired more material

1 Ixttcr attributed in R A.S. MS. 71 to Shiva;!; m A S.D MS. 56 to Sh-irob-
hajl, by others to Jaswant Singh or Ram Singh; attributed by Sarkar to ShnSji
{Hist, of Aurang. ut, 328).

* Such as the Qur'iin, xvi, 126, xxu, 66-67 and piusim.
* Qur'tln, X, 99.
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power; 1 and the epitome of the Qur'anic approach is the oft-quoted

verse: 'Let there be no compulsion in religion.' 2

In the conversion of large masses of Indians to Islam the use of

force was an exception rather than a rule.3 The conversion to Islam

of over one-fourth of the sub-continent's population is due to a

number of causes. To begin with Islam spread more rapidly in

those areas where Buddhism had lingered on until the time of its

arrival, as in some north-western and eastern parts of the penin-

sula. On the Indian coasts prosclytization by Muslim traders and

settlers was not regarded as a serious challenge by the Hindu rajas,

who imposed no restrictions on conversions to Islam which were in

those areas, in any case, on a minor scale.4 Brahmanical Hinduism

offered a much more solid resistance to the spread of Islam, but its

Achilles' heel was the caste system. For the lower Hindu castes

acceptance of Islam meant an escape from the degraded status they

had in the Hindu society to at least theoretical equality with the

ruling community; it also meant in the pre-Mughal India better

chances of state appointment.5

Inter-marriages with Hindu women began with the Arab occup-
ation of Sind as no Muslim women had accompanied the army of

Muhammad ibn Qisim. The practice in India of the Arabs, Turks,
Persians, and Afghans, of marrying Hindu women was in line with
the general Muslim practice elsewhere. Such marriages took place
in all classes of society. While through Hindu wives or concubines
Hindu influences and customs crept into Indian Islam, Islam itself

penetrated into the families of these women.
The Muslim rulers, on the whole, partly for reasons of policy

and partly from genuine tolerance, adopted a general attitude of
neutrality to the problem of conversion; though some of them
exercised political persuasion from time to time.suchas the promise
of immunity if an adversary at bay accepted Islam.0 Muhammad
bin Tughluq, though strongly opposed to forced conversions,'
considered the peaceful propagation of Islam by the Sufis as a more
meritorious virtue than their esoteric concentration on the spiritual
advancement of individual human souls. Firuz Tughluq was one

;?"<!?' . , ' Qut'Sr., ii, 257.

munjlmm,,, Pan, 1922,68-69. ' Arnold, 216-1},
,.*,"- h S!"i!?\

»• <~ M.jurndar (ed.), Tht Strait for Empire (S.E.)

Hold LV """"?<?«> «/ ">< !•«» Fcopl% Bombay ,,57 468;Arnold, 237. Ghoshal, op. c,!. 500. » l.hmri Pnuad, 258.
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of the very few Muslim rulers who showed any enthusiasm for

proselytizing: 'I encouraged my infidel subjects to embrace the

religion of the Prophet, and I proclaimed that everyone who re-

peated the creed and became a Musulman should be exempt from

the/fcya. . . . Information of this came to the ears of the people at

large, and great numbers of Hindus presented themselves, and

were admitted to the honour of Islam.'1 Patronage to the converts

to Islam was also extended by Sikandar Lodi.2 Aurangzeb's policy

was to offer them rewards or prospects of service, 3 a policy which

was contrary to that of Akbar who had granted equality of the right

of conversion or reconversion to Hindus as well, 4 but not very

different from that of Jahangir, who was opposed to forcible con-

version but encouraged peaceful encouragement of converts.5

Summing up, in India as in the rest of the world 'it is not in the

cruelties of the persecutor or the fury of the fanatic that we should

look for evidence of the missionary spirit of Islam, any more than

in the exploits of that mythical personage, the Muslim warrior

with sword in one hand and Qur'an in the other—but in the quiet,

unobtrusive labours of the preacher and the trader. 6

Among the preachers of Islam in India the Sufi whose training

was more ascetic was closer to the masses of the people than the

theologian who was generally a fanatic and lacked character and

spiritual sensitiveness. In city, town and village the Sufi formed

himself into a pivot of an inner circle of Muslim disciples and an

outer circle of non-Muslims, mainly low-caste Hindus, whom he

attracted by his spirituality and humanity. The outer circle was
gradually sucked into Islam by an indirect rather than a direct

appeal which began with the non-Muslim's admiration for the

individual Sufi, and continued through his observation of Muslim
egalitarianism in the inner circle. The exoteric conversion often

followed the esoteric. There was a cross-section of Hindus con-

verted to Islam by the StifTs, who did not practice their new religion

openly because of the fear of caste or social ostracism in their ori-

ginal environment on which they were economically dependent. 7

1 nrQz Tughluq, In op. cit. 386.
' 'Abdullah, Tarikh-i Da'aJr, B.M. Or. MS. 197. fo. 33b.
*M.'A., s=S; Khafi Khan, li, 461; Shah Nau-jz Khan, ii, 281; Sarkar, hi,

316-17-
• Muhsin FiinT, Dabistiirs-i Mtidhulvb, Lns. IT. D. Shea and A. Trover, Paris,

1843.1", 104. • JahanRir CUopers), 83. 101. • Arnold, 4.
' Katim-UlUh DeliliM. MaktGbSt. Delhi, 1883, 25; K. A. Nizami, TarttJi-i

Maslia' ikli-i Chhht, Delhi, 1953, 303.
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Most of the Sufi orders as well as individual Sufis, at one time

or other, regarded the conversion of non-Muslims as one of their
primary spiritual objectives in India. Moplahs of the south coast
were converted to Islam by the disciples of Malik ibn Dinar
(d. 744), the Dudwalas and Pinjaras of Gujarat by al-Hallaj (d.

921), Labbes of Trichinopally by Nithar Shah (d. 1039), Memons
of Cutch by Yusuf al-din Sindi, the DaudpoSs of Sind and Balu-
chistan by the Qaramite missionaries of Sind, the Bohras of
Gujarat by 'Abdullah Kharrazi, tribes of Wakhan and the AfridI
Pathans by Nisir-i Khusrau, and the Khojas of Gujarat by
Ismaih missionaries like Nur Satgar.i In the Ghaznawi Lahore
organized proselytization was begun by Shaykh Isma'i! Bukhari
(c. 1005); and al-Hujwiri is reported in hagiological tradition to
have converted Rli Raja a Hindu general of the Ghaznawids to
Islam. The foundation of the Chishti hospice at Ajmcr and the
buhrawardi hosp.ee at Multan in the thirteenth century was as
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Economic betterment did not necessarily follow the conversion

of Hindus to he new faith. Most of them retained their skilled or

non-skilled ancestral professions, and thus brought into Islam

some vague features of caste distinction. Artisan classes and

petty merchants were perhaps the first to accept Islam. Agriculture

was not a favourite profession with the Muslim, except in those

areas where the greater majority of population had accepted Islam,

as in Bengal, the north-west or Kashmir. 1 In rural India the

Muslim convert continued to associate with the Hindus ofhis caste,

often had Hindu wives, and continued to observe Hindu rites and

customs. A polemical literature which culminated in the nineteenth

century in the works of the Wali-Ullahi Mnjahidin and the

preachings of the Bengali Fara'izI and Wahhabi movements, had

its beginnings much earlier; its purpose being to wean away these

new converts to Islam or their successors from a spiritual situation

which was still crypto-Hindu. An interesting specimen of this

polemical literature is Ibn 'Umar Mihrabi's Hujjat al-Hind,*

written about 1645, which is an attack on popular Hinduism from

the viewpoint of popular Islam. The polemical effort in this work

is to fit popular notions of Hinduism into Muslim demonology;

gods of the Hindu pantheon (devas) are equated with devs (fire-

demons) of Muslim romance, and denounced as vile and accursed

and responsible for the numerous schisms which have led to the

creation of Hindu caste system3
; the phallic nature of Sakti wor-

ship is condemned as obscene, and Hindu myths and legends are

quoted in their popular versions to illustrate the licentiousness and
impotence of Hindu gods; it is alleged that since no prophets were

born in India, the country remainedinthegripofpaganismand only
'devil's scriptures' could be written with great erudition, and there-

fore the Brahmins who specialize in them are indifferent and hostile

to Islam; the theory of metempsychosis is refuted, and sail is

disapproved, not because of its inhumanity, but because it is a

pagan rite. 4

There seems to have been also an anti-Islamic Hindu polemical

tradition conducted at a more dialectical level by Brahmins, with

1 Muhammad Yasin, A Social Hutory ofIslamic India 1605-1748, Lucknow,
1958, 28-29; cf. J. Wise, 'The Muhammedans of Eastern Benqi!\ JASB, in

(1894). 32 : W. \V. Hunter, "The Religions of India* in The Timet, London,
25 Teb. 1S88; Ram Gopal, Indian lilmltms, London, 1959, 8-9.

> Ibn 'Umar Mihribl, Hujjal al-Ihnd, B. M. Add. MS. 5603.
* Ibid. fos. 18a, 20a. 4 Ibid. fos. 2ib-23b, 473-483 and pasiim.

7
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which al-Shahrastanl shows his familiarity by quoting their

polemics against the Muslim ritual of hajj or their attacks on the

Prophet of Islam.1

The attitude of the Muslim state to the apostasy of Muslims was

severe. Sultan Zayn al-'Abidin of Kashmir and Akbar are perhaps

the only two Muslim monarchs who accepted the equal religious

right of the Hindus to proselytize or reconvert. Generally, apostasy

from Islam was severely dealt withand the brunt ofthepunishment

fell not so much on the person reconverted but on the Hindu

proselytizer. A Brahmin who was accused of tempting Muslim

women to the erotic Sakti cult was burnt to death by the order of

FirOz Tughluq.* Unlike his father, Jahangir considered apostasy a

very serious offence, and he records the case of Arjun, a Punjab!

Sikh preacher, who attracted to himself several Muslims including

the rebel Prince Khusrau, and was sentenced to death.3 This case

seems, however, to have a strong political odour.

Reconversion to Hinduism was technically difficult from the

Brahmanical point of view. In the case of Harlhara and Bukka,

neo-Muslim governors of Muhammad bin Tughluq, who reverted

to Hinduism and founded the kingdom of Vijayanagar, a special

effort had to be made by a political-minded Brahmin sage Vidy-

aranya and his preceptor Vidyatirtha to facilitate their recon-

version.* The Bhakti movement, especially under the influence of

ChaTtanya in Bengal encouraged the reconversion of Muslims to

Hinduism. But Hindu proselytization of Muslims on a large and
organized scale did not begin until the nineteenth century in the

movement of the Arya Samaj.

(v) Iconoclasm

Muslim iconoclasm in India was conditioned by an underlying
equation of Indian image-worship with idolatry in pre-Islamic
pagan Arabia. This parallelism supplied them with the religious

and moral argument for destroying Hindu temples in times of war.
Muslim legends developed the theme that the idol of Somnar,
destroyed by Mahmud of Ghazna, was brought from Ka'ba in
the days of the Arab jahiliyya and planted in Gujarat. Another
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Muslim legend described the fate of the idol of Somnat at the

hands of Mahmud of Ghazna, who is said to have broken it into

four pieces, one of which was put in front of the great mosque of

Ghazna to be trodden under foot, the second in front of the gate of

the sultan's palace for the same purpose, the third piece was sent

to Mecca and the fourth to Medina.1 In fact, as al-BIrum has

pointed out, Somnat's real importance lay in its wealth and in its

situation near a rich seaport.*

Iconoclasm was considered by some Muslim sultans and their

generals as a pious performance ancillary to the greater and the

more strenuous virtue ofjihad; it also served as a proof forthe self-

satisfaction of the invaders that the wars they were waging were not

for self-glorification or for acquisition of plunder or the carving out

of an empire, but had religious justification. Mahmud of Ghazna

was struck by the beauty of Hindu architecture at Muttra and

described it in glowing terms in his letters to his amirs, but this did

not diminish his iconoclastic zeal to destroy them. 3 This pseudo-

religious vandalism was, however, merely an act of war, and

essentially a wartime demonstration; even Mahmud is not reported

by any historian of his time to have demolished a temple in times

of peace. 4

Iconoclasm as a pseudo-religious wartime sport survived in

Muslim India until the end of the seventeenth century. The
saintly Iletmish, otherwise quite tolerant to the Hindus, sacked the

temples of Bhilsa and Ujjain after his siege of those cities.
5 Idol-

breaking occurred frequently during Jalal al-din KhaljT's expedition

against Jhaban, and 'Ala al-din's vast conquests in the Deccan and
Gujarat. 6 Peacetime instances are rare. Among these exceptions

which prove the rule are the cases of iconoclasm by Sikandar But-
shikan (idol-breaker) of Kashmir and Sikandar Lodi. The latter is

reported to have com erted Hindu temples at Muttra into caravan-

sarais and to have given away broken pieces of idols to butchers to

serve as meat-weights. 7 This and other humiliations which Sikan-

dar Lodi imposed on the Hindus of Muttra 8 as punitive measures

1 Sujan Rai, Khulusat al-taxcdrikh, I O Pers MS 1657, fo 1 12b, Juzjjnl,
0-10. 1 al-Birtini (Sachau). 11, 104.

a GardizT, Za\n aUalhbar (cd. NSzim). 75, al-'Utbi, Kitdb al-Yamtm fCnff.
tr. bj J. Reynolds), 308, Muhammad Nazim, The Lift and Times of Sultan
Mahmud of Ghazna, Cambridge, 1031, 107-8

* Nfizim, 163 'Juzjani, 176. 'IsamT, 126-7
« 'I«ami, 223-4 ' 'Abdullah, Tdrildi.t Dd'udl, fo 23b.
• Ibid , loc cir
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taken in an angry mood against one particular city, do not illus-

trate the general policy or even the character of this otherwise
intellectually alert monarch. He was more interested in rational-

ism than in theology, and it was he who by throwing Persian studies
open to the Hindus set in motion the process of their integration
into the higher administration of the Sultanate. More expressive
of religious zeal was the iconoclasm of Babur under whose orders
Mir Baqa destroyed the temple consecrated to Rama in his birth-
place at Ayodhaya and built a mosque on its site in 1528-9.1

The theoretical policy of the Muslim state in India was to with-
hold the permission for building new Hindu temples and to dis-
courage the repair of old ones.2 This appears to have been aimed
at a gradual and tactful elimination of idol-worship. But judging
from the extremely large number of temples that have survived
from medieval India the policy seems to have been seldom en-
forced.

Sultan Zayn al-'Abidin and Akbar arc the outstanding ex-
ceptions to this theoretical policy by openly permitting Hindus to
buna new temples. Jahangir continued to give permission for their
eonstruction such as the ones buUt by Vir Singh Bundela at
Muttra and Bundela. Conversely temples were destroyed when
Jahangir was at war with a Hindu kingdom.* Personally, he was
contemptuous of image-worship.' Shah Jahan reverted early
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historians emphasizing British tolerance by comparison, that it is

refreshing to read the observation of Rajendra Prasad: 'it would be

a useful service ifsome scholar could bring together ... a list of the

numerous endowments and grants made by Muslim kings to Hindu
temples and shrines such as has been done of those desecrated or

destroyed by them.'1

Desecration or demolition of mosques by Hindus wherever a

Hindu rebellion succeeded or a Hindu kingdom came into its own,

was the Hindu parallel of Muslim iconoclasm. Describing Mahi
Pal's sack of Lahore, the Sufi hagiographical tradition records the

massacre of Muslims and demolition of mosques and the building

of Hindu temples on their site. In the fifteenth century Hindu
zamindars (landlords) in Malwa and even in areas near Delhi are

reported to have converted mosques into temples. 2 Rana Kumbha
is said to have seized a number of Yavanis (Muslim women) and

to have demolished a mosque.3 Babur found mosques at Chanderi,

Sarangpur, and Ranthambore converted into stables and plastered

with cow-dung by the order of Rai Sen, a confederate of Rana

Sanga. Desecration of mosques was complained about by Shaykh

Ahmad Sirhindf, in the early seventeenth century. In the eight-

eenth century it was the common practice of the Sikhs and the

Jats. Under Badan Singh the Jats, according to JadBnath Sarkar,

'roamed freely over the (Agra) province demolishing houses,

gardens and mosques, disfiguring them for the sake of a knob of

copper, a piece of marble or a bit of iron'.4

(vi) Tolerance and Intolerance

Brahmanical Hinduism clearly discriminated against the Mus-
lims zsyiivanas (lit. Ionians, foreigners) and mlcchchas, as the out-

casts from a society which had its foundations on a caste structure.

Muslims and Hindus therefore lived in separate quarters in the

same town: 'the segregation of the Muslim community was ren-

dered necessary', says Majumdar, 'at least to a large extent, by the

social rules and habits of the Hindus who regarded the Muslims as

unclean and impure (mlechchas). The Hindus maintained no

1 Rajendra Prasad, 3s.
* *Abbl3 KhSn SarwanT, Tdrtkh-i Slier SlttVii in Elliot, iv, 403-4.
* Majumdar. op. at. 626, 639
* J. Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire, Calcutta, 1938, it, 315.
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social intercourse with the other community by way of inter-

dining or inter-marriage. They were uncompromising in this

respect, and regarded the touch of Muslims, or even the scent of
their food, as pollution.'1

In Islam, discriminatory legislation against non-Muslims
such as their obligation in a Muslim state to pay respect to the
Muslims or to wear a particular kind of dress, had its sanctions in
the injunctions of 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'AzIz and later writings of
fiqh and was recommended by Muslim political writers in India,
but it had no sanction in the Qur'Sn or in the practice of the Pro-
phet.2 In fact it was a universal medieval attitude, and was not
characteristic of the Muslim rule.3 In Muslim India the promul-
gation of such discriminatory laws was a rare exception.

Sikandar the Iconoclast of Kashmir and his minister Suha Butt,
a convert from Hinduism,' and Sultan Mahmud Begra of Gujarat
did not permit Hindus to ride on horseback, or to go about
without wearing a red patch on their person, or to celebrate openly
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LodI, on the advice of a Muslim divine, rejected the petition of his

Muslim subjects at Kurkhet to permit them the use of a tank which

was previously in use by the Hindus exclusively.1 On the highways

he built, Sher Shah Suri had separate inns and wells constructed

for the Hindus to satisfy their religious susceptibilities, even

though these implied the uncleanness of Muslims; and Brahmins

were employed in these inns at state expense to provide water and

food for the Hindus.2 This positive attitude of religious tolerance

developed considerably under the Mughals: 'Here', notes Terry,

'every man has liberty to profess his own religion freely.' 3 Accord-

ing to Pietro della Valle Hindus and Muslims lived peacefully to-

gether in Jahangir's India and had equal opportunities in civil and

military services.4

To quote Rajendra Prasad once again: 'The attitude of the Mus-
lim conquerors had, on the whole, been one of toleration, and in

spite of the fanatical zeal manifested by some of them at times, it

may be safely asserted that there had been a continuous effort from

the earliest days to deal with the Hindus fairly.'
6

(vii) Hindu Resistance

The Muslim occupation of the greater part of northern India

within a quarter of a century cannot be explained as a purely mili-

tary feat. Militarily some of the Hindu states were as powerful as

the invading Turks, and more than once inflicted on them heavy

defeat. The real causes of the collapse of Hindu resistancecanbest

be summed up in the words of a modern Hindu historian: 'The

foremost among these seem to be the iniquitous system of caste

and the absence of contact with the outside world. The first

resulted in a fragmentation of Indian society into mutually ex-

clusive classes, among whom the privileged minority preserved

their vested interests by depriving the masses ofmany civic rights,

specially of education and of free intercourse and association on
equal terms with their fellow men, and further, by imposing on
them the most irritating disabilities on the one hand, and a tremen-
dous weight of duties and obligations towards the privileged classes

» 'Abdullah, fo. 77b-7Sa. Ibid. 78a.
a Terry in Titch's Early Trmeh m India, cd W. Torster, 315
• Traiels of Pittro dclla Vatti, cd E Grcv.
4 Rajendra Prasad, 86
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on the other. And this evil led to another. It bred among the leaders

of the Indian people a vain pride in isolationism and insular-

ity 'i

At the same time the Kshatriya ideal of chivalry paralysed the
Rajput defence potential. 'History', continues Pramatama Saran,
'had no meaning for Hindu kings who presided over the destinies
of their war-stricken land. . . . While individual courage and
bravery were certainly not wanting, there was lack of wisdom and
statesmanship, of the knowledge of the outside world, and of a
desire to keep abreast with the spirit of the time The utter and
precipitate prostration of such a vast and ancient land, endowed
with resources far superior and greater to those of her invaders, can
be the result mainly of internal decay and not merely of external
attacks, which were its effects rather than the cause.' 2

The same causes of decadence paralysed the spiritual life of the
Hindu people. The higher form of the Hindu religion was denied
to the vast masses of the Hindu population. Sankracarya's apara
rafaya opened the door of the theistic religion only for the intel-
lectual Brahmins; but for the masses it led to every form of super-
stition and idolatry.3 Tantric ideas which were then deeply in-
fluencing Brahmanism as well as Buddhism paved the way 'for the
dominance of erotic and sensual practices which undermined the
sense of moral values'.* Muslim invasions cannot be regarded as
r^ponsAleforthedecadenceofSanskritliteratureasthedecadence
had already set ,n.» The great fabric of culture and civilization,
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of orthodoxy, based on the Vedic authority and rejecting heterodox

philosophies.1 The impact of this spiritual situation is thus sum-

med up by K. M. Munshi: 'The Dharmashastras were given high

priority; the edge of social ostracism was sharpened. Women were

segregated in their homes; infant marriages became almost uni-

versal Caste divided and sub-divided, but remained unmixed.' 2

Below the surface of the easy Muslim conquest of the greater

part of the sub-continent and centuries ofMuslim rule there also

developed a turbulent challenge of stiff and continued Hindu
armed resistance. Although the Ghaznawids never invaded Mevvar,

an inscription at Chitoregarh suggests that Saktikumara, a raja of

that Rajput region, had joined in a confederacy convened by
Jaipal against Sabuktigin in a8o.a Hindu rulers continued to show
solidarity in aiding Jaipal and Anandpal against Mahmud of

Ghazna. Hindu women sold their jewels and sent donations from

distant parts of India to be used in organizing resistance against the

Muslim invaders. Even the lower castes are claimed to have worked

at theirjobs feverishly to contribute to the anti-Muslim resistance.4

After the first wave of conquest, Mu'izz al-dln Ghurl (1174-

1206) adopted a policy of political assimilation of Hindus and al-

lowed Hindu tribute-paying chiefs to rule over Ajmer and other

areas. In the face of continued Hindu hostility this tolerant assimi-

lative policy suffered a set-back during the reign of Qutb al-dfn

Aybak (1206-10). 5 After Aybak's death the Rajputs recovered

Gawalior and Jhansi. Chahar Deva, the ruler of Narwar organized

a Hindu confederacy in Central India and the expedition of

Uetmish in Rajputana in 1266 did not produce any conclusive

results. The Hindus fully exploited the difficulties faced by the

Sultanate because ofthe formidable Mongol pressure on its western

flank, and regained striking power in outlying eastern provinces

like Bengal and Orissa, 0 while in the south the Chandelas recap-

tured Jhansi in 1263, and despite Balban's temporary occupation

Gawalior remained in Hindu hands until 129S. Even within the

provinces administered by the Sultanate, intense Hindu resistance

continued and Balban had to suppress such risings in 1247 and

1 U. C. Bhattacharjce in ibid. 465.
a K. M. Munshi, Introduction to ibid. x\ii. Vnidja, 519.
* R. C. Majumdar, 'Hindu reaction to Muslim Invasions*, in Potdar Com~

melioration Volume, Poona, 1950, 347-8.
» JOzjanl, 519.
• M. HabibuHah in Majumdar (cd.), The Struggle for Empire, ijr, ^4-5.
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1254. From the Indian viewpoint, remarks K. M. Munshi, 'the
territory of the Sultanate was only an arena of resistance which
neither wavered nor tired'.1

In 1226 Bartu, a Hindu chief of Avadh massacred 120,000
Muslims.2 A Hindu chief who defeated a Muslim army shortly
after its initial conquest openly regarded himself as restoring to
India its original name Aryavarla (home of the Aryas) by killing
off the mkchchhas.' In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries Hindu
resistance took other forms. Hindu generals who had accepted
Islam and were trusted with offices of great responsibility, reverted
to their ancient faith. The classical cases of this type arc those of
Khusrau Khan, and of Harihara and Bukka, the founders of the
Kingdom of Vyayanagar. The traditional accounts of the found-
ation of Vijayanagar reveal its Hindu revivalist basis. Under rulers
like Bukka Muslim women were violated.' Ballala III, the Hoysala
ruler was leader of a movement in the Deccan to expel Muslims,
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centuries been dear to the hearts of their Hindu subjects, who are

most conservative and tenacious in their affection for old traditions

and superstitions.' 1

Aurangzeb's pluralism seems to have accelerated and brought

into the open the hard core of Hindu resistance rather than gener-

ated it. The Maratha revivalism of Shivaji was to a very large

extent a continuation and an externalization of Hindu resistance

which had been simmering and seeking opportunities for a volcanic

overflow, symbolized by the Maratha war-slogan of the revival of

Hindu rule, Hindu pad padshahi? In a curious pattern of theore-

tical loyalty and practical disloyalty to the Mughal sovereign, the

Maratha way of humiliating the Mughals was extortionism. In

1754 Ragunath Rao tried to extract the impossible sum of over 8

million rupees from the powerless Mughal emperor 'Alamgir II,

while Maratha bands several times sacked the capital and other

cities of the Empire.3 Maratha sack of a city was accompanied by
remorseless vandalism. In 1760 Sadashiv Bhau took out the

ceilings of the jewels of Mughal architecture in Delhi and coined

the silver into a million rupees.*

Similar anti-Muslim vandalism is characteristic of the growth

and organization of the Jats towards the end of the seventeenth

century. Theirs was a predatory peasant community, free from a

number of caste restrictions. The most ironical incident in the Jat

history was their desecration of Akbar's tomb, as a vengeance for

his having married Hindu women, though more than any other

individual in ,the entire history of the sub-continent he had sought

to give Hindus complete equality with Muslims in all respects and
to bring the two peoples together.

One of the most curious forms Hindu resurgence against the

Muslim rule took was the usurpation and apostasy of Khusrau
Khan in 1320. 5 He was a low caste Parwari from Gujarat, a com-
munity also known as Mahar, or by the more reviling appelation

Dhed," generally considered by the Hindus as the very lowest

' Do Loct, The Empire of the Great Mosul, tr. J. S. Hojland and S. N.
Banerjee, Bombay, 1928, 242-3.

s S. N. Chopra, 'Rencontre de I'Jndc et de l'Jslam', J1VII, iv-2 (1960), 378.
a Sarknr, ii, 15, 17-20, 109-10, 142-3. * Ibid, it, 189.
* S. It. Sharma *Nasar-ud-din Khusrau Shah' in Patdar Commemoration

Volume, Poona, 1950, 70 ff.; K. S. Lat, 'Nasir-ud-din Khusrau Shah', J1H,
xxili, 160-S0.

'Grant Duff, History of the Marathtu, London, 1826, 31; Molesworth,
Marathi Dictionary; C. Thomas, Chroniclet of the Pathan Ktrgs of Delhi,
London, 1S71, 184.
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caste except the Mang, and regarded as extremely filthy by the
Caste Hindus. The Parwaris v.ere not allowed to build houses
within the town, and were employed usually as village watchmen,
porters and gate-keepers. Recently the view has been advancedthat
Khusrau Khan belonged to a higher caste,' but the evidence to the
contrary is overwhelming, ' and all contemporary records point in
that direction. 3

In a palace revolution Khusrau Khan murdered his sovereign
and homosexual lover Qutb al-din Mubarak Khalii, massacred all
male children of the ruling house and seized the throne. In the
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the palace. That in itself represented a revolutionary change in the

Hindu society.'1

It is interesting that the challenge of the situation made its first

impression on Malik Fakhr al-din Juna (later Sultan Muhammad
bin Tughluq) whose mind seems to have been throughout acutely

conscious of the aspirations and apprehensions of political Islam

in India. As he escaped from the vigilance of Khusrau Khan and

from Delhi to join his father on the frontier, it was he who for-

mulated the case for jihad against the apostate usurper.2

His father, GhazI Malik (later Sultan Ghiyafh al-din Tughluq)

was the only general who thought of taking up the challenge for the

survival and restoration of Muslim power in India; until his da'wa

(invitation) forjihad 'neither a Turk shook his Turkish spear, nor

an Indian attacked the Hindus'.3 This placid acceptance of Khus-

rau Khan's rule is intriguing. The situation is notwithoutits paral-

lels in the history of Islam; often faced with afait accompli Muslim
revolutionary forces have decided to lie low, or at least to mark

time. Moreover in those days of difficult communications the news

of Khusrau Khan's apostasy and sacrilege might not have travelled

fast, or might have been received incredulously in view of Khusrau

Khan's former services to the Muslim empire in the Deccan.

Outwardly in coinage and title Khusrau Khan had adhered to the

Islamic form and tradition. His apostasy, in any case, continued to

retain an element of syncretism, if one may judge by the lavish

grant of money he presented to Nizam al-din Awliya to pray for

him. His rule, which lasted only four months, was much too short

to assess what the real reactions of the Muslim governors would
have been when most of them, like GhazI Malik, became fully

aware of the danger to Muslim survival in India. One has on record

only the reaction of six amirs, most of them governors ofprovinces

west of Delhi, who were invited tojihad by GhazI Malik. Of these

Malik Bahram Abihl, the governor of TJch joined him enthusiasti-

cally. MughlatI, the governorofMultanand YakLakhi, thegovernor

of Samana refused to join and were killed by their Muslim soldiery.

Conversely Muhammad Shah Lur, whose soldiers were in revolt

against him was restored to authority by them to fight against the

apostate. The movement forjihad thus seems to have been more
popular in the Muslim soldiery than among its generals. The
reaction of Hoshang, the governor of Jalur, to GhazI Malik's

Sharma, 81. « TM. 44-45. Ibid. 37.
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invitation was lukewarm, and that of 'Ayn al-Mulk, who was
under the surv eillance of Khusrau Khan in Delhi, sympathetic but
cautious. The common Muslim population of Delhi seems to have
been partly outraged because of the sacrileges and partly confused
and even sympathetic to Khusrau Khan due to his regard for
Muslim sainte; and this may account for the presence of Muslim
elements in his army.' To Muslim intellectual elite he was theST. 1 abomiM,ions

'
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and filth that threatened the very existence of Islam in India. Amir
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(viii) The Hindu Insularity

Early Hindu epigraphic evidence shows an attitude of disdain

towards the Muslims.1 Al-Birunt, whose approach to Hindu civili-

zation was one of genuine understanding complains that 'all their

fanaticism is directed against those who do not belong to them

—

against all foreigners. They call them mhccha, i.e. impure, and for-

bid having any connection with them, be it intermarriage or any

other kind of relationship, or by sitting, eating and drinking with

them, because thereby they think theywouldbepolluted. . . . They
are not allowed to receive anybody who does not belong to them,

even if he wished it, or was inclined to their religion.' 2

AI-Biruni then proceeds to complain of the Hindu reluctance to

impart the knowledge of Hindu religion or sciences to non-

Hindus: '.
. . the Hindus believe that there is no country like theirs,

no nation like theirs, no kings like theirs, noscienceliketheirs. They
arc haughty, foolishly vain, self-conceited and stolid. They are by
nature niggardly in communicating that which they know, and
they take the greatest possible care to withhold it from men of

another caste from among their own people, still much more
of course, from a foreigner.' 9 'Their naughtiness is such', he
continues, 'that if you tell them of any science or scholar in

Khurasan or Persia, they will think you to be both an ignoramus

and a liar.' 4 He also suggests that this prejudiced haughtinessmight
possibly be due to hurt pride and political hostility as Hindus of

earlier generations, whose sciences travelled to Arab centres of

learning, seem to have been more liberal in the dissemination of

knowledge to others. 5

Five hundrd years later Abu'l Fazl found himself facing the

same problem because of the Brahmanical reluctance to impart the

secrets of their religion or sciences, though he blames Muslim in-

difference, indolence and orthodox prejudice, pointedly as barriers

to a better knowledge of Hindu culture. 6

This Hindu particularism produced a marked effect on the sub-

sequent development of the Hindu community under the Muslim
rule. As the Hindus kept themselves severely aloof to 'save their

1 Epizrapliica Ittciica, iv, 119. 1 al-BTruni (Sachau), i, 19-20.
1 Ibid. 1, 2213. « Ibid. i. =3 . * Ibid, i. 23.
• 'AUami,^'in (Jarrett), Hi. 3-6.
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purity against the unclean aliens', 1 their religous and social out-

look became more and more insular from the eleventh to the

fifteenth century, and this inhibited composite development as

well as their self-identification with the Muslim state, though its

administration at its lower rungs was run almost entirely by them.

Hindu insularity, though inherent in Brahminism underwent a

further intensification because of the shattering nature of the

Turkish impact.2 There was a general movement of Hindu

scholarship away from the Muslim-administered areas to Hindu

kingdoms on the fringes of the sub-continent.

The excess of Hindu religio-cultural hostility to the presence of

Islam toned itself down towards the fifteenth century. By then it

had got used to an insular co-existence with Islam; but despite the

conscious efforts of a few individuals or movements at electicism,

the soul of Hinduism remained as distrustful of Islam as ever, and
the principle of repulsion remained operative in the case of

both, considerably more than that of attraction.

1 Majumdar in The Strugglefor Empire, 399. * a!-BlrQnt (Sachau), i. 22.



II

HINDU ELEMENTS IN THE MUSLIM
ADMINISTRATION

(i) The Assimilation of the Hindu Elite 1

After the occupation of Sind, the policy of the Arabs there, as

elsewhere in the Umayyad caliphate was to retain as many features

of the local forms of administration as were compatible with their

administrative outlook. Sind was lucky to have Muhammad ibn

Qasim as its first Muslim governor, who allowed the broad features

of Hindu administrative system to continue to operate; and the

civil and revenue administration remained either in the hands of

the Hindus 2 or converts from Hinduism. His boldest innovation

was the appointment of Siskar, the former minister of his van-

quished adversary Raja Dahir, as his adviser after Siskar had

accepted Islam.

In the context of the less liberal Turco-Persian conquest of

north-west India it has to be remembered that Mahmud's icono-

clasm was aimed against images and not men. He regarded admin-

istration of the state as a practical proposition not necessarily

related to religion. While he sacked Hindu temples he also mobil-

ized three Hindu divisions in his forces 3 and at least three Hindu
generals, Sundar, Nam, and Tilak rose to positions of high respon-

sibility in the Ghaznawid army. Sundar was the commander of

Hindu troops under Mas'Qd (1030-40). 4 Tilak, the son of a low-

caste barber, who would have had no opportunities to distinguish

himself in the caste-ridden Brahmanical society, took up service in

Mahmud of Ghazna's court, and by his eloquence in Hindi as well

as in Persian, his ability as an interpreter, his alertness of mind, and

his capacity of securing the loyalty of the scattered Hindu military

communities in the Ghaznawid Kingdom he rose to a position of

trust and power. His great opportunitycamewhen hewas appointed

1 For a study of Hindu nobles serving in the Muslim administration, see
Shah Nawaz Khan, Ma'atttir al-umard, Calcutta, 1887-95, i'\ 109-358; Sayyid
Ahmad Marahra\i, Umara-t Humid, n.d.

1 Chach Niima, 164-7. 'Nizam al-Muik, Si'yatat Noma, 92-93.
* BayhaqT, 407.

S
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by Mas'ud, in supersession of Muslim generals, to lead a punitive

expedition against Ahmad Yanaltigin, a Ghaznawid governor

who had occupied Benares, and who was reputed to be an illegiti-

mate son of Mahmud, and therefore suspected by Mas'ud and

intrigued against by Qazl-yi Shiraz and other Muslim nobles.1

Tilak defeated and killed Yanaltigin with a force which was pre-

ponderently Hindu, and in the process he mobilized the support of

Hindu Jats for the Ghaznawid cause reducing Muslim Turkmans

to submission; and he continued to be held in great esteem by

Mas'ud for having re-established Ghaznawid hold on its Indian

provinces.2

As under Muhammad bin Sam Ghuri the whole of north India

came under Muslim dominance, everywhere the Hindu framework

of administration was accepted and retained. In the army, if not

the Hindu generals, at least such of them who had been converted

to Islam had considerable share in stabilizing the Delhi Sultanate

and in extending its frontiers. Most distinguished of them was

Malik 'Anbar who extended the Khalji empire deep into the

Deccan. The apostasy of neo-Musttm generals like Khusrau Khan,
Harlhara and Bukka and their revolt was counter-balanced by the

efficiency and the unswerving loyalty of Khan-i Jahan, Flruz

Tughluq's chief minister. IBn Battutah testifies to the employment
of Hindus in Muhammad bin Tughluq's administration, one of

whom rose to be governor of Sindh.3 Despite Firuz Tughluq's
theocratic policies, the finance and revenue departments of his

state continued to be run by Hindu petty officials, though they
hardly ever rose to positions of high responsibility.4 His policy was
one of leniency to the Hindu chiefs unless they showed hostility s

;

whereas on the personal level his bodyguard consisted of Rajputs
headed by Bhiru Bhatti, a relative of his mother.

AtthetimeofBabur'sconquest,therevenuesystemofthecountry
and its trade was still run mainly by the Hindus.6 Despite the
Persianization of the administration by Sikandar Lodi and later by
TodarMal, there is reason to believe thatrevenue recordswerekept
in the Indian languages, except at the headquarters. This implied

I
Bayteqi. 400-2. * ibid. 409, 42,, 433_4,1 Ibn EattCitab, Hi, 105-6.

3 *33 4
* P212"1* 572. 575; Riazul Islam, 'A Review of the Reiim of FIrQz ShSh*. IC,

sxiii, 258. *

* RaranI, 587, 595; 'Aftf, 62, 103, jxS.
* Babur, Ttauk (Leyden and Erskinc), ii, 241.
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the appointment of a large number of Hindus some ofwhom were

paid by the state, others by the cultivators. 1

Akbar's great administrative achievement was the enlisting of

Rajput chiefs, who from Prithvi Raj to Rana Sanga had offered

stiff resistance to the consolidation ofMuslim power in India, to the
service and stabilization of that very power by the simple process

of integration and liberalization. To that extent his eclecticism was
motivated by political considerations. It was remarkable that

within one generation the redoubtable Hindu warrior caste of the

Rajputs was completely won over, and still remained loyal to

Aurangzeb, while a militant upsurge of Hinduism had begun, and

had come to be focused, not among the traditional Hindu fighters,

the Rajputs, but among totally different Hindu communities such

as the Marathas or the Tats. To achieve this Akbar had to take some
revolutionary steps such as intermarriage with the Rajputs, the

appointment of a Rajput to the highest rank among the mansabdars

before a Muslim was raised to that rank: Raja Man Singh was made
commander of 7,000 horse, the first to hold that rank in Akbar's

reign; and it was only later that Akbar's foster-brother MIrza 'Aziz

Koka was raised to the same rank.2A Hindu, Raja Todar Mai, was

given the highest revenue appointment in the State. Perhaps no
medieval administarator, Hindu or Muslim, did more to revolu-

tionize the revenue administration than Todar Mai whose loyalty,

sincerity, honesty, intelligence, and efficiency has been praised by
most historians though his fanatical orthodoxy has also been com-
mented upon 3 More tolerant Rajput chiefs like Bhagwan Das, who
built a mosque at Lahore, and his son Man Singh, who took a

tolerant interest in Islam, 4 were actually responding to Akbar's

eclectic liberalism.

Under Jahanglr, Hindu generals continued to serve and extend

the frontiers of the Mughal Empire; for instance, TJdajl Ram
played a considerable part in the Mughal campaignsin theDeccan. 5

Shah Jahan reversed Akbar's policy to some extent, giving Mus-
lims preference in service,6 but on the whole no dislodgcment of

Hindus from public services seems to have taken place during his

reign.' The list of his Hindu mansabdars cited by Labor!, is im-
pressive.8 Shah Jahan's personal bodyguard and his most trusted

1 S R. Sharma, The Jtrfrgioi/i Po/io °J the Mughal Emperors, 1 940, 27 ff.

* 'Allaml, A'in (Blochmann), 1, 363 * Shah Nawaz Khan, ji, 127.
* JahanRir (Roger*), 15 * Shah Nawaz Khan, 11, 142-5.
* Khafi Khan, 1, 399-400 1 Sharma, 102. * Lahorl, 11, 292-328
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servant was a Hindu, Mahcsh Das, who stood behind the throne
where the emperor's weapons were Itept, and followed him where-
ever he rode out.1 The indispensability of Rajput generals and
troops is obvious in the context of Mughal rivalries with Safavid
Persia over Qandahar, and Mughal ambitions in Central Asia.
Nobles of Persian extraction could hardly be trusted, if a conflict
with the Safavids was envisaged; nor could the Turanis be en-
trusted with an expedition against the Uzbeks. Shah Jahan's
Central Asian campaign (1646) though commanded nominally by
the Princess Murad and Aurangzeb, and actually by the Persian
noble Ah Mardan Khan, had as its backbone a Rajput force under
Raja Jagat Singh.2

The consolidation of Aurangzeb's power and his success against
his brother was due partly to the loyalty of his Rajput general Jai
bingh, who also led the first Mughal expedition against Shivaji
and secured his submission for a short period. More fluctuating
were the loyalties of Jaswant Singh who finally crossed over to
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revenue offices,1 in actual practice he appointed more competent

Hindus as higher matisabdars, in the interest of sound adminis-

tration, than any of hispredecessors includingAkbar. ThreeHindus

under Aurangzeb rose to be commanders of 7,000 horse, under

Akbar only one; four of Aurangzeb 's Hindu generals, but none of

Akbar's commanded 6,000 horse; while Akbarhad twoHindu com-

manders of 5,000 horse, Aurangzeb had sixteen. Number of lower

Hindus mansabdars under Aurangzeb exceeded several times those

under Akbar.2 It is possible that the greater number of Hindu
mansabdars in Aurangzeb's administration were due to the ex-

tension of the empire and its military commitments; and his admin-

istrative policy cannot be described as eclectic, but as one based

solely on the requirements of administrative efficiency.

The policies of the Deccan Kingdoms in regard to the appoint-

ment of Hindus to high offices of the state was even more liberal.

For a time in Bijapur, Hindi and Marath! were used as official

languages either instead of or along with Persian. This liberal

tradition was continued by the Nizams of Hyderabad, whose first

noble the pcslikfir, used to be a Hindu and was often also the chief

minister of the state.

(ii) Cultural Eclecticism of the Hindu Administrative Communities

Some Hindu communities like the Kayasthas, the Khatrls, the

Pandits of Kashmir, and the 'Amils of Sind adopted Muslim
Culture, cultivated Muslim languages and literature, participated

in Muslim administration affectively, and even moulded their

domestic life to the Muslim way of living, 3 a social development

not unlike the 'westernization' of the elite of other civilizations

today. Apart from their religion the members of these communi-
ties were hardly distinguishable from the Muslims, whereas in

some Muslim cultural strongholds they went to the extent of

adopting some secondary Muslim rcligio-social practices, such as

writing elegies (marthiyas) on the martyrdom of Husain.4 Some
of them adopted part-Muslim names like Fjruz Chand, Mahbub

1 Auranpzeb in Kalimat-i tayyabdl, letter 34: Mjinucci, Storia di Jlfogor

(Enfi. tr.), ii, 154; Kh3fl Khan, ii, 349, =52.
s Figures based on the analytical statement ghen in S. It. Sharma, op. cit.

68-69. 90-100. 101, 178-50.
Minta. Muhammad Hasan Qatil, Haft Tammha, B.M. Or. MS. 467. fo. 54a.

• Ibid. fo. 82b.
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Karan or Jawaharlal. In their self-identification with Muslims
some, though not all of them, went to the extreme of partly
seceding from their own culture.

The most remarkable of these communities is that of the
Kayasthas. Their origin can be traced in the literary and epi-
graphic records to the later half of the ninth century. From the
eleventh century individuals of their caste began to rise to high
administrative positions.1 There are many theories relating to their
origin. In some parts Brahmins regard them as equal to Kshatriyas,
though generally they are considered a mixed caste like the
bhudras.* The chief festival of the Kayasthas is the celebration of
the day sacred to Saraswati, the Hindu goddess of knowledge and
eloquence, when they worship the inkstand (dazcat-puja). Writing
is tabooed among them on that festival day, and the next day they
begin the use of new pen and ink.* Kayasthas were probably the
first among the Hindus to take up the study of Persian intro-
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killed according to Muslim custom and participating superficially

in Muslim festival and prayer.

In the reign of Sultan Zayn al-'Abidln, the Kashmiri Pandits,

especially the Saprfl clan took up the study of Persian.1 Because of

their sharp intelligence, and as the only group of Brahmins who
took to the Muslim culture, they soon distinguished themselves in

their own land and, after Akbar's annexation of Kashmir, in the

Mughal court and administration in which they rose to become

an influential element. Steeped in Persian intellectualism, some of

them adopted the externals of the Muslim way of life, while others

combined it with erudition in Sanskrit and the study of their own
religion. From among the Kashmiri pandits rose in the twentieth

century men like Tej Bahadur Sapru, who remained a champion

of Urdu in the darkest days of Urdu-Hindi controversy and com-
munal strife, and liberal leaders of the Indian National Congress

like Motllal and Jawaharlal Nehru. Iqbal came from a family of

Kashmiri Brahmins converted to Islam, and took pride in his stock.

During the Indo-Pakistan dspute over Kashmir, a liberal Kashmiri

pandit leader and journalist Premnath Bazaz courted imprison-

ment in India for his fearless advocacy of Kashmir's accession to

Pakistan.

The 'Amils of Sind are a hereditary caste of government

servants, though recently they have spread all over the world as

petty merchants. It is possible that they obtained their first veneer

of Islamic culture soon after the Arab occupation.2 In any case,

after the incorporation of Sind in the Delhi Sultanate, they turned

to the study of Persian and soon became indispensable to the lower

as well as higher administration of Sind.3 As adaptable as the

Parsls (Indian Zoroastrians), and as ambitious, they soon switched

over from a Muslim to an Anglicized way of living after the

British occupation of Sind; but their contribution to Sindhi

literature remained fully integrated with the Muslim tradition and
they continue to write Sindhi in the Arabic script.

1 'Abdullah, 10, quoting Kirpa Ram, Gtilzar-i Ktuhmir, 167.
s U. T. Thakur, Sindhi Culture, Bombay, 1950, 56.
» Ibid. 3 8.
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EARLY MUSLIM STUDIES OF HINDU
CULTURE

(i) Arab Studies ofHindu Sciences

When Sind was a province of the caliphate, for a brief period
between 718 and 800 some direct rendering of Sanskrit learning
into Arabic took place.1 Arab interest in Hindu sciences, especially
in medicine and astronomy, was parallel to their interest in Greek
learning. Hindu physicians were invited to Baghdad,2 where the
house of the Barmakids, converts to Islam from Buddhism and
ministers to the 'Abbasids, was all-powerful and to some extent
still interested in the culture from which it hadseceded. Al-Kindi's
account of India was partly based on the evidence of the envoy sent
by Yahya al-Barmaki to India to procure Indian medicines and to
rfP£" °" Indl

.

an rel'gion and customs.3 An Arab physician Ibn
al- ranukhi visited India in the ninth century to study medicine. A
number of Sanskrit treatises on medicines, poisons and snakes
were translated into Arabic.
Even before the translation of Ptolemy's Almegest, three Indianworks on astronomy were rendered into Arabic, the most famous

of them being Brahrnagupta's Siddhanta, given in Arabic the con-
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was the subject of lively controversy between two Spanish Arab
scholars, 'Abdullah ibn Ahmad of Sargossa (d. 1046) and Ibn
Sa'd al-AndalusI (d. 1021).1

Hindu mathematics left a more lasting impression on the Arab
sciences. In the reign of al-Ma'mun (813-33), themathematicianal-

Khwarizml (780-840) adapted Sanskrit numerals to Arabic ortho-

graphy. An assessment of Hindu influence on mathematics can

be made from the work of al-NasawI (980-1040) on Indian arith-

metic. Some mathematical and astronomical terms were borrowed

into Arabic from Sanskrit, though as Massignon reminds us,

Sanskrit learning was on so minor a scale among Arabs that it left

hardly any considerable impression on their intellectual 'lexique

technique'. 2

Among other Sanskrit works translated into Arabic were the

ethical writings of Canakya (Shanaq) and the Hitopadesa, and

works ranging from logic to magic catalogued by Ibn Nadim. 3

Pancatantra, better known to the Muslim world as Kalila wa
Dimna, was translated via a Sassanid Old Persian version into

Arabic by Ibn al-Muqaffa.4 The fascinating story of Sindbad,

later incorporated into the Arabian Nights was partly of Indian

origin. Among the Hindu religious epics, parts of the Mahabharata

were rendered into Arabic by Abu Salih ibn Shu'ayb and later by
Abu'l Hasan 'All Jabali (c. i026).5

The Arab intellectual curiosity about Buddhism has been, to

some extent, exaggerated by Goldziher. 6 Buddha is referred to in

Arab writings as the prophet of Samaniya. 7 Works dealing directly

or obliquely with the life and teaching of Buddha mentioned by

Ibn Nadim as having been translated from Pehlevi into Arabic are

Kitab al-Budd, Kitab Balawhar tva Siidliasaf, and Kitab Budhasaf

imifrad. The legend of Balahvar, originally based on the life of

Buddha, has also Manichaean, Georgian and Greek versions, and

has recently been studied in detail by D. M. Lang.s It was rendered

into Arabic verse by a heretical poet Aban al-Lahiql (d. 815) and .

approximated with the ShI'I doctrine of the absent imam by Ibn
Babawayh Qumml (d. 99 1). Adaptations from it were incorporated

1 Sulayman Nad\T, 'Early Rc.% 179. 1 Massignon, 64.
* Ibn Nadim, al-Fihrist (Flugcl), 305 and passim.
4 Sachtu, i. p. xxxii. * Elliot, i, 700-2.
• cf. Jgnaz Goldziher, Vorleitin?en fiber den Islam, Ileidelberp, J925.
' D. M. Lang. The Wisdom of JJalal/var, London, 1957, 36.
•Ibid. 11-65.
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into the RasSil (Treatises) of the Ikhwan al-Safa (Brethern of

Purity), whose eclecticism shows some oblique Buddhist in-

fluences.1

Al-NubakhtJ's Kilab al-ara-i xa'l adyan-i Madhahib al-Hind,
mentioned by al-Mas'udi, seems to have been the earliest study of
Hindu sects.2 But either due to the secretiveness and exclusiveness
of the Brahmins, or indifference on the part ofthe Arabs, the corpus
of Hindu scriptures, the Vedas, the Upanishads, the Sutras, the
Puranas and the Bhagavad Gila remained untranslated and un-
known to the Arabs. The Arab mind had marvelled at the bizarre
elements in Indian life and thinking, butdidnotactuallyunderstand
the Hindu mind or Hinduism.3 The sceptical philosophical school,
the Sumanniyah, founded by Jarir ibn Hazim al-'Azdl between
737 and 757, which showed Hindu influences was an exception
rather than a rule, and it soon disappeared under the polemic
attack of theologians like Jahm.1 From 796 onwards Hellenistic
syncretic works came to be translated into Arabic, which held out
a doctrine clearer, more homogeneous, more complete than the one
which reached the Arabs through translations from Sanskrit.5

Hellenistic syncretism was also much closer to Islam. Greek
rationalism stimulated Islam intellectually into speculation and a
sensitive adjustment of the balance of faith and reason, while the
fragmentary renderings of Hindu sciences touched merely the
periphery of the external Arab equipment of learning, and in this
comparatively superficial contact did not even remotely touch the
sensitive nerve of Arab civilization which was then maturing into
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While this process of Hellenization, to the exclusion of even

minor Hindu elements was going on in the great centres oflearning

in the Dar al-Islam, Hindu India became once again a remote land

of mystery, a subject of documented comment for the merchant-

traveller arriving at the seaports of Malabar, a routine chapter in

historical or geographical literature quoting the travelling geo-

grapher, and later a subject of confused comment by the Arab
historian writing in Ayyubid or Mamluk Egypt.

Sulayman the merchant who visited India about 851 wrote of

curious Hindu customs like trial by ordeal, or the cremation of the

dead or burning alive of widows, and praised Hindu -proficiency in

medicine, astronomy, and philosophy 1
; Abu Zayd Hasan al-

Sayrafi, who continued his account after his own visit (c. 916)

showed interest in Hindu ascetics and yogis and commented on the

spread of Buddhism from India to China. 2 The geographer Ibn

Khurdadbeh (d. 912), who never visited India, based his account

on the official records he came across in the 'Abbasid postal service

and on the tales of travellers; and he was sometimes guilty of such

inaccuracies as his division of Hindu society into seven castes, or

his curious remark that the kings and people of India regard forni-

cation as lawful,3 which might have referred to the popularity of

Sakti cults about that time. Al-Mas'udi (d. 956) who visited India

wrote about it in detail, sketching briefly Hindu religious beliefs,

including metempsychosis, reconstructing Hindu history from
Hindu legends, complimenting Hindus on their achievements in

sciences as the cleverest among 'dark people', and complaining

like Sulayman the merchant of the intolerance of the Raja of

Gujarat.* Two other Arab geographers of the tenth century, Ibn
Hawqal, who travelled through the entire length of Dar al-Islam

and al-Istakhri (c. 950) whom he met in India, are much more
interested in the Muslim province of Sind than in Hindu India.

In the same century al-BaghdadT, appears to be more interested in

Hindu culture and describes, though not accurately, Hindu sects;

divides idol-worship into categories of the worship of images of

God, the avatars, demons and Bodhisattavas, regarding 'Budd' as

the genus, idols as the species; and gives a picturesque account of

1 VoyascduMarchandarabeSulaynian, French tr. by G remind, Pans, 192Z,
50-57. "Ibid. 66-71.

3 Ibn Khurdadbeh, Al-Mastllik xcn'l mnmaliL, ed de Gocjc in llibl. Gcogr.
Arab , iv, Leiden, 1889; tr. quoted from Elliot, I, 13.

* al-Mas'Qdl, 1, 380-3, 384, 389.
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the four-handed idol of Siva and of the sun and moon-worshipping
cults and the yogis. 1 Another work which deals with India at some
length is Buzurg ibn Shahryar's 'Aja'ib al-Hind? AI-YanbQ'I
(c. 987), who travelled through India and China, was quoted as an
authority by later bibliographers like Ibn Nadfm, Yaqut and
Qazvini. In an interesting treatise on the superiority of Blacks over
Whites, al-j*ahiz regards Hindus as the chiefrepresentatives ofdark-
skinned peoples, remarkable for their achievements in astronomy,
medicine, architecture and the fine arts, for their invention of chess
and their taste for perfumes. 3

Hindu religion and its sects were commented upon by al-

Shahrastani (1086-1153) who regards Hinduism a great religion
with a variety of shades of faith and sects. He points out the
confusion in the writings of some Muslims who mixed up Brah-
mins with the followers of Abraham. He notes that the Hindu
rationalistic pantheism is critical of Muslim ritual and faith. He
describes briefly the various Buddhist and Hindu sects, and is

appreciative of the meditation of Hindu ascetics who separate
imagination from their physical environment achieving consider-
able self-subjugation 'so that when meditation becomes emanci-
pated from this world, the next world is revealed to it'. He is,
however, critical of the adoration of idols, which he regards as
attributing divinity to the image, and as there is no Divine sanction
or using idols as intermediaries, the Hindus are not, in his view,
likely to go beyond their idols to God.«

Al-Idrisi (d. 1166) comments on Hindu polytheism and animismand sometimes accepts fiction as truth, as in regard to Hindu
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religion and sciences had been written over a century ago, but it

does not seem to have made much impression on authors like al-

Sam'ani (d. 1167). By the time we come in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries to the works of al-Maghribi, Yaqut and Abu'l

Fida we find a shift of emphasis in Arab Indology to the Muslim
India; and in the writings of al-'Umari (d. 1348) and al-Qalqash-

andi (d. 141 8) Hindu India is almost forgotten.1

(ii) Al-Biruni

Abu Raihan al-Birunl marks the culmination and fulfilment of

the Arab tradition of intellectual curiosity and objective analysis of

Hindu religion and sciences, though chronologically he wrote

under Mahmud of Ghazna and his son Mas'ud in the eleventh

century; and the environment around him was that of Turkish

Islam which remained until the sixteenth century hostile to Hindu
religion and more or less indifferent to and contemptuous of Hindu
culture. Al-BIruni was conscious that he was writing at the begin-

ning of a new chapter in history; and regarded his role as inter-

pretative, to enable the conquering Turco-Persian Muslims to

discuss with the Hindus the 'question of religion, science or liter-

ature on the very basis of their own civilization' 2 The differences

that divided the in-coming Muslim civilization from the indigen-

ous Hindu civilization were, according to him so fundamental and
so many that the two people appeared practically opposites, . . . 'we

believe in nothing in which they believe and vice-versa' 3 and 'if

ever a custom of theirs resembles one of ours, it has certainly just

the opposite meaning'. 4

Added to the inherent difficulties of mutual comprehension were
the social consequences of the fierce military impact of Mahmud
of Ghazna which had ravaged the country and driven Hindu
scholarship to remote religious centres. 6 Difficult though the task

was of explaining one civilization to the other in that atmosphere of

hostility, al-BIruni imposed upon himself the strict discipline of

scientific objectivity. He tried to explain the Hindu doctrine without

any effort to defend or refute it, taking every possible precaution

1 al-'Umari, in Quatrcmere, Notices et Extraitt, xiii, 183S; Section on India in
al-Qalqashindi's Subh al-a'sha tr. into Eng. by Otto Spies (An Arab Account of
India in the 14th Century), Stuttgart, 1936.

» al-lilrunl (Sachau), ii, 246; also i, 7.
> Ibid, i, to. < Ibid. 1, 179. ' Ibid, i, 22.
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to avoid polemics.1 If there is no hostility in his attitude there is

also no elccticism which characterized the later studies of Hindu-
ism by Abu'I Fazl and Dara Shiltoh. As the Arab intellectual
tradition had become deeply involved with the study of Greek
thought and response to the Greek philosophical discipline at
that stage, al-BirOni's approach to Hindu religion and sciences was
comparative, detecting cultural analogies between the Greek and
Hindu civilizations at various intellectual levels. His conclusion
was that compared to the Greeks the Hindus could not bring
sciences to classical perfection, and that the scientific theories of
the Hindus 'are in a state of utter confusion, devoid of any logical
order, and in the last instance always mixed up with the silly
notions of the crowd'.2

Al-BMni's main contribution lies in his unprejudiced study of
Hindu religion which did not appear to him to be mere idol-
worship, as ,t did to most Muslims during the first Soo years of
Muslim rule in India between Mahmud of Ghazna and Akbar. He^ ^fTf °f Hindu reliSion as a f°™ ofmonotheism '
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AMIR KHUSRAU

(iii) Amir Klmsrau

In the interval of nearly 500 years between al-Biruni and Akbar
the Muslim attitude was generally one of indifference to the study

of Hindu religion, arts or sciences, though individual sultans or

intellectuals occasionally showed interest in trying to understand

Jainism or the yoga or patronized translations from Sanskrit. The
one outstanding figure which shows an affectionate response to the

Indian environment, though hostility to Hindu religion and ritual,

is that ofAmir Khusrau, the most eminent ofPersianpoets in India,

historian, accomplished courtier, mystic, composer of music and
bilingual dilettante.

The tension which divided Amir Khusrau's loyalty between the

esoteric and political Islam, is analogous to another set of tensions

in relation to the Indian environment, an irresistible attraction to

the life and landscape of India, and an implacable hostility to

Hinduism and to the political and military resistance of Hindu
India to the Muslim rule. This unreconciled tension can best be

observed in his 'Ashiqa, celebrating the love of the Muslim prince

Khizar Khan for the Hindu princess Dewal Rani. The poem on
the one hand 'is fragant with the smell of kewra, the karna, the

champdk and hundreds of sweet Indian flowers and spices, and is

luminous with the bright Indian sun and the pale, cool moonlight',1

while on the other it is specified that the India he loves is the land

of the splendour of Islam, where the shari'a is honoured and

secure, and Hinduism has been conquered and subdued: 'The land

has been saturated with the water of the sword, and the vapours

of infidelity have been dispersed.'2

Amir Khusrau is perhaps the first Indian Muslim to show an

assertive pride in his Indian origin. He came from a family of

Turkish descent, but his mother was probably an Indian. 3 His

patriotism is argued in terms of mathematical exactitudes. There
are seven arguments to prove that India is the Earthly Paradise;

first, that India was the country to which Adam was exiled from the

Garden of Eden; second, that peacock which is a bird ofParadiseis

found in India; third, that the serpent also exiled from Eden
came to India and made it its home; fourth, that Adam was

1 Wahtd Mirsa, The Life and Works ofAmir Klmsrau, Calcutt-i, 1935, 180.
> Amir Klmsrau, 'Athiqa (Enf,* tr. quoted from Eiliot, in, 546).
s Wahid Mirza, 227.
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unhappy in every other land except India; fifth, that whereas the

flowers of India are fragrant, those of Persia and elsewhere are not;

sixth, that the Prophet is reported to have said that the joys of this

world are not for true believers but for pagans, who will enjoy

heavenly bliss on earth and not in the life hereafter, therefore the

paradise of India has been given to the unbelieving Hindus; and
seventh, that India is a paradise because its ruler is his patron Qutb
al-dln Mubarak.1 More mathematical exactitudes follow. There
are ten arguments to prove the superiority of India over 'Khurasan'
(the vague Muslim homelands outside the sub-continent): India's

climate is not cold like that of 'Khurasan'; people die of cold, not
°f neat; in a warm climate requirements of clothes are few and
living is cheap; India is evergreen while spring comes to'Khurasan'
only for a few weeks; India's flowers have colour and scent,

'Khurasan's' only colour; Indian flowers remain fragant even after

they fade; Khurasanls cannot grow bananas; on the other hand
Khurasan! fruits can be grown in India; India has a rare fruit,

banana; and a rare leaf, pan (betel).2 Reading these arguments one
wonders how far Khusrau is serious. They occur in Nuh Sipihr
which was a command performance, written for Qutb al-din
Mubarak whose favourite Khusrau Khan was a convert from
Hinduism, and all-powerful at the court. Perhaps it was politic and
fashionable at that juncture to praise India.
And yet there is genuine absorption of Indian environmental

beauty in the creative activity of Khusrau. He praises Delhi, for
its mosques, its ravishing Hindu beauties, its splendour and
scholarship in which 'it surpassed Bukhara and Khwarizm' and
even Baghdad 'slashed in two halves by the sword of the Tigris',
and because it is the capital of his patron.2 He takes pleasure in
writing sensually of India's fauna and flora in contradiction to the
tradition of Indo-Persian poetry. In his poetic diction, especially in
AOnqa. he blends Hindi words musically and harmoniously. And
jet hti uses them sparingly and only when they are unavoidable.4
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entendre as Persian or as Hindi. He pleads his ignorance of Arabic,

calls himself an Indian Turk and wishes to be interrogated in

Hindi so that he may answer eloquently.1

A great deal of Hindi poetry has been attributed to him and has

been traditionally accepted as his work!
; but recent linguistic

researches have shown that much of it, including the famous, bi-

lingual Khaliq Bari, is spurious and written in dialect forms of

much later periods3 ; so that he only 'Hindi' poetry which can be

safely regarded as his genuine work consists of the verses he him-

self quotes in his introduction to one of his diwans, the Ghurrat

al-kamal.1 But he is alive to the beauty and rhythm of the Indian

languages, which he thinks surpass Turkish and Persian in some
respects. He observes that in learned vocabulary and complex

grammatical structure Sanskrit is like Arabic, though inferior to

it. 5 There is no evidence however, that he ever studied Sanskrit.

More than language the pull of music brought him closer to the

soul of India, but here again, the determination of his exact contri-

bution to the development of Indian music is difficult.

His defence of the Indian people, pagan or not pagan, against

the mockery of foreigners reflects the tension between the 'Khur-

asan!' and indigenous factions under the Delhi Sultanate which
later came to a head under Muhammad bin Tughluq and the

Bahmanids of the Deccan. 'The Khurasan! who considers every

Hind! a fool will even think a pan (betel) leaf of no more value than

grass.' 6 In a polemical mood he would say: 'Do not count Hindus
among men for they venerate the cow, regard the crow superior to

the parrot and read omens in the braying of an ass' '; but when it

came to defending them against foreigners, he would emphasize

that in rational sciences, in logic, mathematics and astronomy, the

Brahmins are not inferior to the Greeks; their one short-coming is

their ignorance of the Muslim religious law; their learning has re-

mained unknown because the Muslims have not applied them-
selves to it, but 'I (Khusrau) have tried my hand a little at their

sciences and have been able to learn something of their (Brahmins')

1 Dibacha, fos. I72b-I73b, 1740-1753.
•Muhammad Husnin AzSd, Ab-i Hayal, Delhi, 1S96, 65-71. Khmrau lit

Hindi havila, Benares, 1931; Misra Brothers, History of Hind! Literature, i,

233-80.
« Mahmad ShcrSnj, Punjab men Urdu, Inshore, igzS, 128-43; cf. Wahid

Mirza, 231-2.
< DibSelta {a. 172b etc. » JV.S., 172-81. « 'AiMqa (Elliot), iii, 558.
1 B.M. Add. MS. 25,807, fo. 437b.
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secrets.1 It is true that the Brahmins do not follow the True Faith,

but in many respects the essence of their religion resembles Islam,

—

in monotheism, in the doctrines of existence and annihilation, and

in God's power of creation. 2 In any case, the Hindus arc superior

to other non-believers like the agnostics, the atheists, the dualists,

even Christians.3 Hindu idolatry is an inherited tradition, not an

innovation. Again, in mathematical exactitude, he enumerates ten

reasons to believe that the Indians are superior to other peoples:

Indians learn the sciences of other countries, while other countries

are ignorant of Indian sciences; Indians can speak foreign lan-

guages whereas foreigners never try to learn Indian languages;

people come from all over the world to India to learn but no Brah-

min has to go anywhere else to educate himself; the Arab numerical

system, especially the symbol zero is of Indian origin; Kallla ica

Dimna was originally written in India; chess was invented in India;

these three arts, the moral fable, mathematics and the chess are

India's contribution to universal civilization; Indian music is warm
and moving and difficult to master; this music charms animals (a

popular Hindu belief) as well as human teings; and finally, no
other land can boast a poet like Khusrau. 1 Hindu rites of sati in

which the woman burns herself to death for the man she has loved,
and;Wiar in which a man dies for the sake of his master or his
idol, are no doubt magical and superstitious, nevertheless they are
heroic.5

After Khusrau there followed centuries of mutual cultural dis-
taste and indifference.

"-SiSs



IV

SUFISM AND HINDU MYSTICISM

In comparing Sufism with the systems of Hindu mysticism and m
explaining the general trend of exclusiveness of Sufism in India

from Hindu mystical schools, with which it had so much in com-

mon, and in outlining the merely occasional, more negative than

positive contact of the two mystical systems on the Indian soil, one

has to realize how misleading can be the theories of Renan,

Reitzenstein, Blochet, and Browne, of the 'Aryan' origin of mysti-

cism, or those of Jones, Tholuk, Kremer, Goldziher, Horten, and

more recently Zaehner over-emphasizing, on the basis of analogy

and conjecture and fragmentary evidence, the Hindu-Buddhist

heritage of Sufism 1 There is a great deal of wisdom in Arberry's

view that mysticism is 'a constant and unvarying phenomenon of

the universal yearning of the human spirit for personal communion
with God' s The same view has been stressed by Massignon 'Le

mysticisme ne saurait done £tre l'apanage exclusif d'une race, d'une

langue, d'une nation, e'est un phenomene humain, d'ordre

spintuel, que ces limitations physique ne sauraient borner ' 3

'Modern research', points out Nicholson, 'has proved that the

origin of Sufism cannot be traced back to a single definite cause,

and has largely discredited the sweeping generalizations which

represent it, for instance, as a reaction of the Aryan mind against a

conquering Semitic religion, and as a product essentially of Indian

or Persian thought
'4

Basically, Sufism is rooted in Islam, which is its source and

origin, and to ^hich under the stimulus and challenge of alien

1 L Massignon Essai sw les ortgmes du Lexique Technique tie las Mystique
smtsulmatie Paris 1022 46 cf R Reitzenstain Dasiramschc Lrlosungsniystertum
Rehgonsecschichthche Untcrsuchungen Bonn 1920 E Blochet Le cotiquet des
eldti ncstorteni de I Arte cctttralepar let SchViles Pans 102S Blochet Etudes sur
I esotertcisme mtisttlmane Louvams 1910 E G Browne A Literary History of
Persia London 1909 1 416-44 F A C Tholuck Sufismus Berolmi 1S21
A ion Kremer, Vber die pi tlosophschm Gedtehle des Abu 1 'AlaMa arry, Wien
18S8
'A J Arberrj Sufism London 1950 11 cf R C Zaehner, Hindu andMuslim

Mysticism London rofo 4-5
1 Mwicnon 46
*R A Nicholson The Mystics of Islam London 1914 8
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philosophies and heterodoxies it has desperately clung, readjusting

again and again external borrowings to the kernel of Islamic faith.

'Even if Islam had been miraculously shut off from contacts with
foreign religions and philosophies, some form of mysticism would
have arisen within it, for the seeds were already there.' 1 The origi-

nal source of Sufism is the Qur'an and the life of Muhammad. The
Meccan suras are permeated with a devotional feeling and one of
Allah's names in Wadud, suggesting the relationship of love. The
metaphysical terminology of the Sufis is largely derived from the
Qur'an: in expressions like fire for the purity of God,2 'bird' as a
symbol for the resurrection or immortality of the human sou!,3

'tree' as the symbol representing the destiny and vocation of man,4

or the convivial imagery of the salutation, the wine and the cup 5

used for initiation into Sufi orders and thence borrowed in Arabic,
Persian, Turkish, and Urdu poetry. Derived from the Qur'an into
Sufism and paralleled by the Muslim dogma are the Sufi concepts
of the Divine motivation of human action, of Divine justice ('ad!),
of conciliation (ridS) with prescribed destiny in the teachings of
Hasan al-Basri, of the realities of akwal (mystic states) in the dis-
cussions of Dhu'l Nun the Egyptian and al-Muhasibi and their
refutation by Junayd, of the dogma of Divine Unity as stated by
mystics like Abu Hamzah, al-Kharraz and al-Hallaj, of the
modality of transporting union with the Divine as in the writings of

™ff' Ib" Karram, of eschatalogical problems such as
(repentance) in al-Tustarl, of the distinction between aql

(reason) and qalb (mind, heart) and the mu'min (believer) and the«n/ (g„0s„c) ,„ Ib„ Karram and al-Muhasibi, and of the legal
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derived from the general practice of reciting the Qur'an in a louder

tone of voice (raf al-sawi). The Sufi proclivity to music as an aid

to ecstasy and the institutions of musical assemblies (tiiajalis al

sama') can be traced to the assemblies of devout Muslims for the

purpose of reciting the Qur'an together [niajalis al-dhikr).1

Sufi asceticism is also Islamic in origin, malting its first appear-

ance among such companions of the Prophet as AbO-Dharr al-

Ghifari, Hudhayfah and 'Imran ibn Husain. Their 'followers'

(tabi'ftn) and 'followers of followers' {tabi'un al-tabi'in) established

asceticism as a characteristic feature of religious life at Ktifa,

Basrah and Medina, with an exaggerated consciousness of sin and

an overwhelming dread of Divine retribution, which gave it a

quietistic complexion, which in the first two centuries of Islam

shows no foreign influences.2

In the third century of the Hijra (ninth century a.d.) Islamic

civilization, its theology, philosophy and science came deeply

under Hellenistic influence. The Arab absorption of Aristotehan-

ism was channelled through the neo-PIatonic commentaries of

Porphyry and Proclus. The neo-PIatonic influence quickened the

Christian and the Islamic mystical systems in identical manner.

'About a.d. 850 (pseudo-) Dionysus was known from Tigris to

Atlantic.' 3 Dhu'l Nun the Egyptian was steeped in neo-PIatonic

learning; and as Nicholson reminds us, all Muslim speculative

systems which were influenced by Greek philosophy reacted power-

fully upon Sufism; such as those of the Murjites who set faith above

work and emphasized Divine love, the Qadarites who affirmed and

Jabrites who denied that men are responsible for their actions, the

Mu'tazilites who built a theological system on the basis of reason,

and the Ash'arites who formulated the metaphysical and doctrinal

systems that underlie the creed of orthodox Islam.4

The ninth century A D. also marks the strong impress of

Christian mysticism on Sufism. Ascetic and quietistic trends of

early Sufism were bound to accept and accentuate similar

Christian elements as it came in contact with Christian mystical

doctrines in North Africa and Syria. Many Gospel tc\ts and

1 Massignon, 85.
1 Massipnon, 43, 135; R A Nicholson. "A Historical Enquiry concermnir the

Origin an<J Dc\clopment of Sufism*, JRAS (rpo6), 1, 30.1-5; cf. I. Goldziher,
'Matenalcn zur Entwicliclungcgeschichte des Sufismus', Vienna Oriental
Journal, xliu, 1, is ff.

* Nicholson, The Mystics 0/ Islam, 13. • Ibid. 5-6
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apocryphal sayings of Jesus came to be cited in Sufi hagiologies.

The wandering Muslim ascetic came in contact with the Christian

anchorites. On the metaphysical plane the theory of gnosis as

developed in Sufism, suggests contacts with Christian gnostics.1

The writings of Ma'riif al-Karkhi (d. 815), a mystic of Persian

Christian background, introduced into Sufism a theosophical
rather than a theological doctrine of the love of God as an end in

itself, and an emphasis on the apprehension of Divine realities.
2

Dhu'l Nun the Egyptian (d. 859), with whom the inflow of
Christian mystical ideas becomes a torrential current, regarded
Divine love as a mystery to be practised by the mystic initiates and
to be concealed from the uninitiated mass of people. 3 He estab-
lished 4 into the Sufi mystical system the concept of spiritual
stages' and 'stations' (almal tea maqamal) through which a mystic
passes during his spiritual journey. He also introduced into Sufism
magical and theurgical elements of heterodoxy and came to be
regarded as a malamati (one deserving reproach).5

Contact with Christianity, rather than with Hinduism or Budd-
hism, led Sufism from the ninth to the twelfth century in the
direction of analytical emphasis on asceticism;—an emphasis
which begins with Dhu'l Nun and culminates in Ibn al-'Arabi
(1164-1240). Ascetic solitude was stressed by Dhu'l Nun. 7

Hunger as an element of ascetic discipline was traced by Nizam
ai-din Awhya to an (apocryphal) remark of Jesus' Ibn al-'Arabi
bases the structure of Sufi hierarchy on four elements of aceticism:
hist, silence (<,'.,««) which is of^ kinds> rf^ , e
and of the heart and which leads to the gnosis of God; second,
solitude (al- uzlah) which ensures the silence of the tongue and

Z*? , .It.
knm

!
1^ ° ! *<= "orld; third, hunger (al-jj) which

fimt , ,

C^i8
.

C5'herralra,ureofSatan;^df™rth.wake-

leads to the knowledge of the soul.' Much of Ibn al-'Arabi's

JAI-QjahajTl, RUala, Ca.ro, 1948, 10 16 1. 1Farid al-dln 'Attar TWfef^.?.. r . _ .
Nicholson, 309.

Leydm, ,gos" "5,™'™" al-ml^a, ed. R. A. NichokonT London,

J£^^t^p, Vt '^Pa,, MS.
•MuhyaMIr, Ibn al-'Arabi ffiw JS* '£* "7"! Sijzl, 117.

.

French by M. Vakan PaS tor, f'' %° Pwm' *• MdO), mto
MriHyyih. Cairo, t876 cSpt^j ,M4i Ib" "' 'AraM, d-FmMl al-
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syncretism is of Christian origin, gathered during his travels to and
fro between Spain and North Africa and his contacts with Spanish,

Byzantine, and Syrian Christian mysticism.1 Also, a direct

borrowing from Christianity or its mutation in Islamic Sufism is

the concept of ascetic balance, that asceticism is moral separation

from the world and detachment from one's social environment

while one may still live in it,
2—a concept which has interesting

resemblance with the moderation introduced in asceticism in the

teachings of the Bhagvad Gita in contrast to the ascetic excesses of

yoga. 3

Sufism seems to have come into contact with Hindu and Bud-
dhist mystical ideas at a later stage, and after most of its principal

features had been developed either in its original Islamic tradition

or by the infiltration of neo-Platonic and Christian elements. Early

translation from Sanskrit into Arabic under the 'Abbasids do not

seem to have included any works of Hindu mysticism. The
earliest contacts between Sufism and Buddhism took place in the

north-west Persian and Central Asian marches of the caliphate.

Goldziher notices analogies between the 'noble path' of the Bud-
dhists and mystic 'path' (tariqa) of the Sufis, between the Sufi

'concentration' (muraqaha) and the Buddhist dhyana. i The Sufi

robe, regarded by the Sufis themselves as a heritage from the

practice of the Prophet, is regarded by Goldziher as a borrowing of

Buddhist and by Nicholson of Christian origin. 5 Goldziher also

regards the Sufi interpretation of Divine Unity (tawhid) as 'funda-

mentally different from' the Islamic monotheistic conception of

God, and as borrowed from Indian theosophy. 6

The conceptions of Divine Unity andfana (annihilation) which
inexplicably appear first in the utterances of Abu Yazld of Bistam

(d. 848), a mystic of heterodox views and of Zoroastrian ancestry,

have been explained as of Upanishadic and Vedantic origin, 7

1 MiRuel Asm Paktcios, 'EI Mistjco Muraano Abcnarabi', Boletin dt la Acade~
ima de la Histona, Madrid, 1925-8, 2.

1 Shams al-din Ibrahim Abrkflhi, Majma* al-Balirayn, Elbl. Nat. MS. Pers.

122, 461-2; E Blochet. £tttdes, 60-78.
'S N Dasgupta, A History of Indian Plitlotopliy, London, 1932-40, 1/, 447-8.
* Goldziher, 175
a al-llujwlri, Kat/if at-mahjilb, tr. into English by R. A. Nicholson, London,

1936, 45; Nicholson, 37ie Mystics of Islam, 10, Goldziher, 176.
* Goldziher, 176
* Goldziher, 174.-5, Nicholson, 17; Max Horten, Indtsche Strtlmuntten in der

islarnischtn Mxstick, Heidelberg, 1927, 1, 17-25; aWo Horten, contribution in
rtttgabc Jaioht, Bonn, 1926, 397-405; Zaehner, 86-109
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transmitted to him by his teacher Abu 'All Sindl, a mysterious
person generally supposed to have come from Sindh (the valley of
Indus), but possibly from 'Sind' a village in Khurasan much
nearer home to Bistam.1 He taught Abu Yazid al-Bistaml the
doctrine of Divine Unity (laahid) and 'ultimate truths' (haqa'iq),

while Abu Yazid instructed him in the 'obligatory duties of
Islam' ! or as interpreted by Massignon, precepts of Hanafi law.3

A very elaborate hypothesis has recently been put forward by
Zaehner, suggesting that since Abu'Ali Sindi had to be taught the
'obligatory duties' of Islam, he must have been a convert from
Hinduism, and is likely to have brought with him the common-
place Upanishadic view of the mystic's self-identification with God
from his native Sind at a time when Santeracarya had just system-
atized^ edanta. 1 Zaehner's argument rests on a few verbal parallel-
isms between Abu YazTd's utterances and similar expressions in
Upanishadic texts,* though he concedes that Abu Yazid 'may have
been quite ignorant of the origin of those outrageous theories he
made so thoroughly his own'. While the speculative theory of
Upanishadic echoes is as interesting a hypothesis as any other, for
or aga,_ns_t, Zaehner seems to have gone too far in suggesting

rnZr
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nirvana is purely negative, fana, is accompanied by laqa, ever-

lasting life in God. The rapture of the Sufi who has lost himself in

ecstatic contemplation of divine beauty is entirely opposed to

the passionless serenity of the Arahat' 1 In any case, with the

exception of Abu Yazld and Abu Sa'Id al-Kharraz, the trend of

ninth-century Sufism is to keep the doctrine of fana in the

background and to avoid the language of pantheism.2

Mansur al-Hallaj visited Sind,3 but it is very doubtful whether

his doctrine of the infusion of the Divine into the human soul,

which resembles the Hindu doctrine of the illumination of buddhi

by Purusha,1
is anything but an unconnected, though analogical

mystical development. Similarly, Massignon regards the con-

jectures of Horten 5 about the Hindu origins of the scepticism of

some of the mutahallimun as baseless, and the theories of Margo-
liouth 6 and Kremer 7 regarding the conversion of Abu'l 'Ala al-

Ma'arrl to Hinduism as unverified8
;
though it may be admitted

that al-Ma'arrfs asceticism has striking resemblances with Bud-
dhist doctrines. 3 The resemblance between the renunciation of a

princely life by Buddha and by Ibrahim ibn Adham in Sufi hagio-

graphical literature, regarded by Goldziher as a Buddhist 'motif

borrowed into Sufism, is analysed by Zaehner as merely circum-

stantial and superficial, since Buddha's quest for enlightenment

was a reaction to the grim realities of life and of human misery

whereas Ibrahim ibn Adham's renunciation was in answer to the

call of God, who according to the Muslim belief always takes the

initiative in calling man to himself; in the case of these two 'the

gcC&al rrrcrrW oic rerrcrciViocrfg' rfrc «wAf cxrcrAf scj&xly b& more"

different'.10

At a later date in Transoxiana the impact of Buddhist ideas on
Sufism was considerable. Zaehner has traced Abu Yazid's imagery
of oceans and rivers 11 to Buddhist sources like Udanavarga. This
may or may not have been the case; but certain Sufi exercises like

habs-i dam (holding back of breath) seem to have been derived

I Nicholson, The Mystics of Islam, 16. 1 Nicholson, JRAS, 328.
s L. MassiRnon, Introduction to ol-HallSj's Kilab aUtatcasln, v.
' Tara Chand, Influence of Islam cm Hindu Culture, Allahabad, 1936, 7r.
Max Horten, Plulosophische Systeme, Bonn, 1912, 177, 274.

' Letters, 1808. 7 Kremer, op. cit.; also his Kultitrgescmchte des Islams.
* Massignon, Ussai, 65.
•II. U3erlein, Abtil 'Ala the System. 19. "Zaehner, 22.

II al-Sahlajl, al-NSr min kalamat Abi Ta\fiir, cd. A. Badawl, Cairo, 1949, 154:
Zacner, 101-2. cf. Arberry, 'Bistamlana*.
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through Buddhist channels fromyogicpranayama.1 The Sufi con-
cept of 'peace with all' (sulh-i kill) which is a dominant feature of
the Indian Sufism of later seventeenth and eighteenth century
seems to have been borrowed much earlier from Mahayana Bud-
dhism rather than directly from Yogic Hinduism.2 Some of the
ayarats or tombs or relics of the Sufis in Central Asia are situated
on the ruins of Buddhist stupas.* Some of the old popular Bud-
dhist beliefs and cults seem to have lingered on in Transoxian
Islam. The village near Bukhara, where the leader of the Naqsh-
bandi order, Baha al-din, is buried was called Qasr-i Hindawi
(Hindu Palace) and was a Buddhist centre of pilgrimage; later as
the burial-place of the Naqshbandi saint its name was changed to
Qasr-t Anjtn (Palace of the gnostics)." The Naqsdbandi order's
practice of tasmmmr-i shaykh, or concentration on the mental
image of the preceptor in the early stages of the initiate's education,
seems also to have been a borrowing from Buddhism, traceable
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(liberation) and Muslim and Christian mystical parallels, and

between the ontological monism of Abu Yazld and similar doc-

trines in Patanjali.1

One is struck by the apparently unconnected resemblances in

such animistic remarks of Ibn al-'Arabi as when he regards every

worshipped object as a manifestation of God, 'in spite of its name
of a stone or a tree or an animal or a man or an angel' and the

underlying essence of Hindu polytheism 2
; or Ibn al-'Arabl's sym-

bolization of sexual and profane love as a stage leading towards

love divine,3 and the same philosophical concept underlying the

practices of Hindu Krishna and Sakti cults, which derive from

such scriptural premises as the Upanishadic comparison of the

bliss of Brahman with unconscious sleep in the arms of a beloved

woman.4

Apparently unconnected parallels of the doctrines of the

Upanishads 5 are found in al-Ghazzali's distinction between the

worldly and the spiritual, in al-Hujwiri's differentiation between

human and divine knowledge, and the doctrine of the descent of

the Absolute (tansit) found in some Sufis. 0 Madhva (i 197-1276)

developed in Hindu mysticism a doctrine of phenomenological

monism which has striking resemblances with the development of

the same doctrine in Indian Sufism in the seventeenth century by

Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindl by a process of semi-theological dialec-

tics, apparently without any influence, or even knowledge of the

similar speculations of Madhva. In fact the resemblance between

the two ends with Madhva's denial that God is the material cause

of the world.

Equally striking is the running parallelism between the 'lexique

technique' of Hindu and Muslim mysticism, which tempted Dara
Shikoh,' and more recently Horten,8 to confound one with the

other. In both mystical systems monism has a similar conceptual

terminology: the Reality is Absolute (tnutlaq; parairi), it is the

1 al-TJTrum. Kttab al-Hwd (Sachau), i. 33, 44, 69, 87-88.
s Ibn al-'Arabi, al-Fustts al-hkam, Eng sjnoptical translation bj Khaja

Khan, Madras, 1928, 140
1 Ibn al-'Arabi, itl-FttWhal al-Makhyyah, 445-50, 462-78
« Brthadaranyaka Uparnshad, i\, 3, 21; Dascupfi, T46-7.
* Ramanuja, Bhashya, 11, 3, 40, 41; Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy

,

111, M9-
* 'lan Chand, 'Dara Shikchand the Upwishads', JC, xvii 378-96; \V. Husaln,

Conception of Diitmly tn Islam and the Upamshadt, Calcutta, 1939
1 Dara Shikoh, Majma' al-bahrayn, ed b> Mahfuz al-Haq, Calcutta, 1929
* Horten, lndtsche StrGimtngen, 11.
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through Buddhist channels from yogic pratiayama.1 The Sufi con-
cept of 'peace with all' (sulh-i kill) which is a dominant feature of
the Indian Sufism of later seventeenth and eighteenth century
seems to have been borrowed much earlier from Mahayana Bud-
dhism rather than directly from Yogic Hinduism.2 Some of the
ziyarats or tombs or relics of the Sufis in Central Asia are situated
on the ruins of Buddhist stupas.3 Some of the old popular Bud-
dhist beliefs and cults seem to have lingered on in Transoxian
Islam. The village near Bukhara, where the leader of the Naqsh-
bandl order, Baha al-din, is buried was called Qasr-i Hindawi
(Hindu Palace) and was a Buddhist centre of pilgrimage; later as
the burial-place of the Naqshbandi saint its name was changed to
Qasr-t Arifln (Palace of the gnostics).' The Naqsdbandi order's
practice of tasammr-i shaykh, or concentration on the mental
image of the preceptor in the early stages of the initiate's education,
seems also to have been a borrowing from Buddhism, traceable
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(liberation) and Muslim and Christian mystical parallels, and

between the ontological monism of Abu Yazld and similar doc-

trines in Patafijali.1

One is struck by the apparently unconnected resemblances in

such animistic remarks of Ibn al-'Arabl as when he regards every

worshipped object as a manifestation of God, 'in spite of its name
of a stone or a tree or an animal or a man or an angel' and the

underlying essence of Hindu polytheism 2
; or Ibn al-'Arabi's sym-

bolization of sexual and profane love as a stage leading towards

love divine,3 and the same philosophical concept underlying the

practices of Hindu Krishna and Sakti cults, which derive from

such scriptural premises as the Upanishadic comparison of the

bliss of Brahman with unconscious sleep in the arms of a beloved

woman.1

Apparently unconnected parallels of the doctrines of the

"Upanishads 5 are found in al-Ghazzali's distinction between the

worldly and the spiritual, in al-Hujwiri's differentiation between

human and divine knowledge, and the doctrine of the descent of

the Absolute (tanzit) found in some Sufis. 6 Madhva (1197-1276)

developed in Hindu mysticism a doctrine of phenomenological

monism which has striking resemblances with the development of

the same doctrine in Indian Sufism in the seventeenth century by

Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindl by a process of semi-theological dialec-

tics, apparently without any influence, or even knowledge of the

similar speculations of Madhva. In fact the resemblance between

the two ends with Madhva's denial that God is the material cause

of the world.

Equally striking is the running parallelism between the 'lexique

technique' of Hindu and Muslim mysticism, which tempted Dara
Shikoh, 7 and more recently Horten,8 to confound one with the

other. In both mystical systems monism has a similar conceptual

terminology: the Reality is Absolute (mtitlaq; param), it is the

1 al-BTruni, Kitdb al-Hind (Sachau), i, 33, 44, 69, 87-8S.
1 Ibn al-'Arab!, al-Fitsus al-hikam, Eng. synoptical translation by Khaja

Khan, Madras, 192S, 149.
8 Ibn al-'ArabT, al-Frtli/hdt al-MaXkiyyah, 445-50, 462-78.
* Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, iv, 3, at; Dasrrupta, 146-7.
» RSmanuja, Bhushya, ii, 3, 40, 41; Dasrrupta, A History of Indian Philosophy,

iii, 159-
* Tara Chand, 'D5r5 Shilvch and the Upanishads', IC, xvii 378-96; \V. I lusain,

Conception oj Divinity in Islam and the Upanishads, Calcutta, 1939
1 DJra Shikoh, iWajma1

al-baliravn, cii. by Mahfu* al-Haq, Calcutta, 1929.
* Ilortcn, Indtsche SlrSmungtn, ii.
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truth of truths (haqiqal al-haqa'iq: satyasya satyam) and so on.1 It
is also interesting that mystical heterodoxies in Hinduism and in
Islam, thepaiupatas and the malamh alike, court popular contempt
by reproachable or indecent behaviour.
On the other hand there are elements in Hindu religion and in

various schools of Hindu mysticism which are the very antithesis of
Sufism which is, after all, firmly rooted in Islam. Among such
Hindu concepts is the very position of the Vedas, a 'conception of
commands, categorical in nature and external in character without
the least suggestion of any commander',2 or the sacrificial nature of
Vedic hymns. The Upanishadic quest of the self is fundamentally
different from the quest of God of the theistic Sufi. The stress in
the Bhagavad Gila and by its commentators of different schools on
the performance of allotted caste duties, its affirmation of the
doctrine of karma, and its anthropomorphic belief in the birth of
Ood as man ' are all opposed to the main trend of Sufism in Islam.
Alien to ,t also are such elements as RamanujYs view that Isvara
grants emancipation from worldly bonds to those who acquire the
true knowledge from the study of Hindu scriptures (to?r»),« or
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the names of '(Jankara, Rimanuja, Anandatirtha, "and Basava",

out of which the majority of the historical sects came, and to which

Hindustan presents nothing analogous till a much later period'.1

But it would be dangerous to overestimate the possibility of

Christian or Muslim influence on the development of Hindu theo-

logy or mysticism during this period. 'To neither of these', con-

tinues Barth, 'do we feel inclined to ascribe an influence of any

significance on Hindu theology, which appears to us sufficiently

accounted for by reference to its own sources; but it is very possible

that indirectly, and merely as it were by their presence, they con-

tributed in some degree towards the budding and bursting forth of

those great religious reforms which, in the absence of doctrines

altogether new, introduced into Hinduism a new organization

and a new spirit, and had all this common characteristic that they

developed very quickly under the guidance of an acknowledged

head, and rested on authority akin to that of a prophet or an

Imam.' ' Both Barth and Tara Chand hold the view that under the

historical circumstances that prevailed in the Deccan during those

centuries Muslim rather than Christian influence seems more
probable.

Another Hindu historian Bhattacharjee suggests that though

the exact extent of Christian or Muslim influence on Hinduism is

difficult to assess, there is definitely a 'theistic urge' in Hindu
religion in the period of early Muslim settlements in the Deccan

'which finds powerful expression in many Vedantic writers who
came after Sankara'.3 On the other hand, Majumdar rejects the

theory of any possible influence of Islam on him, and indeed on

any Hindu divine or mystic before the thirteenth century. 4

A contemporary of Ramanuja was the Bohra missionary

'Abdullah, who converted large numbers of Hindus to Islam in

Gujarat and Malabar 5
; and possible influences of Isma'ill mysti-

cism on Ramanuja have been suggested. 6 In recognizing the plur-

ality of souls Ramanuja stands much closer to Islamic orthodoxy
than to earlier Hindu religious thinkers. His interpretation of

Brahman as the sum total of individual souls is also paralleled in

Sufi concepts and their later treatment by al-Ghazzali, with this

1 Barth, 211. 1 Ibid. loc cit.
1 U. N. Bhattacharjee in Majumdar (cd ), The Strugglefor Potter, 459.
• Majumdar in The Delhi Sultanate, 552
• R. E Entho\cn, Tribes and Castts 0/ Bombay, in, 72.
• Yusuf Husain, Medtaetal Indian Culture, London, 1959, 47.
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difference that the Muslim divine believes in souls as created even

if they are not subject to space and time.1 The emphasis on the

exaltation of the spiritual teacher, though ultimately traceable to

Hindu origin, received a new significance under Muslim influence.

The Mahanubhava, a non-idolatrous Krishna sect founded by
CakradharaswamI (d. 1272) shows the influence of Sufis who
settled near Daulatabad about that time.2

It would be as erroneous to over-rate the Muslim influences on
Vedanta and the Classical Bhakti as to over-emphasize the elements
borrowed in Sufism, directly or indirectly from Hindu-Buddhist
mystical systems. All the essentials of the mystical thought of
Santaracarya and Ramanuja and of their successors are of purely
Hindu origin. All that Islam and/or Christianity could have done
was to offer an atmosphere of spiritual stimulus.

In so far as Sufism is concerned, even if the theory of Abu
Yazid's conscious or unconscious assimilation of Upanishadic
ideas is accepted, these ideas were completely re-interpreted,

BaghSd-
aW!y 01 reconciled *° Ishl™<! orthodoxy by Junayd

The Islamic principle of Divine Unity was firmly re-emphasized
in

:buiism in the twelfth century by al-Ghazzali, 'Abd al-Qadir
Juan, and Shihab al-dln Suhrawardi. Even earlier the doctrine of
jQTiii which was so close to Vedanta in Abu Yazid, had been
revolutionized by Junayd for whom it did not mean total extinction
but a new life, "not indeed as God, but in and through God';/*™
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achieved in the doctrines of aI-Ha1!aj, Ibn al-'Arabi and 'Abd a!-

Karlm al-Jili, identifying the pre-eternal essence of Muhammad
{al-haqiqat al-Muhammadiyyah) with the 'First Intelligence of the

Philosophers'.1

In India, because of the challenge and the risk of disintegration

into Hindu mysticism, Sufism took special care to resolve its

differences with orthodoxy. In Islamic religious history the

tension between the religious assertion of the transcendance ofGod
and the mystical aspiration for His immanence was perhaps no-

where more thoroughly resolved to a middle of the road position

than in India where Islam was propagated mainly by Sufis with a

firm emphasis on the observance of the tenets of the shari'a.

The integration of religious law and mysticism in India dates

back to the advent of Sufism itself in the sub-continent in the

eleventh century. Al-Hujwirl equates the three categories of

spiritual (esoteric) knowledge, that of the essence and unity of God,

of the attributes of God, and of the actions and wisdom of God
with the three categories of the knowledge of the shari'a, the

Qur'an, the sunnali and the ijma' (consensus). 'The exoteric aspect

of Truth without the esoteric is hypocrisy, and the esoteric without

the exoteric is heresy. So with regard to the Law mere formality is

defective, while mere spirituality is vain.'2

According to al-HujwIri men are divided into three categories:

the wordly {aid al-dunya) ,the religious (aid al-din) and the 'special

ones' (aid al-klmsusiyyat), i.e. mystics and saints. The last category

concerns itself with the quest of the knowledge of God. Divine

Unity is a mystery revealed by God to his servants, and it can not

be expressed or written in words. Any attempt to define it would
amount to polytheism.3 The Sufi leads a life of poverty which has a

form (rasm), that of destitution and indigence, and an essence

which is free choice. He who attains the essence of poverty with-

draws from the created things to complete annihilation (fanti), and
concentrating on God alone reaches out to the fullness of
eternal life. The lover of God is 'he that is dead (font), in his own
attributes and living in the attributes of his Beloved'." Heretical is

the heterodox Sufi view that human personality could be merged
and extinguished in the Being of God. Defending al-Hallaj from

1 R. A Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism, no-:2, 149-61; Arbcrrj,
op at. in.

* nl-HujxvIrt, 14. » Ibid 285 4 Ibid. 20, 32
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the charge of magic-craft, al-HujwM considers his doctrines un-

sound and the views of Hululiyah sects (believing in Divine in-

carnation) as tantamount to apostasy.

The views of al-Hujwiri on the walamis, who were to make
their appearance later in heterodox Indian Sufism and to form the

main bridge of mystic syncretism on the Muslim side, are signifi-

cant. He distinguishes between three kinds of malama (blame):

that courted in following the right path; by intentional actions; or

due to the abandonment of religious law. Of these the first category

includes the ahl al-haqq (followers of truth), whose love of God
submits them to vulgar blame. The second, follows 'mere osten-

tation, which is mere hypocrisy". The third category which shirks

religious law, cannot be considered permissible under any circum-
stances.1

Al-Hujwiri's emphasis on the prescribed duties of religious

law is primary theological. They are an end in themselves and nota
means to an esoteric end.2 Thoroughly integrating the hagiological
history of Sufism with Sunni Islam, he reiterates the view that Aba
Bakr was the first leader of the Sufi shaykhs who adopted the
discipline of contemplative life (mushahada), 'Umar of those who
believed in purgative life (mqahada), 'Uthman represented the
position of friendship with God (khulla), and 'AH whose rank is

very high in the Sufi tradition explained the principles of divine
truth (haqiqa) with exceeding subtlety.3

The Sufi orders that transplanted their hospices in India in the
wake of the Ghurid conquest continued the principle of the same
close correspondence between the esoteric and exoteric elements of
religious life. In the Suhrawardiyah order the surest means of
approach to the unique Being of God is the prescribed prayer
{•ahl) winch unites the created with the Creator/ This order

!TT "i 'I*
d0Ctr!nc of Pur!ty 35 *»t enjoined in the

orthodox Islam." And Muhammad is considered as the sum total

I"iT^? °f exoteric 25 weU 35 <soteric disciplines."
The bulk of Chishti doctrine was developed in India, and

- /"
2 ECn

? "J
hagiological dicta. According to Mu'in al-din

•ft,

the found« of *is order in India, Sufism is
neither a knowledge nor a form (raw,); it is a particular ethical

* Blochet, 30. , , _ ,
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discipline (akMaq) of the mystics. The first stage of this discipline

is strict conformity to the shari'a, leading to the second stage,

that of mystic path (tariqa), which in turn leads to a third stage,

that of gnosis (tna'rifa), leading finally to the fourth stage, haqiqa

(Truth).1 From the very beginning the Chishtl order emphasized

the importance of hadilh, which was regarded by Sufi Harmd al-

din Nagori, a disciple of Mu'in al-din, as having precedence over

mystical cognition.2 The popularity of the writings of al-Ghazzall

and Najm al-din Razi during the reign of Iletmish (121 1-36) re-

inforced these orthodox trends. Najm al-din Razi, who had some
acquaintance with alien systems of mysticism and who erroneously

regarded 'Brahmanical mysticism' as dualistic, considered Islamic

mysticism superior to other varieties because of its primar-

ily moral and theological emphasis.3 Nizam al-din Awliya was an

erudite scholar of hadith, and throughout his dicta in the Fawa'id

al-fuwad, mysticism and orthodoxy are interdependently inter-

woven. The concept of 'Sufi hierarchy' which had a powerful

impact on the Chishtl order had been fully reconciled to the reli-

gious faith, for a qutb could achieve his great position only after

having passed through the maqamat (stations) of various prophets

and after having attained the rank of being one of the 'chosen ones

of Muhammad' {khawass-i Muhammad!).1

In other Sufi orders in India in the fourteenth century one finds

the same emphasis on religious law, at a time when elements of

yogic asceticism were infiltrating in the practices of individual

Sufis. Sayyid "All HamdanI subordinates mystic discipline com-
pletely to the service of the theological. He was also a missionary

who converted a large number of Hindus to Islam in Kashmir, and
his writings have a strong anti-Hindu bias. His more eclectic con-

temporary Ashraf Jahanglr Simnanl, must have imbibed some of

his uncompromising orthodoxy during their extensive travels to-

gether. 5 Jalal al-din Bukharl (1307-83) stresses the need of the

observation of the sutmah by the mystic, probably under the in-

fluence of 'Abdullah Yafi'I and other Arab divines whom he met in

the Hijaz. 6

1 Qutb al-din Bakhtyar Kalu, Dali! al-Arifin (Delhi edn.), 47 ii.

* Khaliq Ahmad N'izami. Ttirikh-i Mashn'ikh-i Chisht, Delhi, 1953, 148-9.
' Najm al-dm Razi, Mirsud al-'ibad, cd. by II. IT. Ni'amatallahi, Tehran, 1312,

Shamst, 162. « AbrkOhi, 507.
5 'Abdul Haqq DehIa\I, Akhbar al-ahhyar. I.O. Pers. MS. 14SO, fos. I5aa-b.
• Sabah nl-dln 'Abdul Rahman, Bazm-i Siifiya, A'zamgarh, 1949, 404-6.
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Due to what Butterfield would describe as the 'whig' conception

of history, the role of SOfis in India has been over-estimated and

over-idealized as eclectic and as a bridge between Hinduism and

Islam. Majumdar is much nearer the truth in pointing out that the

role of both Hindu mysticism and Sufism and their interaction in

the culture of medieval India have often been exaggerated beyond

all proportion.1 In fact the relationship between Sufism and Hindu

mysticism is multi-positional and ranges from polemical hostility

through missionary zeal to tolerant co-existence.

In Indian Sufism anti-Hindu polemics began with Mu'in al-din

Chishti.2 Early Sufis in the Punjab and early Chishtis devoted

themselves to the task of conversion on a large scale. Missionary

activity slowed down under Nizam al-din Awliya, not because of

any new concept of eclecticism, but because he held that the

Hindus were generally excluded from grace and could not be easily

converted to Islam, unless they had the opportunity to be in the

company of a Muslim saint for some considerable time. 3 On the

Mu'tazilite doctrine that unbelievers as well as those who have

committed deadly sins will be perpetually damned in the here-

after, Nizam al-din's view was that it was correct only in relation to

the unbelievers who believe the objects of their worship to be
deities; and since this belief in image-deities continues for their

entire lifetime, so does negatively their unbelief in God, meriting
for them eternal damnation. The sinners on the other hand, can
desist from sinning and be forgiven.' He did not agree with the

Ash'arite position that under certain conditions an unbeliever can
enter Paradise.6

In the performance of miracles the Sufi hagiographical tradition
records cases of 'competitive spirituality' with Hindu yogis.

Miracles like flying in the air in competition with a Hindu yogi
were attributed to SafI al-din Kaziruni. Miracles of proselytization
were credited to Jalal al-din Bukharl, and contests of spiritual
strength between Satis like Muhammad! Bilgrami and Hindu
yogis were recorded as late as the eighteenth century."
On the other hand, as missionaries of Islam and as liberal

MASTS'?? 'Zjit'
Su"<™?"- SSS; cf. A. Wall, 'Hinduism according to

Muslim bam , JASB, 1923, », 237-52.
'Hamldibn FazJ-Allih Jamali, Slyer al-'Arifl„, 1.0. Pers. MS. iiij.fo. 17a.
Amu- Hasan S.jzi 10 Mbid.41. Ibid. 63.
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leaders of its spirituality, the Sufis were the first among the Muslim
intellectual elite to come in contact with the Hindu masses, and

thus indirectly with individual features of Hindu mysticism,

especially the Yoga. Sayyid Husain Khangsawar, a Shi'i disciple of

Mu'in al-din Chishtl is one of the early Sufis who came to be

venerated by some Hindus.1 Yogis seem to have been attracted to

the hospice of Farid al-din Ganj-i Shakar, where Nizam al-din

Awliya met one of them and was impressed by his classification of

human body in two parts, theuppertbeseatofthespiritual, thelower

that of the profane aspect of human nature; and by the yogic

principle that one was required to develop truth, benevolence and

kindness in the upper part and preserve chastity and purity in the

lower.2

A not very uncommon feature of Indian Sufi hagiologies is the

narration of parables, borrowed or apocryphal, from Hindu reli-

gious and mystical tradition to illustrate the realities of the tariqa.

Nizam al-din Awlija narrates the parable of a Brahmin who had

lost everything, but was happy that he still had his sacred thread

(zunnar); deducing the moral that one should not attach oneself

to worldly things, and must not lose the love of God, which is the

only wealth worth possessing. 3 Hindu legends pointing to a Sufi

moral were also narrated by Gesudaraz. 4

After al-Biruni the first translation of a work on Hindu mysti-

cism by a Muslim, is that of Amratkund,'' by Rukn al-din Samar-

qandi first into Arabic, then into Persian, with the help of a Brah-

min called BhQjan, from whom he learnt Sanskrit and whom he

claims to have converted to Islam during his visit to Lakhnauti in

the early thirteenth century. The work is partly philosophic and
partly magical. Planned translations of Hindu mystical classics did

not begin however, before the reign of Akbar in the second half of

the sixteenth century.

In the fourteenth century, at least one feature of the Hindu-
Buddhist asceticism, that of wandering in the forests, accentuated

the wanderlust of some Indian Sufis. The slightly heterodox Sufi,

though an active missionary of Islam, Sharaf al-din Abu 'All

(d. 1323) came to be designated a 'qalandar' presumably because of

1 S M. Ikram, Ab-i Kazcttiar, Lahore, 1952, 236
' Suzi, 49. Ibid. 33
* Muhammad al-Husaini, GesQdariii, Jatcarm'al-kahrFi, B M. Or. MS. 252,

fos 8Sb-8oa, 279a-b
* Yusuf Husain, Haud aUhayal, 291-344
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his wanderings.1 Naslr al-din 'Chiragh' of Delhi and his disciple

Gesudaraz also began as wandering dervishes; the former was

advised by his preceptor Nizam al-din Awliya to live a spiritual life

in towns among people.2 The most striking case in this category is

that of Sharf al-din Yahya Manerl who established the Firdawsiya

order in India, which linked itself to the silsilahs going back to

Junayd al-Baghdadl and Ma'riif al-Karkhi. He chose after his

wanderings a location for his religious exercises close to a spring in

Magadha, sacred to the Hindus and the Buddhists, which is now
commonly known as Makhdum Kund.3 Saivism was brought into

contact with the Naqshbandi order by Lalla the poetess (Lai Ded)
of Kashmir in the fourteenth century. 1 But in its later development
in India in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Naqshbandi
Sufism developed an attitude of uncompromising opposition of
Hinduism, especially so in the teachings of Khwaja BaqT-billah and
Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindl.

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as Sufism penetrated
into the masses of converts and semi-converts from Hinduism, the
Bhakti movements rose as a popular Hindu counter-challenge to
the proselytizing pull of Sufi humanism. About the same time a
number of minor heterodox (bi-shar') sects came into being and
gained some popular following, though their actual strength and
their sphere of operations was very limited. These sects borrowed
a number of Tantric practices and popular superstitions from the
lower forms of Hinduism.5 In this period heterodox Sufi qalandars
trom India introduced into other countries of Dar al-Islam the use
of coffee, opium and hashish among the heterodox Sufi orders
abroad. 6

Of the seventeen Sufi orders prevalent in India in the sixteenth
century, mentioned by Abu'l FazI,' eight, the Hablbl (followers of
Hasan al-Basrl), the Junaydi (pseudo-followers of Junayd al-
Baghdadi) the Tusi (followers of Najm al-din Rubra), the

-
Suhraward!

.
the Q5diri, the Naqshbandi, and

the Firdawsi were orthodox and closely integrated with the
than a. The Karkhi and possibly the SaqatI included Jews and
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Christians, but probably not the Hindus in their ranks. The Tay-
furi followed Abu Yazid al-Bistami, but there is no evidence of its

having imbibed any fresh Vedantic elements in the sub-continent.

Adhami followed Ibrahim ibn Adham. The founder of the Kazi-

runl sect, Abu Ishaq ibn Shahryar (d. 1035), was a convert from
Zoroastrianism.

The Chishtl order in the hagiographical account of the re-

nunciation of a throne in favour of a spiritual life by Ashraf

Jahangir Simnani (d. 1405) repeats the 'renunciation motif of

Ibrahim ibn Adham traced, as we have seen by Goldziher to the

Buddha-elect, a hypothesis rejected by Zaehner. Surinam's own
teachings emphasized religious law to such an extent that his

disciples were better known as theologians than as Sufis.1

The only orthodox Sufi order which seems to have borrowed in

India elements directly from Yoga, and possibly from other forms

of Hindu mysticism was the Shattari, probably linked in its origin

with the Bistami order. The followers of the Shattari order lived in

forests like the yogis on a frugal diet of fruits and herbs, and sub-

jected themselves to hard physical and spiritual exercises.2 This

syncretic element is also discernible in its liturgical formulae. The
Shattari method of dhikr (liturgical repetition of the names or attri-

butes of God) implied complete solitude and cleanliness; it began

with the Muslim attestation of faith {kalima); but the various for-

mulae of dhikr itself could be repeated in Arabic, Persian orHindi.3

Some of the expressions of dhikr seem to have been borrowed

directly from Hindu mysticism. For instance, the formula o hihi i

is reminiscent of the Upanishadic liturgy in which ha-i signifies

wind, i fire, it sun, and au-ho-i all gods. 6 The physical exercises of

the order included and specifically mentioned yogic-HianaJ and the

samadhi.' The Shattari mystic was enjoined to be secretive about

his mystic practices to avoid the hostility of the theologians. 7 The
order gained some popularity in the Gawalior region, the home of

its most famous representative Muhammad Ghauth, an ascetic

held in esteem by Akbar in his youth. Muhammad Ghauth held

Hindu mystics in veneration and his Bahr al-hayul is the first

treatise written by a Muslim in India on the practices of the yogis.

1 Snbah al-din 'Abdul Rahman, 465. ' Badauni, ii, 34.
1 Baha al-din Shattari, KilOla-i Shatlartya, I.O. Vers. MS. 2357 (Etlid 1913),

foi. 6b-l4b. * Ibid. 1411-153.

ChtirHlo&ti Upamsltad, 1,1-3, r-3; Zaehner, =4-
• Baha al-din Shattari, fos. I4b-tsa. * Ibid. fo. 17a.
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Due to the hostility of Akbar's Shaykh al-Islam Shaykh Gada'i, he

had to retire from the court and return to a life of asceticism.1

From the fifteenth century onwards Sufis in India seem to have
begun noticing a resemblance between Ibn al-'Arabi's formulation

of the doctrine of ontological monism and their second hand in-

formation about the prevalence of similar doctrines in the Vedanta.

But in the seventeenth century, despite the translations of Hindu
classics of mysticism from Sanskrit under the patronage of Akbar
and his successors one does not find any cases of specific interest of
Sufi orders, other than the Shattari, in either a serious or a super-
ficial study of Hindu mystical doctrines. Apart from Kablr the only
Hindu saint who finds a mention in the Sufi hagiography of this

period is Baba Kapur, in 'Abdul Haqq Dehlavi's Akhbar al-

ahhyar? A rare case is that of Ahmad (b. 1613) who under the in-
fluence of voluptuous Vaishnavitc mysticism seceded from ortho-
dox Sufism and wrote on Hindu themes in Hindi. 3 In the middle
of the seventeenth century the Muslim elite sometimes equated
Vedanta vaguely with Sufism.* The eclecticism of Dara Shikoh
had behind it the tolerant permission of the official Qadirl order
as represented by Shaykh Muhibb-Ullah Allahabad! who stressed
the view that the Prophet of Islam was a blessing for Muslims
and non-Muslims alike.' A late seventeenth-century Chishti
mystic Kallm-Ullah held that mystic training could be given to a
Hindu even before his conversion, to attract him to Islam."

All the major Sufi orders in India, the Chishti, the Qadirl and
the Naqshbandi show a similar approach to Hinduism, which
begins with hostility, passes through a phase of co-existence and
culminates in tolerance and understanding. The Qadirl became
perhaps the most tolerant of these in the middle of the seventeenth
C
r^H, U"dcr
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thc Muence of Dara Shikoh and Princess Jahan
Ara. I he Naqshbandi, so hostile to Hinduism and to any form of
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(ahl al-hitab), as raonotheists. In this context he even condoned

idolatry among them as a means of concentration on God. J Shah
Wall-Ullah and his successors including Sayyid Ahmad Barelvl

accomplished the absorption of the much-weakened Sufi orders

and thus their complete submergence in the orthodoxy, and though

much of their teaching was concentrated at the elimination of syn-

cretic borrowings from Hinduism, it is interesting that Wali-

Ullah's son and immediate successor Shah 'Abdul 'Aziz regarded

Krishna among the awliya (saints) because of the impact Bhagvad

Gita made on his mind.2

1 His letter in Kahmal-i Tayyabat, Agra, 1914; 37-40; Na'lm-Ullah, Basharat-
i Mazhanyyah, B.M. Or. MS. 220, fo. 11a.

E Ikram, 394.



V

POPULAR SYNCRETISM

(i) The Bhakti Movement: Its Response and Resistance to Islam

The Bhakti movement was initiated as a cult of love and devotion,
based on the Bhagavad Gita and other sacred Hindu texts, by
Alvar and Adiyar Brahmins of South India. There, the Vaishna-
vacaryas and the Saiva Siddhanta teachers developeditintoameta-
physical antithesis of Sankaracarya's idealistic formalism. The
most outstanding figure among the Vaishnavacarya thinkers was
that of Ramanuja (d. 1137), who in refutation of Sankaracarya's
absolute monism established the creed of Bhakti within the
Vedantic philosophy, recognizing at the same time the authority
of the non-Vedic Pancaratra. According to Ramanuja, Brahman is
the Supreme Reality, the Lord of all {Iivara), the Highest Person
(Purusholtama). He is perfect and unequalled in excellence. He is
the Creator, Destroyer and Preserver. His creation means change
from one state to another, from the causal state (karma) to the
effective state (harya). From within him emerged matterV^-
ntt) and soul Q,va). 'They are both real, they do not bind Iivara,
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Ramananda who was the chief inspirer of the worship of Rama
in the Bhakti movement in north India towards the close of the

thirteenth and the beginning of the fourteenth century saw the

spread of Islam through Sufi hospices under the Khaljis, and he
seems to have come in contact with learned Muslims at Benares. 1

His followers can be grouped into two schools. The first, strictly

orthodox, accepted the authority of the Vedas. It is represented by
Nabhadasa (the author of Bhaktamala) and Tulsidas, who exalted

the puritanical cult of Rama as an antithesis to the other Bhakti

doctrine, the erotico-mystical cult of Krishna preached by
Nimbarka (twelfth century), Vallabhacarya (fifteenth century) and

Caitanya (1485-1533). This orthodox school of the followers of

Ramananda is firmly situated within Hinduism, though it seems to

have received some stimulus from Islam, mainly in its puritanical

challenge to the orgiastic sensuality of the Sakti and Krishna cute. s

The second school which is represented by Kabir and his followers

is more eclectic; it is sceptic in its approach to the Vedas and to the

Hindu religious ritual, extending in its eclecticism the same prin-

ciple of scepticism and rejection of the scripture and ritual of

Islam, with which it seeks to establish a spiritual modus vivendi,

though based on the unswerving homage and worship as Rama of

the supreme God.

From the thirteenth century onwards Sufi missionaries who
spread all over India met with considerable success among the

lower castes of the Hindus, for whom conversion to Islam meant
release from the humiliating disadvantages of belonging to an

inferior social group. Brahmanical formalism could hardly rise to

the occasion to meet this challenge of conversion to Islam in the

lower strata of Hindu society. But in the sources of the Bhakti

movement there was already a suggestion of the possibility of

transcending the caste system. According to Bhagavad Gita 'in the

sight of God all devotees are equal whether they are born in sin or

not, and to whatever caste or sect they may belong'. 3 Al-Blrun! has

quoted Vasudeva on the question of mukti (salvation): 'In the

judgement of the intelligent man, the Brahman and the Candala
are equal, the friend and the foe, the faithful and the deceitful, nay

1 M. A. Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, Oxford 1900, iv, 102.
s Yusuf Ilusain, 'The Influence of Islam on the Cult of BhaUi in Medieval

India*. JC, vii (1933), 650-1, 659; Yusuf Husain, L'Inde Mjttique au Moyeti
Age, Paris, 1929, 48-49.

a Bhagavad Gita, ix, 32.
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even the serpent and the weasel. If to the eyes of intelligence all

things are equal, to ignorance they appear as separated and differ-

ent.'1 Tara Chand has suggested that the cgalitarianism of

Mahayana Buddhism, its spiritual enfranchisement of women and

the Sudras, its use of vernacular languages, and its organization of

monastic orders are all original Bhakti influences.1 Thus, most of

the ideas underlying all varieties of the Bhakti movement such as

religion of love, monotheism, revolt against the formalism of ortho-

doxy and the basic principles of egalitarianism arc of Hindu origin.

They were brought into relief by Muslim example, stimulus and

challenge. It is possible that the veneration of the guru (teacher) in

the Bhakti movement, though also of Hindu origin, may have

received further emphasis by the example of the Sufis; while the

repetition of the 'Name', especially of Rama, in Bhakti liturgy may
have been inspired directly by the Sufi practice of dhikr.

In the hands of Ramananda the process of the cult of Bhakti was

still one of sublimation. Even though he had disciples from among

the low-castes, he recognized and endorsed the caste system; 'and

in matters of social concern he could not be expected to cast off the

sense of superiority of a Hindu over a Muhammedan." 3 The main
contribution of Ramananda was to preach the Bhakti doctrine of

love in the language of the people, bringing Hindu lower castes in

contact with direct religious experience as distinct from religious

ritual. Most of the eclectic Bhakti poets rose from lower castes.
1

Raidas, one of the disciples of Ramananda, a chamar (shoemaker)

of the lowest Hindu caste, wrote verses condemning Brahmanical
ritual and caste inequality,5 and used some pseudo-Persian voca-

bulary. The followers of the Bhakti movement gave themselves the

name avadhutas (the emancipated ones) as they had freed them-
selves from the fetters of caste.' Bhakti cgalitarianism, as it tried to

meet the Muslim challenge of conversion also provided on a

modest and unambitious scale for the reconversion of Muslims to

Bhakti Hinduism. Ramananda had Muslims among his disciples.'

The Krishna cult especially attracted Muslims, and the legend of

Ras Khan, who apostatized from Islam, wrote Prem Pataka in

1 ai-BIruni (Sachau), ii, 137-8. * Tara Chand. 26.
' Yusuf Husain, Medieval Indian Culture, London, 1950 14
« Yusuf Husain, L'Inde Myrtique, 133.
* Ahmed Shah, Hindu Rehgicnu Poetry, Cawnpore, 1925, 40-42.
• J. E. Carpenter, Theiim in Medieval IrAia, London. 1919. 428.
1 Tara Chand, r.H-5.
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devotion to Krishna and gathered round him a group of Muslim
apostates,1 is interesting in this context.

(ii) Kabir

Kabirdas, the Bhakti poet of the fifteenth century was spiritually

the most liberal of Ramananda's followers, and the eclecticism he
offered as a meeting ground for the Hindu and Muslim masses,

though rooted firmly in the cult of Rama and therefore broadly

within Hinduism, was expressed in sincere and moving poetry.

His birth, life and death are enveloped in the mists of syncretic

legend. He is generally represented as the illegitimate son of a

Brahmin widow brought up by a Muslim weaver.2 Hindu tradition

regards him as the rival, and Muslim hagiography as the disciple of

a Chishti Stifi Shaykh Taqi. 3 The Sikh scripture Adi-Granth gives

some details, real or legendary of his life; but the Muslim hagio-

graphical literature treats htm briefly, if at all. In the Khazinat al-

asfiycfl he is represented as a Muslim honoured by both commun-
ities. Obscurity surrounds dates and events of his life, and with the

exception of Abu'l Fazl and Muhsin Fan!, Muslim historiography

tended to ignore him. Though the hard core of the legends about

him as well as what may be regarded as his authentic work point to

the historicity of an individual called Kabir, the possibility cannot

be ruled out that 'il se peut aussi querhomme connu souslenomde
Kabirdas ait ete une espece de creation collective, personnifiant le

moOTHacni d'idees qui doit sont engine au premier contact de

l'Inde avec la pensee de l'lslam'. 5

It is similarly difficult to determine how much of the corpus of

work attributed to him is genuinely his and how much of it apocry-

phal. The verses attributed to him in the Adi-Granth are consider-

ed authentic by the Sikhs, but not accepted as such by his own
direct followers, the Kablrpanthis; ' while the Kablrpanthl corpus

itself is quite uncritical.

The poetry of Kabir is steeped in the Bhakti religion of love. In

his conception of a transcendent God he shows some Islamic in-

fluence.' But his monotheism is not undiluted. There is an clement

1 Mahmfid ShcrSni, Punjab men Urdu, Lahore, 1930, 1 19-20.
1 Kabir Kasauti, Bombay, 18S5; G. H. Wcstcott, Kabir and the Kabir Pamh,

Calcutta, 1953, 3. ' Wcstcott, 23-26; cf. Kabir, Jiomaini, 48.
* Ghulam feanvar, Khazinat al-atfi)ii, Lahore, 1868.
* Yusuf Ifusain, L'Jnde Myiriqur, 51. •Ibid. 92. * Tara Chand, 15.1.
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even the serpent and the weasel. If to the eyes of intelligence all

things are equal, to ignorance they appear as separated and differ-

ent.'
1 Tara Chand has suggested that the cgalitarianism of

Mahayana Buddhism, its spiritual enfranchisement of women and

the Sudras, its use of vernacular languages, and its organization of

monastic orders are all original Bhakti influences.2 Thus, most of

the ideas underlying all varieties of the Bhakti movement such as

religion of love, monotheism, revolt against the formalism of ortho-

doxy and the basic principles of egalitarianism are of Hindu origin.

They were brought into relief by Muslim example, stimulus and

challenge. It is possible that the veneration of the guru (teacher) in

the Bhakti movement, though also of Hindu origin, may have

received further emphasis by the example of the Sufis; while the

repetition of the 'Name', especially of R5ma, in Bhakti liturgy may
have been inspired directly by the Sufi practice of dhikr.

In the hands of Ramananda the process of the cult of Bhakti was

still one of sublimation. Even though he had disciples from among
the low-castes, he recognized and endorsed the caste system; 'and

in matters of social concern he could not be expected to cast off the

sense of superiority of a Hindu over a Muhammedan.' 3 The main
contribution of Ramananda was to preach the Bhakti doctrine of

love in the language of the people, bringing Hindu lower castes in

contact with direct religious experience as distinct from religious

ritual. Most of the eclectic Bhakti poets rose from lower castes.
1

Raidas, one of the disciples of Ramananda, a chamar (shoemaker)
of the lowest Hindu caste, wrote verses condemning Brahmanical
ritual and caste inequality

,

fi and used some pseudo-Persian voca-

bulary. The followers of the Bhakti movement gave themselves the

name avadhutas (the emancipated ones) as they had freed them-
selves from the fetters of caste." Bhakti egalitarianism, as it tried to

meet the Muslim challenge of conversion also provided on a
modest and unambitious scale for the reconversion of Muslims to

Bhakti Hinduism. Ramananda had Muslims among his disciples.
7

The Krishna cult especially attracted Muslims, and the legend of
Ras Khan, who apostatized from Islam, wrote Prem Pataha in

1 al-BIrunl (Sachau), ii, 1 37-8. * Tara Chand, 26.
' Yusuf Husain, Medieval Indian Culture, London 105a 14.
* Yusuf Husain, L'Inde Mystique, 133,
1 Ahmed Shah, Hindu Rtlizivut Poetry, Cawnpore 1035 40-42.
J. E. Carpenter, Theitm in Medieval India, London, igio, 428.

T Tara Chand, 144-5.
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devotion to Krishna and gathered round him a group of Muslim

apostates,1 is interesting in this context.

(ii) Kabir

Kabirdas, the Bhakti poet of the fifteenth century was spiritually

the most liberal of Ramananda's followers, and the eclecticism he

offered as a meeting ground for the Hindu and Muslim masses,

though rooted firmly in the cult of Rama and therefore broadly

within Hinduism, was expressed in sincere and moving poetry.

His birth life and death are enveloped in the mists of syncretic

legend. He is generally represented as the illegidmate son of a

Brahmin widow brought up by a Muslim weaver.* Hindu tradition

regards him as the rival, and Muslim hagiography as the disciple of

a Chishti Sufi Shaykh Taqi.3 The Sikh scripture Ad,-Grm,th gives

some details, real or legendary of his life; but the Muslim hagio-

graphical literature treats him briefly, if at all. In the Khazmat al-

asfiya* he is represented as a Muslim honoured by both commun-

ities. Obscurity surrounds dates and events of his life, and with the

exception of Abu'l Fazl and Muhsin Fan!, Muslim historiography

tended to ignore him. Though the hard core of the legends about

him as well as what may be regarded as his authentic work point to

the historicity of an individual called Kabir, the possibility cannot

be ruled out that "il se peut aussi que 1'homme connu souslenomde

Kabirdas ait ete une espece de creation collective, personmnant le

mouvement d'idees qui doit sont origine au premier contact de

l'Inde avec la pensee de l'lslam'.
5

It is similarly difficult to determine how much of the corpus of

work attributed to him is genuinely his and how much of it apocry-

phal The verses attributed to him in the Adi-Granth are consider-

ed nuthentic by the Sikhs, but not accepted as such by his own

direct followers, the Kabirpanthls; « while the Kabirpanthi corpus

itself is nuite uncritical.

The poetry of Kabir is steeped in the Bhakti religion of love. In

his conception of a transcendent God he shows some Islamic in-

fluence.' But his monotheism is not undiluted. There is an clement

, , ,j QWrSnT Punjab mm Urdu, Lahore, 1930, 119-20.
> MahrnOd Shcrani,

gs G , , Weatcotl, Kabir and slit Kabir Panth,
* Kabir Haiauti, BomM),

tf. Kabir, Iiamaml. 4S.

Calcutta. 1953. 3- K,,„.7„a! aUaifna, Lahore, !S68.
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of dualism in his conception of God. He believes in Sat Purusha

(True Existence), the Creator of the world, independent and with-

out passion, and also in his opposite Kal Purusha or Niranjan, a

diabolical personage with boundless strength who created the

world and from whom sprang the three deities of the Triad,

Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesa, and who made the four Vedas, the

six Sastras and eighteen Puranas.1 For Sat Purusha he used the

expression Sahib,2 a Persian loan-word borrowed from the feudal

context of the respectful attitude of the lower classes for their

lord and later adopted in the vocabulary of religion by the Vairagls
and the Sikhs.

The religion of love as experienced and expressed by Kablr is

steeped in the Ramaite approach to bhakti; recommended as the
only way to understand life. 3 Mukti is not complete annihilation
but union with God. 1 In the tradition of Ramananda, Rama is the
favourite name under which God is loved and worshipped. To this
orientation Kablr's eclecticism is as subordinate as the orthodoxy
of Tuslidas, who considered he was complementing and completing
the work of Kabir. 5 This cult of devotion, like the ideal of courtly
love in medieval Europe implies extreme humility on the part of
lover and devotee, 'Kabir, je suis le chien de Ram, Mutiya, est mon
nom, Je porte au cou la chaine de Ram, et je vais oil il me tire."1

What distinguishes Kablr's approach to the worship of Rama
from that of the orthodox school represented by Surdas and
lulsidas is his eclecticism, his cognizance of Islam as the other
great religion in India and as a stimulus and a challenge. His
eclectic approach to the cult of Rama therefore implies certain
rejections. The central point of acceptance isGod, commontoboth
religions, but who can best be worshipped in the name 'Rama'.'On the uncritical, popular level this name of God, so dear to the
Bhakti movement was capable of alliterative and vocal identifi-
cation with Rah,m (the Merciful), one of the familiar names of God
in Islam.

Such alliterative or vocal equations, which had no linguistic or
philosophical parallelism, and which in their Arabic counterparts
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In the case of the rejection of Islamic ritual his criticism ranged

from incisive irony to broad polemic: 'They cement stones to-

gether and build a mosque where the mulla calls for prayers. Is God
deaf then?'1 or 'they breed in their own families marrying their first

cousins'.2 He condemned cow-slaughter by Muslims. 3 He denoun-
ced the Muslim practice of circumcision and Hindu wearing of
sacred thread as quite unnecessary for men since they were not
applicable to women. 4 This dual rejection in his attitude to the
formal aspect of both religions 5 earned himthetitIe«^Hra(teacher-
less).e Actually it was not a rejection of Hinduism outright, but the
substitution of Bhakti Hinduism of the idealized worship of Rama
for Brahmanical Hinduism with its emphasis on caste-system and
image-worship and the externalities of complicated ritual. How-
ever his rejection of formal Islam was final and complete, offering
the would-he converts from low-caste Hindu ranks a syncretism of
holy names and attributes. His was a popular and revolutionary re-
statement of the essence of Hinduism, with a conciliatory gesture
of syncretic assimilation for Islam. Like other Bhakti poets his
denunciation of the caste system was as much an inspiration of
Muslim example as a response to its pull of conversion.

The metamorphosis of Hinduism proposed by Kabir marks a
specific growth in Hindu philosophical thought. Its vocabulary,
its ontological explanation, its cosmography all have Hindu roots.'
i he mystic vocabulary of Granthavali is almost exclusively
Hindu, borrowing concepts like int. anahad and Niranjan from
loga and mnya, man and unman from Hath Yoga.' He continued
to believe in metempsychosis and in the doctrine of karma? 'The
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age to his teachings. Shaykh 'Abdul Haqq Dehlavl records the

answer of his own learned grandfather to the query of one of his

sons as to whether Kabir who was a unitarian should be regarded

as a Muslim or an unbeliever, that 'it is a secret difficult to compre-

hend. One should try to understand'.1

But essentially he was a poet of the common people, and among

them, especially among their Hindu cross-section, he won a

generalized and lasting popularity. He did not intend to form a new

sect In none of the works attributed to him is there any indication

that he was addressing a particular sect,* but it is the logic of

syncretism to end up as an island in the gulf it tries to bridge

between two hostile religions. The sect which calls itself Kabir-

panth! was founded by one of Kabir's followers Dharmadas; its

sacred book is Amur Mul, a collection of dialogues between Kabir

and Dharamdas. In this work the role of Kabir as an Acarya is

shown as superior to that of the Prophet ofIMUr is des-

cribed as Sahib, a term which as originally used by Kabir, suggests

an clement of deification, which the Kabirpanthis reconcile to

their doctrine of oncological monism on the basis of a remark of

Kabir- 'the Creator and the created are m me. * The Kabirpanthis

believe in the equality of all men, in the religion of devotion and

love in the doctrine of metempsychosis and in abstention from

harming all living creatures. They mark their bodies in twelve

places, wear tuhi necklaces, repeat the holy name and deify Kabir.*

Although some elements influenced by Islam, such asegto-
ism remain among the basic tenets of the Kabirpanthi faith, the

sert re^rds Lelf» Hindu • Marco della Tomba writing in 176.

delibes the sect as a 'specie di riforma della gentilita'.' One of

the polemical writings of the sect churning its superiority over

Muslims is Granth Muhammad Bodh* There is also a small

Muslim sect of the Kabirpanthis; but the Hindu and Muslim sects

have little in common except their devotion to Kabir, from differ-

ent angles."
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(iii) The Bhakti Movement: Later Phase in Relation to Islam

Among Bhakti poets of the eclectic group Dadu Dayal (1544-

1603) came nearest to Sufism.1 He frequented the company of

Sufis and was especially impressed by the Suhrawardiya emphasis
on the light of God (nur) which appears again and again as a theme
of devotional ecstasy in his poetry.2 He shows more knowledge of

Islam3 than any other Bhakti poet. Though he wrote in Hindi,
Gujarati and Marwari, some Persian verses have also been attri-

buted to him. His syncretism was quite pronounced 1
; and he did

not recognize the difference between the Turk and the Hindu:
'Both brothers have alike hands and feet; both have ears and eyes,
the Hindu and the Musulman.' 5 On the question of animal slaugh-
ter by Muslims he tended to be offended. 0 Like Kabfr he rejected
the authority of Hindu and Muslim scriptures, denounced the
priestcraft and believed passionately in the worship of God as
Rama.' But the teaching of Dadu was of a quietist type.8 'What-
soever Rama willeth, that without the least difficulty shall be. Why
therefore do ye kill yourselves in grief, when grief can avail you
nothing.' 9

The Dadupanthi sect was syncretic in the beginning, one of its
early exponents being Rajjabdas, a re-convert to Hinduism."
Gradually ,t transformed itself from an esoteric to a militant
orientation under the influence of the Vairagis and the Sikhs." To-
y.ards the end of the eighteenth century it led a predatory existence
in the area around Jaipur. 'They went into battle with the name ofDadu on their hps. But of the aims and spirit of the early move-
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married within their own sect and were puritanical monotheists.

The teachings of Laldas in the middle of the seventeenth century

were similar to those of Kablr. In Sundardas the eclectic school of

Bhakti returned to orthodoxy; though he enjoyed the patronage of

Muslim nobles he was essentially a scholar of Sanskrit. His Sundar

Vilasa draws purely from Sanskrit sources.1

The difference between the eclectic and the orthodox Ramaite

Bhakti schools is that whereas the former worshipped God as

Rama, the latter worshipped Rama, the son of Dasaratha King of

Ayodhya as God. The great representative of the orthodox Ramaite

school was Tulsidas (.532-1623) who is said to have enjoyed the

patronage of 'Abdul Rahlm Khan-i Khanan, but wrote exclusively

for the Hindus without any attempt at ec ectiosm. His
;

grea con-

tribution was Rama Carita Manas, the rel.g.ous epic of the life of

Rama, and in its spiritual significance a work as great in its way as

Valmlki's RSmayana, and more popular. Despite Akbar s enlight-

ened policies, Tulsidas regarded the age he lived in as one rf,da£

ness ranaciw and spiritual as well as economic poverty. He

regardecfa ^ eclecticism including that of Kabir and Akbar as hypo-

critical- 'Kal yog (evil time) has swallowed the Dharma (rehg.on);
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current in the country could no longer satisfy the growing spiritual

need.' 1 In the fifteenth century there was a revival of the popu-
larity of Bhagavad Gila in Bengal. Vidyapati Thakur, whose iden-

tity and the corpus of whose work pose certain problems, was the

founder of a school of Krishna-worshipping master-singers that

deeply stirred the religious soul of the Hindu Bengal.2

Popular anti-Muslim elements wove themselves into the Bhakti
thought of Bengal from the very beginning. Thus, a popular legend
arose about the poet Candidas (fifteenth century), that he was
persecuted by a Muslim Sultan for the love offered to him by that
Sultan's wife. It has recently been pointed out that after becoming
a sanyaan, Caitanya (1485-1533) spent twenty years of his life in
the Hindu Kingdom of Orissa away from Muslim Bengal. 3 He also
engaged himself actively in re-absorbing and re-converting Mus-
lims to Krishnaite Bhakti Hinduism.

Caitanya's cult of Krishna, a faith of love, devotion and ecstasy
was also a movement of Hindu reformation, freeing Hinduism
front Brahmanical oppression.* The rejection of caste system in
the Krishna cult is as vehement as in the eclectic school of Rama
cult and for the same reason, a response to the challenge of the pull
ot Islam U hereas the eclectic worshippers ofRama werequitecon-
tent with accepting Muslims as Muslims in their fold, in Caitanya's
Krishnaite teaching there is an orientation towardsreconversionto
Hinduism m its devotional form, Haridas, one of his disciples who
was a convert from Islam was treated with special favour. « Accord-
ing to the Krishnaite hagiological tradition the chief minister and
the chief senbe (mir rW,f) of Husain Shah of Gaur (1403-1518)
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contacts w ith Muslim faqirs; they recruited Muslims and Christians

into their fold and celebrated their sabbath on Fridays.1

The Krishna cult in other parts of India did not play a role of

response or resistance to Islam to the same extent as it did in

Bengal, though a study of Caitanya was written by Krishnadas

Kaviraja in the reign of Jahanglr. A very charming figure in the

Krisha cult of north India is that of the princess Mira Bai, who

worshipped Krishna in the name of Girdhar-Gopal or Han; and

though she denounced Hindu ritual, her devotion was intensely

subjective and more or less untouched by the polemical atmos-

phere that was simultaneously borrowing from Islam and rejecting

"'in Maharashtra the Bhakti cult of Rama developed in the tradi-

tion of Ramanada; its first exponent was Namdev (fourteenth

century) whose eclecticism has interesting parallels with that of

Kabir like whom he repudiates ritual in Hinduism as we 1 as in

Islam: 'Hindu is blind, Muslim is one-eyed. He who understands*

wiser than both. Hindus pray in temples, Muslims in mosques. He

(Namdev) serves the Name which has no temple and no mosque

The favourite name of Namdev's personal God is V.thoba. Like

Kabir he rejects caste system and idolatry.' Unlike Kabir he shows

traces of pantheism: "He is the idol. He is the temple andHe.swor-

shiooine Himself.' 4 His disciples also included some Muslim re-

converts to Hinduism. The Maharashtrian Bhakt. movement

centred around the shrine ofVithoba at Pandharpur. It encouraged

the growth of Marathi literature, loosened the rigidity of caste,

subordinated ritual to devotion in worship and brought about a

certain measure of reconciliation ™th the presence of Islam m

India.' The most influential of Maratha saints was Tukaram (b

1608) whose conception of God was very much like that of Kab

and who occasionally used Sufi terms m h,s hymns. And yet

according to Tara Chand 'he was a contemporary of Shivaj, and one

If l.Srers of the spirit which welded the Marathas into a

t^tZ\Z hie another interesting case of Bhakti eelecti-

• thf. wnv for anti-Muslim militarism.

Tn a way Z Bh'ak.i movement. »hich tried ,0 neutralize the

spiritual encroachment of Islam on the Indian soil, itself became

>S^rX'Sa^ by K. T™n,pp. London, x877, 665.

JfSSJRw. 5=-5.. '™* Chand, «S.
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an 'exotic' on that soil.
1 The theism it preached ran into contra-

dictions because of the inescapable doctrine of karma. Because of

this non-theistic or anti-theistic bias, it failed like other systems of

Hindu thought to evolve a self-consistent philosophy of theism.2

Addressed as it was to the Hindu masses, it did not concern itself

with fresh philosophical speculation. Its borrowings from Islam
remained borrowings and could not be fully assimilated in its

essentially Hindu doctrine and experience. As Orr has summed up:

'It has lived through the centuries on a borrowed philosophy,
fundamentally alien to its own spirit and aspirations. The hitherto

unchallenged data of Hindu speculation are the sunken rocks on
which every movement in the direction of a clear, uncompromising
theism has finally made shipwreck.'3

(iv) Sikhism: From Syncretism to Hostility

The syncretic movement of Sikhism launched by Guru Nanak
(1469-1539) in the Punjab, was intimately linked with Kabir, some
of whose work it incorporates into its scripture Adi Granth. 1 In
his rejection of the authority of Hindu and Muslim scriptures alike
Nanak followed the example of Kablr. 5 Nanak's syncretic appeal
was also primarily directed towards the lower Hindu castes.

In its initial inspiration Nanak's movement shows a genuine
monotheistic eclecticism in which Islamic influence is clearly dis-
cernable, as also its strong puritanical tone. 8 But Nanak was not a
constructive theologian, had little speculative power, and the
dispersed echoes of Hindu and Muslim religious beliefs in his
writing failed to be fused into a consistent system.'

Structurally Sikhism was modelled on Hinduism from the very
beginning. The guru is in some ways the Sikh counterpart of the
Hindu avatar; God is worshipped as nirguna (without qualities)
and absolute. The Granth is also an anthology of medieval Hindu
religious effusion and thus establishes Sikhism well within the
general milieu of Hindu eclecticism. Like Hindu Bhakti poets

teS hurfouS'
»'nd0"e " C°"Struire Kdifice theis,e su' des

Jltl
timC °f

i
h
?/

ec°nd g"™ Angad (1504-52) Sikhism had
already begun to drift away from its superficial Islamic heritage.

- Ibid. I4»4. • teiiSL. eh. on Sikh^"''
'48 '
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Angad rejected the Arabic script so far used for the Punjabi lan-

guage, and developed the Gurmukhi combining elements from

various north Indian Hindu scripts,* whereas the Muslims of

Punjab continued to use the Arabic script and stil do so
;

Ihe

Gurmukhi literary language "embraced to begin with certain old

Hindi elements, many obsolescent deski or local country terms,

and some Arabic and Persian words, all of which were subject to

Sikh reconstruction, whether by intention or from sheer circum-

stance-a most interesting aspect of hngu.stics in its religious

use of terminology'.
2

. , . .

The transformation of Sikhism from genuine eclecticism o a

psychological resistance to Islam was inherent in Sikhism..toeIf.

The militant expression of this psychological[attitude wa to

some extent a consequence of the ethnological background of to

adherents, especially the Tats. Guru Ramdas was the recipient of a

land grant from Akbar, but under Guru Arjun (1563- 606)

ho succeeded to guru-ship in ,581 S khism became rebelhous

against the Mughal authority. Arjun called lums If_the true kmg

Lhchd badshSh) and collected revenues through!his agents He

was executed by the Mughal administrators, but his advice for his

son a^d successor Hargobind (1605-45)« » s" ™ly *me
.f.

°n

h s thtne' and to rais'e an army.' Hargobind took up a mih ary

careerin Tahangir's army, a training which helped him to trans-

form tne S kh community into a mihtary junta.* Since that time

the principle of mutual antagonism between the Sikh and the

Muslim became well-established.
6

gZ Gobind Singh (1666-1708) launched upon a career of

i JZwu, to the Muslims. He created the Sikh military com-

;
Pu™X~th

e

e^, which tookthevowtoobservethefive

nT."Ikcsh (beard, symboUc ofcourage andv.nlity),AOT^a comb

carried in the hair), kachcha (loin-cloth), Kara (a steel bangle) and

hlTan (a short sword). Members of the Iiliaba were also required

to observe a fourfold rule of conduct: not to cut the hair, to

•,h,enn from tobacco and the intoxicants, to abstain from meat

slaughtered according to Muslim rite, and to refrain from carnal

intercourse with Muslims.'

1 I'hnhwant Singh, The SMi. London, 1053, 26

.SBSte Archer, The SM,, Princeton, 1946, loo

. fc
h? , -„ , Ma-Sio * Khushwant Singh, 27-28

!n?,htii?AlntatNadMin Hu/orj 0/ freedom Moment, Karachi, I9S7,'. "39-

•SonS,l73. 'Khmhw1.ntS1nEh.29.
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A corresponding change also metamorphosed the Sikh religion.

Though it continued to reject idol-worship, its original syncretic

character receded more and more into the background, and in

practice, in ritual and in social affinities Hindu influences became
more and more pronounced.1 It failed in one of its original ob-
jectives, the liquidation of the caste system; and retained or re-
introduced into its social behaviour caste restrictions on marriages
and sometimes on dining together between various Sikh castes.2

Even the character of Sikh monotheism changed under Guru
Gobind Singh who elevated God's destructive over His construc-
tive power, elevated death to the status of divinity and steel came
to be worshipped as a symbol of destruction. 3 He selected the
Hindu deity Durga the female aspect of sakli or the power of
Mahadeva as a special object of worship, and 'ya Durga' became
the war-cry of the khalsa.1 He severely discouraged the Sikhs from
syncretic veneration of Muslim or pseudo-Muslim saints.5 Guru
Gobind was killed by one of his Muslim retainers which made the
relations between the two communities even more acrimonious.
The trend of reversion of Sikhism towards Hinduism continued

in the succeeding generations: 'within a hundred years of Guru
gobind Singh's death', comments Khushwant Singh, 'ritual in
Srkh gurdvaras was almost like that in the Hindu temples, and
more often than not was presided over by priests who were usually
Hindu rather than Sikh. Sikhs began to wear caste-marks; Sikh
weddings and funerals followed Hindu patterns. . . . Brahmin

^•7?Ed^ rulOT on tht!r ,hrones ™* the burning of

nW CWinE °f Vedic h>™*- Marriages took

S"f ?mdu woraCT
> a"d "ere performed by Hindu priests.

T Tre burnt al™g with their husbands.' •

hosrilt-^ • TV? 'rOUbles'

in ,he eighteenth century Sikh

Unde? h^T, */ ^USlimS 8MhOTd remarkable momentum.'

rnhfed t,-
B
v
nda ""P'^dented atrocities were com-

Dattern nf M " S;nmna and Ambala.8 The Sikh

FSorrSimL x't,

C°nqUeSt ren,ained ^ same throughout.

wri^A^J-f
3 m0ST™ :"cIuded * region <*P™red,'wntes Archer, it was razed at once, and its former custodians were

Singh. 46
,b'd

- 45 - ' Ibii

• G. C. N,m([
. Thr Traniformation./SS^9^''™
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forced to wash it with the blood of hogs - In 1763-4 the.Sikhs

massacred the Muslims of Qasur, M^otla and Sirhmd. The

invasions of Nadir Shah and later of Ahmad Shah Abdah para-

lyzed the civil and military admimstration of north-west Mughal

India and gave the Sikhs their opportunity and the twelve Sikh

confederate mlsls (militias) came to control the greater part of the

Punjab in the later eighteenth century.

Towards the close of the eighteenth century rose the shrewd and

dynamic figure of Ranjit Singh who estabhshed a powerful Sikh

state in the Punjab and annexed the north-west tribal area as well

lims in his army, and Muslim councillors like Faqir

his court, his rule was the most cruel and oppressive that the Mus-

hms of the sub-continent have ever known. Ranj.t Singh's Sikhism

rd a tfong Hindu odour; he celebrated Hindu festivals, observed

S3, his palace and his wives observed Hindu customs; he

™,7u; 'j
, ,„mnles and Eave them financial grants.2 The Sikh

iSL Company, but the Sikh drift towards Hinduism continued.

££™TtloZr^\o»S hair by sol iers of a Sikh
keeping or in

. d the comment of a modern Sikh

writer, it tms p ^ ^ mtBess (he re.

nTkaM ph»2S of • -ligious community which achieved

the semblance of nationhood disappear m the quicksands of

Hinduism.' 4

come but the ^nsforma.

t^ . Hindui^i and Islam closer and to be a bridge between them,

Tg
S^ricallv anti-Muslim militant group idealizing destruct.on,

'is p°er"he most tragic instance of the failure of syncretism in

India.

1 Archer, 232.

(v) Minor Syncretic Sects

two major religious experi

Sikhism, popular syncret

* Ibid. 243. * Kushwant Singh, 179- * Ibid - 3°-

Anart from the two major religious experiments, the Bhakti

moments and Sikhism, popular syncretism made several
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efforts to compromise between Hinduism and Islam by selecting

certain elements from each and rejecting others. In most cases this

kind of syncretism had a base in one of the two religions while it

borrowed from the other. In some cases it chose a middle position

outside the pale of both. In all cases the followers of syncretic sects

were few, a few thousand, or more often only a few hundred, and
often confined to small regions. Their chief interest is as curios-
ities of mushroom religious growth for the social anthropologist or
the historian of religion.

The earliest syncretic beliefs were perhaps quite spontaneous;
they grew in Sind, the first scene of Muslim impact, out of the old
cults of the worship of the river Indus.1 Their purely Hindu form
was the homage to Underolal, a personification of Indus, regarded
by a later sect, the DaryapanthJ, as a divine incarnation.2 Some
time after the Muslim occupation Underolal came to be identified
with Khidar, still honoured by the Jats in Patiala and given the
mme Zinda Plr (Living Saint). 3 Another syncretic saint of Sind,
but perhaps unconnected with the Indus, is Plr Jharion1 (Saint of
the Woods), probably the descendant of some old forest deity. Yet
another syncretic saint, probably also a member of the ancient
pantheon of the woods, honoured by some Hindu and converted
Mudtm wanderings beggars is Guga Plr, also known by a more
Muslim name Zshir Plr, the king of serpents.* Pinch Piriya, a
group of five saints whose names differ in various regions, and
honoured by a group of low-caste Hindus as well as a tribe of

fT**™'!^ '° Uve «P«*nted originally the fivemers of the Punjab, though their veneration extended in north

,™ft,-
S

, • .

as
.

cas,ern Ben!P»- A syncretic personality of

sit 'l
tl,C Muslim SOfi <>PP«>priated by Hindus,

™ Zwwt ?K
a2

c'-,

,hc ccleb"ti™ »f "hose anniversary festival™ P
tf*

d ^ Slkan^ Lodi because of its phallicionnota-

Sn3nr,^

°

,h

f syndic saint of semi-historical origin was Lai

sLd ™'
nr
F 1 y 3

•

het"°d0X qalmiar
>
wh°<" somfHindus ofSind regarded as an incarnation of Vishnu. Other figures whose

• Yu,uf Uvskln, London, l893-,ooi, ii, 508.

_
• W. Groove. 77„ Poplar K„ig!m^FMlm A.Utobad,

J,Um i„ India, D,s. lr. by G. a!lS,S|; ,"«.% 1*'<" Sharif,
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origin lies buried deep in the mass consciousness of folklore in-

clude Shah Makai (Saint Barley) also of Sind, Mamk Pir honoured

in Bengal, 1 and Pir Bhairon, venerated by Mushm Meos near

Delhi who have retained many Hindu religious features after their

conversion.- , , , ,

In Bengal the patron saint of butchers was honoured by the

Muslim name of GhazI Mian and the Hindu name of
;

Satysl Pir,

identified by some Hindu poets as a yogi, by others with^Satyan-

arayana or Vishnu, and homage to him was encouraged, probably

with mixed motives of superstition and policy, by Sultan Husain

°^\^Xop0mo^m of the Hindu religion at the

popular level made possible the syncretization of some Muslim

saints whose identity is established in history. Thus Sayyid Ahmad

d St) popularly known as Sultan Sakhi Sarwar » considered

cmi-divine by some tribes of Jats who««^^,?^
wariyya. They hold a fair in the honour of the saint at Dhunkal

eveTvear and eat meat slaughtered according to the Muslim rite*

JaTs converted to Sikhism have converted this saint into an associ-
jais, conyer«.u , .

h ; red the fam0Us Sanskrit
ate

low-caste shoemakers.'

P
Th

e

e

m
ia°Ld in "uaUvakble to Hindu lower castes and the love

1 he latitude in
exhibition of passion inherent in

of spectacle, fanfare and gro P ^ superstition, often
the Indian character, as wen

_
b

„i:„;m , = r:,.- nf
UA tn the Hindu participation m the Shi i religious rites ot

™ u « Tinder the Qutb Shahs of Golconda, Hindus parti-

^Tsru^ process ons and ta'ziyas, and named their children
cipatedinShiiproce ^ H;ndu_

M^imriotf o ctrre'd a" far back as the eighteenth century when

M^S^Scd ^.h Hindu festivals like Ramanavaml and

D
Syncretic borrowing in higher Hindu castes was more consci-

ou^ eclectic. In medieval Bengal Hindus participated in Muslim

\r" w'aSoW.
3
? Transactions of the Third International Congress of the

fftlop'«fXd<2*"
;£^erature of Bengal. Calcutta, 192°. JO!-3 .

• Ibid. 124. »~ "Ja'far Sharif, 9, 166.

1894.74- , „ Ahmad Sa'id!, Hadiqal al-salatin, I.O. Pcrs. MS. 2978

aMS'S3.£!V^-
-J»'f.r Sharif, ,67 .
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feasts and took auguries from the Qur'an.1 Dharma, a modified

form of Mahayana Buddhism which has survived in Bengal during

the Muslim rule showed some impress of Muslim ideas.2 The
HusainI Brahmins represent the most outstanding example of high

caste syncretic borrowing from Islam and of transforming the

borrowed tenets at will. As their name suggests, they were deeply

influenced by the passion of Husain in Shi'itc Islam, but also ack-

nowledged Mu'in al-din Chishti as a titular divinity. 3 They
honoured Muhammad as one of the Hindu avatars, fasted like the

Muslims in Ramadan, and buried their dead; but wore Brahmin-
ical caste-marks on their foreheads, though they accepted alms
from the Muslims alone.4 They were held in esteem by Muslims,
particularly the Shi'Is. Kakan, the followers of Kakak a Kashmiri
Brahmin, were a monotheistic sect; they admitted Muslims to their

fold, but did not impose the ceremonies of either Islam or Hindu-
ism on themselves. 5 Ram Sanchis, followers of one Ramcharan,
prayed like Muslims five times a day and denounced the caste

system. A yogi sect regarded the Prophet of Islam as a disciple of
Goraknath; another prayed like Muslims and ate cow-flesh." The
Siddhars practised medicine and alchemy, were monotheists,
rejected the authority of the Vedas, believed in one true preceptor
(satgurS) and showed Sufi influences in their mystical trends.'
Ramvallabhis believed in Hindu, Muslim and Christian scrip-
tures' Sahib Dhanis dined with the Muslims' Panchu Fakiris and
Kartabhajas admitted Muslims to their ranks; the latter sect had
some influence on the Brahma Samlj." Gosainjanis were Vaishna-
vaites who included Muslims among their number, prayed five
times a day, and collected alms from the rich to distribute it among
the blind and the crippled." Vairagis were also Vaishnavites who
believed in neither the Vedas nor the Qur'an but admitted Mus-
lims into their ranks in the seventeenth century, including some
Mushm noblemen." Sanylsis, who were &ikti-worshippers often
took up service under the Muslims". Sarbhanki, a phallic sect
regarded all rehgions including Islam as essentially orgiastic."

1 Tara Chand, 217. »TWJ -
' M™?y Tim, Indian Mam, ,,,„

"5 '

^ Muham™d Hl»in Q^Hafi TamSsha_ B.M. Or. MS., 476, fe-
* Muhsin FanT, II. 22o • -
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The most numerous and widely spread of Hindu syncretic sects

is that of the Lingayats or Jangams, who seem to have absorbed

some Islamic tenets from the Arab coastal settlers m the twelfth

century. Their ritual of initiation has Muslim parallelisms. Like

Muslims they obtain the bride's permission in marriage allow

divorce, bury their dead, and do not believe in metempsychosis *

In the later seventeenth and early eighteenth century the eclecti-

cism of Dara Shikoh left its mark on some Hindu minds, Pran

Nath in his Guiarati work Qulziim SarUp quotes texts from the

Vedas and the Qur'an to show that they are not incompatible. This

intellectual development in Hindu eclecticism is mterestmg as i

constitutes the antithesis of Kablr's rejection of the authority of

Hindu and Muslim scriptures. Shivaji's grandfather held Muslim

saints in veneration, and named his sons Shahj. and Sharif,, on the

name of his Muslim teacher Shah Sharif.-

In the case of Muslim syncretic sects, which are less numerous,

Hindu elements are usually survivals of Hindu ritual after their

contrst to lam. Thus,Was who are converts from vari-

ous Hindu sub-castes like the Rajputs, the banyas, and Jats have

conserved many Hindu practices. They have retained Hmdu

names they visit Hindu temples for personal ceremonies and greet
names, tney vis

manner. But they pray m Muslim mos-

™ praXc^S>n and bury thei/de'd. Among the half-

carted Muslims are Churiharas in the Ganges valley who wor-

^rJt^ Hindu deity Kalka Mai; Meos of the Punjab who worship
ship the Hindu deity

Lalchi; and the Mirasis, music-
Hmdu godlings S ans,

^
g ^^^

>ans of north^"«°
e the âhh5bI reformism of the Fara'm

nineteenth century befo
rf ^

movement made its ette ,^^^^ ^^
I M„sUm Snaykh Muhammad, whose followers could go on
by a MushmJ^g*^ or to Pandharpur in Maharashtra." TheS, Muslim converts ofRajputana did not participate in any

^TfatfKtiW, but Brahmins continued to perform their
Hindu fest"^

onies , The Mcos of the Punjab still continue some

fcaturefof their older Hindu social structure such as denying their

daughters the right of inheritance, and conforming to near-Hindu

iT""Clnn(J Ii7_, 9' .
' Ikram, Rud-i Katcthor, 302.

> Cmsui "i/r^'.S"' '' 'Imperial Gaztlltcr of Irdta, 11, 289 IT.

« Murray Tims, , j f^ ; Cazttlicr, li, 1 14.
• TSra Chanel, 224- '
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laws of genealogy and consanguinity.1 Some Vaishnavite con-

verts to Islam retained Hindu social exclusivencss and did not

dine with other Muslims.*

Some Muslim sects which developed, mainly outside India, had
elements of faith resembling certain Hindu religious features.

Rehatsek has enumerated nine heterodox sects which believed in

metempsychosis or in the doctrine of re-incarnation. 3 Of these

Haytiyaha not found in India. The Glmiuyah (or Shi'i Ghulat)
had doctrines curiously resembling Hinduism. The nature of their

faith is described asghulu (excess) because of their belief in anthro-
pomorphism and in metempsychosis (tanasukh).' Individuals
practising this extreme form of Shi'Ism may have migrated to
India, as one can trace its influence on Akbar's Din-i Ilahi (Divine
Faith), but the followers of this Persian heresy never formed a
cognizable group in India. 5 Kamaliyyah, another extreme Shi'Iscct
also believed in metempsychosis as a form of sympathetic magic,
was of non-Shi'ite origin and cannot be traced in India.' The 'AM
HMiya, which raised 'All to the level of divinity, is an extremist
Shi 1 sect and its followers are found in parts of the sub-continent
including Gilgit, Daltistan and the former Hyderabad State.' An-
other Sh.'ite sect Nusayriyyak originated in 891, and believed in
the transmigration of souls and in the multiple incarnations of
Adam It believed in a Trinity consisting of ma'na (meaning), ism
(name), and bob (gate). This Trinity incarnated itself in the human
body in^ seven qubab (cupolas, epochs).' Syrian Druzes worshipped

f I T al-Ha
l
lIm (99&-io2r) as a divine incarnation; elements

»nl T"m, !
ncarna,i°n «« «"ceable in Babism; but both

these sects are foreign ,n relation to India

whM,T
ly

°
n

,

e °f ninC heter°d°* sects mentioned by Rehatsek

Imtt V
"

.

eI™°fd!»« syncretic borrowings from Hindu-

doetle n,"
* 10T tranCh of ,he h™™ <*ct. Belief in the

Isma^ol P 7F^°SiS WaS enc°u™S<=d by the leader of the

tW-av in T

d
tt"

in ,he nvc!fth ™<"<Y.' This prepared

then com ersion. Their leader Sadr al-din regarded Adam and 'All

''E^S'S'S^L, of M 'Q«a.f°. 3,t,
nine hemic Muhammedan Sen,' i J'"^'^""'* and Incarnation among

' E. G. Browne, AUle^mi^h^YA^ ,S8°' l'^ 3 -

' Rehateek, 422
y

"JiV!,"1Pm°. London, 1002-6, i, 310, ii, 195-
•Ibid. 426-8. S£j£ff. ''bid. 424.
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as the avatars of Vishnu, and explained Muhammad as another

name of Mahesha> The Lohanas, who originally believed in the

Sahti cult, also retained some of their older practices after their con-

version to Islam. The Khojas are found in concentrated numbers

in the western coastal towns of the sub-continent and are a pros-

perous community. One of their subjects .s the Imamshah.

founded by Imam al-dln (d. 15.2), which does not believe in the

Aga Khans, but calls itself Momina or Satpanthi and resemble

Klbirpanthls. It follows a number of Hindu.practices and
,

1 s

leader is invariably a Hindu who is known as ^-Another pros-

perous Muslim community on the west coast of India that of the

Bohras, who have retained a number of Hindu

the Hindu law of inheritance, the practice of ~
loans, and the celebration of^^J^llZ^y
Hindus or wear clothes washed by them.

;nsn ;red bv
Another group of Muslim syncretic sects is the one inspired by

heterodox Sufism of the schools of al-Bistam. °r 1-Ha.Uaj. In «ts

Indian context it is a series «J£SZ
among half-convert^^^"^^ Thu* M»»
bizarre practices " catch he eye

*

the
himself ]ike , woman

Suhag, an effeminate Sufi of Gujarat ar ^^
and wore bangles.' Hazrati Gob™ ^ ^ fd some elements of

founded in Bengal by h-shar Sufis ana
6

sakti worship, but their followers were la ge X™"
q{^

Most remarkable of the K-sliar' ?c%™*nJ%*™\ of

Madaris, founded by Badi' ^^^^tu^nfl
Jewish origin who came to India m^^ m̂J in his

mystical teachings and mentions nis r
instance

Simnanl.' Shah Madar's syncretism was in the nr

derived from Jewish and0^.?^^Zh™ of Islam
him to have received the spiritual bles ng cM***?^

Islamic

at Medina and to have studied Jewisn,

» Ikram, AM KaKlho', 306-g-
1 Yusuf Husain, 34- « Mir'at-i Ahmadl (Suppi.). °4-

o'.C^slZ'choiW" "^If^'sMadSniH, B M. Add. MS. 16. 858, fo.

34. ' Hnsanl, fos- «3». 33d-
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scriptures with Mahdi, the absent but living imam of the Shi'Is';

they cite Ibn al-'Arabl as the source of his heretical views and
regard him as a qulb, the 'Qutb al-Madar'.2 Shah Madar seems to
have some oblique link with the Chishtiordcr.'butunlikethcortho-
dox Sufis there was far less emphasis in his teaching on the obser-
vance of Muslim ritual1 ; and though he is reported to have been
held in esteem by Sultan Ibrahim Sharqi of Jaunpur (1402-36),
the 'ulamu generally accused him of heresy.5 Neither his biographer
Hasani, nor his contemporary Jahangir Simnani mention any yogic
influences on him which have been aptly observed among his
followers by Muhsin Fani." It is quite possible that the popular-
esoteric K-shar' cult of the Madaris was really developed after him
by his followers.

The Madaris borrowed a number of practices from the yogis.
They went about naked like other malumir, like yogis they smeared
their bodies with ashes, wore their hair long, beat themselves with
chains practised celibacy and most of them refrained from eating
meat. Like Yogis they were habituated to the intoxicant bhang.
I heir mystic cry dam Madar had a double entendre: -Madar is life'
or don t brrathe'. Muhsin Fan! classifies them as Hindus who had
adopted Sufism, and who regarded Shah Madar as super-
ior to the prophets of Islam.» They used a secret language to con-
ceal their doctrine from the Muslims, with whom they had nothingm common and 'knew neither fasting nor prayer'.' Those among

,„
Wh° h

„
d raore Pronounced Hindu proclivities were known as
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1 Hasani, fo. 2<b * thw r~
' Ibid. fo. 42a. iiwAf 9a"'?1
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1 Ibid. foa. i7b-i8b.
'YmufHusain, 28 M,,t •™iHb'.?7a - ' Muhain FinI, ii, 224-
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uh"n F«. ".220-O. • Ibid., Joe cit.
" Ibid. 226-8.
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a great mass of humanity which looked at them with uncompre-

hending, half-superstitious curiosity. None ofthesesects.exceptthe

Khoias and the Bohras who were well-situated in heterodox Islam,

achieved any respectability or strength in numbers or position.

Most of them were looked upon by the ordinary Hindu or Muslim

as spiritual freaks and were denounced by the religious leaders of

both communities. In the nineteenth century most of these sects

collapsed before the assault of Hindu and Muslim reformist and

fundamentalist movements and took to orthodoxy in one religion

or the other.

(vi) Syncretism in Folk-beliefs
1

There have been elements in popular Islam, either inherited in a

sublimated form from pre-Islamic pagan Arabia or collected on

the way in Islam's expansion over vast areas in Asia and Africa-

some of these superstitious elements had the stamp of universal

anknism which most religions have inherited whi e others char-

acterize Muslim folk-beliefs in specific:
regions ° In India there was

considerable influence of popular Hindu animism, especially in the

lower strata of society as well as through marriages with or con-

cubinage of Hindu women.

Muslims of artisan and other lower economic c asses were

generally converts from Hinduism and they retamed the bulk of

funers ions after their conversion: 'lis partagent toutes les super-

stitions des basses classes hindoues, cro.ent comme elles, aux

• „„r;t -nix fees, aux exorcismes, aux amulettes qui
mauvais esprit, aux ... . > « T_

Wtent les mauvais genies, aux sorcellenes et aux augures. 3 In

the rural areas specially where the intellectual influence of the

Muslim elite did not penetrate, the heritage of old superstitious

folk-beliefs remained strong. Thus in parts of Bengal the pro-

selvtes brought their old superstitions into their new faith. Their

ancient rites and modes of religious thought reasserted themselves

with an intensity which could not be suppressed, until the white

light of monotheism almost flickered out amid the fulginous

exhaltation of Hinduism.' 1 Before the success of the WahhabI

1 17.., - detailed study of north Indian (not necessarily syncretic) rolk-beliefs.

e W Crookc. The Popular Religion and rolldorc ofnorthern India, Allahabad,
see W. Uroouc, 1 :^ • » -

,8
i<! M Zv-emcr, The Influence of Animlrm on 1,1am, New York. 1920, 1-2.

. Yusi'f Ilusain. 35- * Imperial Gazetteer, u, 280 ff.
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movement in the first halfof the nineteenth centuryMuslims of rural

Bengal joined Hindus in Durga piija and consulted Brahmins for

auspicious days for weddings, &C. 1 Some of them joined Hindus in

paying homage to Sifla, the Hindu folk-deity of smallpox. As late

as the present century some of them in the Rajshahi district

specialized in bhashangan, songs in praiseoftheHindudeityMansa,
while syncretic hymns in praise of Siva and Parbatl were written by
Muslim composers. 2 In other regions Bengali Muslims recited

hymns in the honour of LakshmT, Hindu goddess of wealth.3

'Musalmans in South India', wc are told by Ja'far Sharif writing in

the eighteen-thirties, 'being to a large extent converts from Hindu-
ism, believe in malignant spirits, fairies, Narasinha (the lion in-

carnation of Vishnu), Mata the Mother-Goddess.' 4

In the transfusion of Hindu superstitions into higher Muslim
social classes, women played an important role. As everywhere
else, Muslim invaders and settlers in India married indigenous
women, but their intellectual and spiritual life was almost entirely
confined to the male society from which women were excluded.
Women were also generally more conservative, and more respon-
sive to animism. In the cities, due to inter-marriage with fresh
Muslim immigrants the feminine society became more and more
Islamized after some generations. But in rural areas, including the
seats of the landed gentry, where Hindu and Muslim women
mixed more generally, there was this continuous impress of 'the
spirit of superstition influencing the female character'.5 In villages
as well as in towns Muslim women participated in Hindu fairs,

0

and vice versa. The engagement ceremony or mangani (itself a
word of Hindu origin), as well as several other wedding ceremonies
found their way into Muslim society through female influence;
these include grinding of special perfumes for the bride and the
bndegroom, and the singing of gay or evenobsceneweddingM^f)

tZi Z"
yf thC Uh°"S for V'gW "omen were borrowed

SlT s™WKtrmg ° " d°«hes or the use of henna to avert the
eMl eje. The ceremony cisSl-girah (birthday knot) was borrowed

1 Ja'far Sharif, 8.

fbid
a

3a'
m""y fndU,^,, 7M, ,9Mi .

•Ib;d. 387. ' la'far Shartf, 7„. .„,;„.„
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from the Hindu janamganth.1 Another such borrowing is the

breaking of glass-bangles by a woman who is widowed, as a sign of

mourning.2 The Muslim ceremony of nithar, thoughof pan-Asiatic

origin,3 seems to have received some reinforcement by similar

Hindu ceremonies, utard and arti, 1 also meant to turn away the

evil eye or to denote thanksgiving. One of the lower godlings of the

popular Hindu pantheon, Miranji was converted to Islam under

the name of Shaykh Saddu and was syncretically honoured as a

malignant saint bestowing fertility and granting protection against

evil spirits. 5 Even Shah Madar found his way in some harems as an

obscure saint with vague protective qualities. 6

Shah Wall-'Ullah mentions the celebration of the marriage of

'Alt and Fatima by some Muslims and regards it analogous to the

Hindu celebration of the union of Krishna and Radha; he also

regards several other features of Muharram display as derived

from Hindu ceremonies.'

In the seventeenth century half-converts from Hinduism at

Rajaur buried women alive with their dead husbands, in imitation

of the Hindu practice of sati. Some of them, like some Rajput

tribes, killed their infant daughters; others intermarried with the

Hindus. Jahangir tried to suppress these practices among them.8

Jawhar, the Rajput practice of heroic mass suicide, was also prac-

tised by some Muslims.9 Prejudice against the re-marriage of

widows inherited from Hinduism, was one of the main targets of

attack by the reformist movement of the 'Mujahidin' in the early

nineteenth century.

Not all the superstitions in Indian Islam were of Hindu origin.

For instance, visits to saints' tombs, a practice which especially

resembled Hindu temple-worship, had its origins in Sufi en-

couragement and was as common in the sixteenth century Otto-

man empire as in Mughal India.10 Shibll noticed the veneration of

tombs was popular in the late nineteenth century 11 in Syria, at a

time when it was under heavy attack in India. Nor was the traffic

of superstition all one way. A number of Muslim superstitious

1 Ja'far Sharif, 46-47. 1 Ibid. 95.
* I am cratcful to Mr. Burton-Page for making this suggestion.
1 Mrs. Mcer Hassan 'AH, 96 ff.
* Ibid. 175-6 * Ibid. 372-4.
' Shah WalT-UUah, al-Balaxh al-mtibin, Lahore, rSoo,
* Mu'tarmd Khan, Iqbal Nai>:il-i Jahar^tri, Calcutta, 1S65, 170.
* MiriS Nathan, Bahanslan-i Gliitybi, i, 435-40, it, 540-00.
cf. Sidi "All Reis, " ShiWi, Sa/ar Jfami. xej.

is
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practices imported from other countries of Dar al-Islam were

adopted by various Hindu sects. Much animism, much superstition

is common to all humanity. Certain superstitious practices in North

African Islam have been traced by sociologists to Berber origins;

curiously enough identical forms ofanimism and superstition made
their appearance in India and have been attributed to Hindu in-

fluences. The two streams are largely unconnected, and have their

common origin, perhaps, in the very nature of mass belief.



VI

AKBAR: HERETIC OR APOSTATE?

By far the most daring experiment in eclecticism made in Muslim

India was by the Mughal Emperor Akbar (1556-1605) both at the

personal and at the official level. Born in the strenuous period of

his father Humayun's loss of the Indian empire and flight to Persia,

Akbar did not receive the traditional education of a Mughal prince.

He was almost illiterate. At the same time he was an intensely

religious person, or rather a person desperately in search of a

religion.

At first his approach to religion was a devoted, if superficial,

acceptance of traditional orthodoxy and an exaggerated veneration

for Chishti saints, living and dead. Until 1579 he visited the tomb

of Mu'In-al-dln Chishti at Ajmer almost every year,1 and in 1567

he had travelled the whole distance on foot in thanksgiving for his

conquest of Chitore2; two of his eldest sons were born at the house

of Shaykh Salim Chishti so as to be under the influence of the

saint's blessing. 3

But by now Sufism had lost its spiritual dynamism in India, and

orthodoxy was waging a war of intolerance against the Alfl move-

ments. The two Sufi orders which penetrated deep into and re-

vitalized Indian Islam in the seventeenth century, the Naqsh-

bandi and the Qadirl, had not yet gathered any vital momentum.
After the death of Shaykh Salim Chishti in 1571 there was no

spiritual guide of any calibre who could maintain a hold on the

spiritually receptive mind of the emperor. Shaykh Taj-al-dln

AjodhanI, whom Akbar met in 1578 when he had already absorbed

a great deal of eclecticism, was a heterodox Sufi, deeply under the

influence of Ibn al-'Arabl and 'Abd al-Karim al-JIli. This contact,

instead of restraining Akbar within the fold of traditional Islam,

seems to have unintentionally smoothed his path to a heretical

application of al-JIli's conception of the Perfect Man to himself.4

By far the most formidable messianistic influence was that of the

1 'Abdul Qjdir BadaQnT, Mimtahhab al-tatturikh, Calcutta, 186S-9, ii, 49,
anil ptjttim-

Ibid, ii, 105. * Ibid, ii, 10S-9, no, 132. 4 Ibid, ii, 265.
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Alfl (millennium) movements.1 It was nearly a thousand years

since the advent of the Prophet, and a belief was widespread in

Muslim India that Islam needed rejuvenation. Its root must have

been in a sense of frustration at the static condition of Muslim
spirituality in India, which it was felt, could only be restored to

vigour by one who possessed the extraordinary authority of an

imam rather than that of a Kali.2 Sayyid Muhammad of Jaunpur
who held out an 'invitation' (d'aica) in the first half of the sixteenth

century, introduced messianism in Indian Islam by assuming the

role ofMahdl, expected in traditional Islam to appear in the darkest

days of the umma to reform it by his near-prophetic mission. The
rise of the Mahdi of Jaunpur led to two significant developments,
which in different ways came to exercise a powerful influence on
the mind of Akbar. The first was the core of the millennium
movement itself, the need for the rejuvenation of the True Faith by
a person claiming near-prophetic status. The second was the

sequence of events which followed the Mahdfs claim, the trend
of reformism and liberalism in religion as represented by his

followers like Shaykh Mubarak Nagori, and the persecution 3 of
these 'innovators' by an orthodoxy, which happened to be repre-
sented at this time by corrupt and degenerate men,1 the Imperial
Shaykh-al-Islam Makhdum-al-Mulk and the ecclesiastical chief
judge, Shaykh 'Abdul Nabl. Shaykh Mubarak and his Wo sons,
refugees at the Imperial court from the ecclesiasts' inquisitorial
wrath, soon became their rivals at court, and finally superseded
them.* By 1575 Makhdum-al-Mulk and his rivals Shaykh 'Abdul
Nabi were .rretrievably in disgrace, and the House of Worship
fjbadat KMna) built by Akbar for religious exercises in the
Cnisnti tradition, became the centre of rationalist investigation of
the accepted religion itself and later the scene of a comparative
study of all religions, and of discussions and polemics. It is inter-
ring t0 read the verdict of Akbar on the orthodox 'ulama of his
court m his diplomatic apologia to 'Abdullah Khan Uzbek in 15S6;
ne accuses them of having twisted and misinterpreted the celestial
message revealed by God through His prophet, and to have showed

.^"'riPT'
Iraioduni°" '» Ab»1 F«l 'AlBmi, A'inA AtbarX, Caloitu,

* AbuT KaHm Azld TaAhh;™ i -i.
• •AHlmi. op. dt. (Jm<£) i i ifcS"ni 'I"'

I3I
T3 '
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it to have a meaning other than the real one to assume a position of

partnership in the government of the state.1 Equally interesting is

the lament of Badauni, the contemporary historian, who represents

at a high emotional tension the apprehensions of the ijma' of

traditional Sunn! Islam in India at that juncture: 'Time-servers

and heretics found an opportunity to emerge from their ambush,

urged on by wicked views and false doubts, and they showed

falsehood in the form of truth, and evil in the garb of good, be-

wildering a monarch who was a fine evaluator and a seeker after

truth, but was common-minded and illiterate and kept company

with the pagan and the vulgar. Doubts accumulated in his mind

and matters got out of control. The strong defences of the revealed

law and religion broke down; and after five or six years hardly any

trace of Islam was left in him.' 2 The assessment of Shaykh Ahmad
Sirhindi is quite frank: 'Every evil that appeared in those days . . .

was due to the wickedness of these evil 'Ulama who have been a

menace to mankind and to the word of God.' 3

However, by 1578 Akbar was passing through a spiritual crisis

which showed a shift from Sunni orthodoxy towards a generalized

eclecticism. The driving force of this trend was undoubtedly the

intellectual curiosity of his close associate Abu'l Fazl, the younger

son of Shaykh Mubarak Nagori. From early youth, confesses Abu'l

Fazl, 'my mind had no rest, and my soul felt itself drawn to the

sages of Mongolia, or to the hermits of Lebanon; I longed for inter-

views with the Lamas of Tibet or with the padrls of Portugal, and I

would gladly sit with the priests of the Parsls and the learned of the

Zendavesta.' 4

This ambition was gratified in the Emperor's House of Worship,

where discussions were held with the representatives and mission-

aries of other religions, Hinduism, Jainism, Christianity, Judaism

and Zoroastrianism. Akbar's courtiers who took part in these dis-

cussions ad%'anced Muslim heterodox or heretical views in their

efforts to help him in his gropings for a religious solutionofhisown;

indeed they stretched heresy to great lengths to save him from
apostasy. Thus, Sharif AmulJ made the suggestion that Akbar was
the restorer of the millennium and the lord of the agc G

; and a

similar theory was advanced by Khwaja Mawlana Slrirazi. 6 As we

1 'AUimT, Maktubat, Lucknow, 1863, 21.
' BadSQnT, 11, 255. ' Sirhindt, oft. «/. i, 47. * Blochmann, i, p xxv.
* Ibid 1, p. xll. * BddaQnT, n, 287
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have seen, Taj-al-din Ajodhanfs preoccupation with the mystical

doctrine of the Perfect Man led Akbar to apply it to himself. He
then expected, if not from all visitors,1 at least from the followers

of his own creed, that they should prostrate themselves in his

presence; this was an honour which the devout paid only to God,
but references to stories of the Prophets by Ghazi Khan Badakh-
shi 2 were brought forward in justification of Akbar's claim. Actu-
ally on this point Akbar needed very little by way of apology, for

prostration before the monarch seems to have been a common
practice under the Delhi Sultanate from Balban's time. It was also
a common practice among Chishti Sufis. 3

Iranian dualism was introduced to Akbar as it had been absorbed
into heterodox Sufism, by Shaykh Ya'qub Kashmiri,4 who
strangely enough was the same mystic who initiated Akbar's reli-

gious antithesis Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindl into the isolationist Mus-
lim political thought of Sayyid 'AH Hamdani. 5 Shi'i views were
pressed home by Mulls Muhammad Yazdi, 1* whowas laterexecuted
for declaring Akbar an apostate. A Hindu, Raja Dip Chandra of
Majhda, argued that the very fact that the chapter on the cow was
the first in the compiled version of the Qur'an proved the sanctity
of that animal.'

The Mughal emperor's mind was, in fact, moving in the same
direction as that of Ikhnatum in ancient Egypt centuries earlier,
towards a solar monotheism. At the same time horn or the sacred
flame kept ahve by the Hindu consorts of his harem, assumed the
importance of the Zoroastrian temple-fire and was placed in the
charge of Abu'l Fazl.8
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of the emperor would be binding on his subjects 'provided it did

not go against any verse of the Qur'an'.1 In fact the 'infallibility

decree' could have been issued with a clear conscience by the most
pious of the Muslim caliphs.

Between 1579 and 1582 Akbar passed through the most critical

years of his spiritual experiences. In 1581 he promulgated his

Divine Faith {Din-i llaht) which asserted reason as the basis of

the approach to religion and prohibited sensuality, lust, misappro-

priation, deceit, slander, oppression, intimidation, and pride.2 To
these commandments, common to Islam and all other great reli-

gions, he added the Jain dislike of killing that which possesses

life and the Catholic virtue of celibacy. 3 Ten virtues were enjoined

by the Divine Faith; nine of which were derived directly from the

Qur'an, while the tenth was a commonplace basis of all Sufi

thought and experience. These were, liberality, 'forbearance from

bad actions and repulsion of anger with mildness', abstinence,

freedom from violent material pursuits, piety, devotion, prudence,

gentleness, kindness, attachment to God and purification of soul

by yearning for God.4 The sect had no priestcraft.5 Neither in its

exaggerated pre-occupation with light, sun and fire nor in its other

principles of worship or ritual was there much which could place

Akbar's heretical sect in a different category from other miscellan-

eous heresies within Islam.

The brunt of contemporary criticism seems to have been focused

on the cult's indirect suggestion of extolling the emperor to a

status of prophethood, or even of divinity. 11 Akbar called himself

the Khalifa (viceregent) of God; but this was a logical result of his

self-identification with the Perfect Man, an extension to himself of

Ibn al-'Arabi's familiar views. 7 His disciples greeted each other

with 'AlIah-u-Akbar' 8 the beginning of the normal Muslim call to

prayer, with a mystic hint at the presence of the divine in the name
of the emperor, pantheism in association with courtly flattery.

1 Text of the 'infallibility decree* in BadaOnT, ii, 272; cf. F. \V. Buckler, 'A
new Interpretation of Akbar's Decree of IS79*. JRAS, 1924. 596 ff.

1 Muhsin Fani, i, 83. 3 Ibid., loc. cit. 4 Ibid, i, 83-S4.
s Makhanlal Roychoudhury, The DTn-i-IlahT, Calcutta. 1941, 2S1.
• Mirza 'Aziz Koka's letter to Akbar in 'Inayat Khan Riisikh, 'Inayat Noma,

I.O. Pcrs. MS. 549, foa. 2ob-3ia; MuUa Shcri's satire; "The Kintrhas this year
claimed to be a prophet; Gad-wdiinp. next year he will be a Rod', quoted by
BidaGm, ii, 308-9; Badaunl's remarks, ii, :n, 255-7, 260-2, 273-5, 2 86, 3°'>
305-8, 312, 324-5 and pmsim.

*cf. Ibn al- 'Arab!, Furiit aUhikam, Entr. synoptical tr. by Khaja Khart,
Madras, 192S, 6. • Badaunl, ii, 356.
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The return greeting 'jalla-Jalaluhu' contained the same flattering
hint, as Jalal-al-din was the emperor's name. But it was a common
expression used by various Sufi sects in dhikr recommended by Ibn
al-'Arabi.1 It may therefore be said that behind its rational pre-
mises and its stress on the ethical values which Islam enjoins as do
other religions, there ran a pseudo-mystic, pseudo-Sufistic cult of
the personality of the emperor, meant not forthegeneralpublic, but
only for a few, the initiates whose number did not exceed eighteen
—and even they were strictly ordered to confine this exaggerated
spiritual homage to the emperor within the seclusion of the palace.2

Much of the rationalism of the sect, as distinct from its eclecti-
cism, was of respectable Sunnl Muslim origin. It was in the tradi-
tion of 1 aftazani, whose followers, along with other Central Asian
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the theological schools, where after the completion of his course of

study the disciple placed his turban at the feet of the master, who
raised it and placed it back on the disciple's head. In much the

same way the Sufis honoured their chosen disciples. According to

BadaOnl the oath of initiation involved the disavowal of 'unreal and
imitative Islam' (lslam-i majazi u taqlidt)'1 ; and the fourfold re-

nunciation seems to have been based on the Sufi tradition of the

disciple being given by his preceptor the 'cap of fourfold renunc-

iation' (ktilah-i chahar tarkt) to wear. On the question of imitation

in religion Akbar based his argument on the logic of history: 'If

imitation were commendable, the prophets would have followed

their predecessors.' a But Badauni and the fanatics among his con-

temporaries referred to Akbar as Zala al-din Akfar (the misleading

one in religion and worst of all infidels). 3 Badaunl's own evidence,

however, shows that even at the height of enthusiasm fortheDivine

Faith in 1580-2, a part of Akbar's split personality adhered faith-

fully to the traditional Islam of his youth. In 1580 he bestowed

lands upon Muslim 'ulama*; in 1581 Prince Daniyal was sent on

pilgrimage to Ajmer, accompanied by one of the elect of the

Divine Faith, the poet Fair?5; and the same year on his way to

crush the rebellion of his brother Hakim in Kabul, Akbar visited

at Thanesar the Chishti saint Shaykh 'Abdul Haqq Gangohl. 6 By
1582 it seems that he had considerably reverted to the position of

slightly superstitious Islam when he marched four miies on foot

to pay homage to a stone, said to bear the impression of the foot-

print of the Prophet brought from the Hijaz by Abu Turab, the

leader of the Hajj; and Akbar and his nobles carried the stone in

turn to bring it respectfully to the capital.'

To assess Akbar's position vis-a-vis Islam, i.e. to decide whether

he was an apostate or merely the founder of a small heretical sect

within Islam, it is necessary to take into consideration his famous

letter to the ruler of Transoviana, 'Abdullah Khan Uzbek, though

some allowance must be made for its diplomatic nature. This letter,

drafted by Abu'l Fazl, outlines what was, at any rate for diplomatic

purposes, Akbar's position in religious matters in relation of reli-

gion to the state. Akbar states that the basis of his religious faith

has been that 'light-illuming jewel, reason'. This would lia\c

1 BadaOnT, it, 304. * *A!!amI (Jnrrcu), in, 437. * BadaQnT, 11, 339
* Ibid. 11. 27S, 287. » Ibid. 11, 2S8. Ilcraro, 38
7 BadaQni, 11, 310-11; 'AH Muhimmad Khan, Mir'tit-i Ali»mdl, 1, 13S-9
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been perfectly comprehensible in Transoxiana, which was then

one of the main centres of Muslim rationalism. He then proceeds

to argue that reason is the one criterion which can pronounce a

judgement on the gross misinterpretations of the word of God by
self-seeking fanatics whose ambitions are directed not towards the

search of truth but towards wordly gain. This realization, says

Akbar, led to a growth of curiosity in his mind and he began to

study the nuances of the principles of faith, criticisms of the

motives of the interpreters of the religious law, accounts of other

ancient creeds and the reasons fordifferences ofopinionbetweenthe
'ulama during the last thousand years. Then in all humility he con-
fesses himself to be an ordinary, insignificant mortal, a creature of
the Almighty, a believer in His true Prophet, and a follower of
the Qur'an and the hadith.1

There are only two contemporary sources accusing Akbar of
apostasy- from Islam. One, is BadaunJ, about whom Akbar said that
'no sword could cut the jugular vein of his narrow mindedness'.2

The other comprises the Jesuit priests, whose verdict has been
effectively dealt with by a modern Hindu historian who observes:
Akbar's liberal views and his religious curiosity could not be
understood by those clericals who were accustomed to the horrors
of the Inquisition on the Continent. Naturally they very often
promised their reader the glad tidings of the impending conversion
of the Mughal emperor only to confound him later by exhibiting
him defending Islam in open debate with them.' » It is significant
that Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi, who blamed Akbar for failing to up-
hold the interests of the Muslims in India, of interfering with their
right of freedom of worship and even of indirectly persecuting
them, m short of faffing them in his obligations as a Muslim ruler,
nowhere accused him of apostasy.' On the contrary, Shaykh Ah-mad upheld the principle, which can be quite applicable to Akbar,

M^r l
VT H mCrdful and !m&inS m the case of

Muslims who have adopted practices ofthe infidels, as indeed most

foW M —^ d°ne in ''P">™«. md that if even an
iota of Islam remains in them, they will be saved.'

fll, f
3
L
,hiS " k not difficult <° interpret Akbar'sfamous statement: 'Formerly I persecuted men inZ conformity

' IS*"*"* Sffir. ai. .36.
Ibid, i, 327.
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with my faith and deemed it Islam. As I grew in knowledge, I was

overwhelmed with shame. Not being a Muslim myself it was un-

meet to force others to become such.'1 Quite obviously he regards

it contrary to Islam to force the Islamic faith on others, and any-

one who did that, including himself, did not deserve the title of

Muslim. For him true Islam meant tolerance and understanding

and an extension of the human rights and privileges reserved in

earlier Indo-Muslim political philosophy for Muslims alone, to

all non-Muslims, including the rights of conversion and recon-

version, promulgation of laws of marriage and laws against

abduction, freedom of worship and construction of the houses

of worship.2

In modern assessments of Akbar's religious views, European

historians generally regard him as an apostate from Islam, 3 while

modern Hindu historians consider him a liberal Muslim.4 The
difference of approach is interesting, for the Western assessment is

based on the polemical position that Islam is incapable of liberal-

ism, and since Akbar was a liberal he must have necessarily ceased

to be a Muslim. The Hindu historians who wish to evolve a modus

vivendi with Islam in India regard Islam as a liberal religion and

Akbar as a good Muslim with some heretical views.

None of Akbar's eighteen followers seem to have taken Akbar's

Divine Faith too seriously. Shaykh Mubarak Nagori, who drafted

the 'infallibility decree' and initiated Akbar into the Alfl hetero-

doxy occupied himself ceaselessly in theological studies and

mystic dialectics, and wrote in his last years a four-volume

exegesis of the Qur'an. 5 His son, the poet-laureate Faizi, who
flattered Akbar by composing ghazals rhyming in 'Al!ah-u-Akbar',

devoted a section in his vtathnawiNal Daman 6 to deeply religious

invocation to theProphet, and wrote a laborious commentary on the

Qur'an, which avoids letters containing diacritics and is a re-

markable tour de force. In the mind of Abu'I FazI raged an un-
resolved conflict between his duties as a courtier and his conscience

1 'AllamT, A'tti Ahbari (Jarrctt), iii, 429. 1 Muhsin Fani, i, 104.
* Vincent A. Smith, Akbar, the Great Mogul. Oxford, 1927, 209-22, 237;

Wblseley Haiti in The Cambridge History of India, iv, 378 ft.; E. Wcllesz,
Ahbar's Religious Thought reflected in Mughal Painting, London, 1952.

4 MalchanlaJ Ro>choudhury, op. cir. 224-^7; S. K. Sharma, The Religious

Policy of the Mughal Emperors, Oxford, 1940; Tarn Chand, Influence of Islam on
Indian Culture, Allahabad, 1936; a!<o Ikram, op. cit. and Hikmct Bayur,
'L'fVai de nf/brme rchgicuse ct socfale d'EItbar Garkflnh', Hcllctcn, ii, (193S),

127-85. "BadiOnT, iii, 285.
• Taizi, AW Daman in I.O. Per*. MS. 269 (Etfic 146S), fos. Si-ua.
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as a Muslim, which reveals itself occasionally in his letters to

'Abdul Rahim Khan-i-Khanan.1 In one of these in the form of an
invocation he addresses God: 'I do not know what I have done to
be degraded by Thee from the position of being Thy creature to
become a creature of self.' 2

For reasons of state Akbar married Hindu women. This was not
an innovation. Such marriages had been common since the appear-
ance of the Arabs on the horizon of Sind. The innovation lay in his
permitting the Hindu wives to continue in their faith, to import
Hindu ritual and festivals; and in his sympathetically understand-
ing some of their religious experience and absorbing it into his own.
A natural lack of prejudice against the Hindus, even a liking for

them, seems to have been one of the unusual features of his youth,
and one of the earliest records of it is a Turkish ghazal by Bayram
KJian, written obviously before 1560, in which the veteran states-
man reproaches Akbar for giving preference to Hindus over
Muslims as if he were a Hindu himself.' Badaum confirms this.'

!. "J*
*e evidence °f a statement of Akbar himself that

earlier in his reign he favoured forcible conversions to Islam; and
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by the Muslims, occasional wearing of the Hindu sacred thread

Izunnar) to the horror of fanatics like Badauni1 though in any case

Sufi poetry had for several centuries been equating it with the

Muslim rosary, and submitting to a saffron caste-mark (qashqaf

being daubed on his forehead. But none of these practices had any

place in the ritual of the Divine Faith.

A more lasting influence, which may have had its origin in the

palace, and which certainly shows the influence of discussions with

Hiravijaya and other Jain scholars was cow-protection which led to

his partial vegetarianism, and an official policy of discouraging

animal slaughter; but vegetarianism and abstention from animal

slaughter are virtues commended by Sufis.3 His practice of

drinking Ganges water at home and during his travels, and the

cooking of his food with water taken from the Jumna or the Chenab

'mixed with a little Ganges water' had deeper historical roots, for

the beneficial properties of the water of the Ganges were accepted

long before him by Muhammad bin Tughluq, who used it for

drinking even during distant campaigns; and there had long been

a market for Ganges water, even in far off provinces like the

Deccan,where it was bought by Muslims as well as Hindus. 4 By far

the most far-reaching influence of the palace was that of the horn

(the sacred fire)
5 kept by the Hindu princesses which seems to be

the origin of what developed after a series of modifications into one
of the dominant rituals of the Divine Faith. 6

The influence of the Hindu nobles at the court seems to have
been comparatively quite insignificant. Birbal, who according to
Badauni misled the emperor' can hardly be described as a serin,,*
Hindu, and he later became a convert to Akbar's Divine Faith
Neither the great Rajput chiefs allied to Akbar bv m^r.
Hindu administrators like Todar Mai seem Jo Lve optned""
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Hindu vista for the emperor's mind, though it might be assumed
that Hindu scholars like Purkhotam1 might have been introduced
to Akbar's House of Worship by the Hindu courtiers.

The doctrine of metempsychosis2 is the main Hindu element
which seems to have exercised the emperor's mind for a while,
though, it found no place in the central structure of the Divine
Faith. Here again the way had been paved by certain heterodox
positions in the doctrines of the Shi'ighulat (extremists)3 as well as
by popular Sufism.

The ritualistic contribution associated with the sun and fire in
the solar monotheism of the Divine Faith was on the whole more
Sufistic4 and Zoroastrian than Hindu. Its Hindu ancillary, the
recital of one thousand names of the sun5 seems in turn to have
been influenced by a curious juxtaposition of the Sufi emphasis
on the Divine names and Akbar's preoccupation with the number
1,000-the symbol of the Alfi movements. It was a Jain scholar,

e l
Cha"-ra UPadIW. wh° composed a sun-cult manual, Surya

bahasra Nama for the emperor"; and the poet Mulla Sheri, who
had earlier satirized the emperor for his alleged apostasy, wrote amathmm Hazar Shua' (A Thousand Sunbeams). The dariana? or
the appearance of the emperor at sunrise for his subject to see and
adore hirr^ had an unmistakably Hindu origin, though the motive

LitTrPUhnty 13 eaSily di**n,it>Ie. The prayed Aibar used
to read m the praise of the sun were in Persian, Arabic, Turkish,
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destructive glory of light in the Suhrawardiya order, the constant

use of the imagery of sun in Rumi's Diwan-i Shams-i Tabriz, and
the exaltation of the Divine attribute Jalal, which was Akbar's own
name, regarding the sun as its symbol. 'The fire of the sun is the

torch of God's sovereignty.'1

Abu'l Fazl has mentioned in detail the fire and sun rituals

practised in the Divine Faith. The hours of Akbar's religious

devotion or 'self-examination' were the sunrise, the noon,

the sunset, and midnight. In addition, at a particular hour in the

afternoon, in deference to the declining sun he dismounted from

his horse if he was riding or was awakened from sleep if asleep. 2

These five daily occasions of 'self-examination' are really the solar

versions of the orthodox Muslim hours of prayer.

Summing up, an analysis of Akbar's Divine Faith shows a sur-

prising indifference to Hinduism, at a period when Hinduism

itself was on the one hand cautiously borrowing from Islam to

fortify itself against it, andon theother experimenting in syncretism

at the popular level. This is even more surprising in view of his asso-

ciation with the Brahmins, Purkhotam, and Devi, his inquiry into

theHindu articlesoffaith, hisinterestinYogaand in thelndhn inter-

pretation of the doctrine of metempsychosis and his intellectual

curiosity about Hindu civilization and literature in general. It has

been suggested by some modern historians that Akbar's eclecti-

cism was in some way related to the syncretism of Kabir and others

and Hindu legends still survive of his long interview with the blind

poet Surdas, of his forty days' discussion with Dadu, and of his

putting TulsTdas in prison and later releasing him3
; but a careful

examination of the Divine Faith would show it to be the very anti-

thesis of Kabir Panth and such other movements. It was imperial

and aristocratic, whereas the other movements were popular and

demotic; Akbar created new rituals whereas Kabir discarded even

the old ones; there is no hint in the Divine Faith of the identifi-

cation of Allah with Rama or Krishna as in some popular move-
ments of Bhakti. The discussions in the House of Worship do not

seem to have left any lasting impression of Hindu religious thought

on Akbar's mind. Despite his liberalism, the resurgent upheaval in

orthodox Hindu creativity, as manifested in the poems of Tulsldas

looked at him, his court and his Hindu nobles with mistrust, and

' 'AllamT (Blochmnn), i, 50 * lbitl 50, 161
' Rojchoudhur>, 140, Shnrma, 21; Tara Chanel, 165; OrT, op. cit. 56-57.
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sought refuge in the cult of Rama.1 The Hindu nobles were more
distrustful of the Divine Faith than Muslims, and out of the eigh-

teen converts to the imperial heresy, only one, the not-too-serious

Bubal,was a Hindu. Raja Todar Mai remained to the last an ortho-
dox Hindu. Raja Bhagwandas was one of those nobles who
strongly opposed, for reasons of state, the emperor's wish for the
large-scale propagation of the Divine Faith; and his son Raja Man
Singh, for whom Akbar had a great regard, when invited by him to
join the elect in 1587, answered that he did not mind conversion to
Islam, though he would prefer to remain a Hindu, but that he
knew of no other acceptable religion.

Attar's liberal treatment of the Hindus was no doubt influenced
by his eclecticism, but in its historical sequence it was a further
development of the policies of some of his predecessors on the
thrones of Delhi, Kashmir, and the Deccan. In abolishing the poll-
tax (jizya) he followed the policy of Sultan Zayn-al-'Abidin of
Kashmir. There was no legal sanction on the basis of the shari'a
for the levy of pilgrimage tax on the Hindus or other non-Muslims.
Akbar abolished these taxes fairly early in his reign while he was
still an orthodox, practising Muslim. The abolition of sakat (the
religious tax on Muslims) later in his reign was a much more un-
orthodox measure, showing an attitude so openly opposed to that
of the orthodox caliphs Abu Bakr and 'All*; but Akbar's decision,
though an innovation (bid'a) in the eyes of orthodox Muslims, was
a logical consequence of his abolition of jizya. He could not go
on taxing the Muslims because they were Muslims, when he had
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iarriages and permission for the remarriage of widows. On
er hand he forbade marriage between cousins permitted by
i law.1

le patronage of Hindu arts and sciences, and in sponsoring

:ions from Sanskrit into Persian he developed to a point of

1 synthesis the intellectual policy of Muhammad bin

iq, Firuz Tughluq and some rulers of Bengal and the

i. His educational policy, which raised the study of the

1 sciences to the same level as the theological, was in the

m of Sikandar Lodl, and it opened the way for a greater par-

on by Hindus in Muslim secular intellectualism.2 His

[novation, perhaps,was the introduction of a course in Sans-
• those who wanted to take it.

3

ippointing Hindus along %vith Muslims to the highest

in the land, without any discrimination, he carried to its

conclusion an administrative policy initiated by Mahmud of

a, organized by Sher Shah Surf and continued in gener-

aftcr him by his successors including even Aurangzeb. Jn

jf state-craft the policy yielded rich fruit. Akbar had also an

ox Muslim argument in its favour in his diplomatic apologia

dullah Khan Uzbek, whom he informs that those Hindu
'hose forces had been in persistent opposition and rebellion

iw been completely won over and integrated into his own
, which were spreading Islamic rule to the farthest corners

ia."
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uf Husam, Medieval Indian Cutlure, London, 1959, 90-93.
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THE NAQSHBANDI REACTION

Sufi order of the Naqshbandis which became the spearhead
lamic reaction against Akbar"s heresy, was a comparative new-
* to India. It was closer to orthodoxy than any other Sufi
ol. It initiated a policy of close association with orthodox
es of the court to neutralize the effects of the imperial heresy,
inning the tradition of the Suhrawardis. The Naqshbandl
r gathered momentum on the arrival in India of Khwaja Baql-
h, in the last years of Akbar's reign, at a time when after Abvt'l
s death a strong orthodox nucleus of noblemen had gainedam administration. These included Akbar's foster-brother
a Aziz Koka, the trusted imperial bahkzhi Shaykh Farid and
;m-ernor of Lahore QiHch Khan. These, and even the liberal-
ied Abdur Rahlm Khan-i Khinin, who was also alive to the

of Hindu P<>««y. "me under the influence of
raja Baqi-bilEh and of orthodox divines like Shaykh 'Abd al-
q Dehtai. These nobles and especially Shaykh Farid » held
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messianic Alfi movement, by veiled hints at Akbar's near-pro-

phetic status, and the dialectics of Abu'l FazI and others implying

that the belief in the Prophet was not a necessary condition for

true belief in God. In refutation of this trend he wrote his first

considerable work, Ithlat-al-mibuumat. Simultaneously he used

the medium of Maktubat, letters written to individuals for pro-

paganda, a technique already highly developed in India by Shaykh

Yahya Manerl, for the general propagation of his religious, mystical

and political views, directed towards the rehabilitation of Islam in

India. These letters contained an outspoken denunciation of

Akbar's policies, after his death.

'The monarch is to the world (state)', he wrote to Shaykh Farid,

'as the heart is to the body. If the heart remains pure, so does the

body and vice versa. The purity or impurity of the state depends

upon its ruler. You are aware of what the Muslims have suffered in

the previous reign. In former periods of decadence the plight of

Muslims had not exceeded the point that they followed their reli-

gion, while unbelievers followed their own . . . but in the previous

(Akbar's) reign the infidels forced pagan practices on this Muslim
land, and the Muslims were prevented from observing their reli-

gious commandments.'1

On the accession of Jahangir (1605) he pinned his hopes on the

new emperor and advised his powerful disciples at the imperial

court to realize their responsibility to impress upon the new sover-

eign's mind the necessity of moulding the state on the basis of

religious law, to introduce to him pious and selfless 'iilama for the

guidance of his mind and to be wary of self-seeking mullahs who
had been primarily responsible for the religious disaster of the

previous reign.3

But before Shaykh Ahmad could win Jahangir, or for that

matter the spiritual elite of Muslim India to his views, there was
an element of mystical egoism in his own utterances which deeply

disturbed them. In fact Shaykh Ahmad, who brought the Alfi

movements in India to an end, was also their product and in a way
their climax. Whereas he avoided such extravagant messianic

claims as those of Akbar or the Mahdl of Jaunpur, his egoism

sought a more esoteric mystical formula in such pronouncements

as his hint to have overreached the spiritual stage of Abu Bakr, 3

1 Sha>Ui Ahmad Sirhindi, Mahtiibat, 3 ^ols, Lucknow, 1877, i, 65.
1 Ibid, i, 65, 70 and paitim. * Ibid, i, 15,
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the first caliph of Islam and the fountainhead, according to the

Kaqshbandis, of their order,1 or his claim to have elevated the

mystical 'reality of Muhammad' to the 'stage of Abraham'. For

these pronouncements he was admonished by Khwaja Baql-billah,

imprisoned by Jahanglr,* and denounced by fellow SuCl-'ulama

like 'Abdul Haqq Dehlav!.3 His later apologies * still left him open

to the charge that he had made public through his widely-circul-

ated letters those esoteric experiences which must not be revealed

by Sufis under any circumstances.

In his implied assertion to be the mujadid (renovator) of Islam

in its second millenium 5 he was much more successful. The Alfi

movements had prepared the mind of the ijma' in that direction,

and Shaykh Ahmad regarded the second millenium of Islam not as

an era of its decline, but of its renaissance.* On the Sufi level he

transformed the concept of a qutb to that of qayyum, later defined

by his followers as the saint 'who held sway over all names, prin-

ciples, expressions and qualities, who governed the will of all wor-

shippers of God and the form of their worship, and was an inter-

mediary between the worshippers and the "Worshipped One*, and
although he did not himself claim to be a qayyum his later followers

regarded him and his wo successors as having that rank, which to

the orthodox "ultma seemed heretical as it suggested for the
qayyum the powers not only of prophelhood but also of divinity.

7

Chastened in Jablngir's prison, Shaykh Ahmad emerged from it

more docile.* The emperor bestowed gifts on the saint and men-
tioned his name with increasing respect in his autobiography. The
saint repeated to him the maxim, 'religious law thrives under the
sword' in a letter in which he congratulated him on expanding the
'army of Islam'.* It is difficult to estimate the exact, direct or in-
direct, influence of Shaykh Ahmad on Jahangir, but there is no
doubt that the easy-going emperor was by no means the pagan
depicted by SirThomas Roc and otherEuropean chroniclers.10We
have the evidence of his own autobiography that he held Muslim
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saints and divines in great esteem,1 and if he also visited Hindu

sanyasis like JadrQp it was because he considered they had mastered

'the science of Vedanta, which is the science of Sufism'.2 He obvi-

ously considered participation in Hindu festivals or ceremonies

like Uvaratri and rakhi-bandhem 3 as sound political tradition, but

also revived celebration of Muslim festivals like Muharram.4 On
the other hand, he was contemptuous of Hindu image-worship. 5

Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi seems to have been quite satisfied with

the emperor's personal religious beliefs, 6 though he records his

concern over the fate of Muslims, demolition of mosques and

interference in freedom of worship by Hindus 7—presumably in

far-flung parts of the Empire or rural areas far removed from the

garrison towns, where the imperial writ does not seem to have run

effectively. Shaykh Ahmad regards the king to be the upholder of

the religious law by his sword. His relation to the state is like that

of heart to the body. It is binding on the Muslim nobles to give

him correct advice to uphold the laws of Islam in the land. In their

turn the nobles owe their position and security to the Muslim
population in the state.8

He regards Islam and kufr (infidelity; in the context of India,

Hinduism) as opposites, antithetical and therefore mutually ex-

clusive. The two opposites cannot integrate; one can thrive only at

the expense of the other.0 If the unbelievers find an opportunity

they will reconvert Muslims to Hinduism or kill them off. It should

therefore be realized that the honour and security of Islam is

dependent upon the humiliation of the unbelievers and their faith.

He who holds infidels in affection and esteem, or keeps company
with them, dishonours his own religion; a good Muslim should

avoid contact with non-believers even in daily business. Shaykh
Ahmad, however, sharply distinguishes this religio-social separ-

atism from Hindu caste-system. The 'uncleanness of the infidels'

he points out, is one of false belief and therefore not external but
internal.10

He considers it binding on the Muslims to hold the infidels and
their idols in contempt.11 Innovations—presumably those inclined

1 JahanRir (Rogers). 58, 189-90, 249. 256, 428.
Ibid. 356. ' Ibid. 146, 361.

4 F. Guerriro, Jahanglr and the Jttuiti (Enc- tr. Payne), London, 1930, 75.
1 lahSneir fRooersl. scj. « SSIrhifwIT : ./;.1 JahSnRir (RoRers), 254.
' Ibid. 1., 161-2.

;

" Ibid, iii, 36-37; cf. i, 165.

" Ibid, ii, 121.

• Sirhindr, i, 70, 76; ii, 161, passim.
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towards eclecticism—could be tolerated in the days of the glory of

Islam, but not in the age of its (political) decline.1 Heregards_/Ysytf

not as the poll-tax for the protection of dhimmis, but as an insti-

tution symbolizing their humiliation.2

"Within Islam his concern was to close the breach between the

religious law (shari'a) and the mystical doctrines ofthe Sufis (tariqa),

actually to weld them together in a single synthesis. Mystical ex-
perience, in his view, should be fully in accord with religious

experience, otherwise it would be tainted with heresy or personal
fallacy.3 The Shari'a, he regarded as all-comprehensive, embracing
all the realities of this world and the next and all the possibilities of
true mystical experience. 4 It has two appearances, an external and
a real one. The external appearance is based on whatever is un-
ambiguously enjoined in the Qur'an and the sunnah; it is the sphere
of the knowledge of the formal 'ulama ('ulama-i zawahir). What-
ever has been left ambiguous and unexplained in the Qur'an
(mutashSbihSl) is the sphere of the speculation of the profound
ulama ('ulama-i rasikhin).* These 'ulama who follow the lead of
the Prophet are superior to the mystics who follow the lead of the
saints, as prophethood is superior to sainthood. 8 Indeed, the ob-
servance of a single religious commandment is more profitable for
emanc.pat.on from sensual desires than 'a thousand years' of self-
imposed penance or spiritual concentration; and from this point of
view all the exercises of Hindu Yoga are an absolute waste.'

Shaykh Ahmad's distrust of heterodox SOfism was because of its
susccpt.b.hty to those pantheistic or monistic notions which were
common to the esoteric experience of Hinduism and Islam and
which, leading to such syncretisms as that of Kabir at the popular
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these names. How could he assume these names after their birth?' 1

Though he did believe the Divine grace could not have left

India without prophets to guide it, he suggested perhaps they came

and went unheeded.2 Hinduism, as he saw it, was not only anti-

thetical to, but also the arch-enemyof, Islam, and thereforehe urged

Muslims to curse infidel practices, for cursing is the proclamation

of enmity.3

Although he does not say it in so many words it seems obvious

that his strong criticism of Ibn al-'Arabi's formulation of the doc-

trine of pntological monism was due to dangerous pantheistic re-

semblances with Vedanta, while its resilience could lend itself to

extravagant heresies within Islam. But then for several centuries

all the Sufi orders had fully assimilated into their systems the in-

fluence of ontological monism (wahdat al-wnjud) as explained by

Ibn al-'Arabi, and a rejection of it involved arevolutioninthestruc-

ture of Indian SQfismitself.ShaykhAhmadhadhimselffollowedthe

same path earlier and had regarded all religions as leading to God. 4

The revolution he brought about in Indian Sufism negatived this

position completely. He would not accept any 'allegorical' inter-

pretation or any mystic deviation when the Qur'anic text was clear

on a point: 'We believe in the verse (of Qur'an), not the fass

(Fusiis al-Hikam); in the light of the victories of Medina (Qur'an),

we may ignore the Victories of Mecca (Ibn al-'Arabi's al-Futuhat

al-Makkiyah).'*

According to him monism could be believed in by the Sufis in

two ways, as ontological or as phenomenological (as wahdat al-

mijiid or as wahdat al-shultQd). According to ontological monists

God alone is existent and all else non-existent. All His 'flashes' and
'appearances' they regard as One-in-all and All-in-one. There-
fore the doctrine of ontological monists leads to absolute know-
ledge (77m al-yaqm). But, argues Shaykh Ahmad, as this doctrine

negatives all existence except that of God, it is in conflict with
reason and religion. 0 On the other hand, he argues, phenomeno-
logical monism which believes in simple unitarianism and leads to
true knowledge {'ayn al-yaqm) presents no such conflict. It has to
be realized, he says, that God is existent and is unique (yaguna) in
His self (dliai), qualities (si/at) and actions (ofSI); and in no way
any created object can be a part of Him. Qualities and actions of

1 Sirbindl, i, I7i.
' Ibid. i. 41.

* Ibid, i, 171-2, 284.
' Ibid. 1, 121-2.

Ibid. 1, 325.
• Ibid, j, 57, 410-14.
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His creatures, whose existence has been possible because of His

will cannot be compared to His qualities and actions -which are

unique. God's creation is His reflection; and reflection should not

be confused with reality. Therefore it will be wrong to say: 'All is

God' IJiama ust); it will be more correct to say 'All is from Him'

(fauna azust). Man's real vocation is that of thecreatureof God;and

creatureliness is the highest stage of saintliness. A creature must

not venture to regard himself as anything higher than a creature;

and those Sufis who have committed excesses in claiming to

transcend this relationship have done so in flashes of mystical

ecstasy, which are nevertheless reprehensible for their lack of con-

sonance with religious precepts.1

This doctrine of phenomenological monism he claimed to be

dynamic whereas the ontological monism of Ibn al-'Arabi and his

Indian and Turkish commentators had been static. Its slogan was

not 'God is everything', but 'God is the Guide (Hadt)'. The
mystic relationship it enjoined between man and God was that of

love and not that of union (tcast); the creature was notaninfinitesi-

mal manifestation of the Divine. In the Creator-creature relation-

ship One was with the other. It was wrong of the gnostic to cry out

'I am Truth' (I am God, ano'l-Haqg). The mystic cry of the lover

of God should be 'I am His creature' {ana-abdiiK)?
So far the criticisms of Ibn al-'Arabi had been either from the

rationalists' premises or from the purely orthodox point of view.
Never before had an alternative system been built up within
Indian Sufism, and never before in India had Sufism been brought
so close to the religious core of Islam. It is not surprising, there-
fore, that Shaykh Ahmad's doctrine of phenomenological monism
had such a revolutionary impact on Indian Islam. It re-diverted its

various streams, orthodox and esoteric into a single channel; it

relaxed the tension between the religious law and mystical experi-
ence; it resolved whatever conflict there was between the Sufis and
the 'ulama uniting them in a single synthesis of solidarity. It is also
not surprising that Shaykh Ahmad's influence on Islam outside
India, especially in Central Asia and the eastern provinces of the
Ottoman empire was considerable.3

3i'h^Vi^
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After secession from the firmly established tradition of onto-

logical monism it was a much easier task to ward off the incursions

of the rationalists. To make the orthodoxy of Indian Islam secure

on this front, all that Shaykh Ahmad had to do was to re-affirm the

position taken up by al-Ghazzall vis-a-vis al-Farabl and Ibn Sina,

regarding them as outside the pale of Islam, and to repeat force-

fully the Ash'arite denunciation of the Mu'tazilites.1

The ijma' endorsed his title of the 'renovator of the second mil-

lenium' (mnjaddid-i Alf-i than!), and there is no doubt his writings

and his influence checked the process of Indian Islam's disintegra-

tion into syncretic heresies. He re-integrated the formalistic

dynamics of religion and the inner vitality of deep mysticism. His

is perhaps the most distinct contribution of Indian Islam to the

religio-mystical thought of Islam in general. But, on the other

hand his easy victory, especially the one against the rationalists,

gave to Indian Islam the rigid and conservative stamp it bears

today. In a way he was the pioneer of what modern Islam is today

in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent—isolationist, self-confident,

conservative, deeply conscious ofthe need of a reformation but dis-

trustful of innovations, accepting speculation in theory but
dreading it in practice, and insular in its contact with other civili-

zations. This is not surprising because at one time or other the

intellectual leaders of modern Muslim India, Sayyid Ahmad
Khan,2 Iqbal 3 and Abu'l Kalam Azad,4 widely different though
their religious and political solutions have been, had come under
the influence of Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi.

The professionalization of the theologian in Muslim India had
been one of the contributory causes of the heretical neurosis of the
sixteenth century which made the advent of the Alfi movements
possible. A reaction against these movements led to a movement
of re-aw'akening and re-assessment among some of the 'ulama.
The period of Akbar's heresy coincided with a movement among
the more pious 'ulama to migrate to the Hijaz, not necessarily as a
reaction to his heresy. These travels might have been influenced
by much deeper reasons, perhaps the instinctive spiritual necessity
of renewal of contact with Islam's cognizable centre, and a desire
to escape from the chaos of spiritual bankruptcy in Muslim India.

' Sirhindi i, 431.315-23.bawd Ahmad Khan, Namiqa dor ba}un-i tatmnntr-i lhayhli, 1852.
" Iqba!, lieconttniction, 182, 187.
Abu'l Mam Azad, TaJhhira, Lahore, n d., 131-2.
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Eminent among the immigrant Indian 'ulama in Hijaz were

Sayyid 'All MuttaqI, and his successor 'Abdul Wahhab MuttaqT,

both scholars ofhadtth at a time, when because of the studies of Ibn

Hajar, Mecca had become a centre of studies in that science.

'Abdul Haqq Dehlavi (1551-1642) who went to Hijaz in 1587

was more definitely making a spiritual escape from the court of

Akbar and the company of such sceptics as Faizi,1 though he was

dissuaded from permanently residing in Mecca by his teacher

'Abdul Wahhab MuttaqI.2 'Abdul Haqq was essentially a theo-

logian though he had received mystical training in the Qadiri as

well as the Naqshbandl order. In the latter he also, like Shaykh

Ahmad was a disciple of Baql-billah, and like both of them, but

with a much more traditional bias he also addressed himself to the

mission of religious rehabilitation, in correspondence with the

orthodox elite of the court, especially Shaykh Farid. 3 On Jahangir's

accession he wrote a short treatise Risala-i Niiramya-i Suitaniya

(Nur al-dln being Jahangir's name) on the duties of a Muslim
monarch according to the canon law. He lived to see Shah
Jahan's accession for whom he collected forty traditions of the

Prophet on the duties and responsibilities of a good ruler.

He wrote on almost every theological science and may be
regarded as by far the most outstanding Muslim theologian in

India before Shah Wali-Ullah; whom he forecasts in his exegetical

work as well as a more synthetic study of hadtth based especiallyon
the Mishkat. From him begins the Indian Muslim tradition of the
scholarship of hadith which was to culminate in theworksof Wall-
Ullah and the AhUi hadith of the late nineteenth century.

1 Nizami, 242-4. 345-77.

AU^Sh
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VIII

DARA SHIKOH AND AURANGZEB

(1) The Speculative Syncretism oj Dara Shkoh

In the middle of the seventeenth century the spiritual life of

Muslim India reached a point of crisis The tradition of Akbar's

eclecticism on the one hand, and of the orthodox reaction ofShaykh

Ahmad Sirhindi and 'Abdul Haqq Muhaddith Dehlavi on the

other had been developing antithetically, each accumulating an

intellectual momentum to such an extent, that Muslim India

could hardly avoid the choice of one of them to the exclusion of the

other This tension reflected itself in the imperial household, as

everywhere else m the Muslim society of India at that juncture

With Dara Shikoh, Akbar's imperial eclecticism took the form of

an mtellecrualjzed magical syncretism, in the case of his brother

and rival to the throne Aurangzeb, the theological emphasis of

'Abdul Haqq Dehlavi found its exponent in terms of political

power and establishmentarian rehabilitation of religious law

The tension which became polarized in the opposite outlooks of

these two sons of Shah Jahan was between esoteric heterodoxy and
conformist orthodoxy Through them the Muslim ijma' (con-

sensus), which at that st3ge had gained some knowledge of Hindu-
ism, exoteric as well as esoteric, divided and decided its ultimate

spiritual and political future, whether to merge syncretically into

Hinduism, or to preserve its identity through a re-orientation to-

wards orthodox formalism and religio-pohtical particularism

Dara Shikoh began as an orthodox mystic of the Qadmyyah
order, whereas Aurangzeb had an unmystical mind Dara Shikoh
was a disciple of the Qadirl Sufis, Miyan Mir (d 1635) and Mulla
Shah BadkhshI (d 1 661), the latter endorsed his achievement in Sufi
discipline and called him 'the ruler of the realm of heart' (stihib-

qirfin-i dil), though mysticism does not seem to have sublimated
Dara Shikoh's practical life much 1 His earlier writings between
1640 and 1646, confined themselves to the doctrinal or hagioJogical

' Turn Chand, 'Dlru Sh.koh and the Urianishadj', IC, xvii (1943), 397.413
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studies of the established canons of Sufism. In this phase his ortho-
doxy seems to have been as irreproachable as that of Aurangzeb.
The major literary influence on Dara Shikoh in this phase, was
that of Jam!, whom he imitated in his verse. His Safinat al-awliya,
an authoritative work on SDfl hagiography is modelled on Jami's
Nafahat al-uns, and his doctrinal Tariqat al-Haqiqat on Jami's
haaSih.

His eclectic studies received no discouragement from his Qadiri
preceptors, whose order was passing through a very liberal phase
at that time in the sub-continent. So on the one hand Dara Shikoh
associated with well-known Muslim Sufis like Muhibb-UUah and
Lisan-Allah Rustaki, on the other his spiritual curiosity urged him*e .=ompany of Hindu mystics like Jagannath Misra and
ISabalal Vairagi. The second phase of Dara Shikoh's creative
writing (1650-5) is devoted mainly either to the translation and
syncretic interpretation of Hindu scriptures or to an identification
of the Hindu mysticism with the Islamic. He had the Yoga-
I anita {Jog-BaMshl) re-translated into Persian, though he tad
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makimn) mentioned in the Qur'an.1 On this hypothesis 2 Dara

Shikoh builds the structure of his syncretism, and regards the

Upanishads as the ultimate scriptural source and spring of all

monotheism, as not merely in full accordance with the Qur'an or a

commentary upon it, but as its original or ultimate source.3 The

thesis he developed is based on accident and analogy and would

not bear historical or scientific examination, but he thought that

the 'mysteries' of the Qur'an became intelligible to him through

the Upanishads, and therefore he translated them with the help of

some Brahmins, but only after taking an augury from the Qur'an,

and keeping in mind the attitude of his readership, which would

consist of Muslims, who partly because of the prejudices of the

theologians and partly because of the religious secretiveness of the

Hindus, were ignorant of the scriptural secrets of the Hindufaith. 4

His translation must have gained considerable popularity as one

can judge by the remarkably large number of manuscripts

available. 5

The basic hypothesis of his introduction to his translation of the

Upanishads, the complete and unconditional identification of the

ambitiously though equally unscientifically generalized in his

essence of Hinduism with the essence of Islam, is found more in

Majma' al-bahrayn. This work concerns itself with a syncretic

'lexique technique', a collection of pseudo-lexicographical corres-

pondences between Sufi and Upanishadic cosmologies, esoteric

beliefs and practices. He traces in Sabda, the sound which emanates

and is formulated into words, an affinity with Sarasvati, and

regards it as the source of Ism-i A'zam (The Great Name) of the

Sufis and Veda Mukha or Om of the Hindus. He interprets the con-

cept of Ism-i A'zam as summing up the three attitudes oftheHindu

Triad: creation, preservation and destruction. By analogy, he con-

cludes that the Arabic short vowels fatha, dhamma and hasra,

which he identifies with ahara, uhara and makara among the

Hindus, originate from the Ism-i A'zam. Personal equations in his

syncretic technique are even more intriguing: he identifies Michael

with Vishnu, Israphael with Mahadeva, and Adam/Gabriel with

Brahman/Manu." All this is extravagant. But even when his syn-

cretism approaches the valid ground of comparative study of the

1 Qur'un, hi, 77-79.
1 Dara Shikoh, op cit. fos. ia-3b, 191-200.

' lhid fo. 201. 4 Ibid. fos. iob-2ob. * Tara Chand, 399.
• Dar3 Shikoh, Majm' al-baJtraynt cd. Mahfuz al-Haqq, Calcutta, 1929.
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two religions, his speculation is, more often than not, widely off the

mark. Commenting on his equation of the concepts of ruh in Islam

and of atman and pramatman in Vedanta, Bikramajit Hasrat points

out that 'the Islamic view of ruh (soul) is fundamentally dissimilar

to that of the Vedantist. The former does not consider the soul as

reality, or believe in its association or identification with God, and

in that naft (self) is sharply differentiated from ruh (soul), while

in the Upanishads, the central doctrine seeks to establish atman as

the sole reality and the realization of Brahman as atman is em-

phasized.'1 Similarly Dara Shikoh's equation of the Sufi concept

of 'ishq (love) with the Hindu concept of maya (illusion), or his

comparison of the Sufi belief in Iiuh~i A'zam, 'the complete soul of

Muhammad' (Haqiqal-i Muhammadiyyah) with the Hindu concept

of Hiranyagrabha can be regarded as very far-fetched.2

Dara Shikoh's syncretism was not a movement away from

Islam towards Hinduism; it was a sincere effort to underline what

he erroneously believed to be common between them. He wanted

his syncretism to find favour with the Hindus as much as with the

Muslims. The Majam'al-bahrayn was translated into Sanskrit

under the title Samudra Sangam. If the merit, from the present

non-Muslim point of view, of his syncretism was its liberal collecti-

vism, its main weakness was its hollowness, its lack of any valid

scientific or metaphysical premise, and its unrestrained hypo-
thetical character. His approach to Hinduism and search for com-
mon ground was not purely esoteric; the conversations he had with
Eabalal Vairagi deal with a fairly extensive range of subjects, some
of which, like Hindu mythology, cremation of the dead and idol-

worship, were related to the orthodox rather than mystic side of
Hinduism, and it is interesting that Babalal, who was steeped in
Bhakti eclecticism, takes on the whole an orthodox rather than
eclectic line in his explanation of Hindu religious practices.3

Dara Shikoh came to believe in an almost Nietzschean con-
ception of the recurrence of history under the influence of the
Hindu theories of metempsychosis and re-incarnation. This ex-
plains some of his far-fetched interpretations of the verses of the
Quran.' His syncretism contained an clement of magic and super-
stition, which influenced his metaphysical speculation as much as

'.Si"?^'' '""."Ma** Calcutta. 1053 216 "Ibid 22<i
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his strategy as a general.1 'Even his scholarship seems to have been

motivated more by superstitious regard to what he saw in his

dreams than by the urge to express the ineffable vision of an in-

ward light.' 2

Manucci's impression that Dara Shikoh had no fixed religion

and praised every religion in the presence ofits followers 3 may be a

reflection of the popular opinion about him. But the correct

assessment of Telement interreligonal' of his spirituality seems to

be that though his mind was impregnated by Hinduism, he re-

mained a convinced Muslim.4

From the very beginning in the war of succession, Aurangzeb's

line of challenge against Dara Shikoh was the latter's alleged

apostasy and his association with Hindu theologians and mystics. 5

The division of the loyalties of the Hindu generals during this civil

war 6 does not alter the situation of the challenge. In any case the

most powerful of Hindu nobles, Jaswant Singh, who changed
sides more than once was primarily a partisan of Dara Shikoh, and
first of the Mughal generals to fight a pitched battle against

Aurangzeb. 7 Many of Jaswant Singh's Muslim officers were
secretly in league with Aurangzeb, and it was the fear of their

desertion that impelled him to change sides.8 In fact Dara Shikoh
could rely only on the absolute loyalty of Rajput elements of his

army and his personal retainers in his struggle against Aurangzeb.0

Even Jai Singh whose loyalty to Aurangzeb remained unswerving,

was suspected on one occasion of having let Dara Shikoh escape

to Siwistan.10

The official charge-sheet of Aurangzeb against Dara Shikoh
specifically mentions that he did not confine himself to traditional

Sufism, but turned to Hindus and their faith, kept constant com-
pany with Hindu yogis and sanyasis, regarded their scriptures as

the word of God and had them translated, and wore not a Muslim

1 Tara Chand, 397.
1 Ibid. 308.

•Niccolao Manucci, Storia do Mogor (Eng. tr. W. Irvine), London, 1906 i

*L. Massisnon and A. M. Kfls*im, *Un cssai de bloc ishmo-hindou au
XVIIo siecle. L'humanisme mystique du prince Dara', RMM, 63 (1026). 1-14
•Kh5nWian, 2.4;Bernicr,j6-i7.

4 '

• K. R. QanunRO, Dara ShukSli, Calcutta, 1934, i, 200.
7 Jadunath Sarkar, A Hixtory of Aurangzeb, Calcutta, 1912-24, ii, 7-22.
• Muhammad Kazim, 'AhmgTr Nama. Calcutta, 1S68, 72, 78; Manucci i

258; Bemicr, 37-38. • Sarkar. ii, 4o." Tala YSr, llaft Atijuman, Dibl Nat. Pari* MS. Pcrs. nun. 476 (niochet 704)
km. ie>5a-io6b; Sarkar, ii, 202-3.
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but a Hindu legend 'prablm' on his ring.1 Apostasy was given as

the official reason for his execution.2

That not the officially-stated casus belli, but Aurangzeb's per-

sonal ambition was the real motive behind the Mughal War of

Succession, is quite a valid view-point adopted by some historians. 3

Perhaps the truth lies between the two extreme views. In different

circumstances Aurangzeb's cause would not have appeared correct

from a theological view-point; and though it is debatable whether

many or any of Aurangzeb's generals were touched by the zeal of

orthodoxy, the support he could otherwise muster might have been

less. One does not know which way the general Muslim opinion

was divided; but the common people of Delhi were shocked by and
lamented the fate of Dara Shikoh.4 To the Hindu intellectual elite

his fall appeared ominous, and we find as late as eighteenth century

a Bengali poet Dvija Ram lamenting his misfortunes.5

Connected with the fate of Dara Shikoh was that of heretical

(H-shar') SOfism, as represented by Sarmad, a Sufi bohemian of

Armenian or Jewish origin,* who went about naked in a state of

ecstasy, and was associated with Dara Shikoh, who was later

accused of liking 'the company of mad mystics'.' Sarmad, whose
slogans were an echo of those of al-Hallaj, without the latter's

metaphysical depth, is regarded as the author of some very
touching mystical quatrains. His execution by Aurangzeb on the
alleged grounds of obscene heterodoxy, was regarded generally as
a political rather than religious measure.8

(ii) The Theocratic Particularism of Aurangzeb

In a number of ways the character of Aurangzeb was the anti-
thesis of Dara Shikoh. Aurangzeb's piety was unmystical; he also
conversed with men of God, who in his case were either theo-
logians or the followers of the orthodox Naqshbandi order. 'In his
private chamber he never reposed upon a cushion"; he did not
wear silk or use vessels of silver or gold; 'in his company no
improper word, such as of slander or obscenity or falsehood was

'Jt^f™'"1\&ly'™*'id Kh3».'W^.>-.-^ta«.V.-(M.'AJ, Calcutta,

• Ibid.
,b,d

- 22z-

• KSzjin, 1071; M.'A, 5jz.
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spoken.' 1 His favourite readings consisted of the Qur'an, the

canon law, and the works of al-Ghazzah", Yahya Manerl and Mulla

'Abdullah Tabbakh. 2 He liked ethical poetry, but not poetry in

general: in architecture he was interested essentially in its utility,

and he had no love for music and painting.3 While a prince, he
desired to retire from administrative to contemplative life of a reli-

gious recluse, and incurred thereby the displeasure of his father

Shah Jahan, 4 though in retrospective judgement Bernier regarded

the ascetic strain in his character as hypocritical.

His break with the imperial eclectic heritage of the past was
gradual. As long as his great Hindu generals, Jaswant Singh and

Jai Singh, were alive, he continued to participate in such Hindu
festivals as Dashera. 5 But the ordinances of his second coronation

(1659) gave a new shape to his administrative and religious policy.

The solar calendar was replaced by the lunar Hijra; Nawruz, a

Zoroastrian borrowing, ceased to be celebrated; censors (inuhtasibs)

were appointed to control alcoholism and sexual vices; and taxes

which were not based on the Hanafi law, such as transit duties and

price-fees on food-grains were abolished. 0 Between 1659 and 1670
he abolished such imperial ceremonies of self-glorification as

jharoka-darsltan (imperial appearance on a balcony) and the

weighing-in-gold on birthdays. 7

Aurangzeb's pluralism had a positive and a negative side. Its

positivism was directed towards a reformulation of the Muslim
society in India. Its negative aspect was the denial to his non-
Muslim subjects of the social and spiritual rights conceded earlier

by Akbar. In the moral reconstruction of Muslim society his

administrative measures forecast the intellectual scheme of re-

forms advocated by Shah Wali-Ullah a generation later. To this

category belong the prohibition of the roofing of mausoleums and
pilgrimage of women to saints' tombs, of prostitution and effemin-

acy in dress, of processions during Muharram, of the cultivation of
hashish; and the discouragement of astrology, of the wearing of
silk and gold, and of music.8 On humanitarian grounds he tried to

1 KSzim, 1072; M.'A, 314. s Ibid. 531-2, ?or.
» Sirkar, i, 8. < Liihorl, n, 386, 398; cf. Bernier, 10.
• Sharma, op. cit. 119
' Kazjm, 366, 390-2; M.'A, Ox; Mtr'at-i Ahmadl, 1, 260; Aunmgrcb, Ituq'dl

Enc. tr. J. II. Billimona, Bombay/London, 190S, 5-6; SarUr, ii, 299.
'M.Vl.. 75. 81; KMnKh3n.il, 2-3.

"
• Khlfl KMn. ''.='<: M-'A., 7S. 146; Manucci, i. 224; idem, ii, 9,- Bernier.

161-3; Sujan Rai, Khulaua at-tmcdrm, I.O. Pen. MS. 1f.57.foj. 44a, 55b, 148a.
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introduce a few reforms, of a different kind, in Hindu society also.

Among these was his prohibition of sati and of obscene songs

during the festival of Hal!.1 For the reorganization of Muslim

society and for converting the Muslim state in India into an Is-

lamic theocracy he commissioned the compilation of Fataaa-i

'Alamgiri, which is perhaps the most comprehensive digest of

Muslim jurisprudence ever compiled. It also meant some reversal

of the former educational policy, and removal from the syllabus of

schools, of the works of such unorthodox speculation as those of

Muhibb-UUah Allahabad!.2 Exclusively for Muslim India he

aimed to create something like a welfare state, with free kitchens,

inns and subsistence allowances, and the abolition of a number of

taxes not authorized by the canon law.3

His pluralistic view of society looked upon non-Muslim India

as a separate entity. It was up to a point the externalization in state

administration of the separatist trend developed in Muslim poli-

tical thought in India, reflecting basically the Muslim feeling of

insecurity. His iconoclasm was, for instance, a reaction to Dara
Shikoh's syncretism. In 1666, 'learning that there was a stone

railing in the temple of Keshav R2i, which Dara Shikoh had pre-

sented to it, Aurangzeb ordered it to be removed, as a scandalous

example of a Muslim's coquetry with idolatry.' 4 The destruction

of Hindu temples and schools at Tatta, Multan and Benares in

1669 was ordered on the ground that they were attracting some
Muslims also. 5 It was not until 1670 that iconoclasm was ordered in

a generalized manner. 6

Thejiiya levied by Aurangzeb in 1679 was considered officially

among rare virtuous measures {haianal-i gharib), and the official

chronicler Saqi Musta'id Khan comments: 'The Hindus had not
been degraded to such a degree in any other period.' 7 But whereas
Aurangzeb reimposcd jizya, he abolished a number of taxes not
authorized by the canon law, the greater burden of which used to
fall on the Hindus.8 On the other hand, in some cases the bene-
ficiaries of the abolition of some of these taxes like the customs
duties in 1667, were Muslims exclusively.9

It is difficult to say whether and to what extent these discrimin-
atory measures were the cause or the effect of the rebellions of

'.^'."S'"' V' S',ka
' ><>3-4. ' Shah Nawaz Khan, Hi, 606.

• S^ri'T'Si , ' Sarkar, iii, 303. • M.'A., 60.
Ibid. 60 84, 88, 95-96. 171, 173, 186, 396: Khafi Khan, ii, 358-9.

'.1/.'A,48. Khafi Khan, i,, 87-8,. 'III.'A., 530; Khafi KhSn/ii, 87-89.
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militant Hindu communities in the Mughal empire The first

phase of Shivaji's revolt ending in 1665 certainly precedes them.

Probably it was a vicious circle. The Mughal empire had become

inherently decadent, while some Hindu communities, especially

the Marathas and the Sikhs, were emerging into a renaissance of

religious vigour. Facing this challenge the Mughal emperor seems

to be trying to emphasize by administrative measures the superior

status of his community, only to be met with more and more

Hindu hostility and resistance. Discriminatory measures of a

social character were not introduced by Aurangzeb until 1695

after the risings of the Mathura Tats, the Satnamis the Sikhs and

the Marathasfthen he issued orders that no Hindus except he

Rajputs, the official warrior caste which had been very loyal to the

Mughal rule, should bear arms or ride on elephants or Arab or

'Iraqi horses or in palanquins.1 .

The discrimination was not the entire story Paradoxicalty

enough, Hindu elements continued to be ar
.
integraljart

:

of

Aurangzeb's civil and military administration* If on the one hand

some temples were abolished, on the other a number °f endow-

ments and pensions were given to Brahmms and revenue grants to

other Hindu temples. A number of Aurangzeb s grants of th

category have been recently brought to light by the documents

published by Jnan Chandra.' Neither his iconoclasm nor his im-

position ofjizya was a new feature. As Sharma has pointed out <

his order forbidding the construction of new and repair of old

temples did not promulgate any new law; it simply declared and

revived an old interpretation of the Musl.m law which had become

obsolete * •

A view more reflective of Hindu sensitivity than Sharma s is

that of Tadunath Sarkar who admires the lack in Aurangzeb of any

personal moral weakness, his ability as a man and as a ruler and his

simplicity, and can think of only one non-rel.g.ous v, eakness in h.s

adrninistration.-over-centralization"; but then commenting on

Aurangzeb, and through him the failure of the Musl.m state in

India, he observes: 'The failure of an ideal Musl.m king like

Aurancreb with all the advantages he possessed at his accession

and his high moral character and training, is—the clearest proof

1 , . 5 Supra, part li, ch. ti.

' }n->n ChSdn.. ' •AlamEtr-, giant to » Itatam', JPIIS. M. (.,5!)), 9»-loo
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the world can afford of the eternal truth that there cannot be a

great or lasting empire without a greatpeople, that no people can be

great unless it learns to form a compact nation with equal rights

and opportunities for all

—

n

The modern Muslim attitude to Aurangzeb has ranged from

apologetics to adulation,2 reflective revivalistically of Muslim

fear of submergence. How real was this danger of spiritual sub-

mergence of Indian Islam into Hinduism during the spiritual con-

flict polarized in the attitudes of Dara Shikoh and Aurangzeb can

best be summed up in the words of a modern British writer;

'What might reasonably have been expected, had the policy of

Akbar been followed by Aurangzeb and his successors, was an in-

sensible modification of Hindu thought (such as had already begun)

in the direction of monotheism, accompanied by a progressive

absorption of the Islamic faith (or all that survived of it) into the

ever-plastic fabric of Hinduism.' 3

1 Sarkar, v,
1 ShiblT Nu'manl, Aurargseb 'Alamgir par ek tiazar, A'zamRarh.
W. G. Orr, A Sixteenth Century Indian Mystic, London, 1947, 24.



IX

THE WALI-ULLAH I MOVEMENT

(i) The Religious and Political ideas of Shah Wali-VUah

Shah WalI-Ullah of Delhi, who forms the bridge between medi-

eval and modern Islam in India, was born in 1703, five years before

the death of Aurangzeb, which marked the collapse of Muslim

power and the disintegration of Muslim morale in India. His

father Shah 'Abd al-Rahim was one of the compilers of Fatawa-i

•Alamgiri, the encyclopaedic collection of religious edicts com-

missioned by Aurangzeb; he was a follower of the Mujaddidi

branch of the Naqshbandi order,1 but not without a qualified

admiration for the monistic doctrines of Ibn al-'Arabi. The main

influence which shaped his mind was that of the doctors of the

Hijaz, Shaykh Abu Tahir Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Kurdi, a

under whom he studied hadith in Medina and Shaykh Sulayman

Maghrib! who lectured to him on Malikite jurisprudence, as well

as under other 'Arab scholars like Shaykh al-Sanawi, and Taj al-

din al-Hanafl, 3 at a time when his great contemporary, Muham-

mad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab was also studying in these holy cities of

Islam, and perhaps among others with these very teachers.4 The

two systems these two divines of the eighteenth-century world of

Islam worked out had the same source of inspiration, going back

through the tradition of the study of hadith in unmystical Hijaz to

the orthodox discipline of Ibn Taimiya, 5 and though it is difficult

to establish any theory of mutual influence of either on the other,

their two systems did come closer, if not actually merge, m the

Indian Islam of the nineteenth century.

Like his 'Arab comtemporary, Shah WalI-Ullah was conscious

of the religio-ethical disintegration of Islam in general, and there-

fore chose 'Arabic rather than Persian as the language for Hujjat

Allah al-baligha, his major contribution to theological dialectics, to

rehabilitate the theory and practice of orthodox Sunni belief. To

»Shah\VaH-Ullah,>™>;&i<r/, Delhi 1897,27. ' Ibid.28.

> ?UbVd-U115h Sindhi, Shall Wali-VUSh our unkt ifjosf uhrlh, Lahore,

S. M. Ikram, HSi-i Kcmthar, Karachi, n.d.. 335. » Sindhi, 7-9.
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this end he relied much more on the Malikite 1 than the Hanafi 2

approach to the sunnah, regarding it as the most distinguished

among theological sciences and their source,3 a historically stable

factor which could undergo no change.4

Historical circumstances helped in the process. So far the reli-

gious schools in India had emphasized the study offiqh to meet the
Muslim state's requirement of training qazis for judicial appoint-
ments. With the collapse of Muslim power this economic stimulus
declined. The static formalism of the study of traditional Muslim
jurisprudence could hardly be expected to revitalize the soul of a
decadent community. By the beginning of the eighteenth century
the two great Sufi orders of the Mughal era, the Naqshbandi as
well as the Qadiri, had lost their spiritual dynamism. Sufism could
no longer be relied upon as in the days of Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi,
when Indian Islam was facing the challenge of syncretism but had
not actually entered the stage of decadence and political degrad-
ation. Shah Wall-Ullah's contribution to the requirements of
religious re-thinking in the early eighteenth-century Muslim India
was therefore, subordination of Muslim jurisprudence to the
discipline of hadith on the one hand; and a total absorption of the
remnants ofvarious Sufi disciplines into the orthodox Islam on the
other. He pointed out that the era of prophetic revelations was
followed by the age of mystic revelations beginning with 'All and
reaching its culmination in the writings of Ibn al-'Arabi.= He then
proceeded to reconcile' Ibn al-'Arabi's doctrines of ontological
monism with the stress on phenomenalogical monism in the
teachings of Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi, the acknowledged precursor

?T ?m I!"?
Une °f reHgioUS and P°Ii,!ral

.
if ">' mystical

thinking." To check the spiritual decadence of Islam in his age he
completed the work begun by Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi, the chan-
nelling of the streams of Sufi spiritual heritage into traditional
Islam. This also involved a composition of Sufism's internal

.l-^Z'
S-Vmh

-
*-*f"°e™ ™J -*««#«. com™*,,*, m Mailt'*

.M,
M«ta"™d lqb51 , JW,,™,^ cfJUB^, Thm!hl ;„ London,

'fS ?™;UIBI
'' ""** Aush °'-tm*h* (») KW,i, „.d. H,

'•IS y?'::¥J!?!'
T4ll'»i' d-IWsa, Delhi ,006 ,„^Shah V.»l,-Umh, iWIWS; 'iS/'^jw,, Delhi, ,880,

1 Sindhl, op. at. 81.
' In Khayr-i Kathlr, Lum'at, and td-Qavl al.jamU,
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differences of practice, and a synthetic merging together of the

various Sufi disciplines of India into one.1

His sense of a mission to face the challenge of the time led to his

self-identification with the qa'im al-zaman,- the religious pivot of

the age, a conception which re-states more modestly the hierarch-

ical spiritual role of the qulb," or the more ostentatious one of

qayyiim as developed by Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi.4 The role of the

qa'im al-zaman is related to the dual nature of the hhilafat, which

can be either external (ziilu'ri) or internal (balini). Whereas the ex-

ternal hhilafat should occupy itself with the duties of the admin-

istration and defence of religious law, the internal hhilafat is en-

trusted with the responsibility of giving a direction to the 'ulama,

the rationalists, the legists and the Sufis. As the qa'im al-zaman of

his own particular age he considered it to be a part of his mission

to restore the solidarity of the umma by emphasizing a formula of

compromise based on whatever was commonly accepted by the

various sects of Islam, and by force of conciliatory logic to blur the

dividing line between the mystic and the theologian, between the

Mu'tazilite and the Ash'arite, but even more especially between

the four orthodox schools of law in Sunni Islam.6 In the midst of

its weaknesses and the challenges it faced in the eighteenth century,

Islam had to be liberal, resilient, tolerant and composite. So in the

view of Shah Wali-Ullah anyone who had once professed himself

to be a Muslim, remained so, whatever his sins or failings. 8

According to him all prescriptions and prohibitions of religions

have one of the following ends in view: either the cultivation of

self; or the propagation and strengthening of religious life; or the

service and organization of human society. 7 Since these are the

ends of the religious law, it follows that any particular formulation

of it has a relative rather than an absolute value; and has as such no
finality. A Sunni who follows, say Abu Hanifa, would be well

within his rights if he prefers the authority of other imams on a

number of points of canon law; and he would be certainly very
much in the wrong if he followed a particular imam on a point
where either the Qur'an or the Itadlth have a clear injunction to the

1 Ikram, 362.
* Shah Wali-Ullah, Fuytls al-Harmayn, 62, 89; originally a Shi'i messianic

concept.

_
8 Muhy al-dln Ibn al-'Arabl, al-Futtihat al-Mahkiyah, Cairo, 1876, i, 196;

it, 7~i I : <v, 95. *SeesM/»ra, pt. ii, ch vii, 184.
' Ikram, 341-2. 'II, i, 381. ' Ibid, i, 284.
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contrary. No jurist can be or can have a substitute for the un-

questionable authority of the Qur'an and the Prophetic tradition,1

which are the only two infallible sources of religious law. In addi-

tion, speculative reconstruction (ijtihad) 2 is the basis on which a

re-vitalized understanding of religion is possible, rather than

imitation (taqlid) which owes its origin to a forced choice between

the conflicting views of the jurists.3

Ijtihad, in his view, is an exhaustive endeavour to understand

the derivative principles of canon law. 4 He accepts al-Rafi'i and

al-Nawawl's classification of mujtahids (speculative thinkers) into

two categories; the 'permanent' (mustaqill) and the 'affiliated'

(mutitasib); the latter relying upon the former. 5 The permanent

mujtahid re-interprets the fundamental principles of religious law

and re-examines the decisions of his predecessors."

The necessity of the ever-now 'permanent' speculation arises

because of the progress and expansion of religious and human
society, which is faced with new problems in a new age and in a

new milieu. His emphasis on the role of ijtijad is therefore a natural

reaction to the element of growth and change in human society.

"The prophetic method of teaching according to Shah Wali-UUah',

explains Iqbal, 'is that generally speaking, the law revealed by a

prophet takes special notice of the habits, ways and peculiarities of

the people to whom it is specifically sent. The prophet who aims at

all-embracing principles, however, can neither reveal different

principles for different peoples, nor leaves them to work out their

own rules of conduct. His method is to train one particular people,

and to use them as a nucleus for the building up of a universal

shari'a. In doing so he accentuates the principles underlying the
social life of all mankind, and applies them to concrete cases in the
light of the specific habits of the people immediately before him.
The jfom'a-values (ahkam) resulting from this application . . .

are in a sense specific to that people; and since their observance is

not an end in itself they cannot be strictly enforced in the case of
future generations.*

'

Shah Wali-Ullah further points out that in the majority of cases
the truth lies between two extremes of difference of interpretation

n,'S,
3

&il'"-U1S' 'Ifd-WfiAteum sl.7j.fta tfd.lvfU, Eng. Ir. byDa ud lUhbar m The Mutlim World, 1955, 347-58
Ibid. 34S. < Ibid. 350. ' Iqbal, 163; cf. 77, i, 323.
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by jurists; that a broad outlook is preferable for the expression of

opinion in religious matters; and finally he agrees with 'Izz al-din

'Abd al-Salam that a mujtahid should normally respect the con-

sensus of other 'ttlamfi. 1 The mujtahid has also a responsibility and
a mission in relation to non-Muslims; force cannot compel people

to accept Islam as they would revert to their ancestral faith in the

same or a succeeding generation when they have an opportunity;

he should therefore persuade them into acceptance of Islam by
precept and example.2

The renewed emphasis on ijlihud is Shah Wali-UIIah's main
contribution to modernist speculative thinking in Muslim India.

His own method of induction and argument was classical; but he is

generally regarded as the first Indian Muslim 'who felt the urge of

the new spirit in him'.3 'Time has come', he wrote in the intro-

duction to Hujjat Allah al-baligha, 'that the religious law of Islam

should be brought into the open fully dressed in reason and
argument.' 4 For him 'reason and argument' had perhaps a more
fundamentalist significance, but they inspired the formula of neo-

Mu'tazilite modernism of Sayyid Ahmad Khan, who had received

his early education in the seminary of Watl-UIIah's successors in

Delhi, of Shibll's scholasticism and of 'religious reconstruction' in

the thought of Iqbal. In his exegesis of the Qur'an, which raised

such a storm of controversy, Sayyid Ahmad Khan leans heavily on
the work of this eighteenth-century theologian. The more classical

influences of Wall-Ullahi concepts of ijtihad are reflected in the

work of the 'ulama of Deoband whose religious ideology was
directly shaped by his school.

It was the speculative attitude of mind, in the background of
challenge of the spiritual collapse of Muslim society in India in his

age that led Wali-Ullah in opposition to the bitter polemics of
orthodox 'ulama to translate the Qur'an into Persian. His object

was primarily to convey the word of God in translation to the
average educated Muslim; and secondarily to break the monoply of
the theologian, who had become petty-minded, far too pre-
occupied with externalities of ritual, converting himself into the
Muslim counterpart of the Hindu Brahmin. It is true there had
been an earlier Persian rendering of the Qur'an in India by Qazi
Shihab al-din DawlatabadI; but it was more in the nature of a com-
mentary. Wali-Ullah simultaneously initiated a movement for the

1 'Xqd al-Jtd, 358. • H, i, 258, 387. 'Iqbal, 162. * H, i, 4.
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intellectual appreciation of the Qur'an by the layman by founding

in 1743 a school where Qur'an and hadith were taught under his

personal direction and by writing a treatise on the problems of

translating the Qur'an and a book on the science of exegesis.1 His

son Shah Rafi' al-din translated the Qur'an into Urdu for the first

time. This was a literal rendering and was followed by a more
idiomatic Urdu rendering by another of his sons, Shah 'Abd al-

Qadir.

At the same time he was studying the structure, and formulating

a theory for the preservation of Muslim society in general and the

Indian Muslim community in particular. He divided the history

of the growth of human society into four stages. The first of these

stages (tTlifSqal) is that of primitive society which has a minimal
code of social behaviour, the second stage is marked by the
growth of urban life which is first led as a good state by its philo-

sophers, but later degenerates into factions and needs centralized

control; this necessitates the third stage, that of monarchy to

establish order in the place of chaos; and the final stage is that of
the universal state which requires a Mali/a, with effective author-
ity to hold down various rulers of the decadent civil society.2

This conception of a universal khilafat is a distinct departure
from the tradition ofIndo-Muslim religious scholarship, whichhad
been either indifferent to the question, or tended to confine it to
the first four holy caliphs, regarding the Umayyads and the
Abbas.ds as mere monarchs.3 According to Shah Wall-Ullah the
right to universal khilafat is confined to Quraysh ' but not ex-
clusively to the Banu Hashirn,* a view which accepts as legal the
Umayyad caliphate but leads to the negation of the Ottoman
claim. The caliph's duties are two-fold; to protect the Dar al-
Islam from external aggression, and to be an overlord over Muslim
monarchs with effective concentration of power in his hands to

f ,nat
J
he>' administerjustice according to the tenets of Islam and

do not indulge in civil strife. The responsibilities of the caliph
involve an ideal role, and his character and government has to be
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exemplary 1 But if a caliph does not combine in himself the quali-

ties necessary for the unnersal khlafat, the umma should not

molt against him and plunge the Dar al-Islam into civil strife 2

Revolt against a khalifa is justified only when he violates the basic

tenets of Islam 3

Within the religio-pohtical framework of the universal caliphate,

monarchy is necessary to maintain peace and order in an individual

Muslim state 4 This determines the detailed outline of the pyra-

midal feudal pattern of government m the Muslim administration,

for the monarch is advised to appoint amirs throughout his

kingdom, to protect the rights of the oppressed and to enforce the

laws of the shart'a and for effective check against apostasy and

other major sins 6 These amirs should be under the command of an

amir-i kabtr or governor 0 In so far as Muslim administration is

concerned, states can be of two kinds those with a purely Muslim
or with a mixed Muslim and non-Muslim population The latter

kind requires a more elaborate system of policing and adminis-

tration of justice 7

The nature of human society in genera/, and of" Muslim society

in particular is dynamic 8 and congregational 9 Jihad is in conson-

ance with its dynamic nature It is like a surgical operation on a

festering sore Its neglect would amount to the neglect of essential

self-defence and self-preservation, especially m a world hostile to

Islam 10 The congregational nature of Muslim society is revealed

in the assemblies for prayer in mosques on Fridays when citizens

come in contact with the imam of a city, Islamic egahtananism
blurs out the difference between the rich and the poor, and the

tenets of faith are propagated u The Friday congregation has a

much greater importance for the urban compared to the rural

Muslim community 12 The hajj is the greater occasion of the uni-

versal Muslim congregation, giving opportunity to the entire umma
for various communities of Islam to be mutually acquainted and to

display collectively the might and power of their faith 13

To the rapid collapse of Muslim power in India after the death
of Aurangzeb, and to the rise of the anti-Muslim anarchic forces of

1 H, ii 425-6 1 Ibid it, 427 ' Ihid 11, 428
* Ibid 1,91-92 5 al-TaJhtmal al llaluyah, 216
* Khihq Ahmad Isizami, 'Shah Wah-UHah Dehlavi and Indian Politics in the

18th centur> , IC, (1951) 133-45 T H, 11, 49S
* Ibid 1, 57, 222 • Ibid 11, 1So " Ibid ii, 4S0. 4S2, 4S7
" Ibid 11, 100-3 " Ibid 11, 103 " Ibid 11, tSo •
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the Marathas and the Tats, Shah Wah'-UIlah reacted with prag-

matic sensitiveness; and in this reaction formulated the tradition

for succeeding generations, of Indo-Muslim resistance to the con-

centration of power in non-Muslim hands. He was deeply con-

scious of the economic plight of the Muslim masses, and of the

breakdown of the politico-economic structure of the Muslim
feudal heritage, hitherto sustained by the Muslim imperial power
on which all classes of Muslim population depended for their sus-

tenance.1 In the anarchic pattern of struggle for power after

Aurangzeb, he turned to the time-honoured practice of the Sufis
to appeal to powerful Muslim nobles to come to the rescue of Dar
al-Islam. He had the immediate precedent of his own father Shah
'Abd al-Rahim, who had advised Nizam al-Mulk I to undertake a
holy war against the Marathas.2 Shah Wali-Ullah pinned his hope
of the revival of Muslim power in India on the Rohilla chief,
Najib al-DawIah.3 To him and to other Muslim governors like

Nizam al-Mulk and Taj Muhammad Khan Baloch he wrote
letters of invitation to jihad and of assurance that the defeat of
elements hostile to the Muslims was divinely predetermined, but
it could be realized as a fact only if the Muslim governors made a
concentrated military effort.' When they proved incapable of
checking the rise of Maratha power and Jat depredations, he in-
vited Ahmad Shah Abdali, the ruler of Afghanistan to channel his
incursions into India into an organized expedition to liquidate the
power of the Marathas and the Jats.' He cautioned Abdali that his
invasion of India should not be destructive to Muslim property or
prosperity as Nadir Shah's had been." He argued that if forces
hostile to Islam were allowed to grow unchecked, they would
reduce Mam in India to a position in which the Indian Muslims
would become a people without any knowledge either of Mam or
paganism .' It can be inferred that in shaping the alliance between

<S»^hT,,1,'„- \- 5 r"2jm '. Alisarh, i9so^'SfflSr*r™ <° Abil
9
HaU

5
„ All N«W. S-m,->
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Abdali and Najib al-Dawlah 1 and especially in the former's organi-

zation of the campaign which resulted in the crushing defeat of the

Maratha confederacy at Panipat in 1761, these letters of Shah

Wali-Ullah may have played some part.

On the other hand his attitude to other religions was quite

tolerant. He admitted that the essence of all religions was the same

;

and all of them enjoined similar basic social codes.2 But a religion

could become corrupt by the practices and innovations of its

followers; and then it was superseded by another. 3 This was a law

of the spiritual history of mankind to which Islam could not have

been an exception but for the logical necessity of a final religion

which supersedes all previous ones. 4 The danger to this role of

finality is one of syncretism. This is a general weakness which new

converts to Islam, especially in India introduce into its faith and

practice. 5 To justify the continued use of pagan practices these con-

verts seek the support of weaker authorities in the traditions of

hadith; they even invent false traditions. 0 Utmost care is therefore

required to keep Islam free from shirk, from associationism of all

kinds with Divine Unity, Divine Will and Divine Power, from all

traces of anthropomorphism, and from all concepts which imply

parallelism between Divine attributes and qualities and those of the

created.' The Wall-UUahl movement of purification of Islam from

associationism is parallel to Wahhabism, though it avoids its

extremism by a process of sublimation which condones such

minor deviations as belief in the intercession of the Prophet,8 or

visiting saints' tombs provided there is no danger of tomb-

worship which in India ia an evil parallel to Hindu idolatry, and

borrowed by Muslims because of their contact with the Hindus.9

(ii) The Movement of the Mujahidin

The militant movement of the rehabilitation of Islam in India,

categorized as 'Wahhabi' by the British in the nineteenth century

1 Sindhi op. cit. 51-52, 60. For Najib al-Dawlah's imitation to Ahmad Shah
AhdalT. for 'iihSd against the Marathas see, Ghulam 'All Azad BilgramI, Kktzdna-i

•Ami™, I.O. Pcrs. MS. 3070 (Ethd 685), fo. 85a.

'H, 1, 182. • op. tat. 1, 191. 4 op. cit. 1, 253-4.
B Shah Wali-UUah, al-Balagh al-mubin, Lahore 1890, 2.

e jl i 264.
7 Shah Walt-Ullah, Tuhfat al-mutcil'ahidiin, Delhi, 1894, 1-3, 6-7, 10-12,

14-20; al-Balash al-nmbln, 2, 6; H, i, 124-5, 12S; ii, 284.

Tvhfat al-mmmahidun, 10-12.

nl-haliish al-mubtn, 2-3, 6; cf. Blochet, Etudei, 51-52.
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because of its resemblances with the WahhabI movement of Nejd,

and as that of the 'mujahidin' (holy warriors) in modern Muslim
Indo-Pakistan, marks the practical culmination of the religio-

political thought of Shah Wali-Ullah. Its leader Sayyid Ahmad
Barelvi was a disciple of the divine's son and successor 'Abdul

'Aziz, whose circle he joined in 1807;1 and was recognized by the

family of his preceptor as the man most suitable to lead the new
movement of religious purification and political revolution. Two
learned scions of the family of Wali-Ullah, Shah Isma'il and
'Abdul Hayy joined him as his disciples, marking the progress of

Shah Wali-Ullah's programme from theory to practice, from life

contemplative to life active, from instruction of the elite to the

emancipation of the masses, and from individual salvation to social

organization.2

This basically Wali-Ullahi movement had assumed its distinct
features in Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi's dicta, Sirat-i Muslaqim,"
compiled before his pilgrimage to Mecca in 1822, where he and his
two learned companions could have come in contact with Wahhab-
ism. A two-way exchange between the Wahhabi and non-Wahhabi
ideas during their one year's stay in the Hijaz could be naturally
expected; but on the whole the stream of Indo-Muslim religious
reformism, though parallel to Wahhabism, remained quite diver-
gent.* Like the movement of Sharif al-dln MarjanI among the Volga
Tartars, 5 it may have received inspiration from other sources but
remained essentially indigenous." The classic of the Indian move-
ment. Shah Isma'M's Taqmyat al-lman ->

is closely based on his
grandfather Wali-Ullah's Tuhfat al-Mumcahidln.

Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi continued the Wali-Ulllhl tradition of
synthesizing the disciplines of the three major Sufi orders in India,
the Qadin, the Chishti, and the Naqshbandl, and uniting them
with a fourth element of religious experience, the exoteric disci-
pline v.h,ch he called Tariqa-i Muhammadiyah (the way of
Muhammad) explanation was that the three Sufi orders were
linked with the Prophet esoterically, whereas the fourth one being

• Smdhi, ,
!
,H!o,

J*"*ah »>™J»» m JASn, i (1832), 479-82.
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exoteric emphasized strict conformity to religious law,1 and sub-

ordinated all activity of the individual Muslim to the devotion and

service of God.2 He thus harnessed whatever was left of the inward

Sufi experience in the decadent early nineteenth-century Muslim

India to the dynamism of a reformist orthodox revival. Unlike the

generality of 'ulama and most of the Sufis, he chose as his sphere of

operation, not the spiritual or intellectual elite, but the Muslim

masses in general whom he contacted in cities, towns and villages

during his tours and travels. In villages especially he came across

pockets of Muslim population, presumably converts from Hindus

of a few generations ago, who were Muslims in name only, but

whose faith and rites of worship were Hinduized, syncretic,

animistic and superstitious. His followers and companions repre-

sented a considerable cross-section of Muslim society, rich and

poor, learned and ignorant; and he could observe at first hand the

feudal structure of Indo-Muslim society crumbling all around

him.3 He tried to save and reconstruct the essentially Islamic

element in the early nineteenth-century Indo-Muslim way of life

into an exclusive emphasis on the Qur'an and the simnaJi; and the

rejection of the peripheral, the eclectic, the syncretic and the

heterodox. It also meant repudiation of all those 'Indian, Persian

and "Roman" customs which were contrary to the Prophet's

teaching'.4

It meant the elimination of three kinds of excesses: 5 those en-

couraged by heterodox Sufis such as the neglect of or opposition to

the external tenets of religious law, 'poetic licence' in one's attitude

to God or His Prophet, idolization of one's spiritual preceptor, and
homage to saints' tombs; secondly, those of popular Shi'i origin

such as the celebration of Muharram as a public festival"; and
thirdly, those borrowed from the Hindus.

This last category was by far the most important, and was most
vigorously denounced by Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi. It included

pilgrimages to Hindu holy places, shouting Hindu religious

slogans, and adorning the tombs with hngains (Hindu phallic

symbols)'; worship of Hindu deities, borrowings from Hindu
1 GhulamRasulMihr, SayytdAhmadS/iafiid, Lahore, 1952, 131, S M. Ikram,

Matcj-t Kmothar, Lahore, 1050, 12 " Mihr, op. cit. 1, 131.
cf W. W. Hunter, The Indian Musatmatu, London, 1871, 166-^78.
Sirat-i muitaqbn (JASB), 4S8-94 s Ibid , loc cit.

• Abul Hasan MX Nadvr, Sirof-i SayyidAhmad Sliafud, Lucfmow, 1938,1', 106
. .

,'ln ChnnGJ 1
, Haiatal-miTmmht. quoted b> E Rehatsek, 'The History of

Wahhabjs in Arabia and India', JAS (Bombaj), 18S0, 382.
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animism, consulting Brahmins for good or bad omens, and cele-

bration of Hindu festivals.1 In abomination next to these, though

not of polytheistic nature, were Hindu customs imported in

Islam such as the prejudice against the re-marriage of widows,2 or

excessive expenditure on marriage and other ceremonies which
spelt economic ruin. Next came external Hindu manners, such as

eating on leaves or keeping pig-tails, or piercing women's ears and
nose to wear jewellery or shaving one's hair and eyebrows in imi-

tation of yogis, or even dressing like Hindus. 3 As Cantwell Smith
sums it up, 'the relevant point here is that the accretions which the
reformers set themselves to removing from the Muslims' religion,

were mostly borrowings from Hinduism, or superstitious degrad-
ations shared with Hinduism'.4

The central point of the movement of reform was the removal of
the element of polytheism, which had infiltrated into the vulner-
able Indian Islam. This is the central thesis of Shah Isma'il's
work.5 Following his grandfather Shah Wali-Ullah, he regards
polytheistic associationism (shirk) to be of four kinds: ishrakfi'l-
'ilm (association in Divine Knowledge) such as invocation of a
saint, or the study of his name (shugt), or concentration on his
image (tasauxcur-i shqykh}—all these savouring of a presumption

'. , .'J

he
,

sa!nt 5hares with God His knowledge of the unrevealed;
uhrahfil-tasarruf (association in Divine Power) as a belief that a
prophet or a saint could grant wishes or solve problems or alleviate
mnmes-^hrakfll-'ibadal (association in worship) such as paying
homage to living or dead saints, or diverting to them in any other
way the ritual of worship which is due to God alone; and ishrak
p l-adab (association in respect) such as associating the name of a
prophet or a saint with that of God in a wish or a resolution.

Ine stress m this reformist movement was on absolute mono-
the,sm, on the B.bhcal Qur'-Inic conception ofJehovah who would
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licence and several other sources, Indian as well as foreign, but all

of them alien to fundamentalist Islam.

Whereas this attack was mainly directed towards borrowings

from Hindu religious practices in Islam, towards the Hindu reli-

gion itself and towards the Hindus themselves the attitude of the

movement of the mujahidin was one of tolerant understanding. 'In

fact, every religion', observes Shah Isma'ii, 'which includes

among its followers a considerable number of wise men, and

especially those who have achieved esoteric depth such as Christian

or Jewish mystics, Greek or neo-Platonic philosophers, Persian

dualists or Hindu yogis, has a special place for them in its sanctu-

ary of sacredness. They are the source of its flow; but later evil

ideas mingle in the stream of a religion, obscene rites predominate,

commentaries become wrong and corrupt, and the mind is no

longer able to grasp the reality as originally revealed to know-

ledge.' 1

This tolerance may also explain the responsive devotion of some
educated Hindus to Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi, such as the talmldars

Hari Ram and Dhankal Singh, and the hospitality offered to the

mujhahidin when they were actually on their way to their Jihad

against the Sikhs, by the Maratha ruler of Gwalior, and the fact

that his brother-in-law and minister Raja Hindu Rao remained

one of the helpful contacts of this exclusively Muslim militant

movement.8

The practical plan of reform in this movement had two main
objectives. These were based on the Wali-UUahl adaptation of the

classical philosophical distinction between the 'imperfect state'

(madinat ai-naqisa) and the 'ideal state' (madinat al-tamma)—the

former being, in the Indian context, the Dar al-Harb, the territory

occupied by the British or other non-Muslims; and the latter an
ideal theocratic state which could be established only by a holy

war, preferably in a region where the bulk of the population was
Muslim and where individual and social life could follow un-
hindered the tenets of Islam.3 Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi's movement
devoted itself to reformist work in the former, as well as to the
actual realization of the latter. For both it was essential to have a

1 Sh3h Jsma'i), Al-Abqat, quoted in Sindhr, op. cit. 46.
*Naihi, i, 92, ioo;Mihr, i, 287-8,435.
"SindhT, 84-S5 quotins WolI-UIttMs Bmliir cl-ba-lsl:a; cf. «1-Da«anl,

LmiamV al-iihraqfi makarim cUahhlaq (Akli[aq-i Jatall) Lucknow, n.d., 260-1,

15
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devoted group ofworkers thejama'at, drawn from a cross-section of
the Muslim population, which could operate in India ruled by non-
Muslims as an organization of inviters, preachers and reformers,
and which could transform itself into a military force for the estab-
lishment of the ideal Muslim state.

This jama'at built up its 'programme of invitation' (nizam-i
da'wat) in the 'imperfect state' of non-Muslim India through a
network of centres for the propagation and purification of Islam,
villages being the basic units. Propaganda was carried out by word
of mouth among the masses, and by popular pamphlets among the
literate; imams were appointed in mosques to teach essentials of
faith: subscriptions were raised in units to finance the movement
and controlled in a public treasury: and Muslim courts were estab-
hshed to administer justice among Muslims according to Muslim
law, parallel to government courts.

But the other objective, the establishment of an independent
Muslim state had by far the highest priority, in the programme of
the movement. It was only in such a state that true Islam, freed
from semi-pagan practices could be practised.* This necessitated,
the supreme act of sacrifice./M, or a religious war, against over-
whelm.ngodds.fortndwidualsinthemovementtheculminationof
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state, not involving their own contiguous frontier must have

appeared quite welcome to the British in the eighteen-twenties.

The extent to which this movement was anti-British from the

start has been the subject of lively controversy.1 Shah 'Abdul 'Aziz 2

and Shah 'Abdul Hayy 3 regarded India after the British occupa-

tion as Dar al-Harb, and encouraged Muslims to migrate to other

Muslim lands. But on the whole, the non-interference of the

Company's administrators with Muslim freedom of worship and

personal life, and especially with the organization of Sayyid

Ahmad Barelvi's movement in its earlier stages, seems to have

created a favourable impression on Shah Isma'il, who discouraged

war against the British on religious grounds.4 It will not be wrong

to conclude, that whatever its theoretical origin, the movement's

jihad was directed originally against the Sikhs, 5 in the tradition of

Indian Islam's defence against indigenous hostility. References to

the British rule in India in Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi's letters to the

rulers of Bukhara and Afghanistan and the invitation to them to

re-establish Islamic rule in India are of secondary importance,8

continuing the Wali-Ullahl tradition of da'wat; but the primary

objective explained in them is still the jihad against the Sikh

tyranny. 7 Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi's war effort, the miniature theo-

cracy he set up in the frontier hills only to be torn by factions and

superstitions of his Pathan followers, his temporary occupation of

Peshawer, his final defeat and death at the hands of the Sikhs at

Balakot in 1831, are by themselves events not directly connected

with the British presence in India, except in terms of historical

perspective. It was only when the British succeeded the Sikhs in

the Punjab that they met the hostility of a smalt and ineffective

band of surviving mujahidin, directed not so much against the

British Government in India as against its policy of interference in

Muslim Afghanistan. This hostility grew from 1840 to 1857 when

1 Hunter and Rehatsek emphasize its anti-Bntish nature, this Mew was hotly
contested by Sayjid Ahmad Khan and Ja'far Thancsarl (op cit 175, 189-00,
102) Mirza Hayrat Dehkvil (Ilayal-t Tayyaba, 107-34), Mihr (op. cit. 1,
259-61) and Mahmud Husain (op. at. 1, 540) regard the mo\cment as aimed
equally against the Sikhs and the British).

1 Shah 'Abdul 'Aziz, Fatatca-t 'Aztztya, Delhi, 1904, 16-17, iKStMalfusGt, 58.
* Quoted by Hunter, op. cit. 140.
•Quoted by Sayyid Ahmad Khan, r. P. I. Graham, Saycd Ahmad Khan,

London, 1885, 238.
* Ibid , loc. cit. • cf Mihr, op cit 1, 15-18, 250-60
1 1-cttrr of Sayjid Ahmad BarcM and Shah Isma'il to the rulers of Bukhara

and Afghanistan m B M. Or. MS. 6635.
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it allied itself with the Indian Mutinyand was ruthlessly crushed by
the British in the sack of the mujahidin's headquarters at Sithana in
1858 and inflicted on them another heavy defeat in 1863. This was
followed by a persecution of the movement all over India. The
Tribal War of 1897-8, in which the frontier mujahidin participated
was sparked off partly by resentment against the British attitude in
the Graeco-Turkish War. Before, during and after the World War
I, the frontier mujahidin allied themselves with the Khilafat Move-
ment in India; and during that World War they were contacted and
encouraged by Turkish and German agents in Afghanistan.!
The Fara'ui Movement in Bengal, though similar to that of

Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi, was not originally related to it
2
; it was

Wahhabi and not Wall-UUahi. Its founder Haji Shari'at-Ullah had
lived for twenty years in Mecca, whence he returned in 1802, and
began to preach among the Bengali peasants rejection of pagan or
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subjected his followers, placed him at the head of an infuriated

peasant rising' 1 Its retaliation against the Hindu landlord led to

the proclamation that the British rule, which had created and was

protecting that landlord was extinct 2 For a time Titu Mian con-

trolled three districts of Bengal and defeated several small British

detachments but he was finally overpowered and slain by a major

British expedition in 1831

It is a curiosity of history that over a century before the creation of

Pakistan, two miniature Muslim states struggled to emerge vaguely

on the horizon of realization, if only for a very short while and

against overwhelming odds, but ideologically linked together, and
situated in the same Muslim majority areas which today constitute

Pakistan

The movement of Mujalndtn is in many ways a unique one m
the history of Indian Islam It is its first mass political movement
and its last—to use a Toynbeean term—'archaic' effort to recover

India from the British and their Hindu and Sikh allies Its impact

on the re-orientation of religious faith and practice was revolution-

ary and more lasting In practical implementation of some of the

ideas of Shah Wali-TJUah it linked them in succeeding generations

with the reformism of 'Abd al-Wahhab Though generally anti-

West, it inspired the technique of religious reform in later pro-West
Indian Wahhabism as represented by Sayyid Ahmad Khan
Vaguely it felt its way towards a universal Pan-Islamism, and with
confidence towards a cognizable rehgio political Muslim centre in

India, forecasting the ideology of Pakistan

1 Hunter, 45
a Mihr, 216 Z20 Hunter 46 Rehatsek 320



X
CULTURAL ORIENTATIONS:
MEDIEVAL LITERATURE

(i) Sanskrit Literature and the Muslim Patronage

The main stream of Hindu religious and intellectual consciousness
continued to flow through Sanskrit literature, which almost
ignored the Muslim presence.' It was written for the most part in
the Hindu states of south India and in Orissa under the patronage of
Kajput rajas.* It continued to develop traditions and genres which
were purely Hindu in religious and secular writing alike. In theo-
logical writing its orientation was conservative and Brahmanical,
with a concentration on the commentaries on the Puranas, and the
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Muhammad bin Tughluq's intellectual curiosity in Hindu learning

forms a landmark. He enjoyed the society of Hindu yogis and

extended his patronage to Jain divines. 1 Ziya al-din Nakhshabi's

adaptation of fifty-two short stories from Sanskrit into Persian in

1330 under the title Tuti Natna (Book of the Parrot) is by far the

most outstanding achievement of Muhammad bin Tughluq's

reign in this field. This series of stories by a loyal parrot to the un-

faithful wife of his master who is away on a journey, to keep her

mind occupied all night in order to save her from adultery, came to

be fully transposed into Persian literary tradition in India, and

through it into Turkish and early Urdu literature. Nakhshabi's

adaptation retains the Hindu milieu and customs in some stories, 2

while in others names and places have been Islamized and anec-

dotes of prophets woven in.
3

Despite Firuz Tughluq's theocratic policies, the official patron-

age of Sanskrit learning continued. He commissioned translations

of medical works from Sanskrit.4 A treatise on Hindu stronomy

and astrology was translated into Persian under the title Dala'il-i

Firuz-Shahi, while other translations from Sanskrit during his

reign include works on music and wrestling.

Genuine Muslim effort towards an understanding, patronage

and participation in Sanskrit learning begins with Sultan Zayn al-

'Abidln of Kashmir (1420-70) patron of Jonaraja, who continued

the great Sanskrit historical work Rajatarangini 5 and a number of

Hindu scholars including the physician Sri Bhat. 0 He also com-
missioned the translations of Mahabharata and Rajatarangini into

Kashmiri, the first indication of Muslim interest in the pre-Muslim

Hindu history of India.

Muslim participation in and patronage of Sanskrit learning

reached its highest watermark in the court of Akbar. Some of the

Hindu nobles in his court wrote in Sanskrit as well as Persian, like

Raja Manohardas 7 or Todar Mai (1523-89) who translated

1 Ibn Batuttah (Defremery and SanRuinctti), iii, 34 ft.; B. A. Saletore, 'Delhi
Sultans as patrons of Jama gurus of Karnataka', Karttataka Historical Rnietc,
1937. tv (1 and 2).

*Zi>5 al-din Nakhshabi, Tuti Nama, I.O. Pcrs. MS. 3469 (Eth£ 743), fos.
3a-3b; 6ob-o6a; 833-878.

* Ibid. fos. ioa-t4a; t8a-2oa; sta-cob.
* 'Abdullah, Tarikh-i Da'udi, B.M. Or. MS. 197, fo. 23b: Chakravarty, op. cit.

•Jonaraja, Shrivara, Prajyabhatta and Suka. Dvitiya, Tritha and Chatttrthi
Rajntaratiffinl, cd. A. Troycr. Calcutta, 1835; Enff. tr. by P. C. Dutt (King! of
Kashmira), Calcutta, 1879-88.

rirtshla (Lucknow cd.), ii, 27. ' Gricrson, 37.
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Bhagacata Puruna into Persian.1 Among Akbar's Muslim nobles

'Abdul Rahim Khan-i Khanan, Abu'l Fazl and FaizI knew some

Sanskrit and translated from it, while other intellectuals and

writers, including Badauni, translated Sanskrit works into Persian

with the help of Hindu pandits. Abu'l Fazl's account of Hindu

religion and sciences, of Hindu institutions, of Hindu cosmogony

and geography, of the learning of the Hindus, the Jains and other

sects,2 though partly plagiarized from al-Biruni and partly based

on original study with the help of Hindu scholars, marked the re-

establishment, after an interval of nearly 500 years, of the Muslim

tradition of Hindu studies.

Essentially, the programme of translations from Sanskrit into

Persian under Akbar was not an isolated or specific develop-

ment. It was a part of the intensive project for the improvement of

his mind which also included translations from Arabic, Turkish,

and Kasrruri.3 Among the Hindu scholars employed to help Mus-
lim translators like FaizI, Abu'l Fazl, Haji Ibrahim Sirhindl,

Badauni, Naqib Khan, Multa Shah, and Muhammad Sultan

Thanesari were Kishnjoshi, Gangadhar, Mahesh Mahanand, Devi

Misra, Satavadhava, Madhusudana-Misra, Chaturbhuja, and
Bhavan.* This joint enterprise rendered from Sanskrit into

Persian epic classics like Mahabharata 5 Valmiki's Ramay'tma " and
several religious and metaphysical works including parts of the

PuranaiS FaizI paraphrased the first two panmas of Mahabharala
into Persian verse.8 This Hindu epic, curiously enough, gave the

dasltin of Amir Hamza cycle (consisting of the internecine, inter-

minable and monotonously identical adventures of epic romantic
heroes, villains, sorcerers and swindlers in magical milieu) its par-
ticular shape in Muslim India. Another popular translation from
Sanskrit was that of Hitopadeia rendered into Persian by Taj al-

Ma'ali under the title Mufarrih al-Qulub.'

Jain literature associated with the court of Akbar included Hira
Saulhagyam by Devavimala describing the visit of Jain monks to

1 Grterjon, 35.

IVwi"! ™ 't °Vm'>- 3->2S, 229-90, 337-58-
Ibid. 1 (Blochmann), 122-13.
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the court of Akbar and a biography of Khem Chand, who intro-

duced Jains into Akbar's court, by Jayasoma.1

Akbar's court developed complementary but separate intellec-

tual traditions, the Muslim and the Hindu, which co-existed in

mutual tolerance, but did not merge. The Hindu intellectual

enclave received equality of patronage with the Muslim. But the

great Persian literature written in this period, with the exception

of some of the writings of Faizi and Abu'l FazI remained almost

totally uninfluenced by and indifferent to Sanskrit. The Hindu

stream of creativity in Sanskrit as well as in Hindi remained equally

unresponsive to Muslim presence, contact or cultural heritage.

The net achievement of Akbar's patronage of Hindu studies was

the relative familiarity with fragments of Hindu religion and epical

literature of the Muslim elite under the Mughals, compared to its

predecessor under the Sultanate.

This partial intellectual familiarity with Hinduism is reflected in

Jahanglr's accounts of the sociological basis of the four ashramas of

the Brahmins, the four Hindu castes, the psychological motives of

sati, and his equation of Vedanta with Sufism.2 He continued the

patronage of translations from Sanskrit into Persian as well as of

Hindu scholars who wrote on Hindu law, sciences and lexico-

graphy written during his reign. 3

Outstanding in the Hindu scholarship of the reign of Shah
Jahan were works on Hindu law; of these the Nirnaya Sindhu of

Kamalakara Bhatta and writings of Nilakantha Bhatta have been

recognized as authoritative works on Hindu law in modern times

by the High courts of Bombay and Calcutta. Popularization of

Hindu religion seems to have been the keynote of the Hindu liter-

ature written under Shah Jahan, which probably received patron-

age from Dara Shikoh.

Among Shah Jahan's proteges were the famous court poets
Sundardas and Cintamaru as well as Kavmdracarya who wrote a
commentary on the Rigveda. Jagannath Misra, most distinguished

of Shah Jahan's Hindu court-poets, wrote Sanskrit panegyrics in

the honour of Dara Shikoh as well as tracts in praise of the
Ganges, the Jamuna and the sun. Hindu savants and poets associ-

ated with Dara Shikoh, himself a scholar of Sanskrit, were Kavl
1 S. R. Sharma, op. at. 82.
s JahanRir, Ttizuk (Rorcts), 244-6, 357-61.
* S. R. Sharma, The Religious Policy of the Mughal Emperors, 87; Bibliography,

54-5. >57-S.
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Hari Ram, Pancraj of Benares, and Phatan Misra. The learned

Kavmdracarya seems to have wielded some influence in the court

of Shah Jahan, possibly through the support of Dara Shikoh, for he
successfully led a deputation of pandits requesting the emperor to

abolish the pilgrimage tax on Hindus in Benares and Allahabad.1

Despite Aurangzeb's negative attitude to Hindu culture, his
court included Hindu scholars or poets like Indrajit Tripathi and
Samant, while one of his Muslim courtiers, Fazil 'All Khan was a
patron of the Hindu poets Jai Dev and Nathand, and of the pro-
sodist Sukhdas Misra.2 Outside the Hindu stream, the most
remarkable work interpretative of Hindu good-living ever written
in Persian, was the Tuhfat al-Hind of Mirza Muhammad, com-
missioned by Kokaltash Khan for the instruction of Aurangzeb's
son Jahandar Shah.» The book deals with the orthography and
sound laws of Indian languages, especially Hindi, comparing the
rules of Sanskrit prosody with those of Arabic;1 and with Hindu
arts of love • and of music." It is followed by three chapters on the

graphy

SC'enCe °f SeXUa
' knowledSe' Physiognomy and lexico-

During the decadence of the Mughal empire the patronage of
Sanskrit studies by the powerless Mughal emperors was ineffec-
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Udaipur Kliyats and Kaviyas, chronicles of the Rajput dynasties

composed in the Mughal period. 1

Of the languages and literatures that have descended from Sans-

krit, next to Hindi and Urdu, Bengali has been the most suscept-

ible to composite influences. From the beginning of the thirteenth

century, with the establishment of Muslim rule in Bengal, Arabic

and Persian loan-words, chiefly the vocabulary of administration,

luxury and good-living, made deep inroads into the Bengali lang-

uage, displacing the older vocabulary of Sanskritic origin.2 Hindu

writers strongly resisted this trend, and adhered to purely Sans-

kritic vocabulary even after it had been discarded in popular

usage.3 On the popular level one comes across Muslim influence in

Bengali folk-tales such as the introduction of fairies in the story of

Madhumala.4 The Mahabharata was translated from Sanskrit into

Bengali by order of 'Ala al-din Husain Shah (1493-1518) and his

son Nasir al-din Nusrat Shah (1518-33), Sultans of Gaur. 5 An-
other patron of Hindu learning in Bengal was the Muslim general

Chutti Khan.6 Muslim Bengali poets sometimes wrote on Hindu
themes. Alaol wrote poems on the familiar Hindu love theme of

Radha and Krishna, and shows considerable first hand familiarity

with Hindu religious ceremonies, ritual and customs, with Sanskrit

classification of feminine emotions, and with Sanskrit prosody. 7

Still, the Muslim Bengali literature retained a distinct personality

and identity of its own, which accepted without any inhibition the

Arabic and Persian heritage of Muslim culture 8 while the Bengali

literature written by Hindus is generally hostile and resistant to

Muslim influences. In so far as Muslim patronage of the Hindu
Bengali literature is concerned, Majumdar reminds us that only

three among the Muslim rulers and officers of Bengal patroni2ed

the Hindu stream of Bengali literature.9

(ii) Persian Literature: The Muslim Stream

The Central Asian Turks who formed the ruling elite of Muslim
India used Persian as the language of culture and administration;

and in India generally in the second generation after the arrival of

1 Sharma, 72.
* D. C. Sen, Hulory ofBengali Language and Literature, Calcutta, 1911,381-3.
Ibid. 382. • Ibid. 774. » Ibid. 201-3. ' Ibid. 205-7.

T Ibid. 625. In'am al-Haq, Muslim Bengali Literature, Karachi, 1957.
• Majumdar in Tlte Delhi Sultanate, Bombay, 1960, Intro, mi-nni.
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a Central Asian emigre his native Turkish speech was forgotten.

Though at Ghazna under MahmQd and Mas'ud Arabic writing

flourished along with the Persian, in the secondary Ghaznawid

capital, Lahore, the 'little Ghazna', Persian held complete sway.

The first Persian poet resident in Lahore and attached to the court

of Mas'ud I (1030-40) was Abu 'Abdullah Ruzbeh. His tradition

was continued by Abu'l Faraj Run!, court poet of the Ghaznawid
Ibrahim (1099-1114); and by his greater contemporary Mas'ud
Sa'd Salman (1046-1121), whose qasidas referring to the battles

fought against the Hindus or his patriotic nostalgia for Lahore
when travelling abroad, are the first reflection in Indo-Persian
verse of the cultural history of Muslim India as emotionally experi-

enced by the Muslim elite.1

This reflection of a sense of history as lived and felt is one of the
outstanding features of Indo-Persian verse. After Salman it runs
through the topical verses of Abu 'Ala 'Ata ibn Ya'qOb Nakok and
JamSl al-din Yusuf ibn Nasr al-Katib, both minor poets of Ghaz-
nawid Lahore. It reflects the megalomania of 'Ala al-din Jahansuz
who sacked and burnt Ghazna.2 It records, through the panegyrics
of 'Abd al-Ra'Qf Hani and Abu Bakr Khusravi, the transfer of
power in India from the Ghaznawids to the Ghurids (1186), and
the expansion of Muslim rule in northern India.

Soon after this two new factors seem to have deeply affected the
course of Persian literature in India; the stream of refugee elite,

fleeing before the Mongol onslaught in Transoxiana and Khur-
asan; and the stabilization of Muslim military and political centres
in the Indian sub-continent. In garrison towns of the Delhi Sultan-
ate, like Deopalpur, Ajodhan, Hansi, and Siyalkot Muslim intelli-
gentsia flocked not only from abroad, but from its former disrupted
centre at Lahore, now exposed to Mongol incursions.3 Distin-
guished among these regional centres was Multan under Nasir al-
din Ijubacha between 1210 and izz7 , to whose court flocked his-
torians and literary chroniclers like Juzjani and 'Awfi, who after
his fall joined the service of Iletmish in Delhi; while at the hospice
of Baha a -din Zakariyya at Multan, 'Iraqi perfected his own in-
comparable style of mystical ghazal, which later, through his
friend Sadr al-din of Konya, may have been one of the formulative
influences that shaped the mystical genius of Jalal al-din ROml.

jSZt?7
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S. M. Ikrani, Introduction to Armaghin-i PSJ,, Karachi, .953, 33.
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Conservation of the cultural heritage of Dar al-Islam, which

almost faced extinction under the Mongol threat, is the keynote of

literature produced under Iletmish and his successors in Delhi, and

marks the political thinking of Fakhr-i Mudabbir, the historio-

graphical attitude of JuzjanI, the critical approach and sense of

values, moral and artistic, in *Awfi, as well as in translations from

Arabic of such 'anchor-sheet' literature as the works of al-Ghazzall.

In Delhi and in provincial headquarters and the garrison towns,

the Persian speech, though it had flowed from several streams, re-

sembled closely its Transoxonian form and usage.1 It also became

the expression ofMuslim religio-cultural exclusiveness, and evolved

a self-sufficient sensitivity of its own.

In this phase of the consolidation of Persian as the intellectual

and cultural language of the Delhi sultanate, its poets continued to

reflect as before, from a courtly distance, the process of the march
of Indo-Muslim history, not as continuous or dynamic growth but

as an atomistic series of 'present moments', topical assessments of

the 'now' culturally experienced, which added together sum up to

a historical continuity. The topical verses of Taj al-din Sangriza

and 'Amid SannamI illustrate this process. The deeply moving
elegy of Khusrau on the death of Prince Muhammad the son of

Balban who lost his life fighting against the Mongols, is perhaps the

first Persian poem written in India with distinct consciousness of

the causality of history.2 In the mathnawis of Khusrau, written

later, the historical epic developed, and reached its culmination in

the Futuh al-Salatm of Tsami.

During the reign of Muhammad bin Tughluq, new and eccen-

tric elements from Central Asia introduced new vogues in Indo-
Persian poetry. The sceptic rationalism of the poet 'Ubayd, 3 and
the studied obscurity of Badr-i Chach who reduced poetry to a

form of stimulating crossword puzzle, seem to have thrown the

traditionally developed taste of the Indo-Persian school, which had
so recently witnessed the greatness of Khusrau's genius, into the
melting-pot. Historical consciousness, however, remained intact

during this new vogue, and is reflected in Badr-i Chach's qasidas
on the investitures of Muhammad bin Tughluq by the Cairene
'Abbasid caliphs and in his chronograms. 4 The inimitability of

> Amir Khusrau, D:lacha-i Glmrrat al-kamal in Kulh} at, B.M. Add. MS. 21,
104, fos. I39b-:oob.

' Text m Kulhydt, B.M. Add. MS. 31, 104; also in BidaQni, i, 138-50.
1 Barani, 465. « Badr-i Chach, QasSid. ed. by Had! 'All, Cawnporc, n d.
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this new vogue as well as FIruz Tughluq's indifference to fine arts

including poetry led to a barrenness epitomized by Qazi 'Abid's
lament on the lack of patronage and inspiration.1

Babur ushered in a new era in Indo-Pcrsian literature. With him
came the Central Asian poets Abu'l wahid Farighi, Nadir Samar-
qandi and Tahir Khwandi; while the historians Zayn al-din Khaw-
afi and Mirza Haidar Dughlat followed him into India. For a
generation Turkish poetry, carried in Harat to great heights by
Ah Sher Nawa'i vied with Persian for supremacy at the Mughal
court in Delhi. Babur and Bayram Khan both wrote in Turkish
and though Humayun composed only in Persian 1 his court was not
unlike that of his contemporary Suleiman the Magnificent, where
Persian and Turkish nourished side by side as cultivated languages.3
But soon Turkish declined and Persian regained its former position
ot unrivalled supremacy due to a number of causes including the
iatnan bun interregnum during Humayun's reign, the influx of
Persian intelligentsia after Humayun's return from Persia and the
mthenngaway ofTurkish genius not only among thcMughal elite
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colour only in India. The poet-laureates of Jahangir and Shah

Jahan, Talib Amull, Qudsl Mashhadi and Kalim Hamadani, all

hailed from Persia. Among the immigrants from Harat was Qasim

Kahl, who claimed to be a disciple of Jami; while Tadarvi Abhari

had come from Ottoman Turkey and attached himself to the

entourage of Bayram Khan.1

It is interesting to watch the curiously sensitive responses of

Indo-Persian poets to the tensions that developed within the

Mughal culture in the Indian environment. For instance, Akbar's

heresy was openly complimented but secretly satirized by Mulla

Sheri,2 'Urfi Shirazi (d. 1591) and Qudsi (d. 1646) reacted to the

Alfi heresies by their devotion to the Prophet of Islam, Faizi's

mind was torn between intellectual scepticism and religious

remorse,3 'clinging sometimes to heaven, sometimes to earth', and

'tasting poison and antidote' alike. 4

The prose literature which developed in the Mughal court and

in the contemporary courts of the Deccan carried on the tradition

of the Persian prose of the sultanate. The older Indo-Muslim

tradition of a historiography perfected by Juzjani, Barani and 'Afif

merged with the imported heritage of the Ilkhanid and Timurid
historians in the works of Abu'l Fazl, BadaunI, Firishta and a host

of others. Insha, the courtly art of epistolography, was cultivated

to a standard not inferior to that of the courts of the Ottomans and
the Safavids, Indo-Persian literature was enriched with trans-

lations from Arabic, Sanskrit, and Turkish. Stylized prose was
cultivated at the courts, and developed into a self-sufficient art by
Zuhuri and Bedil.

The decline of Muslim society in India came to be mirrored in

the Indo-Persian poetry from the seventeenth century onwards.

Zuhuri's (d. 1615) SaqiNama reflects the coming disintegration of

Muslim society in the Deccan. The decadence of Mughal India

seems to permeate the degenerate flavour of Ghanimat Kunjahi's

Nayrang-i 'Ishq with its sensuous moroseness and its overripe sen-
timentality. Ni'mat Khan 'Alt's satire in prose and verse, though
sectarian and polemical, shows a greater awareness of the future

doom.

1 BadaQiu, iii, 203. « Ibid. 11, 201, 308-9, 322 ff.
' Taizl. in his devotional verses to (he Prophet at the opening of the Nat

Daman Also see Shibli. Stit'r al-'Ajam, Cawnpore, 1 920-3, in, chapter on Tatzr.
* Taizi's letters to 'Abdul Hsq Dehlavi m K. A. Nizuml, 'Abdul Haq Mtihad~

dilli DeJdavi, Delhi, 1953, Appendix, 345-77.
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•Sabh-i Hindi
1

or the 'Indian Style' is used generally as a

stylistic rather than a regional term, referring to the Persian poetry

composed in India in a particular mode of expression during the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Vfilih Daghistani was perhaps

the first to attribute its origin to the influence of Fighani Shrazl

(d. 1519).' 'Abdul Biiqi Khan regarded Fighani's school as having

a new style.5 Ghalih classified all Persian poetry into three schools:

the first represented by Khaqani preserving the traditions of

Rudaki and Sa'di, the second represented by Zuhiiri and the third

by Sa'ib, the last two having developed in India under Fighani's

influence.3 Lutf 'All Aiur prefers a simpler regional classification

for all poets who wrote in India, from Khusrau to his own day,

though among them various schools of style could he distin-

guished.1 Shibli follows the view of Valih Daghistiini in confining

the 'Indian Style' to the poetry written in India in imitation of

Fighani during the sixteenth century and after. 6

Foreign scholars like Mirzocv e and Ikrtcls regard the 'Indian

Style' as having originated in Sultan Husain Bayqara's court in

Harat in the works of poets like Nawu'i and Jami, and thence to

have travelled to India. Bcrtcls 7 especially refutes the theory of

Fighani's influence and objects to the term Sabh4 Hindi as mis-

leading, taking the view that it is neither a national nor a geograph-

ical concept, but essentially a social phenomenon; he urges that it

has first to be properly studied, analysed and defined. Bausani,

accepting this position as essentially valid observes that 'cerebral-

ism' and 'artificiality' which arc regarded as distinctive features of

the 'Indian Style' are in fact common characteristics of all Persian

traditional poetry, as indeed of traditional poetry in all languages,
and turns his attention to an analysis of the 'Indian Style' rather

than of its origins.8

Looking at the cntitemass of Indo-Persian poetry as the product
of a single traditional creative process, it is difficult to resist the

> Shibli. iii,jiS. Shibli, to. 214.
* Ghalib, 'VdA Hindi, Lucknow, 1941, 65.
'. Lu«f 'A'l Dec Azur, Atithkada, l.O. Pets. MS. 2929 (Zthi G93).
* Shibli, 111, 27-28.

\A- M'rzoev, Sajido Natafi i ego metto v iitorii ladzikskoi literatttry,
Stalinabad, 1954, 34-56.

7 E. E._ Bcrtels. *K %oprosu ob "indijskom stile" v petaidskoj poezii', in
Charttteria Ortentaha, Praoue, 1956, 56-59.
Alessandro Bausani, 'Contribute- a una definizione dello "stile indiano"

deila poesia persiana , in Armali delViititttto Univeriilario di Napoli, n-s. ^ii

(1958), 167-78; Bausani, Storia delle Utlerature del Pakittan, Milano, 1958, 57-
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conclusion that the so-called post-Fighanl 'Indian Style' is not a

departure from the tradition of that mass, but a by-product of it,

in a way indeed, its intensification, due to certain influences from

abroad which stressed the intellectualization of imagery and

expression. The post-Fighanl style therefore appears to be an

accentuated growth within the traditional Indian style which

begins with Mas'ud Sa'd Salman. In its origin, and through cen-

turies of development, it remained, as Amir Khusrau has observed,

close to the Central Asian (Khurasan!) style.1 Its intellectualization

has not been due to a sudden impact of Jam! or Fighani on the

Indo-Muslim mind, but to a long historical process, in which

wave after wave of Central Asian refugees, who came to India to

escape the Mongol horror, or the cupidity of the Chaghatays or the

chaos that followed the Uzbek occupation of Samarqand and Harat

and subsequent Safavid-Uzbek conflicts, partook to apply sym-

metrical rationalism to well-defined norms of experience and

feeling. They mentally rejected Indian life and landscape around

them. To be emotionally self-contained within the poetic aesthetics

of their own original culture, they had to treat the poetry they

wrote as emotional-intellectual mathematics, in which images,

like numbers could be added, subtracted and multiplied, and split

into infinitesimal decimals. Rashld Yasim! was conscious of some-

thing like this process in the 'Indian Style' when he defined it as

'Persian twisting upon itself'.
2

The elements of 'Indian Style' are nebulous in Amir Khusrau.

He had clear-cut models like Nizam! to follow. Earlier he had
come under the influence of poets of Persian like Anwari and
Kamal Isfahan!, 3 only to reject them, in fact to reject the entire

Persian School (Sabk-i Farsi) of Persian poetry in his maturity. It

was this rejection of the purely Persian style in Indo-Persian

poetry that distinguished Persian poetry written in India from that

of Persia. Khusrau's 'cerebralism' is generally experimental, as in

Ntth Sipihr; he was far too original and far too great a poet to rely

entirely on decorative fancy. Yet it is there.

The role of Badr-i Chach in the 'cerebralization' of Indo-
Persian has been grossly neglected. His work included in the school
curricula since the Lodi period, constituted a discipline, which

1 Amir Khusrau, Dibacha, loc. at.
1 Quoted by Bamaro, 'ContrKmto n um definizionc', 168.
* Wahid Mirza, The Life and Worte of Amir Klutsrati, Calcutta, 1935, 158.
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prepared the way for the much simpler 'metaphysical' image-
complex of Jam!, which Jamal! and later the court poets of Babur
and Humayun introduced into India. Bertels and Mirzoev are
right in suggesting the pre-Fighani element of the influence of Ali
Sher Nawa'I and Jam! on the 'Indian Style' , but this influence was
neither the first nor the only formulative one. It was a new current
of the familiar Khurasan! style which the Indo-Persian poetry had
chosen as its model.

The strangeness and attraction of Fighani's influence which
reached India in the later sixteenth century lay in its parallelism,
though not similarity to the method of intellectualization of image
and emotional expression which Indo-Persian poetry had itself
been evolving. In the later sixteenth century, the two streams,
the traditional Indian and the Fighanian were to some extent
separately discernible and distinguishable in the work of FaizI
and 'Urfi respectively,! but the process of merging together
had already begun. The patterns of their intellectualization
received a common guidance and a common critical stimulus from
Hakim Abu 1 Fath Gflani, to raise poetry to the level of a difficult
art. Despite Ghahb s distinction between the styles of 'Urfi andZuhOn on the one hand and Sa'ib and Kalim on the other, one
nonces that the process of merging together in one composite style
«orks irresistibly ,n the work of all of them and their other con-
temporaries writing in the sub-continent
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India, and m its mental escape from the physical environment

around it, into the labyrinth of its own hair-splitting fancifulness

Mirza 'Abdul Qadir Bedil (d 1721) in whom this style reaches

its culmination, sums up and multiplies unto himself all the

intellectual formulae of style practised by his predecessors in India

And yet the intensity of his subjective assessment 1
is so acute and

factual, and his metaphysical experience so intense, that genuine

poetry emerges in all its splendour through all the bottlenecks of

artifice, achieving a unity of metaphysical theme and highly con-

ceptual image Irom him much of the liberal 'poetic licence' of

Urdu poetry is derived His distinguished disciple Siraj al-din

Khan Arzu disseminated his spiritual, if not his stylistic legacy to

the great Urdu poets of the eighteenth century, Mir, and Mazhar

Jan-i Janan His stylistic impact on the mind of Ghalib was tre-

mendous, and though Ghalib moved away from the mere imitation

of him, in a deeper sense, in conceptual imagery he continued

the tradition of Bedil in his Persian and his Urdu verse to the

end Bedil's influence on Iqbal was of a different kind, it was
essentially an intellectual and not a stylistic one—the attraction of

Bedil's inherent dynamism and his firm faith in the expanse and

creativeness of man's subjective self

In Ghalib and Iqbal the 'Indian Style' progressively dissolves

itself In escaping from the extremisms of Bedil's stylistic novelties

Ghalib turned to 'Urfi and Faizi and in the end discovered him-
self This discovery in terms of the style of his Persian poetry

remained imitative His Persian verse, occasionally rising to the

heights ofgreat poetry, brokenofresh ground as his Urdu poetry did,

founded no school and found no great disciples The decline of the

Sabk i Hindi in Persian was a part of the general decline of Persian

in India, where it had been superseded by Urdu as the accepted

language of poetry by the Muslim elite in the eighteenth century

Iqbal chose to write in Persian for very different reasons, to convey
his philosophical and political thought to a Muslim readership well

beyond the frontiers of the sub-continent, without any pretensions
of poetic value or linguistic polish, and turning for inspiration out-
side the Indian tradition to the Sufistic humanism of Jalal al-din

Rum!
'Largely by means of poetry', remarks Murray Titus, "Sufi ideas

J ror a traditional stud) of this side of Bedil s mind see Khwjja 'lbdd
Allah Akhtar, Bedil Lahore, 1952
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have been spread throughout India.'1 Persian poetry became one of

the vehicles of expression of the Sufi intuitive 'flashes' in Muslim
India as elsewhere. Some of the surviving verses of al-Hujwiri

show this, though they are prosaic versification of orthodox pre-

cepts rather than outbursts of mystic volition. The dizsdns attri-

buted to the Chishti saints Mu'in al-din and Bakhtiyar Kaki are

probably spurious,2 but that of Jamil al-din Hanswi (i 184-1260)

can be regarded as authentic.3 Its content is largely exoteric and
directly connected with Hanafi doctrine and theology, though
occasionally dispersed with flashes of mystical experience. Among
orthodox Sufi poets were Mas'ud Bek, a relative of the ruling
family of the Tughluqs, who renounced wealth to join a mystic
order, and Jamali (d. 1535), the hagiologist and spiritual luminary
of the age of Sikandar Lodi, and a poet of ascetic Sufism, who met
Jami during his travels abroad and was probably the first to convey
some of his influence into Muslim India. In the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries a reaction developed in Muslim India
against the Sufi 'material of poetry', possibly due to the vogue of
the Shi'i emigre poets like *Urfi and Kalim, and the discourage-
ment of Sufism as well as of poetry related to it in the contempor-
ary Safavid Persia; but Dira Shikoh and his later contemporary
Bedil rehabilitated Sufism in Indo-Persian poetry again in the
middle of the sev enteenth century.
Remarkable in the Persian poetry written in India, except for a

few specimens in Amir Khusrau, is the complete rejection of
Indian life and landscape as valid poetical material. In exile in

Ve
J
san po«ry continues to occupy itself with Transoxonian

and Persian flowers, the tulip and the rose rather than the Indian
°r Iotus

; !t 'g™r<=> Indian birds and beasts, the aroma of
Indian bazars and the fragrance of Indian spices: and concentrates
entirely on borrowings from a life and a scene of which most
Muslim poets in India had no first hand knowledge. They relied
exclusively for their metaphors; 'compound epithets' and poetic
formulae on the 'recognized' inter-Islamic imagery, based on the
example and authority of great Persian and Central Asian poets
outside India. This foreign imagery woven into complex and mul-
tiple patterns became the accepted stock-in-trade of Indo-Persian
and later, Tjrdu conventional poetic diction. Unlike Sanskrit and

\V^rJm^'-^*M-m. >93o. no.U»«m,38.
•Ifa*n, 3 S.
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Hindi, in Persian and in Urdu the beloved is of indeterminate sex,

and could be either man or woman. This situation raised no gram-

matical problem in Persian; Urdu chose to deal with it by using the

masculine gender throughout.

Though the poetic diction completely ignored the Indian milieu,

Indian loan-words occasionally found their way into Persian

poetry as early as the eleventh century in the diction of Firdawsl,

Farrukhl and Minuchihri, court poets of Mahmud of Ghazna. 1

Amir Khusrau deliberately borrowed Indian words when the con-

text demanded local colour or description, but not in his ghazab

in which he also strictly adhered to the conventional poetic diction.

After Khusrau there was a long interval before anyone discovered

the Indian scene around him; until Jahangir in his sensuous

response to beauty in all forms, described in his prose autobio-

graphy the varieties of the Indian water-lily, or the love of the bee

for the lotus in the Hindu lore, or the koel (cuckoo) as the nightin-

gale of India. 2 Calendar poem which came to be written in Indo-

Persian is presumably of Indian origin; so also is possibly the

shahr ashub (elegy on the ruin of a city or a culture) though it might

have grown out of similar Persian poems written abroad such as

Sa'dl's elegy on the Mongol sack of Baghdad.

Apart from Urdu, which is modelled entirely on the Persian

tradition, other languages of Muslim India show considerable in-

fluence of Persian. Bengali borrowed from it nineteen forms of

metre and the g/iazal.3 The influence of Persian on the languages

of what is now West Pakistan was even greater. Punjabi, Pashtu,

Sindhi, Baluchi and Kashmiri are written in Persian script and
have borrowed Persian loan-words without inhibition. The Sufi

literature of the Punjab and Sind, though it based itself anecdotally

on what was originally Indian material in the works of Shah 'Abdu!
Latif ', Bulhe Shah and Warith Shah,1

is that of Persian mysticism.
The translations were made from Persian into Punjabi and Sindhi

1 Mahmud SheranT, Punjab men Urdu, Lahore, 1928, 29.
* JahangTr. Tuzuk (Rogers), 412-13, 226.
* Salim-Ullah rahmi, contribution in Pakistan hi 'Ildqa" i zabunon par

Fdrsi ka alliar, Karachi, 1953, 18; Uausani, Stona delle letteralure del Pakistan,
337-45.

* U. M. Diudpota, Sindhi Literature, Karachi, 1951; Plr His5m al-dln
RJshidi, Sindhi Adah, 1954. H. T. Sorlej, Shah Abdul Latif of Dim, London,
1940.
•Muhimmnd Sarwar, Punjabi Adab, Karachi, 1954; Lajwanti Ram Krishna,

Punjabi Sufi Poets, London, 1938.
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and vice versa.1 The Sindh! language today has 25 per cent Persian

vocabulary.2 Pashtu is linguistically and in literary tradition even
closer to Persian. Apart from verbs, the greater part of spoken
Kashmiri vocabulary consists of borrowings or formations from
Persian, and apart from a few folk-tales the greater part of Kash-
miri literature is of Arabic-Persian deri\-ation. 3 It will be no exag-
geration to say that after Islam, the common religion, and the com-
mon fear ofHindu dominance, the third common element between
the regional cultural groups which today constitute the people of
Pakistan, is the heritage of Persian literature of Pakistan regions; it

is discernible, for instance, in a large percentage of Marathl ad-
ministrative vocabulary, in Marathl grammatical structures and
syntax, and in its modi script which is based on Persian skikasta
(broken).1 Shivajfs efforts to replace Persian by Sanskrit termin-
ology were not successful and did not outlast his lifetime; Tilak, on
the other hand, though a Hindu revivalist, was opposed to the
elimination of Persian vocabulary from Marathl. 1

(iii) The Nature of the Hindu Contribution to Persian Literature

Sikandar Lodfs (1489-1517) Persianization of the administra-
tion yielded literary results almost immediately, and though the
view recently advanced that the nature of Persian spoken and
wntten m India changed to some extent because of its adoption by
certain Hindu communities' may be regarded as unsubstantiated,
there is no doubt that even under the Lodls individual Hindus

^nT'- hishdcgreC0f Profiden,:>' inF':^n. 7^daHindu
poet Brahmin composed commendable verses in it« In the suc-
king generations among Hindu poets of Persian, there was

of - f 3 deVOted retaincr °fAkbar.' In the reign

?Jf?J??,
y2?T 3ChicVed 3^ dcS™= °f proficiency in

tntha (epistolography) and the work ofMunshl Harkaran" carne to

y^^tJ&^S'P̂ £fSl^ -T- .«8; Abdu!
43-44. ijSj ™ ™*"""»*' llmer, ^amnp^ Far* M alhar,

• Mouhl 'Abdul Iliq TtJ'i-f,,,™ ,„M->'-»if. in ibid. 69-70.
553-5. 577-A 6=«.

InS»">" •f^™«n o" Manlir, IC, 1 (193°),
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be considered later of a standard high enough to be prescribed as a

textbook in schools.

The first Hindu to achieve literary distinction in Persian prose

and verse was Chandra Bhan 'Brahmin', the son of an imperial

scribe, and a disciple of the Muslim divine 'Abdul Hakim Siyal-

kotl, in whose company he might have acquired some of that

eclectic spiritual understanding, which placed him in the right

atmosphere in the service of Dara Shikoh.1 His prose chronicle,

Chahar Chaman 2 and his Diwan of Persian verse is delightful

reading. One of his contemporaries was Jaswant Rai Munshi, who
also composed a Diwan in Persian.

Bhopat Rai, better-known as 'Begham Vairagl' (d. 1719) a

Khatri of Jammu was the disciple of a preceptor of his own sect

Narayan Vairagl, as well as of a Muslim Sufi Muhammad Sadiq. In

his famous Persian mathnawi, Vedantic and Sufi elements inter-

fuse into a unified ecstatic experience, which shows remarkably

enough some influence of Jalal al-dln Rumi. Among the eighteenth-

century Hindu poets in Persian are Anand Ram •'Mukhlis' a dis-

ciple of Bedil3
; Lala Amanat Rai who chose devotional themes

from Ramayana, Bliagavad Gita and Vedantic literature for his

poems; Lala Hukm Chand who translated the Bhagavad Gita into

Persian verse;4 Shrl Gopal 'Tamiz' author among other works of a

mathnawi in praise of Mathura; and Basawanlal 'Bedar', disciple of

the eclectic Naqshbandi saint-poet Mazhar Jan-i Janan. The re-

markable feature of the Persian poetry written by Hindu poets in

the eighteenth century is its choice of Hindu religious themes.

Official correspondence (insha), a great and courtly art in Persian,

became the speciality of the Kayasthas in the eighteenth century,

as the immigration of Persian munshis ceased.5 In the period of

chaos that engulfed the Mughal and the Safavid empires, the

tradition of Kayastha Persian epistolography which had begun
with Harkaran and continued through Chandra Bhan had already

achieved classical status in the Insha of Madhu Ram during the
reign of Aurangzeb. The chief munshis of the nawwab-vazlrs of
Avadh 6 and of several regional Muslim rulers during the eighteenth

* Iqbal Ilusain, 'Chandra Bhan Brahman', ICt xviii (1945), 115.
Chandra Bhan Brahmin (Birhamin), Chahar Chaman, B.M. Add. MS. 16.863.

* Ghulum 'All Azad BilRraml, Khizana-i 'Amira. I.O. Pers. MS. 2079 (Ethi
685). fos. 3223-3233; also Shayfta. Gulshan-i bikJiar, Lucjoiow, roio.

' I.O. Fcrs. MS. 1606.
* Sayyid 'Abdullah, Adabxyat-i FarsJ men [Itncltnvon ka hista. Delhi, 1042,

259- 'Ibid. 05.
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and early nineteenth centuries were Hindus. Hindu contribution to

some branches of Persian writing had already overtaken and in

some cases surpassed contemporary Indian Muslim achievement.

For instance in the field of lexicography Tek Chand Bahar's

encyclopaedic Bahar-i lAjam and Siyalkoti Mai's Mustalihat-i

Wanista, a dictionary of idioms based on the linguistic authority

of the usage of solely the Persian poets of Iran, came to be recog-

nized as authoritative works.

The development of Hindu historiography, for which Persian

served as the main vehicle during the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, is an interesting field of study. In the absence of a class-

ical Hindu tradition it identified itself entirely with the Muslim
style. It began in the seventeenth century with works like Chandra
Bhan Brahman's Chahar Chaman, which is modelled to some
extent on Abu'l Fazl's A'in-i Akbari, though with a much more
conscious concentration on style, and the Shah Jahan Nama of
Bhagwant Das.1 Banwali Das Wali, who was attached to the
entourage of Dara Shikoh made use of the Hindu epic and legend
in writing of the ancient rulers of Hindu I ndia, though the techni-
que and framework of his history remained that of Muslim his-
toriography. Aurangzeb also found a Hindu historian to celebrate
his victories; he was Ishwardas Nagar, the author of FutChat-i
Alamgiri?

Munshi Sujan Rai's Khulasat al-taicarihh, written in 1695, is

perhaps the most interesting work of history written by a Hindu in
Persian. Written in the age of Aurangzeb, it deplores intolerance
and takes an eclectic view of religion, 3 regarding the establishment
ol Muslim rule m India as an act of Divine will," Sujan Lai is
ldyllicly sensitive to the beauty of Indian landscape and seasons, to
the fragrance and the teaming life in its cities.* Like Banwalidas he
also draws upon Ramayana and MahabhSrata, but his account
seems to be based on their Persian renderings undertaken in the
Mughal court. His other sources are the translations of later Hindu
histones, like MadhQ Ram's Persian version of the Hindi
Rajavah as well as 'Imad al-din's translation of Rajatarangim* An
interesting feaure of Sujan Rai's placing and spacing of his account
of Ancient India ,s his conformity to the pattern of Muslim uni-

ivicu, 1, 302. *Rieu '
f
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versal histories -where the description of pre-Islamic world formed

a brief and unimportant chapter. The same pattern was followed

by the eighteenth-century Kayastha historian, Khushhal Chand in

his Tarikh-i Muhammad Skahi.1 In imitation of Hindu historio-

graphers in Persian, Ghulam Basit, a Muslim historian ofKarnarak

also incorporated a brief chapter on ancient India in his history.2

Some Hindu historians of the eighteenth century such as Neh
Narayan Kayastha, author of Gulshan-i Asrar show Hindu bias. 3

Another history with a strong pro-Maratha bias, and critical of the

Muslim historicalapproach to their exploits is the Bi'sat al-Ghana'tm

(1799) of the iadhkira-wrher Lachhml Narayan Shafaq. 4

An interesting work which confounds history with myth but

forms a landmark between Abu'l Fazl's A'in-i Akbari and the

modern gazetteer is RamlaPs Tuhfat al-Hind.& Its syncretism keeps

the two components quite distinct. Thus, the Muslim account of

the creation ofAdam and Eve is followed by the Hindu accounts of

the creation of the universe,6 and the accounts of the Hindu
avatars precede the legends of Moses and Solomon. 7 India is said

to have been named after its first colonizer Hind, the son of Ham,
the son of Noah; other sons of Ham being Smd, Habash (Abyss-

inia), Zanj and Nubia.8 Genealogies of pseudo-Muslim origin are

applied to probe into the unknown mysteries of ancient Indian

history. Thus, the founder of the Kushan dynasty is supposed to

be the son of Pfirab (East, Bactria'), son of Hind.9 The vague folk-

memory of pre-Islamic invasions from Central Asia and Persia are

telescoped with Firdawsl's Shah Nama into supposed invasions of

India by Afrasiyab and Bahram Gur.10 The most striking feature of

this work is the author's complete self-identification with the

Muslim view-point. This leads to an apologetic approach to Hindu
religion; tracing the origin of idol-worship in sun-worship, which
is supposed to have been followed by Brahmanical ancestor-

worship.11 He shows no Hindu bias in his description of the

Marathas, regards Shivaji as a traitor in accordance with the
Muslim historical tradition which he follows even in repeating
verbatim the formula describing the Maratha leader's death: 'And

> D M. Add. MS. 14,027. 1 B M Add MS. 27,250.
Ricu, in, 017. « B M. Add. MS. 26, 274

' Rami!!, Tuhfat al-IJmd, B M Add. MSS 6583 and 6584
'Ibid (6583), [(yt 5D-63, 6b-na 7 Ibid. fo3. Ila-iob, 2ob-22i.
Ibid (6584), lb. 158b 'Ibid fo. 150a.

" Ibid, fos l65a-b, 1703-1713 11 Ibid, fo 163a.
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Shiva departed to hell.' 1 Like most Muslim historians Ramlal was
not the only Hindu historian who described the death of a Hindu
in history as his being dispatched to hcll.!

This eighteenth-century Persian tradition of Hindu historio-

graphy 3 has left a strong mark on the historiography of Muslim
India by some Hindu historians of today. It explains the almost
embarrassing liberalism of Tara Chand who in all the magnitude
of his scholarship subordinates historical data to his thesis showing
how strong and integral has been the influence of Islam on Hindu
culture in India.4 It explains the apologetics of Sri Ram Sharma,
Rajcndra Prasad and Jnan Chandra in favour of Aurangzcb. 5 To
this tradition may be traced Deni Prasad's clear-cut and objective
view of the communal tensions in modern India.' Its eclecticism is
reflected in Bikramajit Hasrat's study of Dara Shikoh. It is remark-
able that in fair assessment of historical data, in that human under-
standing which is forgiveness and history's contribution to the
future and m consideration of the sensitivities of the Muslims,
these Hindu historians, modern successors of the eighteenth-cen-
tury historiographers who had chosen to write in Persian, present a
sinking contrast to the rather prejudiced and generalized analysis
of some British historians of Muslim India. Conversely some other
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XI

CULTURAL ORIENTATIONS:
URDU AND HINDI

(i) Hindi Literature: Hindu Stream and Muslim participation

'Hindi' is a vague term. As we know it today, it is more or less a

product of the nineteenth century.1 But literature written in

Devanagari script, in four closely related north Indian languages,

Rajasthani, Braj Bhasha, Maithili and Avadh), from the eighth cen-

tury onwards, also bears the same generic name. This literature has

a pronounced Hindu orientation.

The Hindi literary tradition which cuts across the distinction

between dialects began with the bardic poetry of Rajasthan written

between 700 and 1300, and though originally championing the

valour of one Rajput hero against another, in the twelfth century

and later it became the chief vehicle of Hindu heroic poetry of

resistance to the Muslim conquest. This tradition faded with the

firm establishment of Muslim power which reduced Rajput rulers

to the status of tributary chieftains.

As the Hindu mind turned inwards to the religious sublimation

of Bhakti poetry, escaping from a sense of material defeat under

the Muslims, it also tried, especially in the works of Tulsldas, to

conserve and re-establish orthodox Hindu religious experience.

Tulsldas kept himself aloof from the intellectual eclecticism which
was developing in the court of Akbar and which was concentrating,

after the Persian example, more on experiments in style than on
Hindu spirituality.2 Out of the various Hindu cults Tulsldas

evolved a composite norm of Hindu reh'gious beliefand conduct in

his poetry; His Ramcarittnanas, culled the ethical essence of the

Vedas, the Puranas and the Upanishads, 'interwoven into the life,

character and speech of the Hindu population for more than three

hundred years'. 3 In his approach to religious and social life

1 K. B. Jindal, A History of Hindi Literature, Allahabad, 1955. 25.
1 Ibid. 56-57.
s G. A. Gnerson, The Modern Vernacular Literature of Hindustan, Calcutta,

18S9, 4="43-
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Tulsidas is a 'Hindu of Hindus',1 accepting the authority of the

Brahmins, the unquestionable sanctity of Hindu scriptural law and
the traditional Hindu orthodoxy. It was Tulsidas who established

the concept of Rama as the ideal man, and of Rama Rajya - (the

'Kingdom of Rama') as the ideal state, a concept which was revived
by the orthodox Hindu leaders of the Indian National Congress in

the twentieth century and resented by the Muslims.
Modern Hindi, the chief literary language of the Hindus of north

India, may be said to have come into existence in the nineteenth
century, in a conscious effort of Hindu revivalism and of separ-
atism from Islamic-orientated, Pcrsianizcd Urdu. 'It is ofmodern
origin', says Grierson, 'having been introduced under English
influence at the commencement of the last (i.e. nineteenth) cen-
tury. Up till then when a Hindu wrote prose and did not use Urdu,
he wrote in his own local dialect, AwadhI, Bundeli, Braj Bhaha or
what not. Lallu Lai, under the inspiration of Dr. Gilchrist changed
all this by writing the well known Prim SSgar, a work which was,
so far as the prose portions went, practically written in Urdu, with
Indo-Aryan words substituted wherever a writer in that form of
speech would use Persian ones. It was thus an automatic rever-
sion to the actual vernacular of the Upper Doab. The course of
this novel experiment was successful from the start. The subject of
the first book written in it attracted the attention of allgoodHindus.
-

-
.
rhen, the language fulfilled a want. It gave a lingua franca to*e Hindus. It enabled men of widely different provinces to con-
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Muslim poets who wrote in Persian in India, sometimes turned

to a colloquial Hindi dialect for amusement. The tradition narrated

by Amir Khusrau, that Mas'ud Sa'd Salman composed a diwan

in Hindi 1 (Punjabi?) seems to be without foundation.2AmirKhus-

rau himself regards his own occasional Hindi verses as composed

occasionally for the entertainment of friends. 3 As we have seen

above, most of the Hindi poetry attributed to Amir Khusrau may
be regarded as apocryphal on the basis of linguistic analysis and

lack of sufficient internal or external evidence.

Muslim poets who chose to exercise their talents occasionally in

a Hindi dialect, usually wrote in Braj Bhasha, sometimes using it

also for experiments in bilingual (part-Hindi, part-Persian) versi-

fication and for composing music,* in the form of dohas, with

divine love as their oblique theme, to be sung in the presence of

Stif1 saints. 5

The first considerable work extant, written by a Muslim in

Hindi is Qutban's (c. 1500) Mrigavati, composed thirty-seven

years before Malik Muhammad Jaisl's famous Padmavat. The
Mrigavati is a verse romance of purely Hindu origin and back-

ground, though of no direct religious interest. 6 Its plot repeats the

pattern of the Sita legend, a fair princess in the clutches of a demon,

and ends with the self-immolation of the two queens on the pyre of

the dying raja; this last element seems to be the direct source of the

ending of Jaisl's Padmavat. The plot of Manjhan's Madhiimalti

follows the same pattern.'

Jaisl's (1493-1542) Padmavat is a unique case of the secession of

a Muslim mind from its own culture and choosing self-expression,

though not synthesis, in the rival Hindu cultural heritage. Jaisi's

language is the purest Avadhl dialect of the time, though generally

considered to have been written directly in the Persian script.8 The
Chishtl Sufi heritage which reached him through his heterodox,

rural preceptor Bodle Shah seems to have been submerged in his

knowledge and assimilation of Hindu mystical literature9; and al-

though he shows no direct impress of Rama or Krishna cults, he

1Amir Khusrau, Dtbaclia-i Ghurratal-kamal,B.M. Add., MS., 25,807, fo. 175a.
s Rashtd Yasimi, Introduction to Mns'ud Sa'd Salman, DXuiin, Teheran.
8 Amir Khusrau, Dibacha, fos. I74a-b.
4 MahmOd SherJnT, Punjab men Urdu, Lahore, 1Q28, to6. 1 Ibid. 114.
6 Ibid. 157-8; also Shyamdas in the Report of Nagari Fracharni Sabha,

Benares, 1903. 'Jindal, 43.
• Grierson, Modem Vernacular Literature, xviii.
• Kalb-i Mustafa, Malik MuhammadJaiii, Delhi, 1941, 49.
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seems to have been under the influence not only of Kablr but of
popular Hindu lore and yoga. 1 The cosmography of the poem is

Hindu, though the poem conforms to the tradition of Persian
mathmmis in devoting a section to the praise of the Prophet. In
the eulogy of Sher Shah Suri, the imagery is drawn from Hindu
mythology. As a love-poem it follows not the Persian tradition but
that ofHindu love-romances like Premavalmd Madhumahl* In the
legend of the banishment of Raghava Chctan there might be a faint
echo of the story of the disgrace of Satan; but if so, it is oblique.
Chetan's magic is steeped in Hindu astronomy and the ethical
verdict on his magical practices is one of Hindu orthodoxy: 'Those
who do not walk in the way of the Vedas lose themselves in the
forest. Alien though the theme of this poem was to the Indian
Muslim tradition, it continued to have a few Muslim admirers; it
was translated into Dcngali by "Alaol; into Urdu verse in i 786 and
1873 and into Urdu prose in 1898.
'Uthman's CUm^U (.6.3) repeats the theme of Jaisi's poem

M„.Z - \hrge
J

Share of Mus,im cIe™n1 -
4 Among laterZ1;^^

£

me depends en,irel5' on their Hindi writings

Ithnf „7» ' ^ aMh0r of>*» D,P°k («««9). Qfcirn Shah

SL«iXJ (,73° and NOr Muham™d wh0 wrote

HtadToT ?Tl^V* dileUan,i wrole an occasional verse in
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a^"Ud BahrI 3nd Sha
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ut£? ° Shaykh 'Abdul Quddus Gangohi

0 d Ennl
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JPS*" Under ,he I*-™™ Alakhdas, and
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poe^w^r'V°7TE 2 Hindi veree occasionally.' Hindi
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T

C °f hb n°b,es
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iona, vernal verses attributed55^^^
SheranI, 175-6. , iu'*" (ShIrrrfT). 265.
IbM. ,6Mi Mas'ad Husain, Muqaddhna^i T&ikh-i Zaban.i DM* Delhi,
•AbduIUh, B.M. O,. „a . . JindaI> j6.
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spurious. 'Abdul Rahim Khan-i Khanan, a patron of Hindi poets

including Ganga Kavl and Tulsidas,1 was a considerable poet of

Braj Bhasha.2

In the second half of the sixteenth century, which saw the height

of Akbar's eclectic tolerance, the Muslim elite came to the closest

point of the appreciation of, if not large scale participation in Hindi

poetry as a diversion from its main preoccupation with Persian

poetry which was also at this time passing through one of its great

phases of creativity. But the reaction set in before the close of that

century; the main reason being the development of Hindu religious

feeling among Hindu poets like Surdas and Tulsidas which negated

eclecticism, and the complete pre-occupation of the main stream of

Hindi poetry with the cults of Rama and Krishna 3
;
though Jahan-

glr continued to patronize Hindi poets and his brother Daniyal

occasionally composed Hindi verses.4

At the level of mystical experience and in the process of proselyt-

ization an occasional Sufi would continue to use Hindi along with

Persian. Thus, Shaykh Barakat-Ullah (e. 1698) a scholar in Arabic

and Persian, chose to write in Hindi as well.5 During the reign of

Aurangzeb 'Abdul Jalil BilgramI wrote in all the three languages.0

Syncretism was attempted in his Qiyamat Nama by Prem Nath
(c. 1650), founder of the sect which took his name, using a Muslim
religious theme, and diction which was very close to Urdu having

been borrowed from Persian, though the grammatical structure

remained purely Hindi. 7

Dilettante Muslim interest in Hindi poetry, as an escape from
the intellectual rigours of Indo-Persian, continued throughout the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries sporadically, and was con-

fined more or less to rural centres of culture like Bilgram in the

valley of Ganges. Among the dilettanti Hindi poets of Biigram,

Azad mentions Rahmat-Ullah, an eighteenth-century poet whose
disciples included Hindus as well as Muslims, 8 Dhawql and

1 Grierson, Modern Vernacular Literature, 37.
3 Pandit Vanshidhar, 'Abdur Rahim Khan-i Khanan and his Hindi Poetry",

IC, xxiv (1050), 123, 33; 'Abdul ftahrm Kh&n-i Khanan, Rahim Sudlta (cd. by
Tnpathi); RahTm Vtlas (compiled by liraj Ratandas).

3 SheranT, 116. * Jah3ne.ir (Rogers), 36. 141.
a Sha>Ui Barkat-UUah, Pent Prakuzh, cd. by Pandit Lafohmi Dhar; Ghulam

'AH Azad Bilsrlmi, Sarv-i AzS4, I.O. Pera. MS. 1852 (Ethe 6S3), fos. i<job-
170a.

Ibid. fos. i62-l6ob; ShibIT Nu'manT, Bhasfia Zaban aur Mutalman, in
Maqulat, A'zamfrarh, rojo-a, ii, 70-91.

' Gnerson. op. cit. 6S. Azad Bihrrami, Sarv-i Asad, fos, i6ob-lG2b.
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'Arif Bilgraml. 1 Azad himself composed Hindi verses, though

his fame rests entirely on his Persian tadhkiras (bibliographical

dictionaries).

(ii) Urdu: Muslim Stream and Hindu Participation

'Urdu', a Mongol word meaning a military camp, was intro-

duced into Persian historiography by al-Juwaynl,2 and was adopted

in India for his court and army by Khizar Khan as a token of sub-

mission to the authority of Timur. 3 After Babur's conquest it came
to be applied generally to the imperial camp. Its use as the name of

the language spoken by the army did not begin until well into the

seventeenth century. The language which is known as Urdu today
was called by a number of names by the Indian Muslims who were
developing and using it: Amir Khusrau called it 'Hindawf or
'Hindi' (Indian) and Abu'l Fazl 'Dehlavl' or the dialect of Delhi.
In the Deccan where it was producing a rich harvest of literature it

was known as 'Dakanf or 'Dakhani' or 'Hindi'; in Gujarat it was
variously called 'Hindi' or 'Gujari' or 'Gujarati' '—misleading
titles, as it was quite different from the languages which bear some
of these names today. It is possible that the language came to be
called Urdu or 'Urdu-i Mu'lla' (the language of the exalted camp)
in the reigns of Shah Jahan and Aurangzcb, during the Iatter's cam-
paigns in the Deccan, to distinguish the northern and more elegant
though unhterary form of the indigenous language of the Mus-

r?i.
lU Daka"! Varicty which had P"*=rvcd older features,

had borrowed Hindu cultural vocabulary on a larger scale and had
already achieved literary distinction. During the later seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries 'Urdu' and 'Dakani' must have
begun to denote the northern and the southern varieties of the
language. After the Mughal conquest of the Deccan, the absorption
of the Muslim elite of the Deccan courts of Bijapur and Golconda
led to a two-way integration of the language: the northerners gave
up Persian to write poetry in the Dakani tradition, while the
southerners discarded the more indigenous local vocabulary for the
refined and more highly Persianized linguistic forms of the north.
The literary name used for Urdu prose in the eighteenth century,

Allami A in Garrett), 11, 308.
Sharm-Ullal, QJdirt, V,M-i Qadtm, Luckrw, 45.
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however, continued to be 'Hindi', while Urdu verse came to be

called rikhta (literally, 'spilled' or 'building mortar) which was

originally a musical mode in which Indian tunes were mixed with

the Persian.1 'Urdu' as the name of the language was certainly used

as early as the middle of eighteenth century.5

This name 'Urdu', in contradistinction to modern Hindi or High

Hindi or Literary Hindi as it is sometimes called, applies to a lan-

guage descended from one or more of the dialects of Saurasem

Prakrit adapted by the Muslims through unrestrained borrowings

from Persian, and written in the Persian script, whereas all the

other Hindi dialects used by Hindus continued to be written in the

indigenous Devanagarl script. It is essentially a language developed

by the Muslims in India who were either converts to Islam, or had

settled down in India and intermarried. It served asameansofcom-

munication with the Hindu tradesman or peasant or menial and m
the home with the womenfolk, who were quite often of Indian

origin, and being secluded and conservative, had no opportunity of

keeping pace with the fresh waves of Persianization which swept in

from abroad. Only in a larger sense can it be called a language

which developed as a synthesis of Hindu and Muslim cultures in

India- it developed rather as a means of contact between two

mutually exclusive cultures. It was born ofthe everyday necessityof

intercommunication elements of the local dialect and grafted on to

them an overwhelmingly foreign structure of nouns and adjectives.

The growth of Urdu as the spoken and literary language of the

Muslims was a phenomenon totally different from the dialectal

and literary growth of such essentially Hindu Hindi dialects as

Brai AvadhI, or Bundeli which were alive with Hindu self-

consciousness, and in which Muslim participation was, on the

whole, inconsiderable and confined to those who would be regar-

ded from the Muslim point of view as intellectually declasse.

In its earliest form pre-Urdu must have originated soon after

the Ghaznawid foothold in the Punjab was established and the

Turco-Persian Muslims came in contact with the Indians. 3 A
theory which has won considerable support is that Urdu is not

derived from the Khari Boll, the dialect spoken round Delhi, but

from the Punjabi of the area in and around Lahore, during the

• Sheram 14-18, quotinc 'Ala at-dm Bamavi, Kitab-xCMshtba
> ISsIdilrl 'All Khan Arzu refers to it m h,s Ta<Mh-> GW<6 aUughat-,

Hindi as saban-i Urdu-, SImh! (the lamtuage of the rojal ramp )

> Shams-Ullah Qadirl, 21-22, Sheram, 21 ff.; Gnerson, LSI, it, pp. 1, xiu.

>7
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Ghaznawid rule; and that after the establishment of the Sultanate

at Delhi in the twelfth century, this mixed language was taken by
Muslim elements from the Punjab to Delhi, where they went in

search of service and patronage.1 The contact between Delhi and
the Punjab remained intimate because of the constant garrisoning
of the Punjab outposts during the Mongol pressure. This lan-

guage of the Muslim soldiery of the Punjab was carried to the
Deccan by the armies of 'Ala al-din Khalji, and further reinforced
there by the immigration of the citizens of Delhi to Daulatabad
under Muhammad bin Tughluq. Many of the families that had
migrated did not return to Delhi and made the Deccan, soon to
become an independent Muslim kingdom under the Bahmanids,
their home, and that of their new language.1

Other theories of the origin of Urdu tracing it to Multani-
Sindhi, or Haryani or Braj have been put forward,3 but none of
them can be accepted without considerable linguistic investigation;
though there is no doubt that in the secondary stage of its growthm Delhi, Urdu came strongly under the influence of the Haryani
and Khan Boll, dialects spoken around Delhi; and also accepted

Delhi *

nU dU"ng^ SWft °f thC imPeriaI capital to Agra from

Muslim intellectual interest in the new language was in the
beginning secondary and only half-serious. In the tradition ofAmir
Khusrausjeta d^prit, a bilingual one-quarter Turkish, three-
quarters pre-Urdu verse was composed by Babur.* One is inclined
to hesitate in acceptmg the genuineness of other such verses attri-

eh,,t w 7™ °.f
I

<,utstandin8 Muslims, in the absence of con-

cl™o\v f CVldenCe
•
but U an be »«y «"«ned that the

composition of an occasional verse in pre-Urdu was quite a
popular diversionary pastime.

t00k ,he
.
"™ 'anguage more seriously, for it

hSJJT ""^ Wi* ^^"verts and the unconverted.

Sfi"."?4 of pre-Urdu phrases, rangingfrom occasional exclamations to dicta, attributed to men who lived
1 Sheranl, 21-43.

Ix)ndo"
3
^'38,

5
7f

1 T
' CnimL Ba!fcy. Stodit, in North Indian Longest!,

* Hisam al-din RashiilT \n rr.J. t. ..
Muhammad Husain Aald AbJ S'Jl'-'

""8: M»'0<i Hiuain, op. cit.;

(.9.0)^x4"'''*"' ****** «>• by E. Deni»<m R»». JASB.
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between the thirteenth and the sixteenth centuries.1 Others com-

posed dohas (couplets) in the vernacular to be set to music and

sung. Some of these may be spurious, like the ones attributed to

Abu 'Ali Qalandar,2 which need careful linguistic examination;

whereas others, as those in Baha al-dln Bajan's (d. 1388) Khizana-i

Rahmat can be safely regarded as authentic. 3 The spoken pre-Urdu

developed in the fourteenth century to the extent of enabling some
Sufis to pass on from its occasional verbal or musical use to sus-

tained writing. Gesudaraz's Mi'raj al-'ashiqin, is generally re-

garded as the first prose work written in Urdu 4
; while Miranji

Shams al-'Ushshaq (d. 1496) established Urdu (coloured by
'Gujarat!' and Dakani dialectal features) as a recognized medium
of Sufi narrative verse. At this, the literary stage of the Sufi use of
nascent Urdu, much of the theological and mystical vocabulary of
Islam was transferred to the language, while monistic eclecticism
as well as the need for attracting the would-be convert permitted
the occasional use of familiar Sanskrit loan-words. Translations F
Sufi works from Arabic and Persian into Urdu began quite carlv
the eighteenth century.

" In

The development of Urdu in Gujarat in the thirteenth cent
with the works of Baha al-dln Bajan was almost exclusively c-p7
undertaking; it continued through the writings of An r- >?

and Khub Muhammad Chishtl. The only known s^hm "

written in Gujarat is Bahrain Gar andHum Bans b™ 1

POt:m
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^ °'d
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vocabulary by borrowing from indigcnoussources. 'Hindi' (i.e. pre-

Urdu) was made the official language of theBahmanidKingdom by
its founder 'Ala al-din Hasan Bahman Shah (c. 1347)

1
; and at least

once again in the history of the Deccan it replaced Persian as the

language of administration, under Ibrahim Adil Shah II.2 In the

north, on the other hand Persian continued to monopolize the

court, the administration and the primary creative activity until

the beginning of the eighteenth century. Todar Mai's, and indeed
before him Sikandar Lodi's, decision to replace Hindi by Persian
as the language of lower administration must have inhibited the
growth of literary Urdu in north India, which was exactly the
reverse of what happened in the Deccan. Though political and
emotional links were strong between the Shi'ite kingdoms of the
Deccan and the Safavid Persia, and though several Persian intel-

lectuals had migrated to the courts of Deccan as they did to the
Mughal court in the north, on the whole Persian was two degrees
removed from the Deccan. For the Muslims in the Deccan, where
Hindus spoke southern languages like Marathi, or Dravadian lan-
guages like Telugu or Kanarese, Urdu (Dakani) was a much more
practical proposition than Persian for the expression and preser-
vation of their specific Muslim cultural values, as 'theydidnot want
to be absorbed among the Marathas, the Kannadas and Telugus
who were overwhelmingly Hindus. So they decided for the Hindu-
stani which they had brought with them from the North, as for
them it meant a living touch with Delhi and other centres of Mus-
lim power and culture in India. ... So very much associated was
this North Indian speech with the Muslim ruling classes in the

Hindus '3 " aCqU'red ,he rame of Musalmani as well, among the

Nevertheless, early Urdu in the Deccan showed a resilience, and
a tolerance in borrowing linguistic elements of Hindu origin, which
» almost entirely absent in the growth of its north Indian form.Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah, a great poet in his own right,' felt
himself very close

:
to the Indian soil, and wrote intimately of love

rL™£
W°men ™ a ve!n c°nt™T to the Persian tradition, of the

charm, bustle and spectacle of Hindu festivals, of the sun-baked
ram-soaked beauty of Indian landscape rich in vegetation, fruit and

H>dmbad, D=cm, ,,40 "
K""t><"<. «! by Sayyid Muhiuddin Qadri,
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flower and alive with the colour and music of Indian birds. He and
Nazir Akbarabadi constitute two great but rare exceptions to the

general rule of the rejection of Indian life and landscape by Urdu
poetry until the middle of the nineteenth century. Under the

liberal patronage of the courts of Golconda and Bijapur, Urdu
borrowed loan-words from the local languages Telugu and

Marathi as well as from Sanskrit. But this trend was offset by the

fact that Persian writers of outstanding calibre like Zuhurl formed

and dominated the intellectual taste of the elite and the norms and

standards of literary appreciation.1

Analysis of the thematic content of Dakani Urdu literature

reveals the process of its moulding on Persian models. In the court

of Golconda, Mulla Ahmad's Layla Majnun marks the intro-

duction of foreign Muslim romantic themes. Mulla Wajhi's

Sabras? a prose allegory of the conventions of love, based on the

Dastiir al-Ushshaq of Fattahf Nishapuri,3 follows its source in its

plot, allegorical sequence and the mystical interpretation of its

allegorical framework. 4 In vocabulary it shows Indian influences,

but its rhymed and euphuistic style sets the standard for the ornate

Persianized manner which characterized Urdu prose until the

middle of the nineteenth century. Wajhi's poem Qutb Mushtari, 5

celebrating the love of his patron Abdullah Qutb Shah (1625-74)

for a courtesan, has a local theme and follows the Indo-Persian

example of Amir Khusrau's Khizar Khan and Dewal Ram.
Ghawwasi, writing in the court of Golconda in the middle of the

seventeenth century strikes a balance between foreign and indigen-

ous elements. His Sayfal-mulk zaa BadV al-jamal marks a harden-

ing of the traditional Muslim romance derived from the Arabian

Nights, whereas his Tiiti Noma goes back through Nakhshabl's

famous rendering to a Sanskrit original. 6 Miran Husaim's Tuhfat

al-'Asltiqin also goes back through a Persian rendering to a Sans-
krit work on sexology. The didactic mathnavii of Ibn Nishatl,' the

religious mailmawi of Qutbi and the love romances of Tab'i and

1 Ram Babu Saksena, Htstary of Urdu Literature, Allahabad, 1940, 34.
a Mulla Vajhi, Sabras, ed by Moulw 'Abdul Haq, Karachi, 1952
3 Tattahi Nishapuri', Dastiir al-Uslaltdq, ed. by R S Grecnshields, Berlin,

London, 1926.
4 Aziz Ahmad, 'Sabras ke maVikhidh wa mamathil', Urdu, Karachi, 1949
' VajhT, Qutb Mushtari, ed. by Mouhi 'Abdul Haq, Karachi, 1951
• Ghavmjsi, Satf al-mulk tea BadV al-jamal, Bombay, 1873; idem Tuti

Nama, Hyderabad Deccan, 1939
J Ibn Nishatl, rhiilban, ed. by Shajkh ChSnd, Husain, Karachi, 1957.
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Fa'iz, all written in the seventeenth-century Golconda have no
indigenous elements.

Even more prominent Islamic elements formulate the pattern of
the growth of Urdu poetry in the court of Bijapur, where orthodox
Sufism and theological ethics blend in the works of Miranji Shams
al-'Ushshaq, Shaykh Amin al-din and in the Shari'at Noma of
Shah Malik.1 An interesting work of this genre, written in the
seventeenth century, is the 'Isliq Noma of Mu'min, a sectarian
poem m praise of the heterodox 'Mahdi' Sayyid Muhammad of
Jaunpur.2 Among Shi'ite martyrological epics are the translations
ofMuhammad ibn Hisam al-din Khawafi's Khawar Noma 3 and of
YVa'iz al-KSshifrs Ranzat al-Shukda. Nusrati's (c. 1650) 1 diKan of
ghazals marks the complete absorption of Persian conventions of
theme, imagery and diction into Urdu, setting the pattern for the
Urdu ghazal for centuries to come, while his Guhhan-i •hhq," as
well as hts contemporary Malik Khushnud's Hasht Bilmht ' trans-
fer the traditions of Khusrau and Nizami's secular mathnawi to
Urdu. Nusrati . 'AliNama ' describing his patron •AU'AdilShah's
court and his victories, transfers to Urdu Amir Khusrau's tradition
of eulogical epic Only two considerable poems written in the court
0fB,japUrshmyInd.aneIements

:MOTO7WrOTrfMO^a-/I,-0fNusratI,

7„I n
1
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romance, and Fayyaz Wall's Ratan tea Padam is again an echo of

Jaisl. The traditional Islamic allegorical tradition was, however,

preserved by Wajhi's imitators, Mujriml and Za'Ifi, the latter

being also a writer of theological tracts in verse.

This was the state of the Urdu literature in the Deccan when the

speakers of Urdu of the 'exalted camp' of Shah Jahan and Aurang-

zeb came into contact with it, and the two divergent trends of

Urdu, the northern and the southern blended together. This was a

fusion, and not the 'birth' of Urdu as supposed by its nineteenth-

century historians.1 In a sense it was a transformation. The cul-

tural exchange took place at Aurangabad, Aurangzeb's secondary

capital situated in the northern Deccan, where the Muslim intel-

lectual elite migrated from Golconda and Bijapur in search of

patronage. It must have been the lack of this patronage in the

puritanical court of Aurangzeb which led to the end of the narra-

tive poem in the Dakani Urdu, in which, after a struggle of over a

century, Indian elements had gained a thematic supremacy over

Muslim elements. Aurangabad, situated very close to Daulatabad,

was a centre of Chishtl Sufis, and the new generation of poets

which arose there, of which Wali (1668-1744) and his contempor-

ary Siraj were the most distinguished, specialized in the ghazals of

mystic love, in full consonance with the tradition tolerated by
orthodoxy. Linguistically, both Siraj and Wall have two styles; the

earlier one is Dakani, with its particular dialectal features and a

higher percentage of Hindi words, while their later style shows a

remarkable adaptability to the idiom of the north, Persianization

of vocabulary and intellectualization of imagery and diction.2

In the north, the Indian Muslim elite under the inspiration of

Wall, who visited Delhi twice in 1700 and in 1722, was happy to

find a new medium in Urdu, already tested and perfected in the

Deccan, at a juncture when Persian was failing to provide the right

scope for the expression of its genius, as the in-flow of poets from
Persia had stopped after the break in diplomatic relations between

Aurangzeb and the Safavid Persia. The regional impetus of the

'fresh style' of the Indo-Pcrsian ghazal, which had begun in the

reign of Akbar, had completely exhausted itself in the intensely

intricate intellectual formalism of Bcdil. It is remarkable that within

1 Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Atlidr aUimmdld, Cawnpore, 1904, 111, 104-5; 'Abdul
Ghafur Nassakh, Tahqiq-i zabati'i RikJita, Delhi, 1890.

Wall, Ktdltyat, ed by Alwan Marahrani, Aurangabad, 1923, Siraj, Kvlhydt,
cd. by Abdul Q3dir Sanvari, Hyderabad Deccan, 1942.
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a generation, in the early eighteenth century, the Muslim elite

of Delhi had discarded Persian in favour of Urdu; but in doing so it

had accepted Urdu poetry as a continuation, not of the styles of
Nusrati or Ghawwasi, but of Bcdil. The poets of Delhi accepted
Wall as their linguistic model, but transformed him as a poet in
their own image. Sa'd-Ullah Gulshan, Wall's preceptor in the
Naqshband! order, and his disciple as a poet, advised him to com-
pose in the Persian rather than in the Hindi tradition, using
Persian conventions and images.1 Siraj al-din 'All Khan Arzu
(1689-1756), the most influential of the first generation of Urdu
poets in Delhi, wrote in the language of Wall, but his idiom was
that of his intellectual preceptor Bedil. Through Arzu, the heritage
of Bedil, as indeed of earlier Indo-Persian poets, transplanted
itself into Urdu verse, beginning with ArzQ's own writing and that
ot his contemporaries, and culminating in that of his great direct
or indirect disciples, Mir TaqI Mir (d. 1810), Mazhar Jan-i Janan
(1698-1781), Khwaja Mir Dard and Mirza Raft' Sauda (1713-81).

£° El j .
' proud ot the 'Pure

' Urdu °f th <: imperial camp,
which had attained considerable modal and expressional proximity
to Persian, rejected the Dakani principle and practice of borrowing
extensively from Indian languages,* and especially so if these
borrowings were related to Hindu religion, culture or world-view.

mis rejection of the Indian and Hindu elements was an un-
conscious operation of group-psychology, an instinctive effort to
preserve in a culturally alien and hostile milieu its own cultural
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forward the already difficult tradition of Bcdil to impossible

extremes which ended, wherever the touch of emotional or analyti-

cal genius was absent, in the banal or the ridiculous.

The state of poetic mind which works entirely in terms of this

exclusively non-Indian imagic symbolism can perhaps be illus-

trated by an occasional poem of Ghalib (1796-1869), the greatest

of Urdu poets, on an object so purely Indian as a roasted betel-nut.

He used eight metaphors to describe it, seven of which are of non-

Indian Muslim cultural origin; the burnt 'star' (of the destiny) of

Qays, the black mole onLayla'sbeautifulface.theBlackStoneinthe

Ka'ba, the black musk in the navel of the deer of Khotan, the 'seal'

of clay which the Shi'ites use for prayers, the brick supporting the

conventional wine-jar, the 'black spot' in the heart (as supposed in

the Graeco-Arab medicine). Only one of the eight images is

Indian: 'the black-powdered fingernail of the beautiful one', but

even so the diction conveying the Indian image is overwhelmingly

Persianizcd.

Urdu poetry did not miss the Indian atmosphere, much of

which it had chosen to ignore. It created for itself, by a process of

mathematical multiplication, an inexhaustible wealth of symbols,

images and designs, which corresponded to generalized necessi-

ties of emotion and intellect. It was a desperateunconscious clinging

to the origins of the symbols of Muslim India's cultural experience

which had begun abroad, and an instinctive escape from the fear of

submergence into the Hindu cultural milieu, with its strange gods,

its almost pagan love of the actual Indian nature, its startling real-

ism, and its tempting fragrance and rhythm. In Urdu poetry, the

eighteenth-century Muslim diaspora, no longer in a position of

political or economic power, and threatened generally by chronic

upheavals, chaos, insecurity, and the fear of extinction, found its

insular emotional escape. Its rejection of Indian themes was also

an imposition of self-discipline, an uncompromising conformity to

a conservative emotional symbolism, to remain spiritually and
emotionally and creatively distinct and different. It did not mean
or envisage a conflict with the Hindu traditions of expression or
their active repudiation. The attitude of Urdu on the positive side,

was motivated by a semi-conscious urge for preservation of artistic

solidarity with the external world of Islam with which it had lost

direct touch; on its negative side it was a detachment from India,

the land of the Hindus, without any considerable effort.
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The rejection and gradual elimination of 'Hindi' poetic diction

by the Urdu poets of Delhi and Lucknow was similarly an instinc-

tive process. It followed almost automatically in the wake of

thematic exclusiveness. Mir, Sauda and Mazhar eliminated the use
of the 'double entendre' which was a heritage of the Hindi doha>
Nasikh's (d. 1838) elimination of Hindi vocabulary inhisstandard-
ization of poetic diction was not an act of deliberate rejection; it

was a logical consequence of that standardization, which meant a
strict reliance on the authority of former masters who wrote in
Persian.

Not only on the Arab mind, as Gibb has observed, but on the
Muslim mind everywhere 'the impact of artistic speech is im-
mediate; the words, passing through no filter of logic or reflection
which might weaken or deaden their effect, go straight to the
head . This explains the symbolization and multiple growth of the
images of Turco-Persian origin, centuries after their direct experi-
ence had ceased to be known at first hand. Similarly the atomism
of the Arab mind seems to have left a very strong mark on the
Muslim cognizance of poetic experience everywhere. This can
explain the concentration of appreciative energy on the form of the
ghazal, where each verse is independent in meaning, and the whole
poem is linked together, like a string of pearls, by the formal
thread of a common rhyme scheme.
These modes of aesthetic appreciation, rooted so deeply in the

essence of umversal Islamic culture, remained more or less in-
comprehensible to the Hindu mind. Its reaction has been summed

h^it-b ,"erJ ' : Th™ghout the whole range of Urdu literature
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Urdu led to the rejection of Urdu by the bulk ofHindu community

who adopted, after Lallu Lai's experiment in 1803, modern literary

Hindi, which is a Hinduized and Sanskritized form of Urdu 1 This

counter-revivalism which created and accepted universally the

Hindu-biased Hindi language, was an exaggerated response to the

Muslim challenge of quest for extra-territorial inspiration. A lan-

guage and literature', writes Chatterji, 'which came to base itself

upon an ideology which denied on the soil of India the very exist-

ence of India and Indian Culture, could not but be met with a

challenge from the sons of India, adherents of their national culture;

and that challenge was in the form of highly Sanskritized Hindi.

Urdu prose, before the utilitarian-modernist revolution it under-

went under the inspiration ofJohn Gilchrist atthe FortWilliam Col-

lege in Calcutta atthe dawnofthenineteenthcentury.showsaneven

more intriguing pattern of escapism from the Indian environment.

Whereas in theological writings it aimed to imitate Arabic syntax,

in prose romance it lost itself into the fantasy of the dastan

chiefly of the cycle of Amir Hamza which was current throughout

the Islamic world from Turkey to Java. In Urdu the dastan became

an internecine, intricate and interminable maze of stock situations

in which the heroes ofAmir Hamza's (alegendaiytransformationof

the Prophet's uncle) army or their prototypes, a.ded by tr.cheurs

Cayyar) triumphed over unbelieving villains, men and women,

who in their turn practised magic and lived in enchanted cities, or

were aided by sorcerers. These sorcerers of romance are semi-

identified with Hindus"; and in the stereotyped and perpetual con-

flict of the dastans there is a stylized and vague reflection of the

chronic chaos in which one community fought against the other

during the Mughal 'times of trouble' in the eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries.

Compared to this slant of ignoring Indian atmosphere and en-

vironment, the instances of the acceptance of Indian elements are

few and far between. The autobiographical or topical poem of

complaint described the physical background of the poet some-

times realistically enough. Very little of the 'matter of India was_

accepted in narrative verse; one of the exceptions being the Tuti

NSma which saw three imitators of NakhshabI in Dakani," and a

prose version done in the early nineteenth century by Haider

> Gricrson, Mcdrrv Vtmamtar LUtralvrc 107. •Chatterji. 196.

» Aziz Ahmad, Intro, to Muhammad Hasan 'Aslcan fed.) Jnlikhab-, Tilam-i

Ilahruba, Lahore, I9S3- Shami-UlUh Q3din, .24-5.
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Bakhsh Haidarl 1 at the Fort William College. Unlike Hindi, and

like Persian, Urdu tended to blur the distinction between sexes in

the situation of love, and the love of a woman for a man was not

considered fit subject-matter for poetry.

The only considerable north Indian poet before the middle of

the nineteenth century who found colour, richness, and rhythm in

the Indian life and atmosphere, and who wrote about it without
any inhibition, borrowing his vocabulary from all sources, unmind-
ful of all polished courtly criteria, was Nazir Akbarabadi (d. 1830),
ignored and almost unknown in his own generation, but respected
and revived when fashions changed in the later half of the century.
His other worldliness rooted in popular Sufism, was eclectic to the
extent of celebrating in his verse the festivals of other creeds,
Sikh or Hindu. He is the first, and until the thirties of the twen-
tieth century the only Urdu poet to have come in contact with the
masses of the Indian people and to have catered to their taste with-
out any distinction of creed. His spirituality, his reflective ethics,
his uninhibited sense of the enjoyment of the beauty of all creation,
of birds and beasts and human crowds at fairs, is of a popular type.
This thematic involvement in the realism of Indian life with its

bizarre show and colourful variety, its superstitions and moraliza-
tions could only be expressed in a language which was drawn
directly from the mouths of the people, and was throbbing with the
infinite variety of colloquialisms, transcending the rigid bounds of
poetic diction which the poets of Delhi and Lucknow had been im-
posing upon themselves generation after generation. On the other
hand in his ghazah, which Nazir considered his 'respectable' as
distinct from his popular poetry, he also conformed to the estab-
lished courtly standards'

India's Rani Ketki hi KahSni (1809) is regarded by some as an
early example of Hindu prose.' This would be the retrospective
application of a criterion of distinction. Insha could not possibly
have imagined that he was writing in anything except Urdu, from
which, not for the purpose of 'Hindifieation', but as a literary lour

fr..
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Urdu poetry turned to India after the shattering of the Muslim
values of conservative aesthetics, as an aftermath of the mutiny of

1857, under Western criticism of its insularity, artificiality and of

being 'decrepit in its cradle" in imitation of Persian, and under

Western inspiration of realistic love of nature. But while one finds

Hali or Muhammad Husain Azad emphasizing the principle of

closeness to Indian 'nature' and the need of going back to earlier

Hindi literature, and while both of them wrote on nature themes,

their effort is still self-conscious and their imagination and intellect

nearly as Persianized as that of their predecessors. One of the

features of this inherent Persianization is the generalization of the

particular in appreciation and imagery, which one comes across

even in Iqbal's early poems on Indian themes with the single

exception of Naya Shivala.

Hindu participation in Urdu literature has remained confined to

the eclectic communities, the Khatrls, the Kayasthas, and the

Kashmiri Brahmins, and to a few 'marginal' groups of Indo-

Gangetic plains. It was a continuation of their former use of

Persian, and their adoption in varying degrees of some aspects of

the Indo-Muslim culture. The main stream of Hindu intellectual

consciousness chose, not Urdu, but the dialects of Hindi or Indian

regional languages or Sanskrit for its expression. The minor Hindu
element which chose Urdu as its mother tongue or as the language

of its self-expression had to accept in it, in the first instance, the

Muslim norms of detachtnentfromlndian environment.TheHindu
who wrote in Urdu, before the middle of the nineteenth century,

therefore not only seceded intellectually from his own culture, but

accepted in its place another one based on external origins, from

which he was twice removed. This inhibited the creative energy of

early Hindu poets of Urdu, who could hardly rise above the level

of dilettanti, but who, as dilettanti, became outstanding compilers

of biographical dictionaries of poets or of anthologies of poetry,

like Lachmi Narayan Shafaq or Lala Sri Ram.
The perseverance of Hindu eclectic communities in holding on

to Urdu is admirable. Perhaps the first of these poets was Wall
Ram, a contemporary of Shah Jahan, who wrote in pre-Urdu as

well as in Arabic and Persian. In the reign of Shah Alam II, in the

beginning of the nineteenth century Hindus constituted a cogniz-

able percentage of Urdu poets. 1 Himself a poet, Chnnduljl
1 Bhagvundis Hindi. Saf~na-i Hindi, Patna, 1958.
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Shadan (1766-1845), chief minister of Hyderabad State, was a

famous patron of Urdu poetry. The most outstanding of Hindu
poets was Daya Shankar Nasim (1811-43), whose Gulzar-i Nasim
became an outstanding classic.

In the later nineteenth century when the Hindi-Urdu contro-
versy was raging fiercely, some of the Hindu writers of Urdu
turned to Hindi, others concentrated on transferring the Hindu
heritage of scripture, literature and science to Urdu prose. The
Bhagavad Gita was translated into Urdu three times, Bhartriharl
twice; there was translations of, and commentaries on the Vedas, of

'

the classics of Vedanta, and of works on Hindu ceremonial; and
Urdu was also used for Arya Samaj polemics. But the main stream
of Hindu religious and cultural activity was already flowing in
modern Hindi. In this phase and in the twentieth century, those
poets of the eclectic Hindu castes who still chose to write in Urdu,
hke Chakbast or Durga Sahay Sarur (d. 1910), made a conscious
effort to acclimatize Urdu to Hindu religious themes, and while
the)-, as well as the leading Hindu poet of Urdu writing today,
*ir»q Gorakhpuri, belong intellectually to the Persian tradition,
they gave to Urdu, persuasively, something of their Hindu sensi-
tivity and a scnsuousness that was voluptuous as well as religious,
absorbing cautiously, wherever relevant, the spontaneity of emo-
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courtesans, because of the identity of its imagic nature with the

ghazal of Lucknow. On the other hand, the Hindu iconographic

mind was capable of creating a rounded human figure in sensitive

and realistic relationship to a given situation, within a realistically

portrayed social environment. Thus Ratannath Sarshar (1846-1902),

under the influence of European picaresque novel, succeeded in

creating amazingly realistic minor characters and in capturing the

multiple atmosphere of Indian life in the court, the harem, the

bazaar, the fair, and the railway compartment. His major charac-

ters tend to be types, but at least in one of them, in his Khoji, he

created an Indian Sancho Panza His familiarity with the domestic

life of Muslim middle classes is amazing; and he catered, quite

unabashed, to Muslim political emotionalism, in sending his hero

Azad to the Crimea to fight on the side of the Turks against the

Russians. Prem Chand (1880-1936) began as an Urdu novelist, but

later turned to Hindi and is acclaimed in both languages as one of

the greatest writers of fiction.

(111) The Language Controversy

The literary languages, Hindi and Urdu, under the influence of

rival revivalisms in the nineteenth century, emphasized in their

parallel and rival growths not the fusion, but the deep-rooted

spiritual antagonism of the two cultures. As we have seen, modern
literary Hindi, which according to Grierson began with Lallu L51

in 1803, is a recent and antithetical growth. The separatist and

repudiatary character of literary Hindi vis-a-vis Urdu was not much
disputed by the Hindus, who regarded it as 'not ceremonially pure
or correct', and called itJamani or Yamanior Yavani, 'a language

suitable for Yavans or non-Hindu barbarians'.1 It is interesting

that the first work written in 'pure' and highly Sanskritized Hindi

(Sanskrit nistha) Hindi was the Satyartha Prakash of Dayanand
SaraswatI, the founder of the aggressive revivalist Arya Samjj, who
was the first to give a conscious and definite expression to the view
that Hindi should be the 'pan-Hindu language of India'.5 Not very
different was the analysis of Mawlana Muhammad Alt arrived at

from the opposite point of view: 'Hindi is the constructive works

1 Chatterjt, iSS
* V. D, Savarker, Address nt the Calcutta session of the Hindu Mnh3sshh3,

'939, 4.
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of the advocates of pan-Hinduism . . .; its first creation is the result

not of comprehension and inclusion, but of elimination and ex-

clusion.' 1 Where as the Arya Samajist Dayanand considered it the

religious duty of every Hindu to promote Hindi, the Arya Bhasha

(the Aryan language), the more moderate and traditionalist move-
ment of Hindu revivalism, the Sanatan Dharam, led by Pandit

Sharda Ram, also recommended its use.1

By 1867 the emphasis had already begun to shift from the use of

Hindi as the exclusive language of north Indian Hindus to propa-

ganda and pressure for its exclusive use, at the expense of Urdu, as

the language of administration at the lower levels. The movement
originated at Benares, and Babu Fateh Chand organized commit-
tees with this intent.3 The early political eclecticism of Sayyid
Ahmad Khan received a shock when Babu Shiv Prasad, himself a

writer of Urdu, pushed his dislike of the former Muslim rule in

India and its heritage to the extent of pressing the Hindu members
of Sayyid Ahmad Khan's Scientific Society to replace Urdu by
Hindi as the language of transactions in the Society.4 The main
opposition to Sayyid Ahmad Khan's plans for a Muslim University
came from the Hindu supporters of Hindi. 5 These developments
lit the first spark of modern Muslim separatism in the mind of
Sayyid Ahmad Khan, who in an interview with Shakespeare, then
the Commissioner of Benares, talked for the first time of the separ-
ate political evolution of Muslims, and expressed a prophetic
regret that the 'two nations', Hindu and Muslim, would not
seriously work together for a composite growth."
Babu Shiv Prasad created a press and propaganda machinery for

the propagation of Hindi. An even more extremist stand was
taken by lara Mohan Mitra and Sadasukh Lai who favoured com-
plete Sanskriteation.' Bhimsen Sharma, associated with the Arya
bamajist movement went to the extreme of writing a 'fantastic
article ,r

1
which the root of Arabic and Persian words was traced

back to Sanskrit

.

8

Conversely, Sayyid Ahmad Khan regarded the loss of the Urdu
language as detrimental for the Indian Muslims as the loss of their
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religion.1 In 1870 Garcin de Tassy gloomily recorded that the

language controversy was dividing Hindus and Muslims into two
hostile camps and that some Hindus would much rather adopt
English as the official language than Urdu.2

In the early 1870s the language controversy took a new, and from
the Muslim view-point an alarming turn, when the British official

policy yielded in some areas to the pressure of Hindu agitation.

First, in Bihar Urdu was officially replaced by Hindi as the written

medium of recording in law courts, then in 1872-3 it had to give

place to Hindi in the subordinate offices in the Central Provinces

and in the Darjeeling district of Bengal; and the Hindu pressure

for a similar change in the North Western (later United) Provinces

increased.3 In 1881 the Government of Bengal ordered the ex-

clusive use of Hindi in Devanagari script in Bihar. The climax of

the British patronage of Hindi came in 1898 when Sir Anthony
Macdonell, the governor of North-Western Province not only en-

forced Hindi in the place of Urdu in the lower courts of that pro-

vince, but showed an incomprehensible vindictiveness in face ofthe

Muslim agitation that followed, and a hostility to Muslim educa-

tional institutions like Aligarh and the Nadvat al-'ulama, humili-

ating Sayyid Ahmad Khan's successor, Muhsin al-Mulk. 1

In 1S93 Nagari PracharnI Sabha was founded at Benares for the

propagation of Hindi and for impressing the Hindu view-point on
the British government. One of its founders was Pandit Madan
Mohan Malviya, later a leader of the Indian National Congress.

Hindi Sahitya Sammelan was founded at Allahabad for the same
purpose. As a reaction to these Hindu bodies Anjuman-i Taraqqi-
yi Urdu grew out of the Muslim Educational Conference in

1903, with Shibli as its first secretary. But by then, the struggles

for Hindu and Muslim separatism had passed on from the lin-

guistic to the directly political field; linguistic hostility came to be
partly taken for granted, and partly regarded as one of the major
sources of the communal disunity, though not the main one. It

came to the fore again in 1937 when the Indian National Congress
ministries in various provinces took up linguistic question. Mr.
Gandhi m as strongly in favour of Hindi in the Devanagari script to

be used both by the Hindus and the Muslims, as he considered that
1 Muhsin a]-Mulk, Lectures and Speeches, Lahore, n d , j, 303-4.
1 Garcin dc Tassy, 13. » Ibid. (1874). 7-8
4 Half, 143-41 S. M. Ikram, Mcmj-i Katctlietr, Lahore, 1050, 100-14;

Muhammad Amm ZuberJ, Tadhhlra ilHvksm, Delhi, 1035, 102
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script 'akin to the great provincial scripts of the languages descen-
ded from Sanskrit'.1 He was not even prepared to adopt the Anglo-
Indian name Hindustani for Hindi,2 and was opposed to the use of
Latin script 3 which could have negatively united Hindi and Urdu.
The Hindu Mahasabha pledged itself to the use of Sanskrit as the
sacred language of India, and of Sanskrit nistha Hindi as the
national and official language.4 The Muslim attitude had been
epitomized some years earlier by Mawlana Muhammad 'AH who
regarded the use of Urdu instead of Persian by Indian Muslims as
in itself a concession to Indian patriotism. In his view, more than
that they could not concede, as the Persian script formed a link
with the rest of the Muslim world.' Moulvi 'Abdul Haq, secretary
of Anjuman-i TaraqqI-yi Urdu since 1912, whose sympathies had
Been radical and broadly nationalist, and who had all these years
striven to keep the language question out of the Hindu-Muslim
polifcal controversies, parted company with the nationalists in
:
?37

after fruitless discussions with Gandhi. On the other hand
b« Te; Bahadur SaprD, President of the Anjuman, continued
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EPILOGUE

MODERN SEPARATISM (i 857-1 947)

The chaotic pattern of Hindu-Muslim tension in the Mughal
'time of troubles' gave place to a new and unprecedented situation

as British power firmly established itself over the whole of the sub-

continent. This brought to the fore a more complex pattern of

tensions arising out of the problems which faced each community
in adjusting itself not only to the new ruling power, but to its lan-

guage, values and civilization; it transformed the nature of the

Hindu-Muslim conflict into one of mutual competition for econ-

omic and later political advancement under foreign rule.

The Government of East India Company was on the whole
more unsympathetic to Muslims than Hindus, for a number of

reasons. In its first areas of expansion, as in Bengal and Arcot, its

adversaries were Muslims, from whom it had wrenched power.
Its administrative policy drove a greater wedge between itself and
its Muslim subjects when the series of changes introduced by
Cornwallis and Shore led to the Permanent Settlement of 1793.
From the Muslim point of view the British, though they had won
Bengal by the sword, held it only under the legal title of the

Mughal Emperor's Chief Revenue Officer.1 Conversely, the

whole tendency of the Permanent Settlement was 'to acknowledge
the subordinate Hindu officers who dealt directly with the hus-
bandmen.2 This created a class of Hindu middlemen which
economically and culturally exploited the Muslim peasantry for

nearly a century and a half. Parallel to this was the rapid disinteg-

ration of the feudal structure of Muslim society; the destruction of
the Muslim aristocracy in Delhi and neighbouring areas in reprisal

for its participation in the Mutiny of 1857, and of other institutions

on which the nourishment of Muslim culture had been depending
for centuries.

,
The replacement of Persian by English in 1835 as the language

of education and administration placed the Muslims at a much
1 W. W. Hunter, The Indian Miissolmant, London, 1S71, quoting thefarman

of ia August 176s in Aitehison's Treaties, and East India Company's Collections
nos. x\ii-3CC, 1812. Mlunter, 150.
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greater disadvantage than the Hindus. For the Hindus it meant
merely the change from one foreign language to another. Cen-
turies of Muslim rule had helped Hinduism to shed its shell of

insularity, and infused it with an apparatus of eclectic receptivity

by which it could adapt itself to comfortable co-existence with the
influx of Western ideas which education in English brought neces-
sarily in its wake. Muslim India, had passed through no similar

process of immunization. For it the change meant secession from
its own cultural heritage to adopt an alien one. It was unconscious
of the revolutionary dynamism ofWestern civilization, and like the
rest of the Muslim world slow in appreciating the economic advan-
tages of the change. And so while in the nineteenth century it

found itself at a disadvantage compared to the Hindus, in the later
decades of that century and the first half of the twentieth it found
itself more dependent on the British than did the Hindus.
European Oriental studies inspired and led to the establishment

ot Hindu and Muslim traditions of the study of their own pasts. In
this process they developed separately their own mechanisms of
revivalism and apologetics. In their emotional response to the
nistory of Muslim India the two processes of revivalism clashed,
ihe two

i

revivalisms 'stimulated each other, competed with each

j »t ,

CamC more and morc diff«ent in outlook. . . . Hindusand Musalmans alike began to give up many practices which

ZZ T d fr°m 0ne an0!her and whid> formed bridges
between the too communities.' » Most of the reformist movementsw m

!

d-nme'eemh «ntury bore the stamp of this revivalist
tension. Among the Hindus it found its most virulent expression

Sams
'™dTen*,hst ™d missionary movement of the Arya

s2l 'fT j Td
r,"
m SUch libcraI niovements as the Brahma

XoT , «
7^ M0han^ the Samaj and the

theSmf - «
ae?- ™r —""PTt among Muslims were

AhmadZT Mam
'
and m°re especially the vigorous

The nit,
funded by MirzS Ghulam Ahmad of Qadi'van.

India wa,Tr ?
a»id Ahmad Khan's Muslim separatism in

Sfentiat SVTVallS

l
or anti-Hindu; it was co-existent^. He had preached Hindu-Muslim amity » from 1867 to

'J™F^/a^£P»«ir.. Allahabad, 24.
S. N. ShilttI, IlM^Tof £ST\M"$m"''S ™ -^.London, .<B4. 3«J
Imlim Mmlim, 6,. ' "* B"**° g-nSj, Calcutta, ,6-,7; Kan, Gopal,

* Khulul, 150. Farquhar, 137.
Lectures, 33-35, 118-19, 145-6, 168.
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18S4, until the implementation of Gladstonian liberal policies by
Ripon in India leading to the creation of seif-governing institutions

suggested the possibility of a coming struggle for power between
the Hindus and the Muslims. Sayyid Ahmad Khan did not oppose
the Indian National Congress in 1885 when it came into existence,

and not until 1887 when the election of a Muslim, Badr al-din

Tayyibji, as its president, appeared to him to involve the risk of a

politically unprepared and immature Muslim participation in it,

detrimental to the political and economic interests of the Muslims.
In his anti-Congress speeches at Lucknow (1887) and Meerut
(1888) he emphasized that in representative institutions Muslim
share in proportion to the ratio of their population would be

insignificant; even if they were given parity they lacked the educ-

ational standard to share administrative power at the helm; and
that the withdrawal of British rule would usher in an era of chaos

and Hindu-Muslim struggle for power.1 He was the first modern
Muslim to suggest that Hindus and Muslims constituted two

separate nations in India.2 Amir 'All, who had founded the Central

National Muhammedan Association in Calcutta, pressed similar

views,3 Even Badr al-din Tayyibji, who remained an Indian

Nationalist to the end, ceased to participate actively in the deliber-

ations of the Indian National Congress, 4 presumably in deference

to the feeling of the Muslim consensus. The instinctive acceptance

by the overwhelming consensus of Muslim India of Sayyid Ahmad
Khan's policy of separatism in Indian politics stands in sharp con-

trast to its simultaneous rejection of his opposition to pan-Islamism

and the Turkish Khilafat, and to the generally accepted tradition-

alist criticism of his religious eclecticism.

The demand for separate electorates for the Muslims was the

logical outcome of Sayyid Ahmad Khan's policies, and of the

challenge of the growing political strength of the Congress under
the revivalist leadership of Tilak which was basically anti-Muslim.
The deputation of Muslim elite to Minto in 1906, formulating the

1 Lectures, 240-53. 254-67. IHS, HaySt-t Jtnsld, i, 274-6, Abstract of the
Proceedings of the Council of the Gtnemor-General, \a\ xxn, meeting of 12
Januarj, *8S3; V. Lmctt, A History of Indian National Movement, London,
193*, 35; Shams al-din faha'iq, A'tna-i National Corgrets, Gurdaspur, iSSfi,
cf. Kanwar Sen, Jaxcab-i Lecture, Sialkot, 1890.

* Husain 11. Tyalyi, Badnlddm Tyabjt, Bomha), 1952, 203.
• Report of the Committee of the Central National Muhammedan clitoctatior

21-22; Amir 'Alt, Memoirs, 1C, vi (1932), 336-51; Ilam Gopal, So-Sr.'
•Tyabii, 22S.
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demand for separately elected Muslim participation in all represen-

tative institutions, commensurate not with the Muslim numerical

strength, in India, but its political strength might have been

encouraged by the British government, but does not seem to have

been 'inspired' by it.
1 It was merely working out the next stage

of the policy initiated by Sayyid Ahmad Khan.2

Antithetical to Muslim political separatism was the direct appli-

cation of Hindu revivalism to politics by Tilak. 'When the rampant
Hindu nationalist spoke of purging the sacred soil of India of the
foreigners, he meant Muslims as well as Englishmen.' 3 After the

Hindu-Muslim riots in the Bombay province in 1893, Tilak
launched a programme of organizing the Hindu masses on a vast
scale 'to be strong enough to live in peace with the Muslims' 4 by
abstaining from the age-old syncretic participation in Muslim
festivals, by evolving and celebrating parallel Hindu festivals,' like

that of the elephant-headed god Ganpati, which was modelled on
the Muslim Muharram; and by introducing the purely political

commemoration festival of Shivaji, who had challenged Muslim
imperial power in the late seventeenth century. 5 Whereas the
heritage of Tilak remained polarized in the pro-Hindu faction of
the Congress until 1947, its inspiration outside the Congress led to
the creation of the Hindu Mahasabhi in 1928. Its prominent leaders
Moonje and Savarkar were Maharashtrian. Its organizational
projection Smghatan had Maharashtrian origins." It culminated

qii^in•^fcwffV f(

!"*>™.«>-M»lk on the r,, of the Simla deputation

letter toSSa fc/j . * Bombay, 1046,112-13; Muhain al-MuUt'l

8 a"™,1S i'^S^,l^^'.'?o6 and Mintoa letter .0 Motley dated

.. a5£m JJofr°I„"fe-?
°p

r,'-
Afub Ahmad Khan in the JYoneer,

and^^{£^ii',^hU?*ml*™- '"3-41 Amir 'All, 'India

Minto, India, AL™rf,l"r i„ 7"'J,,A"p'' 1906; Mary. Countey of

^'<o,AM^r,^Tm Jffe /»»• «;<8
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John Buehan, Lord
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in the creation of Rashtra Sewak Sangh, with a predominantly

Maharashtrian membership in the i94os, thoroughly trained for

genocide; and finally in Godse it produced the revivalist fanatic

who assassinated the greatest Hindu of modern times Mahatama

Gandhi
(
I948), for preaching communal harmony and tolerance

towards Muslims. . ,

From the rSoos the Indian National Congress in its approach to

the Muslim question, shows mo divergent developments The

anti-Muslim faction was led by Tilak, the ^"a\^?°^
The two factions merged under the tolerant gu.danee of^Gandhi

in I9r 9 ,
only to be polarized once again, after the collap e of the

KMafJt Movement in ,924, into two wings, ^
Motilal Nehru, and its antithesis^^^^^JfJ^
Madan Mohan Malwiya and Lala Lajput Ra.. In the _ktt . 1930s

and 1040s the liberal faction spoke with two vo.ces that of Raja-
ano 1940s rne no

Ml ,,iims the right of self-determination,
gopalacharya conceding Muslims tne rigu

.....i,. ;ntP.

and of Tawaharlal Nehru withholding it and offering secular inte-

gration

1

The anti-Muslim faction was led during this penod by

lardar Vallabh Bhai Patel; while G3ndhi occupied a m.ddle posi-

tion, linking and balancing the two.
_

The Muslim League came into existence in 1906. In 1909 m toe

Mmto-Mo ey RefoSis separate electorates were conceded for the

iqxr ana 0T9 Muslim political leadership worked for a political

allianceand
9
al ^W'with the Hindus signalized ,nror6by

, T „,„ P. rf which conceded separate electorates
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into the Congress and into the Muslim organizations like the

Khilafat Conference and Jami'at al-ulama-i H/nrfworking in close

co-operation with it. The years 1919-22 represent the period of the

closest Hindu-Muslim political solidarity in the entire history of

the sub-continent. And yet as Jawaharlal Nehru has analysed it, it

was 'a strange mixture of nationalism and politics and religion and
mysticism and fanaticism. . . . This nationalism was itself a com-
posite force and behind it could be distinguished a Hindu national-

ism' and 'a Muslim nationalism partly looking beyond the frontiers

of India'.1

The Omgress-Khilafat alliance carried within itself tensions
that were explosive. 'I belong to two circles of equal size which are
not concentric', confessed Muhammad 'AH, 'One is India and the
other is the Muslim World'.2 This internal conflict of the Muslim
mind reached its illogical climax in looking up to the medieval
buffer state of Afghanistan as the cognizable centre for refuge in
the hijrat (migration) movement of 1919-20 which caused appal-
ling miseries to those involved, and for defence, when leaders like
Muhammad 'All invited Afghanistan to attack India to the con-
sternation and strong resentment of their Hindu colleagues.3 The
most shameful of the symptoms of the failure of this alliance were
the Moplah riots when an anti-imperialist agitation, originally
inspired by the Khilafat movement, got out of control and its nature
changed in the hands of ignorant mobs to a fratricidal and inhuman
massacre of its own Hindu allies. The final collapse of the alliance
came with the collapse of the Khilafat movement itself, after the
abolition of the Khilafat in 1924; leaving tne Mu5lims in utter con.
fiision and leaving the Hindus with a bitter realization that now
hat the external stimulus of Muslim anti-imperialism had failed,

«
KwMf,mS n,ight dcvrf°P in'° *^d force in the tri-

fZ I u
thC s"b-c™t!"««'s advance towards freedom.

Musi 1 J
PSC

-°
f ,hc KKataX movement a few individual

anv ™« rf ^"'T"
1 '° SUPP°rt ,he Congress, but without

Zr,£T £ "TV" 1928 3 Nationalist Muslim Party was
founded within the Congress by Mukhtar Ahmad Ansari. to ,929the Pathan leader 'Abdul GhaffSr Khan formed a pro-Congress

•IUm Copal, qSLi iii,
vTJ Lahore, .9.14, 465.
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nationalist corps Khudai Khidmatgar, popularly known as Red

Shirts, the only large Muslim group which remained consistency

with the Congress for a number of years; though in 1947 the

Frontier Pathans voted solidly for accession to Pakistan. The pro-

Congress Shi'a Political Conference was founded in 1929 and the

Momin Conference originally founded in 1923 was revived >n 1942

with Congress support as an anti-Muslim League group
.
The

Ahrar, a pro-Congress splinter-group of the Unlafat Conference

came into existence as provincial political party of the Punjab

Sims in 19.8. Among' individual Muslim leaders who threw m

their lot completely with the Congress, the most "ding

^

Abu'l Kalam Azad one of the first political rebels against the poli-

tical leaning oftyyid Ahmad Khan. Though^d worked

. .... . . _„j „r ti,p Muslim masses, though tne uiama 01

t^X^y^fZ, To the vast majority of Muslim

Congress year after yea in the eariy
^
94

sentative of the
the Muslim League's claim to be he so P

Other na, onahs^^gd

Tt rf»=-tiom.t Zakir Husain was
Khan, had even less

dha Scheme> hotl opposed by
the author^^^^ im . The most interesting of the
the Muslims b U«er 1937 • ^ religio.poIitical eccentric

' covert from Sikhism who after extensive
'Ubayd-Ullah Sindtu, a c

a ^

sts but more sp'ecifical.y after I024 Indo-Muslim
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journey into the political unknown, they were at first concerned

with safeguards and weightage. The demand for safeguards im-

plied not merely separatism, but the continued presence in some
form or other of a third arbitrating party as a guarantor, a contin-

uity of British influence in some manner; though paradoxically

enough Muslim political organizations stood as much for political

independence as the Congress. After the Round Table Conferences

('O-2^ 1 ) tne British White Paperwhichwas the blue-print of the

sub-continent's political future conceded separate electorates, but
the principle of weightages was so applied that while Muslims
obtained additional seats in the legislatures of theprovinces inwhich
they were in a minority, theystill remained a minoritynot onlythere
and in the Centre, but also in provinces like Bengal and the Punjab
where they constituted majority of the population because of the
weightages allowed in these provinces to the non-Muslims. Such
developments led to the gradual return of Muslim political lead
into the hands of constitutionalists like Mr. Jinnah, who had earlier

distinguished himself as the negotiator with the Congress achieving
such political landmarks as the Lucknow Pact (1916) and his
famous fourteen points which led the Congress to appoint the
Nehru Committee (1928) to go into the problems of political ad-
justments within India. After the death of Mawlana Muhammad
Ah (1931) the reputation of the rest of the KkOafat leaders col-
lapsed. Aga Khan, for whom Indian politics was a hobby, had
always been a decorative figure. A new generation of landed
gentry politically of modest stature, represented by Liaqat 'All
Khan, Ismail Khan and Sikandar Hayat Khan filled the vacuum,
supported by a new set of professional politicians like Fazlul Haq
in Bengal. In ,936 they resurrected the Muslim League to bring

T .• V'J'Tr I-

who h*d temporarily withdrawn from the
chaotic Indo-Mushm political scene, as its leader

In the ,937 elections, held to implement the restricted pro-
vincial autonomy given in the Government of India Act of j93 5.

twu"^ r^'.** Pon* i" the Hindu-majority provinces,

nr„1, T 5\TTd MuS,im did no' do so well in the

EZT^ r
' ™ "Crated the majority. The differences

beteeen the Congress and the League might have been minimized,
f not actually resolved, had the Congress leadership taken the
ragiimiye step of sharing the power in provincial cabinets with
the Muslim League, as the League generally expected. The insist-
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ence of the Congress to accept only such Muslims as would join the

Congress itself was resentfully considered by the League as aimed

at its own elimination, and at the liquidation of independent Mus-

lim political life in India. The situation might not have deteriorated

if, after the assumption of power, the Congress ministries in vari-

ous provinces, especially in the Central Provinces, had shown

some understanding of Muslim apprehensions and f^fep^t™
in their educational and linguistic policies Instead they tt^ t

disrupt the Muslim League by encouraging ™?ec^{l

™
growth of a number of anti-League mushroom

parties of the Mus-

lim, by an ill-planned and not very sincere movement of mas
>

con-

tact and by other political manoeuvres.* In^this first con derable

experience of the Muslims to live under Hindu ^^^1™,
Muslim opposition became more and more solid and defined and

with it the Muslim League emerged, as it had been da m ng the

sole representative of the Muslim masses in the po it

that lay ahead.* In September r 939t'uW^ZZSet
resigned at the advent of the second World War * MPohticd ten

sion was so acute that 'Indian observers "S"^**"]^
officials that Hindu-Muslim relations had never in their experience

be

'The°

b

di; in discovering the philosophical justification for

Pakistan', writes Ambedkar, 'is due to the fact^^ Muto

leaders had become habituated - sp^ngo«™3 as a com

munity and as a minority. The use of this
, k.

in a false direction and brought them to a dead e»d As they ack

nowledged themselves to be a minority^^"'^Sf^hkh
was nothing else open to them except to ask for ^fi

g

they did and with which they"^u™ £5
half a century.' * The way out of this cu1-de-sacof safeguard and

weightages was blasted by the romantic imagination of a poet,

Muhammad Iqbal.5
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In the pan-Islamic phase of his writings (1908-38) Iqbal had

dissociated politics from nationalism, and tried to correlate it with

religion and culture. This implied also the rejection of the modern
Western concept of the duality of church and state.1 In the uni-

versal political life of the Muslims, there could be only two criteria

of grouping, Muslims and non-Muslims. Non-Muslims consti-

tuted a single community antithetical to the Muslim umma.2 This
did not mean that the Muslims were in any sense a superior or

chosen people; in fact the Muslim community was potentially, and
not actually, the khayr al-umam (best among the communities), not
merely by virtue of its following the Prophet of Islam, whose
Prophethood was meant to promulgate freedom, equality and
brotherhood among all mankind, 3 but by the community's own
effort to apply the ethical values of the Prophet's teachings to the
harnessing of the forces of nature, 4

In its dispersion all over the world the Muslim community has
a cognizable centre (markax-i malum), the Ka'ba. It is a geograph-
ical focus. Whereas the Ka'ba remained the symbolic cognizable
centre for the entire ummah, a regional centre as a politically
denned regional centre was necessary for the survival of the Mus-
lims m the sub-continent. The Muslim majority areas therefore
stood in relation to the diaspora in the rest of the sub-continent as
a politically realizable 'cognizable centre'. This resilience marked
a retreat from Iqbal's original position, his denunciation of region-
alism Uut by 1930 he had come to the conclusion that while a uni-
versa Muslim Khilafat was impractical in the modern world, the
only tang,ble form the political expression of pan-lslamism could
take was that of Muslim multi-nationalism; realizing itself in
regional national states.5

In his Presidential Address at the annual session of the MuslimLeague ,n I93°,lqbal first put forward theproposal for the creation

t ,™^ Sl 'm Sta'e in India
-

'Th <= °fM*m''

eL,f? VS 0rPmral'y to the social order which it has
created. The rejection of the one will eventually involve the

AlL'hS taTjj,?'I;^l7' % th
l session of the Muslim League a.

iv, 13.
93
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rejection of the other. Therefore, the construction of a polity on

Indian national lines, if it means a displacement of he Islamic

principle of solidarity, is simply unthinkable to a Muslim

In comparing the concept of Islamic solidarity as a social unity

with the modern Western conception of a nation Iqbal had taken

his cue from Ernest Renan. 'Une nation est une ame, un pnMpe

spirituel. L'une est dans le passe, l'autre dans le present. L une est

la possession en commun d'un riche legs de souvenirs; 1 autre est le

consentement actuel, le desir de vivre ensemble, la volonte de

continuer a faire valoir l'heritage qu'on a ^fu ind.vis .
.Avoir de

gloires communes dans le passe, une volonte

present; avoir fait de grandes choses ensemble, votae/™
encore, voila la condition essentielle pour etre une peuple. Une

nation'est done une grande solidarity, constituepar k—
de sacrifice qu'on a faits et de ceux qu'on est dispose

Hie suppose un passe; die se resume pourtan dans le presen .par

un faitmgible; le consentement, le ^^.'^^ „Te Kndu-
continuer k vie commune.' 'Judged from

this sandard the Hind^^

Muslim political complex in India did not constitute a"™
fact of diversity within the so-called Ind.an^aUon was^^efore °

East. India was therefore Asia in miniature.
Wnatio„.

This was the first unapologetic assertion of the tw natKm

theory, which had been so^Ahmad Khan and Muhammad Ah. lnis lcaio^i

regional self-determination of the Indian Mu Urn nanon he

out recognizing the facts of c "™ g l

demand for the creation of a Muslim in
pu

slndestate.Self-government^thintheBnt.shEmp.re
or ^tl out

Z British Empfre, and the formation of a consohdated
1

North-

West Indian Muslim state appears to me to be the final destiny of
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the Muslims at least of North-West India.'1 For India the creation

of a Muslim state within it would ensure 'security and peace

resulting from an internal balance of power; for Islam an oppor-
tunity to rid itself of the stamp that Arabian imperialism was forced

to give it, to mobilize its law, its education, its culture, and to bring
them into closer contact with its original spirit and with the spirit

of modern times.' 2

During 1936-^7 Iqbal and Jinnah came in close political contact.
In a series of letters to Jinnah, IqbSl pressed the view that the
creation of a separate Muslim state was the only feasible solution
for the Muslims and for peace in India.3 In the larger interest of
Muslim survival in India, Muslim minorities in Hindu majority
provinces should sacrifice their own interests for the creation of a
separate Muslim state in the zones of Muslim majority.4 The
economic pattern of the Muslim state envisaged was to be a kind of
socialist democracy.' In his introduction to these letters of Iqbal,
Jinnah acknowledges that Iqbal's views finally led him to the same
conclusion, the demand for a separate Muslim state (Pakistan).

8

Ambedkar, the leader of the Hindu depressed classes, who later
drafted the first constitution of the independent India wrote in
1942: ITiat Muslim position should have run a parallel course and
should never have merged in the Hindu current of politics is a
strange fact 0f modern Indian history. In so segregating them-
selves the Muslims were influenced by some mysterious feeling, the
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not quite coherently, taking shape in the minds of the Indian

Muslims. In 1923 an insignificant tribal chief Muhammad Gul

Khan, in his evidence before the North West Frontier Inquiry

Committee, suggested the establishment of separate homelands

for Muslims in the north-west extending as far as Agra.* Alter

Iqbal's demand for the creation of a separate Muslim state a pop-

ular name for it was suggested by a group of Muslim students at

Cambridge, including Chaudhari Rahmat 'Ah, whose la er extra-

vagant writings became quite embarrassing for the Muslim poli-

tical leadership. This name, Pakistan, which caught the popular

imagination, was mnemonically formed from the name^fMushm

majority areas of the north-west: Punjab, ^fghan.a (North West

Frontier), Kashmir, Sind and Baluehis(fl».
2 It can be safely asser-

ted that this name was the only contribution of the Cambridge

group to the Pakistan Movement.
_

On 26 March 1940 the Muslim League in its annual session at

Lahore finally adopted a resolution for the setting up of sovereign

Muslim states in the north-western and eastern zones of the sub-

continent where the Muslims constituted the majority of the popu-

lation.* DespitethereferenceintheMushmLeagueresolution
to the

possibility of the creation of a plurality of Muslim states, the unani-

mous comments of the Muslim League leaders made it quite clear

that the resolution actually envisaged the creation of a single Mus-

lim state, embracing both zones, north-western as well as eastern."

In March 1942 the demand for Pakistan received its official British

recognition in the proposals for India's self-determmation and co-

operation in the war effort brought by Sir Stafford Cr.pps.o Tt8

first realistic appraisal by Hindu leadership came from C. RyV
gopalacharya, though his resolution for diluted Muslim terri-

torial autonomy within a centralized India was rejected by the

> Report of the Norlh-Wesl Frontier Inquiry Committee, 1924 ,„
Chaudhari Rahmat -AU./to <t'^^^"^% ''»: idem. He Mala,

of Islam and the Menace of Indiamim Cambria^ '94°, .-4; ,dem. y/ M
ind the Mission, Cambridge 194*. "f^f ^* ifJK" 1

? "J
Muilfm t ?i

torial self-determination sec P. C. J°'j?> '
ff'ft Ar.mn, Ilombnvo Adhikari. Pakistan and Indian national Unity. ]^n,L.. y'

AmbedUr op S.; Rajendra Prasad, op. at.; Coupland, op.\m" '

T
'94?iffBV

Futar\ of India, Bombay .938: idem. A Mmj^A )f"
{
;

Zones for India, S.kandarabad. 193S; idem. Muslm pnh, f'""
"/ Cultural

Introduction by 'Abdullah Haroon Bombay, ,„9: SHaJd™ uZVlii
n.itlines of a Scheme of Indian Federation, Lahore, 1939,

ulr "'yt Khan,
> Te« m The Strunqlefor Independence, Karachi, i„, S
• Khalid bin Sayeed, Palmtan, tie Formative Phaie.K^i '•

,
•Draft Declaration for Diiewtion ml* Indian Isaderi it* I

March 194=-
U-rlpp, <'™P°*»W'
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Congress.1 Later his formula formed the basis of unsuccessful poli-

tical discussions between Gandhi and Jinnah.2

As a Labour Government replaced Churchill's war coalition, the

British government applied itself seriously to the question of

Indian independence and a British Cabinet Mission arrived in

India in March 1946, and finally proposed a three zone federation

in India, with an All-India Union Government which would deal

with foreign affairs, defence, communications and fundamental
rights with the necessary powers of taxation: and with Hindu-
Muslim parity in the Central Legislature as well as the Central
Cabinet. The residuary powers were to rest with the provinces. The
Union was to sub-divide itself in three zones; of which Zone B
would contain the bulk of the sub-continent and an overwhelming
Hindu majority, Zone A consisting of north-western provinces
would have a considerable Muslim majority, and Zone C consisting
of Bengal and Assam would have a slight Muslim majority. This
ingenious plan conceded sub-continental federal unity to the
Congress, and the substance of autonomous though not indepen-
dent Pakistan to the Muslim League plus Muslim weightage in the
Centre. The Congress hesitated, mainly under pressure from
Assam Congress leaders who would have liked to sec that province
included in the Hindu Zone B, and possibly to other factors of
political analysis; in its hesitation it lost the final opportunity of
retaining a united India.3

Jinnah perhaps for the first time in his political career, went
against the consensus of Muslim India in accepting the Cabinet
Mission s proposals; only to reject them later, partly because of the
Congress hesitation in accepting them, partly due to the pressure

™ fi' e,°f lhe Mus,hn census and of the Muslim

Indf; 1,"
Se"et *e of Jinnah

'

s leadership of Muslim

tL situati„

I

!,

eS

H
eil^m °?Ctly ,he °W™te of what "PP*"* to be

w;. 1 ,

"0t ead
'
but was Ied by the Muslim consen-

corf I fn™° t
7" °f 3 Sincere and dear-headed lawyer who

acc^teVrVT
947'^0* ,he C^ess and the Muslim League

of hSfa into t,

Pkn f°r Parti'!°n»g the sub-continentof India into two sovereign states, India and Pakistan.

• Abdul K.ito X^f/i5
„
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